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SAILORTOWN
Half-frozen, underfed and sexstarved sailors did not need to be
told that the rigging was encased in
ice, nor that the ship was awash,
hence their shanties were more
likely to conjure up the 'shore
delights' they longed for.
Stan Hugill, author of the
magnificent Shanties from the Seven
Seas, has now written a fascinating
history of the Sailortowns of the
world: Tiger Bay, the Barbary
Coast, 'Frisco, and many others.
'As 1 wus a-rollin down Paradise
Street' they sang. We are shown
what happened to Jack after he had
chased his delight up the street, the
people he met and the time he had
—very often the dangers he found
were far greater than those at sea.
Shanties complement the text in
each chapter.
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Sailormen returning to their ship after a night ashore in Flag Street, Calcutta.
(River scene based on a photograph).
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'When I'm discharged at Liverpool 'n' draws my bit o' pay,
I won't come to sea no more,
I'll court a pretty little lass 'n' have a weddin'-day,
'N' settle somewhere down ashore.
I'll never fare to sea again a-temptin' Davy Jones,
A-hearkening to the cruel sharks a-hungerin' for my bones;
I'll run a blushin' dairy-farm or go a-crackin' stones.
Or buy 'n' keep a little liquor-store'—
So he said.
They towed her into Liverpool, we made the hooker fast.
And the copper-bound officials paid the crew,
And Billy drew his money, but the money didn't last.
For he painted the alongshore blue.
It was rum for Poll and rum for Nan and gin for Jolly Jack,
He shipped a week later in the clothes upon his back,
He had to pinch a little straw, he had to beg a sack.
To sleep on when his watch was thro'—So he did.
{Hell's Pavement by John Maselield)
Grateful acknowledgement is made to the Society of Authors and to Dr. J o h n
Masefield, O.M., for permission to quote the above poem.
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PREFACE

""^
^
^ v . O T often, nowadays, can a neglected
/•
/ ^^^i^^^subject be found to grace the pages of a
I \ i book, but I feel certain that this is the first time
I \ I ^ book on Sailortowns of the world has been offered
—I X
\j
to the reading public.
I'hose who reviewed my recent book Shanties from the Seven Seas
commented on the fact that the sailing-ship man, when putting together his own shipboard-made songs and shanties, unlike the shore
sea-song writer who dv/elt heavily on such stock phrases as 'bounding billows', 'wet sheets', 'flowing seas', and 'raging mains', sang
almost exclusively of the delights of the land and the lures of Sailortown.
The reviewers pointed out that the shantyman, being by nature
somewhat of a philosopher, realized that the arduous labour of shipboard work and the terrors of the inclement weather were things too
real and monotonous to be sung about. He preferred to conjure up
the shore delights of chasing a bit o' skirt, with stuns'ls flying alow
and aloft, down Liverpool's Paradise Street, or those of knocking
back the hard stuff in a tippling house, in tow with dubious frilly
company, somewhere along the RatclifTe Highway. That was surefired stuff guaranteed to appeal to a half-frozen, underfed, and sexstarved bunch of foremast-hands. They didn't need to be told that
the ship was awash, that the rigging was encased in ice, or that the
wind was blowing a hurricane; these things they knew only too well.
No! 'Give us the one about Madame Gashee!' would be the shout,
and the shantyman would, in a hurricane stanza, take them to the
dives and delights of Callao.
That great Tusitala of sailor life, C. Fox Smith, gives us, in two
lines, the outlook of the windbag man:
'An', Christ,' says Dan, 'for a night in port, au' a Dago fiddler's tune,
An' just one whifTof the drinks again, in a Callao saloon.'
This new angle, the difference in outlook between shore-composed
and sailor-composed sea songs, I, the compiler of tjie shanty book,
had failed to notice. Probably I couldn't see tlic \vood for the trees.
B
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But, on its being signposted for me, it intrigued me so greatly that I
felt I could not rest until I had enlarged upon such lines as:
'As I wuz a-roUin' down Paradise Street'
and
'In Number One New England Square,
Me Nancy Dawson she lives there'
(Although I must confess I never did find out where New England
Square was situated.)
And so this present volume can be said to be the outcome of this
nagging interest aroused in me by the reviewers' comments, the result of much book research, a digging back into the recesses of
memory, and a strong desire to tell the world just why Jack wanted
to roll down Paradise Street, and what he did when he had accomplished that feat.
The subject is one usually dwelt on lightly by sailor writers as they
tell us of their voyages hither and thither; one chapter, or portion of
a chapter, may be devoted to the life of the crew in a foreign port,
but rarely is the subject enlarged upon. As for books devoted wholly
to the subject, I can think only of Alexander Bone's Bowsprit Ashore,
several works by C. Fox Smith such as Sailortown Days and Ship
Alley, Richard H. Dillon's Shanghaiing Days (he is the authority on
this shoreside pastime), and the Rev. S. Bradford's Shellbacks and
Beachcombers. From all these works, I must admit, I have freely imbibed. But, in the main, these dwell on individual ports only, or on
one or the other of the facets of sailor shore life; not one of them covers
the whole story, or is a complete guide to the Sailortowns of the
world. Therefore, I believe this present work to be the first and only
coverage of the world of the sailor ashore, of the streets, the drinking
dens, the famous and infamous characters, the brothels, the prostitutes, the boarding-houses, the crimps, and the whole land-shark
set-up geared to rob Sailor John when on terra firma.
Naturally in such a work, on account of the similarity of the
subject—one Sailortown being much the same as another—repetition
can hardly be avoided. Each port had its pubs, boarding-houses and
brothels, with their crimps, whores, and so on, and owing to the historical and geographical format of the book, the reader will come
across similar areas, characters and set-ups. However, except when
it is absolutely unavoidable I have done my best to keep repetition
as low as possible.
Sailortown was a world in, but not of, that of the landsman.
It was a world of sordid pleasure, unlimited vice, and lashings
of booze, but a dangerous place too. The pseudo-sailor songs singing
of the sailor being 'snug and safe ashore' or 'safe at last, the bar
is past' were wrong, you know. A sailor ashore was anything but
xviii
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safe. He was far safer at sea, hanging on by his eyebrows and toenails
to an upper tops'1 yard, reefing sail in a Cape Horn snifter, than he
was in Sailortown, where every boarding-house master, harpy, pub
hanger-on, and wharf-rat was awaiting to skin or slug him, and
where his useless corpse was often to be found, knife between the
shoulder-blades, lying sprawled in some dark, dank alley, or coiled,
obscenely, around a tide-washed, barnacled pile.
Sailors in the old days were of an adventurous disposition. Footloose men, bachelors by choice, shore-likers, women-likers, boozelikers, they were wonderful men at sea, who often deteriorated ashore.
And, strangely enough, in the main, as Alan Villiers has pointed out,
they were God-fearing men. On my first voyage as a boy I sat down
to eat my hash with my hat on. An aged, hawk-faced, slightly humpbacked, Horn-toughened Irish shellback sent my hat a-flying, following its removal with a hefty clout around my earhole, and remarking at the same time, 'Doff yer hat, sonny an' 'onour yer
Maker!'. An expression I have never forgotten.
Yes, they were, every inch of them, men—men, like their ships,
never to be born again. This volume, by its very nature, shows their
worst, or simplest, side, but as I have occasionally included myself in
their, to me, grand company, maybe they will forgive me. And perhaps it is well to remember, too, that they weren't alone in their
vices. Were not 'drinkin', cursin' and a-whorin' ' at one time considered the hall-marks of a shore gentleman ?
Many of the yarns spun in this narrative arc to be found in sailor
biographies, in books dealing with sailing-ship voyages, and other
historical works. In their original contexts, however, when compared
with the remaining contents of such books, these descriptions of shore
life are usually mere drops in the ocean. On the other hand, when
brought together in one such volume as this, the impression given
the reader is that all old-time sailing-ship sailors and early steamboat
deckhands and firemen were drunkards and lechers. Actually this
was not so. Some men didn't drink at all, nor went a-whoring. Some
never even went ashore, boasting that they had been right round the
world and never set foot on terra firma.
Of course the majority of seamen did drink, and many did visit
brothels, but, as an apologist, the writer must point out that the
sailing-ship man and the early steamboat man did spend long periods
on the salty main, and when they hit the port they could hardly be
said to be used to alcohol. Hence one of the reasons, one presumes,
why they got fighting drunk so quickly. The writer feels that if the
consumption of alcohol per sailing-ship sailor, per year, was compared with that over a similar period of manual workers labouring
ashore, navvies, dockers, miners, and so on, who have the opportunity of drinking daily, the amount consumed by the sailor would
be found to be ridiculously small. The fact that in many steamship
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companies nowadays the seaman, in particular the bosun, chippy, and
lamptrimmer, is permitted drink while at sea, plus the fact that long
passages are no longer made between ports, obviously tends to bring
about more moderation in sailor shore-drinking. Drink to the modern
sailor is no longer something to look forward to so eagerly after a long,
dry sea passage as it was in the case of the old-time windbag man and
steamer fireman. And the slackening of demand obviously affected
the shore dives geared to meet the sailor's needs. Nowadays many
dockside pubs in the old areas of Liverpool and London Sailortown
are empty of an evening, the lunch-hour drinking of dockers being the
main reason they stay open at all.
As for the tom-cat habits of the sailorman of old, they were not to
be marvelled at, for seamen in those days were prone to stay in the
blessed state of bachelorhood. Nowadays even young seamen take
the plunge, and this being the case the need to indulge in the wild
sexual excesses of their predecessors is, apparently, lessened. In many
ports of the world licensed quarters are no longer permitted by law.
The harlot is no longer a pillar of the dockside, while uptown callgirls are beyond the sailors' reach financially and geographically.
The sailor nowadays, it would seem, prefers to go to the 'pictures', a
whist drive, a coffee bar, or to a decent dance-hall where he can
'twist' or 'monkey' or 'shake' to his heart's content. The general
lowering of moral standards, too, puts in his way, when he feels sexinclined, young girls otherwise considered respectable. Such girls, in
many European, American, and Australian seaport towns, have
slowly but efTectively replaced the old-time prostitute.
It has been pointed out to me by certain people that in between
the 'wild ones'—to use a modern term—who only went ashore for
booze and women, and those old salts who prided themselves in never
going ashore at all—the real Ancient Mariners—there must have
been some intelligent seafaring types who went ashore just to see
placesof interest. At least captains and ofTicers and apprentices would,
such inquirers feel, come into this category.
Well, first and foremost, we now live in an age of 'sight-seeing'.
Nearly everyone nowadays, goes abroad for their holidays. Before the
First World War this atmosphere of sight-seeing and tourism existed,
but only in a small way. The working-man merely worked and rarely
could or wanted to 'go places'. Newspapers were not packed with 'Go
to sunny this or that', and modern advertising mediums had not yet
arrived. So the sailor when he went abroad was not a man already
indoctrinated with such sight-seeing desires. The first-tripper who
was 'going to see the world', soon learnt, in his first port, to follow
the crowd to the pubs and brothels, and few were independent
enough to break away from the mob.
Sailortowns were the same the world over. Only the lingo was
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different, But everybody spoke English anyhow. The set-up and
character of a Sailortown in Calcutta was much the same as that in
London and Buenos Aires. It was better to stay in the waterfront
area where 'English was spoked' than to go 'rovin' up town where it
weren't'.
After finishing ship-business the masters and mates may have gone
'up town', away from Dockland. But here again, in the nineteenth
century the theatres and other places of amusement were little better
than those of Sailortown. In the 'Fanny by Gaslight' period even
theatres like the Haymarket in London had, I believe, prostitutes
parading in the foyer. And weren't all actresses in the years that have
gone, disparagingly termed 'painted ladies' ?
Between the Wars the European began to develop an interest in
how other people lived, and foreign places of interest geared themselves to the spread of tourism. Sailors, too, in a small way, began to
be more interested in the countries they visited—but only in a small
way, mark you! Some would get away from the dockside and the
First and Last pub, and visit decent theatres, cinemas, and even zoos
and museums, but only a few. Out East some would go temple
visiting, taking photographs of Buddhas and pagodas and so on.
Some would visit places of interest in the daytime, when shore-leave
was granted, returning to the sailor quarters at night—the author
puts himself in this category. But, in the main, seafaring men kept to
the waterfront.
In my Shanty Book I divided my acknowledgements of sources
into two parts, one for material gained from the Desk, and one for
material gained from the Deck: the former being my literary informants, the latter my shipboard yarn-spinners. In the present volume
Part I, since it is devoted entirely to an earlier historical period, is
perforce drawn entirely from Desk sources, as also arc the earlier
parts of the chapters in Part II. The latter parts of these chapters
deal with things within the memory of many living seamen hence they
are often based on the yarns of old sailor shipmates of mine in the
years that have gone by. Chapter X is drawn almost entirely from
my own experiences ashore in foreign ports.
It would be almost impossible for me to name all the sources of
my information individually, but, when the information has been
found in the pages of one person's work only, then the author and
his book have been named. I'm sure those who have been omitted
will forgive me. However, I must mention some of the excellent
little nautical magazines from which I have culled many valuable
old sailor yarns, especially those from the letters in the 'Slop Chest'
of Sea Breezes, from the earlier editions of the Nautical Magazine, and
from the much more recent South Spainer, edited by G. V. Clark. The
articles of the great mulatto sailor J. H. Williams, originally published in the American magazine The Independent and republished, as
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edited by W. F. Kuehl, under the title Blow the Man Down, have given
me good background reading for the port of Calcutta. Herbert Asbury's The Barbarj Coast, the Rev. James Fell's British Merchant Seamen in San Francisco, and Richard H. Dillon's Shanghaiing Days have
done the same for San Francisco. Henry Mayhcw's works on nineteenth-century London helped me greatly with that port, as have
those of Herman Melville and others with Liverpool, And, of course,
I have referred constantly to the fine books of that great historian of
sail, Basil Lubbock, especially in connection with Chapter IV (Part
I). In the works of F. W. Wallace I have found much about the
eastern seabord of America, as I have in Dana for the western. Many
libraries, too, in Britain's seaports and in other ports across the world,
have helped me in this work. I must especially name Miss Sandra
Mali, of the Bernice P. Bishop Museum, Honolulu, who came to my
aid in bringing to life the old Pacific whaling days.
At the end of this book I have given a short bibliography of the
books I have read and found useful in the compiling of this work, and
without which it would have been sadly lacking in colour and authenticity. All these, and many others that I have read during my lifetime, along with the yarns of my shipmates and pen-friends, including
those of that wonderful old German seaman, Charlie Muller, now in
his ninety-first year, have helped me to rig, load, and warp this
packet of mine as far as the Basin. Now it only remains to wish her,
as she passes the Pierheads and heads out into the sea of the reading
public, God-speed, fair winds, and a good landfall.
All my drawings arc based on authentic prints and photographs of
the ports concerned, only the humans being the products of my
imagination. The plans, too, are my free-hand renderings of Sailortown sections from port plans found in various port libraries, and in
guide-books, travel books, and encyclopaedias of the latter part of the
nineteenth century. May they help the reader to wander around the
streets of Fiddler's Green, and relive, to the fullest, the shore life of
that dcepwater artisan and tarry roisterer. Sailor John.
STAN HUGILL

Aberdovey, ig66
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'ON THE BEACH'

R O M time immemorial the sailing-ship John has longed
for the 'beach'.
No matter how intense a sailorman, and all this
word connotes in its deeper meaning, no matter what
love he had for 'stick 'n' string', there were times when
this rime-eyed, arm-torn, sea-wearied being longed for terra firma.
From the tarry and salt-swilled holds of the apple-cheeked, bluflfbowed ships of the early circumnavigators, from the stinking fo'c'sles
of the Guineamen, and the insect-crawling deck-houses of the
sandalwood-tradcrs and the blackbirders, from the stuffy and ill-lit
Liverpool houses of the latter-day big four-posters, the old sea-coney
would cast his thoughts towards the 'beach', and the delights implied
in such a word.
Most sailing-ship men, during their working lives, spent some time
ashore in foreign parts. Nowadays, steamboat men keep to their ships
and to their companies. The term 'company's man' in the mouth of
an old-timer was most certainly a derogatory one. In Yankee sailing
ships of eighty years ago any man who made more than one trip in a
ship was stigmatized as a 'ship's cousin'. Most sailing-ship men were
'birds o' passage' or 'passage workers'. They would make a passage,
perhaps from Liverpool, to Valparaiso, then, leaving the ship there,
would spend some time ashore until another berth was found in a
homeward-bounder. The sailing-ship man was obsessed with a kind
of wanderlust unknown to the modern steamboat man. It was common for him to demand his discharge in some foreign port, and, if
this was denied him, he would 'pay off with the jib-downhaul', i.e.
desert. The very fact that sailing ships often spent long months, if not
years, in port, had something to do with it. The main reason, however, was that the sailing ship usually attracted a more adventurous
type of man than did the latter-day steamer.
In the years prior to the First World War there was more room to
move. Passports weren't such a curse, red-tape hadn't grown to its
present proportions, and a sailor's discharge book would take him
nigh anywhere. Also there was his pride—at least in the days of the
Western Ocean Packet Rats—his pride in being a real sailor and not
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a longshore lumper. At sea the craft of the seaman was called into
being. In port he became a labourer, working down hatches, chipping the side, and so on—duties, to his mind, only suitable to longshoremen and cargo wallopers.
Perhaps, however, all this is apologia. Wasn't his prime reason for
liking the 'beach' booze and women ? Wasn't his shipboard fancy to
be, as the shanty puts it, ' T h e bosun of a little rum-store' or to drop
his anchor, as his own picturesque lingo has it, 'under the lee of Bum
Island' ? D a n a , ' writing about his own day, describes being 'in old
B's grog-shop, with a coal-fire ahead and a bar under your lee, without seeing daylight for three weeks . . .' And, when women and
booze were not the desiderata, did not the shellback often feel that
he would like to become 'the mate of a fish 'n' chip cart, with brass
knobs and hand-rails' ? When it was the rural life he was seeking,
didn't he often declare: 'I'll carry an oar over me shoulder and head
inland, an' when some cove sez to me, " W h a t ' s that yer c a r r y i n g ? "
right there will I drop me pick.'
T h e common query, ' W h o ' d sell a farm an' go to sea ?' shows the
working of the mind of the old-time seaman, as does another of his
pithy sayings: ' T h e m a n who goes to sea for pleasure, would go to
hell for a pastime.' T h e landlubber Dr. Johnson was obviously on the
side of the shellback when he declared that it was far better to languish in jail than to go to sea as a sailor. But although Sailors of the
Sail, as their proverbs and actions show, seemed to prefer the 'beach to
the brace' (as one writer puts it), and although they did desert in foreign
ports, either lazing around the waterfront or getting a job ashore—in
the nitrate mines of Chile, in the forests of Florida or Puget Sound, or
as chucker-out in some Frisco dance-hall—they very rarely 'swallowed the anchor'. Inevitably they returned to their much cursed and
rarely blessed salt-water vocation.
C. Fox Smith, in one of her poems, describes a certain roving shellback thus:
He's
He's
He's
And

been a hobo, he's been a tramp.
been a cook in a lumber camp;
been a navvy, he's been a waiter,
a chitcker-out in a Frisco theayter.

I myself was shipmates at one time with a Dibdinian-type seaman
who proudly declared that once, in his checkered career, he had been
'cook of a whore-house in Callao'.
T h e sailor 'on the beach' automatically became a 'beachcomber'.
T h e Mew English Dictionary defines this word as: 'A long wave
rolling in from the ocean; a settler in the Pacific Islands, living by
pearl-fishing and other means; a wrecker, a water-rat.'
From our point of view all these meanings are inadequate. T o the
• R. H. D. Dana, Two rears Before the Mast (1840).
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sailing-ship man a beachcomber was a John who, after 'paying off his
ship with the jib-downhaul', would disappear among the dives of
Sailortown, or the dunes of some Pacific island. Here he would hide
until his ship sailed, reappearing after she was hull-down. Thenceforward he would either 'bum' his way around the port, live off
other ships in harbour, or find some temporary job until a berth was
vacant aboard a suitable packet. Then back he would go to sea. Or
else he was a seaman who had missed his ship through getting too
drunk in some Sailortown's 'Hell's Pavement', or through oversleeping, maybe, with some predatory and over-sexed wharf-rat.
In the latter days of Sail the west coast of South America was a
veritable Paradise of Beachcombers—the genuine sailor ones. And
in these latter days there was a sailor distinction between the 'real
beachcomber' who went on the beach because he wanted to, and the
other kind, known as a 'soap 'n' match beachcomber'. This latter
phrase meant a sailor who had gone ashore with the good intention
of buying soap and matches, and missed his ship in the process.
Naturally, some 'beachies' were good seamen, men who had left
their ships on purpose, activated by a sense of adventure, and the
lure of 'furrin' places'; men wanting to sec more of a country than
they could from a ship's deck. Other good seamen packed their traps
and skipped ship simply because she was a 'blood boat'. Because
some bucko mate, skilled in the art of making 'belayin'-pin soup' and
'handspike hash', had hazed them until their only escape from the
daily round of 'blood on the lid o' her' was to jump ship in the first
port of call.
Other beachies were the scum of the earth, the scourings of the
ports of the Seven Seas, plug-ugly deadbeats, lay-abouts, and, as a
rule, lousy sailormcn. Yankee, Scandinavian, and German seamen
were usually found in greater numbers enacting the role of beachcombers than Britishers. This was because it was easier for them to
pay off in foreign ports. The British seaman was tied to a three-year
contract, entitling him to be paid off only in his home port, or after
the three-year contract expired, or if he was put ashore in hospital.
Although in the early days the word beachcomber did not have
the depreciatory significance that it gained in the States—particularly in latter days, when it had the sense of'hobo', or I.W.W. in its
secondary meaning: I Won't Work—a sailor, even in early times,
would still take umbrage if called such by anyone but a sailor. In
Dana's time the hide-stowers of the Alta Californian coast dubbed
themselves 'beachcombers'. In actual fact they were seamen of all
nationalities, including British naval tars, Germans, Chileans, and
Kanakas, who had left their ships for some months to take part in
hide-droghing, curing, and stowing.
When did the word first come into use ? This is a difficult question
to answer. In all probability it came into general circulation in the
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early days of the nineteenth century after the voyages of Anson,
Wallis, Bougainville, Cook, and so on, had given seamen a taste of
what glorious, earthly Edens existed in the Pacific—Fiddler's
Greens to the salt-encrusted, sea-tired wanderers.
From this period onwards the coral strands of the Pacific became
littered with deserting seamen. Sometimes there were also men who
had been marooned by whaling captains—a rather unpleasant, or
pleasant, depending on which island, custom common to the whaling
fleets. Polynesia, of course, was the delightful Eden of Deep-water
Johnny. The Melanesian or Black Islands were given a wide berth,
for here the 'man b'long salt-water, b'long big canoe' was very soon
turned into 'long pig', a not so pleasant ending to a roving life.
Of course, sailors were on the beach long before these South Sea
Island rovers, men who probably pre-dated the use of the word
beachcomber. The West Indies, perhaps, had the earliest. The buccaneers of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries had their haunts
ashore in Tortuga and later in New Providence and Port Royal, and
on other islets and cays. According to Captain C. Johnson, who, in
1724, wrote a history of pirates, these pirate strongholds usually consisted of a single main street, running down to the beach, edged with
a few wooden shacks, mostly grog-shops and dives which formed
probably the earliest Sailortowns of which we have any knowledge.
In these pirate strongholds Britishers—mainly naval deserters or
freed captives from merchant traders—Portingalls, Blackamoors,
Spaniards, Frenchmen, and Moors, with their wantons and drabs
from the stews of Newgate, danced, drank, sang, and whored, using
stolen gems and raw gold as their monetary system. The green verdure reaching the water's edge, the screech of the fiddles, the smell
of rum and the sight of the nakcd-to-the-waist ex-Covent Garden
harlots must have gladdened the heart of the rampaging sea-rover
as he returned, after raiding New England and Carolina merchantmen, to such a piratical nest, with the prospect of continued carousels after months aboard his rolling and stinking galley. Perhaps
'being on the account' had its compensations after all!
Contemporary with these buccaneers were the logwood-cutters of
Campeachy and other Central American bays. These men were
often part-time pirates, all of them seamen, and they lived a tough
shore-life amid the mosquitoes and mangrove swamps of these tropical coastlines. They existed in crude lean-tos enjoying more or less
the lives of savages.
On the inhospitable West African coast, too, from the earliest days
of the slave trade, seamen, or seamen-traders, squatted ashore up
fever ridden creeks, or on stinking hot offshore islands. From the
time when the Portingalls first set up a fort at Sao Jorge da Mina
(Elmina) and started the white man's slave trade as opposed to the
already existing Moorish slave trade, white seamen on this coast
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deserted, worked, and lived with native women, or became chiefs or
slaves of native tribes. They were to be found in such places as the
Bonny River, the Old Calabar River, the Brass River, Half Jack,
Cape Lahon, the Shcrboo Islands, Grand Bassam, and Banana
Island, around the steamy Bight of Benin, and the arid Coast of Dead
Ned. Seamen fed up with the fo'c'sles of the slave-ships were to be
found, at different times, in many of these places, eking out a romantic living as liaison officers between the savage Guinea tribes and the
slave-traders, palm-oilers, and gun-brigs which hung off the coasts.
With a smattering of the local lingo or a 'pidgen' of sorts they traded
glass beads, Geneva gin, rum, and tobacco for black and white ivory,
palm-oil, and palm-nuts. They dodged the malaria and the hate of the
witch-doctors with amazing luck. Some not so lucky were sold into
slavery themselves. This brings us to the Barbary Coast pirates and
their sailor victims. These latter learnt of shore ways in a manner
which was anything but pleasing.
The Algerine pirates of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries
infested the Mediterranean and Atlantic beyond the Pillars of Hercules, and many a merchant trader was seized and the white seamen sold in the Suk or market-places of North African ports. There is
an entry in the Annals of Liverpool for 1773 of seven seamen, part of
the crew of the Lark, returning home to Liverpool after being twelve
months in slavery in High Barbaree. Even as late as 1854 the Cuthbert
Young, merchantman, was captured by Riff pirates and the crew sold
into slavery.
East Indiamen, too, lost many of their men in the ancient harbours
of the Orient. The Johns of these vessels were a tough, hard-drinking
lot, and those who took umbrage at the strict discipline of these Indiabound ships deserted wholesale in places such as Madras and Bombay. On the other hand, it is recorded that in Bombay many British
naval tars deserted their man-o'-fights to join East Indiamen, where,
according to them, the pay was better and the discipline and flogging
less severe than aboard a naval ship.
Desertions from the 'spouters' or whale-ships were probably far
more common, however, than from any other type of ship. Hard on
the heels of the buccaneers and circumnavigators came the whalers
seeking, farther and farther away from their home ports, the great
leviathan. Whalemen deserted all over the Pacific—an area, until
the Californian Gold Rush of 1848, practically unsailed by merchant
ships. The exceptions, of course, were the hide-droghers of which
Dana wrote, and the ottermen who worked the Alaskan and Californian coasts hunting (often illegally) for sea-otters, the skins of which
they took and sold in the almost unknown country of China.
Whalers left seamen behind in all sorts of out-of-the-way places.
The almost unknown coast of 'Madagasky' was a favourite hangout for whalemen beachcombers, as it also was for the pirates of
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the galleys of Captains England and Avery. Japan, too, was an
unknown country in those days; whalemen being the only type of
Western seamen, with perhaps the exception of the Dutch sailors
at Nagasaki, that the Japanese ever saw. In Japan, however, they had
a rough welcome. In the early i8oos hundreds of whalers were compelled, in the chasing of their prey, to go through the Straits of Tsugaru annually. Often their ships were becalmed or wrecked along the
shores of the main island or on Yczo (Hokkaido), with the resultant
captivity which always awaited the crews. Being exhibited in ironbound cages to a wide-eyed public as ferocious specimens of the longnosed, red-haired tengu was a common sequence in the rovings of a
whaleman unfortunate enough to be shipwrecked in the Land of the
Rising Sun. In earlier days, however, the sons of Nippon realized they
would gain more by making use of the fire-arm knowledge of these
Western seamen than by keeping them cooped up. When the Portingall Pinto and his brother seamen arrived at the island of Tanegashima in 1542—the first Europeans to land on Japanese soil—their
arquebuses were a passport to land. The country was divided into
warring Daimyos, each of whom strove to outdo his neighbour in martial strength, and the possession of these Western fire-arms gave them
all the power they needed. To this day, in rural districts of Japan,
rifles are known as tanegashima.
Later the Dutch seamen and traders in Nagasaki, who were confined to the synthetic island of Deshima while their ships were discharging and loading, were allowed, or rather compelled, to cross
over to the mainland—with their cannon be it noted—to aid the
Japanese Samurai in reducing the forti'ess which Christian Japanese
had held for two months. This was in 1637.
This sort of thing also went on in the Pacific Islands. In the early
nineteenth century, deserters from naval and merchant vessels, along
with escaped convicts from Botany Bay, took sides with warring
tribes and opposing islands throughout Polynesia, not only trading
arms and ammunition to the islanders but also actually fighting side
by side with them. Seamen deserters often stayed for the rest of their
lives in these islands. Melville gives us the name by which deserters
from whale-ships were known in the Marquesan dialect: omoo—and
he himself was one for a time. The whalers arrived in the Pacific in
1790, and from 1800 came the sandalwood-traders. Not only did they
help to spread the 'word of rum' as one Island proverb has it but they
also spread the sailor pox throughout this Eden, which, until the
arrival of the sailor and the whaleman, had not known such a disease.
As well as deserting in the Polynesian Islands, whalemen were partial to skipping ship in Micronesia. In the Carolines, the Marshalls,
and Marianas, Yankee beachcombers were to be found. Between the
1820s and 1850S, seamen beachcombers in the Carolines were often
to be found engaged in selling turtles to passing whale-ships. In the
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days of the blackbirders, throughout the 'Black Islands' of Melanesia
—in the New Hebrides and the Solomons—sailor and whalemen
beachcombers sided with warring native tribes. They would help a
friendly chief to obtain more heads, thus giving him greater prestige
than other chiefs enjoyed. But the real reason for such gruesome gifts
was that they were part payment for the 'recruiting', which caused
a loss to the chief, of many of his best 'braves' for work in the sugarcane plantations of Queensland. And in earlier times one crew of
sandalwood-traders would lead a certain tribe against another tribe
led by another sandalwood crew! Sometimes, according to Captain
William Wawn,' a white beachcomber would lead natives in an attack
on, or 'cutting-out' of, a whale-ship. Among the Maoris of New Zealand a similar set-up was to be found. Whalers and sealers made these
shores early in the nineteenth century and many left their ships,
going native, even to the extent of being tattooed with the Maori
moko, i.e. complete coverage of the face with whorls and curves of
deep blue, literally carved in by means of a bone hammer and needles
of albatross bones.
From 1790 onwards deserters from sealers were to be found in the
most out-of-the-way places. Sealers found many unknown islands long
before naval vessels charted them, and, if they had a good supply of
seals, kept such places secret from the prying eyes of others. Captain
Folger of the sealer Topaz, while searching for seals in the South Seas
in 1808, was the first to find Pitcairn Island where he found the sole
survivor of the mutiny of H.M.S. Bounty. The Bounty seaman was
Alexander Smith, and he was the head of the thirty-five Tahitians
and half-castes who constituted the island's population at that time.
Folger was the Nantucket sealman who first carried the news of this
isolated community to the outside world.
Basil Lubbock in his The Last of the Windjammers gives an interesting account of another semi-isolated group of British seamen—the
guano-diggers of the island of Icheboe, on the Coast of Dead Ned.
By the end of 1843 a period of stagnation in Liverpool shipping had
set in. Sailors were literally starving when suddenly this guano island
of Icheboe, off the Sou'west Coast of Africa, with its penguin guano
nearly a hundred feet deep, was discovered. Ships in their dozens
rolled down to Icheboe. By 1844 as many as 132 ships lay at anchor
in its inhospitable bay, with t'gallant-masts and yards down on deck,
tops'ls double-reefed and in their gaskets, and springs on their cables
—all ready to depart when the wind and surf got too severe.
Ashore the crews who worked the guano lived like savages, often
existing for months at a time under appalling conditions. If their
ships were blown out to sea, it would be sometimes weeks or months
before they could board them again. Some of the captains and officers started living ashore in tents in an effort to control the semi-wild
• The South Sea Islanders (Ixjndon, 1893).
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guano workers, who got blind drunk, fought among themselves
and very often ended up by being entombed in the guano pits. The
'beachcombers', who began attacking the captains and officers and
pelting them with rubbisli, demanded that the latter should return to
their ships and leave them to work out their own salvation. At last
the situation got so bad that a British man-o'-war had to come to sort
out matters. Diplomatically the Navy ordered the afterguards back
to their ships, leaving the men to carry on their 'Bells o' Shandon' as
before. In two years, however, the guano was all dug out and the
Kilkenny-cat life of its inhabitants over. But, as Lubbock points out,
Icheboe had saved British shipping.
By now it will be readily understood that British, as well as Yankee,
Scandinavian, German, French, and Latin 'tarpots', from the sixteenth until the middle of the nineteenth century, combed the beaches
of the world from Japan to Zanzibar, from the Societies to Madagascar, from Port Royal to the Coast of Dead Ned. Sometimes the
life was to their enjoyment, sometimes to their sorrow, but always, to
the sea-wearied Sailors of the Sail, a I'adical change from the cramped, half-starved, bucko-driven existence they usually experienced
on the so-called bounding billow.
*

*

*

The Pacific, in early days, was the beachcombers' paradise par
excellence. Sailortowns, as yet, had not become the haunt of the sailor
ashore, of the deserter and the true 'beachie', simply because, in their
latter-day interpretation, Sailortowns did not exist.
Recorded sailor-beachcombers are many. Some are semi-historical,
particularly in the Pacific area.
Many became chiefs of local tribes—even kings. One such royal
sailor-beachcomber, by the name of O'Keefe, was the King of Yap,
in the Carolines. He was a romantic character who cornered the
money market of the Carolines by buying up all the gigantic stone
fei—monolithic cash, looking like giant grindstones with holes in
their centres. He rafted these huge 'coins' from the quarries where they
were manufactured to his own island, and, to the sorrow of the surrounding islanders, tightly sat on them. Other sailor characters became advisers to local kings and chieftains. Of such stuff was John
Young of Crosby, Liverpool, the writer's home town. He was bosun
of H.M.S. Loudoun for many years. At a later date, about 1787, he
deserted the Prince of Wales in Macao, where he joined the Yankee
merchant ship Eleanora. The ship was bound for the Hawaiian Islands. When she anchored in Kealakeakua Bay—the infamous bay,
the Road of the Gods, where, in 1779, Captain Cook was murdered—
Young w^ent ashore, and, according to his story, was detained by
King Kamehameha. His ship sailed without him, and in time he became Court Advisor.
10
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When Captain Vancouver visited the islands in H.M.S. Discovery
(^i 794) he met Young. Before he left the islands, he gave Young a letter declaring that King Tamaahmaah (Kamehameha), John Young,
and Isaac Davis had, between them, helped to make life pass
pleasantly for visiting foreign seamen, and that all captains visiting
these islands could rely on good treatment at the hands of the natives
thanks to Young. Young was probably both a naval and merchant
seaman; in the days of impressment a common way of life. Davis was
a Welsh seaman on the beach in Hawaii. How he got there we do not
know for certain, but by i8io Davis had a house in what is now
Honolulu, this building being marked clearly on an early plan of
Honolulu in the writer's possession. The Yankee ship Young came to
Hawaii in was most probably an otter-hunter or Nor'West trader,
selling furs in Macao and China—furs brought from Alaska or California. The first Yankee ship to reach China was the Empress of China
which called at Whampoa with a cargo of gingseng root in 1784.
The Yankee fur-traders, mostly Bostonians, started trading in 1787,
the year Young was aboard the Eleanor. Incidentally, English ships
were already engaged in this fur trade from the Pacific nor'west to
China, and it is likely that the Prince of Wales, aboard which Young
got to Macao, was one of these. Davis, too, probably reached Hawaii
aboard such an English merchantman.
In 1819 David Whippey shipped in a Nantucket whaler. After
many months at sea he tired of life aboard the Massachusetts
'spouter', and when his ship reached the Fiji Islands—the 'Cannibal
Islands' of those days—he skipped and went native. He learnt the
lingo, became a favourite of, and adviser to, the 'Cannibal King'
Cacobau (Thakombau). He showed the islanders how to use firearms, leading them in battles with neighbouring islanders and the
Tongans. He was made a chief and presided at cannibal banquets and
'long-pig' ceremonies, but whether he partook of the meat has not
been recorded. He was given an island of his own to rule, and hundreds of his descendants live in the Fijian group to this day. He
helped many shipwrecked whalemen—at this time the Fijians were
partial to white seamen—and prevented them from being turned
into 'long-pig'. When the islands were ceded to Britain in 1874 Whippey acted as official interpreter at the ceremony.
Another sailor who became a royal favourite was the Gillingham
seaman Bill Adams, although, in his case, he 'floated' ashore rather
than deserted. In 1598 five Dutch ships sailed from the Texel, Holland bound for the Orient. Aboard one, De Leifde, sailed Bill Adams
as the Pilot Major, that is, the chief navigator. He had been out of
work, presumably 'on the beach' in Rotherhithe, for some time. It
was a period when English seamen were jobless. Holland and Spain
had all the trades between them, while English ships rotted at their
moorings. Adams declared himself to be a seaman 'not vnknowen in
c
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Ratcliffe and Limehouse', and was one time apprenticed to Master
Nicholas Diggines, shipwright of the East India Company. At Santiago, in the Cape Verde Islands, scurvy carried off several members
of the crew, and by the time they reached the Guinea Coast they
were starving, and they 'did eate the calves' skinnes wherewith the
ropes were covered'.
By April 1599 they were off the Straits of Magellan, where they
spent six months battling against head-winds. Reaching Chile many
of them, both officers and men were massacred by the natives. Two of
the original five ships managed to cross the Pacific, one of the two
being lost before Japan was reached. De Leifde and Bill, with sixteen
—some say twenty-four—half-dead shipmates, from a crew of three
hundred, too weary to attend the sails or anchors, drifted ashore on
the island of Bungo in Kyüshü, Southern Japan. This was in April
1600. The Portingalls, already in the country, denounced Bill and
his shipmates as traitors and enemies ofJapan, and they were thrown
into a filthy jail. Later, thanks to the broad-minded Shögun leyasu,
virtually the ruler of Japan, they were freed. Adams was appointed
official adviser on nautical and Western matters to the Shögun. He
was given the title of Anjin Sama—the 'Honourable Needle-Watcher'
—made a samurai, a two-sword man, was allowed a pension of two
pounds of rice per day, and became a sort of Father of the Japanese
Navy. Under the watchful eye of the Shögun he built several Westernstyled ships. During his sojourn in Japan he made voyages to Siam,
Cochin, and the Ryükyüs, and also tried to find a North-East Passage. Adams paved the way for Captain Saris of the Clove, the first
English ship to reach Japan, and, although the whole scheme fell
through, helped to estabhsh the East India Company there. He died in
Japan and is said to be buried at Hemi-mura, not far from Yokohama.
Another adviser to South Sea royalty was Jimmy Fitch, the
heavily tattooed renegade Irish whaleman who deserted his ship in
the Marquesas. He was well known on the island of Nuku Hiva by
the time Herman Melville ran away from his ship there. Melville
gives a fine description of this grizzled old sailor,' who was revered in
every bay in the island. He was a tabu man, meaning he was allowed
to go wherever he pleased without fear of being molested by the
somewhat savage Happas and Taipis. At this time the Marquesans,
like the Maoris and Fijians, were noted for their fondness for human
flesh. He was a little above the ordinary run of South Sea omoo
(beachcomber) of those days, being a royal favourite, and living as
one of King Mowanna's household. He wore a 'manilla' hat—a
native version of Sailor John's tarpaulin hat—-a tapa robe and had an
unrimed old pipe slung around his neck. His chest bore the tattooed
words of a song (unfortunately Melville doesn't give the words!),
while all the rest of his torso was tattooed, some obviously done in the
' Typee, Dent, Everyman's Library (I-ondon, 1949).
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tattoo parlours of Wapping, some in the Orient, but a great deal of it
local native work. He carried a fishing-rod (as a badge of office?) and
looked every inch the romantic beachcomber of latter-day fiction.
He spoke the lingo and often acted as interpreter for the visiting
whalemen. He supplied whale-ships with crews and actually shipped
Melville aboard the Lucy Ann, an American spouter and hell-ship, as
earlier he had shipped Melville's shipmate and beach companion,
Toby, aboard a Yankee whaler. He was a great spinner of yarns,
mainly lies, and he certainly had the Irish gift o' the gab, probably in
. both lingoes!
It was in 1841 that Melville skinned out from the whale-ship
Acushnet in Nuku Hiva, having many adventures in the valley of the
Taipi which he saved for posterity in his great book Typee. Aboard
the Lucy Ann a mutiny took place, and in Tahiti the crew refused to
sail in her. They were put ashore in a grass jail, and when the whaler
sailed Melville stayed behind becoming an omoo. He donned a tapa
loin-cloth and lived in a grass hut. Eventually he shipped in another
whaler, a blubber-hunter from Nantucket called the Charles and Mary,
in which ship he stayed until she reached Hawaii, or the Sandwich
Islands, as they were then called. Here he went on the beach again,
a story which we will leave until a later chapter.
An item in a newspaper recently recalled another whaler-beachcomber of the Marquesas. The paragraph referred to a young fan of
that popular singing group the Beatles having a beetle tattooed on
his forehead.
In the 1850s a whaleman cleared out from his floating hell and became a comber of beaches. A native girl, for whom he fell heavily—
and she for him—declared that if he loved sincerely he would be tattooed, not only on the body but also all over his face, like the other
young men of the island. She said he looked 'naked' without a tattoo.
At first he demurred, but, as the months went by and he ate more
hungrily of the lotus, he decided to do as she wished. It was executed
by the local kahuna or medicine-man, and when finished his face was
wreathed in indigo bands with a great blue shark across his forehead.
All went well for a while, then one day a whale-ship arrived in the
bay, and news from home was brought to him. Nostalgia overcame
him; he must go home. But. . . how could he? Hadn't his facial tattoo put him outside the pale of civilized man ? Seeking his native
sweetheart he demanded that she ask the kahu'a for some method of
removing the dye with which it would be impossible for him to return to the world of his kind of people. At first she refused; she did
not want to lose him. After his persistent entreaties, however, she at
last reconciled herself to the separation which she knew must come.
She told him that the kahuna did know how to erase the dyes, because
in native legends there existed a tale of how, a long, long time ago,
someone else had wanted this erasure to be performed. So they
13
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approached the kahuna. He told the pair that the operation could be
done by following the lines oïmoko with the milk of a young woman—
milk which his sweetheart, recently with child, immediately offered
of herself. The operation was performed successfully and all that remained was a faint line where the tattoo had been hammered in. The
night before the whaler sailed the omoo got drunk on ava, a potent
native liquor. Next morning he rolled cheerfully down to the whaleboat lying at the water's edge, where, surrounded by the natives, he
said his goodbyes and kissed his island sweetheart for the last time.
Then, unnoticed by him, but very apparent to all the islanders, the
moko on his face slowly began to return.
He sailed away, bound for home. We do not know his reactions
when he realized that the mark of the islands was on him for ever.
This is a tale common in the Islands to this day.'
Dana tells the tale of another tattooed sailor, a shipmate of his,
whom he calls George.
George sailed from New York in 1833 in the brig Lascar, bound for
Canton. The ship was sold in the East Indies, leaving George on the
beach there, but he shipped out again from Manila in a trading
schooner heading for the Ladrones and Pelews. The wild Chamorros
attacked the ship while she was anchored in a certain bay, killing all
the crew except the master, George, and the ship's boy. The master
managed to escape telling the other two that he would try and send
help if he got back to Manila. But help never came from that direction. The boy died shortly afterwards. George accepted his fate and
became a real islander. He was tattooed in native fashion, given three
wives, and enjoyed, as a sort of lesser chief, an idyllic life among these
children of nature. After a year or so of semi-captivity the ship Cabot
of New York arrived off the island. Escaping the attentions of the
natives he swam out to her. He left the Cabot in Manila and later
shipped in a brig bound for Oahu in the Sandwich Islands. From
Oahu he came to Monterey in the British brig Clementine. He left her
there and joined Dana's ship the Pilgrim at San Pedro. Such was the
way of many a sailor-rover in the early days of the nineteenth century.
In the yarns of the early navigators there always appears to be
some white man, usually a sailor, just one step ahead of them in no
matter what country they thought they were the first to visit.
When an early explorer arrived at a bay in the southern part of
Australia he was surprised when a dark-looking, kangaroo-skin-enwrapped, boomerang-carrying 'aboriginal' paddled out to his ship
gesticulating wildly. On climbing aboard this visitor turned out to be
a one-time English seaman who had been so long resident among the
'abos' that he had nearly forgotten his mother tongue.
In New Zealand, too, early navigators came across a wild, tattooed warrior leading a bunch of Maoris whose name in spite of his
' The full story is given in 1'. O'Brien's While Shadows in the South Seas (New York, 1919).
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tattooed face—was John Rutherford, an English sailor left behind
on New Zealand's inhospitable shores many years before. When it
comes to claiming which was the earliest group of seamen to go 'on
the beach' in the Pacific the Bounty mutineers are, of course, well in
the running, but their story is too well known to be related here. At
a later date, 1806, a certain mariner by occupation and Mariner by
name was possibly the first white man on the beach in the Friendly
Islands, and his story has been handed down in an account entitled
Mr. Mariner's Tonga Islands. But the man claiming to be the 'first
white man on the beach in Samoa' was a black man\ His name was
John King Bruce, one-time servant of William Brown Churchward,
author of Blackbirding in the South Seas. Bruce was shanghaied out of
Liverpool in a Yankee ship in the mid-nineteenth century, and later
pressed aboard the Yankee naval ship Rappahannock. He jumped her
in Samoa and lived there, in native fashion, for many years, and,
colour notwithstanding, he always claimed to be the first white man
to live on the beach in the Navigators' Islands.
Of all the yarns of South Sea beachcombers the ones concerning
those of Micronesia seem to have been the most widely circulated.
Hand-written records, yarns told in the smoky atmosphere of some
New England tavern, and logs of the whale-ships have given us many
interesting sidelights on these characters.
The spouter Globe under Captain Worth sailed from Edgartown,
Martha's Vineyard, in 1822, to hunt the sperm whale in the Pacific.
The master appears to have been a tough nut, and several men
cleared out in Oahu after cruising the Ofl-Japan Grounds. Leaving
the Sandwich Islands, with replacements for the deserters aboard,
her nose was pointed to the sou'west. These new hands were an unruly mob, real trouble-makers, and, as she crossed the Line, a sailor
called Thomas was flogged at the grating, supposedly for insolence
to the afterguard.
While the whaler lay off Milei Atoll in the Marshalls (some accounts give the Mulgraves), a bloody mutiny occurred. Samuel Comstock, a harpooner, was the leader of the mutiny, which was quickly
followed by a counter mutiny led by Humphries, a Negro steward.
Comstock and the first party of mutineers eventually hung the Negro,
and murdered all the afterguard. With his party he went ashore and
tried to curry favour with the natives by giving them stores. Comstock's whole idea was to get the natives on his side, kill off all the
white men, and blame the incident on a native 'cutting-out', a common occurrence in those days. However, another mutineer called
Payne and three of his pals shot Comstock and buried him on the
atoll. Payne appointed himself head of the party on the beach, but in
the night several of the more decent-minded mutineers cleared off
with the ship. They sailed her to Valparaiso, where a new master
was put aboard. He took her to Nantucket, where the trial of the
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mutineers eventually took place. In the meantime Payne and his
gang began to take charge of Milei Atoll, raping the native women
and scaring the natives to hell with their muskets and brutalities. All
except two lads, William Lay and Cyrus Hussey, who would not participate in this badgering and crucifying of the islanders. In revenge
for the brutalities of the whalemen the enraged islanders stole much
of their gear. Payne, in retaliation, had many of them flogged. He
also flogged one of the women of the harem he had gathered to himself. Then the natives, driven to the bitter end, revolted and attacked
the mutineers at night, slaying them all except the two young lads.
These two, Lay and Hussey, were treated with respect by most of the
islanders, although a few wished them to be killed, particularly so
when a plague of some sort hit the tribe. They declared that this was
the vengeance of their gods for allowing these two white men to live.
Some of the chiefs, however, took the lads and safeguarded them from
being kidnapped and killed by the more revengeful elements.
After this Lay and Hussey led the rather uneventful lives of Pacific
beachcombers for over a year and a half, living like lords in a pleasant enough Eden, but with the chance to escape always uppermost
in their minds. One day, in 1824, the Yankee naval vessel Dolphin
arrived off the atoll; she was searching for survivors of the mutiny in
order to take them back to Nantucket as witnesses at the trial of the
mutineers already there. The job of getting the lads aboard the ship
was rather a tricky one, but was successfully accomplished with the aid
of a native chief who had their interests at heart. At the trial in Nantucket the six mutineers who had sailed the Globe to Valparaiso, and
the two lads. Lay and Hussey, were acquitted.'
Another Hussey, captain of the whaleship Planter of Nantucket,
had a mutiny on his hands while seeking sperm whales around the
Line in the Pacific. He fired over the heads of the mutineers, but
accidentally hit and killed one seaman. Filled with remorse for
having killed a man he ordered his chief mate to take over the ship
and went, voluntarily, on the beach in the Carolines. This was in
1850. For two years he was a true beachcomber, a solitary omoo or
island wanderer. Then he took to copra-trading, became a plantation
foreman, and in 1853 became master of the South Sea schooner William Penn. She had a native crew and once again he had a mutiny on
his hands. Remembering what had happened before, he withheld
his fire, and this was his undoing. In a flash the murderous Kanakas
were upon him, and before he could pull the trigger he slumped to
the deck, a corpse.
Many of these island beachcombers were real renegades, having
become to all intents and purposes, natives, with a grudge against all
white men and whalemen in particular. The underlying cause of such
men becoming renegades lay in the brutal treatment, in particular
' A fuller story is given in chapter \ ' of S. Roger's Shifts and Sailors (London, 1028).
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the flogging, meted out by the spouter captains to their subordinates.
As the whaler Triton discovered in the mid 18oos this type of beachcomber, with such a chip on his shoulder, was an exceptionally
dangerous man. It happened in the Gilberts, where a beachcomber
of this type was more or less king of the tribe. At first the natives
treated the crew of the Triton courteously, giving them stores and
island girls gratis. When the time was ripe, led by the beachcomber,
they struck, and overpowering the captain and those whalemen who
were ashore, bound them to trees. This attack was followed by one on
the ship herself. One of the whalemen, however, managed to grasp
a whale-lance with which he speared the renegade, pinning him to
the deck. After a quick scuffle, in which blubber-spades and flensingknives were used, the spouters were able to chase the rest of the
islanders over the side. They then quickly up-anchored, setting sail for
more favourable ports. Those whalemen left ashore were later sold
to another visiting whaler, for, apparently, after the death of the white
beachcomber the Kanakas became much more tractable. Once the
Triton got clear of the island the crew cut up the corpse of the white
renegade and fed him, bit by bit, to the sharks following in her wake.
The mysterious loss of La Perouse's two frigates, the Astrolabe and
the Boussole, in 1773, might have remained a mystery for ever had
it not been for a German sailor from a sandalwood ship going on the
beach in the New Hebrides. In 1813 a vessel in the Pacific trading in
sandalwood and captained by an Irishman named Peter Dillon was
attacked by the savage Fijians. Most of the seamen were killed, but
Dillon, a German sailor with his sick native wife, and a Moorish seaman
managed to sail the ship away as far as Tucopia in the New Hebrides.
Here the German seaman and his native wife left the ship preferring to live among the black Melanesians than to face the Fijians
again in the interests of sandalwood. For thirteen years this couple
lived the lives of savages. They took part in everything the islanders
did, including the recovery, from the reef of another island, of all
sorts of swords, knives, ships' blocks, money, and cooking utensils,
apparently, from some old European wreck or wrecks. Thirteen years
after the German had gone ashore in Tucopia, Dillon, on his sandalwood wanderings, happened to return to this island. He was surprised when he found the couple still alive and still more surprised
when they showed him these relics from the wrecked ship or ships.
They said they thought that the weapons and money were of French
origin, and told Dillon that the island reef on which they had found
the wreckage was one near Vanikoro. When Dillon arrived home in
England he went into the matter, and later, under the aegis of the
East India Company, commanded a small Indiaman, sailed to Vanikoro, and was able to clear up the forty-year-old mystery of the disappearance of the ships of La Perouse.
One of the saddest, and yet at the same time most beautiful, of
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Pacific beachcomber stories, however, is that told in full in A. B. C.
Whipple's Yankee Whalers in the South Seas; here we will give the bare
outline.
Henry Worth was a New England harpooner, and in 1871 his ship
was destroyed in an Arctic freeze-up. A whaler which managed to
evade the ice brought him to Honolulu, where, after a wild, drunken
orgy on the beach with a shipmate who was fond of the booze, he
eventually shipped out on a vessel bound for San Diego, California.
After some off-shore whaling for graylings he reached Frisco, and
here he shipped out on a deep-sea whaler going to the Arctic
Grounds. Having trouble with the mate, he deserted her in Honolulu,
where he joined a trading ship bound for the South Seas. Having
more mate trouble, he deserted in Ponape, in the Carolines. Here,
after a while, he installed himself in a grass hut, collected bêche-demer, or sea-slug, and sold it to passing whalers and traders. New England whale-ships often called, many of the captains and men knowing
his family at home. They offered him a passage back to New England,
but he had sunk so low, even for a beachcomber, that he refused all
such offers.
Then he met a native girl called Lipei Naij, who joined him in his
grass hut. From that time onwards he began to drag himself together;
and dragging he needed! He tried a couple of inter-island trading
voyages of about twelve months each, and when he came back to
Ponape Lipei Naij was waiting for him. She, unlike the other native
women, did not offer herself to any visiting whaleman, but kept constant to her Henry in a fashion rather strange for island women. But
his trading voyages failed. By this time, 1880, the Boston men had
arrived in the Carolines, and he married Lipei, who became a Christian, in the Mission church. He now wrote letters home to New England, and so did she—from such letters this tale was pieced together.
They both then fitted out a small ship and became sort of inter-island
missionaries. They had one child.
Then an epidemic killed both Lipei and the child, and for a little
while afterwards a broken-hearted Worth carried on with his missionary work. Then one day he said goodbye to the islands and left
for New England, and home. He sailed all around the world in the
years that followed, and once went back to Ponape, but it wasn't the
same place without his Lipei. He died in the Home for Aged Mariners in Liverpool.
As well as the men who went voluntarily on the beach in these days
there were many who were forcibly put ashore by marooning.
Whaler captains' often indulged in this form of cruelty, and cruelty
it was because the island chosen was usually some small atoll with no
' S. E. Morrison in his Maritime History of Massachusetts (Boston, 1921), writes; 'Many
whaling skippers, who on shore passed as pious friends or church members, were coldblooded, heartless fiends on the quarterdeck . . .'
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drinking water and damned little vegetation. Many a whaleman's
whitened bones lay mixed with the white coral of these Pacific
beaches in the heyday of cachalot whaling. On reaching ports such
as Valparaiso or Honolulu the whaling captains, when reporting
such incidents to their consuls, would declare that the men concerned
had deserted. The consuls more often than not believed the spouter
captains; and, even if they didn't, they rarely bothered to argue,
since they knew many of these whaling captains had good governmental connections back in New England, and consuls knew on which
side their bread was buttered. Marooning, of course, was a traditional punishment with buccaneers, early merchantmen, and
whalers. It was the fate of Alexander Selkirk—whose story gave
Defoe the idea of the immortal Robinson Crusoe—who was marooned
from the galley Cinque Ports in 1704 on the island of Juan Fernandez.
Five years later he was picked up by his marooner, Dampier, when
this adventurer sailed by the island in the privateer Duke.
In the Society Islands, in the days of the Bounty mutiny, and one of
its many causes, the custom known as taio (friendship) was an attraction to all sea-wearied mariners. As soon as a ship anchored in the
bay of any one of these islands—Tahiti, Moorea, Raiatea, and so on
—the native girls would swim out, naked, to the visiting men-o'war,
whalers or trading merchantmen, and clamber aboard wearing only
their charms. The lovely grass skirt, mind you, was usually filthy and
vermin infested, although such a garment would not have daunted
a sea-coney from the stinking fo'c'slc of an early nineteenth-century
whale-ship. Once aboard they would select their taio, their 'friend'
while the ship was in port. When the ship was ready to leave these
couples naturally found it hard to separate. In many cases they
didn't, the white man taking the bull by the horns, or rather his taio
by her lei, and heading for the interior where he hid until his floating
'home-from-home' had departed. In actual fact the taio system was in
full swing in pre-whaling days, in the days of Cook and Bligh.
It was fast disappearing, except in the outlying islands, by the heyday of the sperm-whalers simply because the natives had become,
especially after the introduction of the sailor pox, far too accustomed
to Western ways. Grog-shops were set up by ex-seamen, and brothels
established in all the main ports of call, such as Papeete and Honolulu, just as soon as the need for them became apparent.
Prostitution, in early Polynesia, didn't exist; single girls willingly
offering themselves to visiting seamen was, according to the native
code, entirely moral. But when they discovered that seamen were
willing to pay for sex the strict tabu codes broke down. Single girls,
married women, and even chiefs' wives offered themselves to the
visitors for nails, tobacco, cloth, rum, and so on. Wallis writes that
the size of the nail given in payment was in accordance with the
charms of the girl concerned!
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The attractions of sex in these islands at the end of the eighteenth
and the beginning of the nineteenth centuries were to the seamen,
far beyond anything even the 'Spithead Nymphs'' could offer.
Many early seamen have recorded, after witnessing and sometimes
taking part in, the activities of the Arioi Society. The members of this
Society Island sex society have been described as 'travelling dancers,
Thespians, licensed lechers and the local abortionists'—although this
description is definitely a Western missionary point of view. In the
everyday life of the islander they were an essential, keeping down the
population by killing new-born babies—they always killed any babies
born into their own society as well—handling out herbal remedies,
and teaching the latest dances, dances that taught, to a race that had
no written word, the whole language of love. They danced, instead
of wrote, Kamasutras and Married Loves. But to the sailors from the
warships and whale-ships they were the last thing in eroticism, although the sailors didn't call it that. Saturnalian orgies performed on
the torch-lit beaches were the order of the day, as soon as the great
double canoes, with eighty or a hundred men and women in each,
in a fleet containing as many as ten or twelve va'as, decanted these
red-and-yellow garbed priests and priestesses of 'Sin' on the surfwashed coral to the delight of the natives and visiting seamen. The
obscenities of the hura, of the fertility dance, the heva, of the tamaure
and the upaupa, and so on, delighted the islanders and white men
as well. Dances depicting the sex act, birth, and even sodomy were
always part of their repertoire. The Calvinistic missionaries on arrival tried to put an end to this society, but it went on for years after
their puny attempts to stop it had failed.With such attractions it is no wonder that seamen left their stinking fo'c'sles to pay off with the jib-downhaul in this South Sea Eden.
Even in the early twentieth century seamen deserted in these islands,
though not, perhaps, to the same degree as they did in earlier times.
It is recorded that in 1905-6 seamen from the whaler Sunbeam deserted en masse on one of the Pacific islands. And for all we know, as I
write, there may be a sailor beachcomber or two sculling around on
one of these delightful beaches even now.
• A naval term used for the harlots who visited ships at Spithead as well as at the Nore,
the Downs, Gravesend, and elsewhere.
^ 'Thus the picture of prostitution which emerges from these early days of European
contact with Pacific peoples is one where the lust of the long-continent sailor is in one
way matched by the ease with which the islanders were prepared to accept the formations
of temporary sexual unions. An ease which was bred of institutions like the arioi'.
Fernando Henriques, Prostitution and Society (London, 1962).
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^ r ^ N the next two chapters the writer will attempt to show, in
t Im ^'^^^^io'i to ships and seamen, the growth of the ports of the
{y m world from earliest times up to the beginning of the nincA
Ê tccnth century, when true Sailortowns came into being.
^ ^ „ , / ^ At the time when sailor beachcombers were littering the
Pacific and other beaches of the world their old-world European, and
brand-new American, home-ports were, naturally, much smaller
places than they were to become by the mid and latter nineteenth
century. Generally speaking. Dockland didn't exist. Everywhere the
mercantile sections of a port were merely riparian. They usually consisted of long, narrow wharves clinging to the river-banks, with steps
and stairs for the ubiquitous wherries and other small boats which
ferried seamen to and from their ships. The ships, in general, lay at
anchor in the stream, or else were moored fast to buoys and dolphins.
In some cases, ships moored alongside the wharves, but there were
no dock entrances, basins, or locks, because docks didn't exist. This
meant that the early Sailortowns, too, were merely marginal areas
clinging close to the river-bank. To wet one's whistle one hadn't to go
far from the ferry steps or the wharf to find a sailor tavern. They virtually hung over the river. One fine old specimen still exists today—
the Prospect of Whitby in Wapping, London, built on piles overhanging the Thames. In later days, of course, as the docks wormed
their way farther and farther away from the river-bank, Sailortown
took on a new aspect, and was often to be found well away from the
actual waterfront, river, or bay.
And as the dockland area grew in the Old World, and on the
Atlantic shores of the New, from many of the beaches, where seamenbeachcombers had dwelt in earlier times, man-made ports and harbours began to spring up. And with all this development around the
ports and harbours of the world Sailortown came into its own. From
being a mere collection of sprawling taverns and coffee-houses, with
ships' chandlers, rigging lofts and odd bawdy houses sandwiched between, it grew into the vast areas of the Barbary Coast, Hell's Half
Acre, St. Pauli, Tiger Bay, and other notorious districts of the latter
part of the nineteenth century and after.
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But before we get around to this type of Sailortown let us examine
how things were in the European seaports and elsewhere in the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries, in the days when the
ports were full of quaint rigs such as buss and dromond, cog and carrack, snake and snow, galleon and galleass.
Stow, the historian at the time of Queen Elizabeth I, writing of the
London waterfront of his day, declared that it consisted of 'divers
wharfs and keys [sic] all along from the east to the west end of the
city, where merchants of all nations (have) landing-places, warehouses, cellars, and stowage of their goods and merchandise . . .' In
his time Queenhithe' was the principal landing-place of the Port of
London, although Billingsgate was, even then, rapidly surpassing
it in importance. He also gives the names of many other 'water-gates',
as these landings were called. The numerous London place-names
ending with 'hithe' and 'gate', such as Queenhithe and Rotherhithe,
and Billingsgate and Dowgate, go back to the time of the Danish occupation of Britain. The water-gates were entrances, cut into the old
Roman embankment wall of the Thames, to the small docks, or
'hithes', which were carved out of the grassland. These hithes were
lined with wooden buttresses, with short piers on the river-side to
prevent silting. At this time quite a prosperous little trade in wool
across to the Continent with wine back, necessitated the making of
these hithes. Warehouses built around them were the nuclei of the
later commercial districts of London.
Other quays or 'keys', as Stow writes the word, along the north
bank of the river from the Tower to London Bridge, were Bear Quay,
Crown Quay, and Galley Quay. Galley Quay, in the Pool, was visited by Venetian State galleys, under sail and oars, in the fourteenth
century and later. Back in from Galley Quay lies Mincing Lane,
which is supposed to have gained its name from the word 'minchin',
a young convent neophyte, not yet having taken the veil. These girls
belonged to a probationers' convent, situated hereabouts, under the
jurisdiction of the Abbey of Clerkenwell, and tradition has it that
many of these girls absconded with the young officers of the galleys
from Venice.^ Right up to the early i8oos and the reign of George IV
these wharves, keys and gates, steps and stairs—such as Globe,
Jamaica, Founder's, Cherry Garden, Mill, Irongate, and Wapping
Old Stairs—were the scene of much sailor activity. The activity depended, rather on the period. For although shipping was brisk in the
reign of Elizabeth I, and, after their wonderful voyages of exploration,
much ale and malmsey was drunk by the Tudor sea-conies in the
taverns near the Tower, by the time of James I, thanks to the Hollanders and Dagoes, our shipping had declined, and by the reign of
Charles II it was nearly stagnant. The Pool of London, where our
' Quene Hythe.
^ G. Pcrcival-Kayc writing in Sea Breezes, vol. II, June 1951.
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ships usually lay in their dozens, was virtually empty of English merchantmen. Not more than half a dozen or so English ships would be
alongside the wharves, such as Three Cranes Quay and the Stilliards,
or at anchor in the stream; their red and blue ensigns being swamped
by the preponderance of foreign banners, such as those of France,
Holland, Germany, and the Scandinavian countries. Lower down
the river at Blackwall, Limehouse, or over at Deptford, two or three
low-bowed and lofty sterned early Indiamen, flying their great gridiron flags might possibly be moored. But the splendid days of the
East Indiamen had not yet arrived. Small coasters, mainly tops'1
ketches—a rig which held its own on the coast even until the writer's
day—sprits'1 barges, tilt-boats carrying river passengers—rigged with
sprits'ls, housed-in aft with great canvas canopies, giving them the
appearance of covered wagons afloat—wherries, hoys, and skifls of
the watermen, and cutters and sloops—all small fry—would be seen
tacking across, and backing and filling up and down the River
Thames.
The sailor community of those times hung around the taverns adjacent to Pelican Stairs—where the London Dock was later built—
around Wapping Wall with its Wapping Stairs, made famous at a
later date by Dibdin:
Your Polly has ever been true she declares,
Since the last time we parted at Wapping Old Stairs . . .
or across the river at Rotherhithe in the mean waterside ale-houses,
haunts of the doxies. Some of the wharfside pubs of those days (or
claiming to be of those days) are still with us: the Angel (Rotherhithe), the Anchor Inn (Southwark), the Grapes (Shadwell), the
Prospect of Whitby (Wapping), the Czar's Head (Tower Hill—Peter
the Great was supposed to have had many a dram here when he was
working as a shipwright at Deptford), the Old Sheer Hulk (Woolwich), and the Pilot and Spanish Galleon (both in Greenwich), although I doubt if these latter go back so far.
By the eighteenth century the wharf and river life took on greater
activity; collier brigs from up north would be seen in their dozens
abreast the ballast grounds of Wapping. The slavers, or Guineamen
as they were called, and vessels about to depart on voyages of Pacific
exploration lay abreast the Tower, with water-boats and vendors
hanging off and on. Ashore, from London Bridge to Limehouse, was
the scene of much activity, for these were the days of the great
trading ventures of the Muscovy Company, to Russia; the Turkey
Company, to the Levant; the Africa Company, to the Bight of Benin;
the Virginia Company, to the plantations of the New World; the
Hudson Bay Company, to the colder climes; and the East India
Company to the warmer ones.
Along Little Bear Quay, between Billingsgate and the Tower
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Wharf, stood an almost continuous line of warehouses, ships'
chandlers, rigging and sail lofts, and anchor smithies. The taverns
and coffee-houses where the Guineamen roistered were in all the
narrow streets and alleys running back from the Quay as far as
Gracechurch Street and Pudding Lane. Slave-ships lay alongside;
their decks and the wharf itself cluttered with coils of hemp, ships'
stores, slave anklets and collars, and strange pieces of metal, called
'mouth-openers'. These latter were used by the slaver captains to
open the mouth of a freshly caught slave in order to feed him; slaves
just captured being unwilling to eat, and hence in danger of damaging
their market price. A little farther along the quay one would find the
Hudson Bay fur-traders, similarly fitting out their ships and putting
aboard trade stuffs, with the smaller Mediterranean traders doing
likewise. The wharf opposite these latter would be stacked with
leather, fearnoughts, camlets, fustians, and broadcloths. Other
weather-beaten ships from the West Indies discharging rum, sugar,
and tobacco, might be seen at the adjacent wharves. Old smacks and
schooners, passenger-carrying from Scotland, would also be found
moored close to the Tower.
In the Pool of London lay the bigger merchant ships, lesser meno'-war, privateersmen and the like, at the tiers, with dozens of small
boats hanging around their bulky sides like chicks around a mother
hen. A little lower down the river one might come across the mailcum-passenger brigs: the first regular mail service to the new American colonies, known to seamen as 'Coffin Brigs', owing to their frequent foundering in the North Atlantic. They were also used at times
for the transportation of felons to the American penal settlements.
Off the Blackwall and Dcptford yards, where the sound of caulking
mallets rang out through all the hours of daylight, the East Indiamen
lay moored, their decks swarming with tailors, vendors of rum and
ale, and the white-cotton-stockinged harlots from the dives of Wapping.
Off Gravcsend and the Nore similar scenes were often enacted
aboard the first-raters and seventy-fours. Bumboats would be moored
alongside these great wall-sided men-o'-war, with the Jewish tailors
selling trinkets and trash and offering the seamen advances, at
'blood-money' interest, until next pay-day. The decks and 'tweendecks were normally crowded with women, many of them the sailors'
wives and genuine sweethearts, as the songs of Dibdin tell us, but the
majority, in all truth, nothing more than prostitutes from the dens
and whackhouses of the London waterfront. From the fact that most
of these women wore white stockings, and the Jack Tars wore none,
came the cry, it is said, of the bosun's mate when awakening the,
hands: 'Rise'n' shine! Show a leg there!' If a white-clad leg appeared
the occupant of the bunk or hammock was allowed to sleep on; if a
naked hairy leg, then it was: 'Up on deck, ye Port Mahon lubber!'
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Nelson, poor spoil-sport, is reported to have stopped this parade of
the 'Spithead Nymphs' aboard naval vessels. In order to prevent seamen deserting, once the press-gang had got them aboard, all the
bumboats, by order of the shipmasters, had to be padlocked by chains
to the ship's side. Before the tailors, whores, and ale-vendors were
allowed to return ashore, their boats would be given a thorough
search by the officers. This was in case some impressed man had
donned a girl's rig in an attempt to head for the beach—such transvestism having been known to occur at times, as is recorded in old
naval annals.
Down off the Nore men were constantly being impressed from such
ships as East Indiamen, whalers, various merchantmen, and coasting
brigs, as well as from fishing-boats, and put aboard naval vessels in
order to keep the fighting force at its full strength. Indiamen, not that
it did them much good, very often had Admiralty-issued 'protections'.
Many of these merchant Johns had already been months, if not
years, at sea. Such a quick turn-round caused by impressment
robbed them, not only of fresh victuals but of other requisites of shore
life: essentials which would have put them on their feet again, and
prevented the continuance of the terrible sailing-ship disease scurvy,
of which navel trepanning was the chief aider and abettor.
Ships were emptied to a point of danger; one or two men being
left aboard to handle them. Nor would the Thames watermen dare
go down river, in their hoys, to discharge the deserted ships and bring
their cargoes back to the river-bank warehouses for fear of being impressed. When the men weren't forthcoming for service, and the
tenders and the press-gangs lacked victims, the policy of the times
was to man ships of war with the scourings of the Fleet, Newgate, and
other jails. Pickpockets, vagabonds, drunkards, and men due to be
hanged (it must be borne in mind that in these days this type was not
essentially one that had committed murder), or felons due for transportation to the Americas, or, later. Van Diemen's Land, were all
considered 'prime seamen'. These 'seamen' were known, collectively,
as K. H. B.'s or King's Hard Bargains, and many a naval ship of exploration went around the world with such men before the mast. I've
always felt that the achievement of keeping in control prison scum
and waterfront malcontents, for months if not years, in such confined
quarters, was a much greater one than that of finding unknown
shores!
Of course impressment, or the trepanning of merchant seamen,
fishermen, and longshoremen, and anyone foolish enough to have a
jug in a Wapping or other waterfront tavern, was a feature of the
times. It is said that the glass-bottomed pewter, still in use today in
many pubs, was employed at this time, as a safety measure by waterfront topers. If the King's Shilling had been slipped surreptitiously
into the ale by a press-gang agent, the potential victim would notice
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il before swallowing his quaff. If he drank he was considered to have
taken the King's Shilling and thereby automatically, to have entered
the ranks of the Navy (or Army). But the abjuration of the King's
Shilling did not worry the press-gang unduly. When they were out
in earnest they crimped, at the point of the cutlass, anyone handy,
including men in bed with their wives or harlots, as many amusing
Hogarth-type prints and broadsheets of the period show. In the
seventeenth century, down in Gravesend a notorious public house
called The Amsterdam stood. It was a centre for the press-gangs to
foregather when seeking crews for the Indiamen.
Around the Tower district was one of the most important brothel
quarters. One street in this area. Royal Mint Street, under its old
name of Rosemary Lane, gave rise to the oldest form of all the 'Bellbottom trouser' songs, many variants of which can be heard even
today.
Turning right over London Bridge sailors would explore the stews
of Southwark. But none of these streets in Southwark and around
Tower Hill was the sole property of sailormen, as were the Sailortowns of later days. Townsfolk of all sorts frequented the stews of
Southwark, and in the brothel area around the Tower soldiers from
the Tower garrison were to be seen as often as seamen. And all the
pubs in this neighbourhood, as far as Wapping, were the rendezvous
of the ballast- and coal-men. These men were the roughest type of
longshore citizens of those days.
When the colliers came in from the north, ready to be discharged,
and later loaded or part-loaded with ballast, the coal-whippers, ballast-heavers, and ballast-getters would meet in these near-by pubs,
be selected by a show of hands (as dockers still are), and sent aboard
the ships lying at the tiers in the Pool. They were paid in these pubs,
and were rarely sober; their women and children hanging around
the pub doors from morn till night. Two lanes near the Prospect of
Whitby, one. Old Gravel Lane, the other, New Gravel Lane, were,
in these days, abreast of the ballast grounds. The gravel used as ballast lay on the bed of the river and had to be raised by the ballastgetters. These labourers had to 'chalk a score' with the waterfront
taverns, and take away with them, as they daily went to work, 'a
quartern of gin or rum' (according to Mayhew),' as well as ale. As
for the coal-whippers, their skin, hair, and clothes were so ingrained
with coal that they looked like black-dressed golliwogs.
According to Macpherson, writing in 1812, many derelict Hindu
and Moslem lascar seamen hung around the bars and stews of this
London waterfront, as well as around those over in Rotherhithe,
begging a living and sleeping where they could. Many, naturally,
died from disease and cold. The East India Company was obliged
by law to send back to their home ports Indians having shipped in
D

' London Labour and London Poor (London, 1851).
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their vessels at Bombay and elsewhere as lascar seamen. However,
on account of a ship laying up, or, perhaps, a covey of these marketloving Orientals heading away from the wharfside and getting lost,
or on account of the slackness of the Company in such matters of repatriation, many of these poor devils never saw their palm-shaded
mud huts again.
Along the Wapping Wall stood the famous Execution Dock (the
site is still there today), where the bones of executed pirates and
mutineers hung in chains; a warning to over-adventurous seamen of
those days. At Wapping Old Stairs, close by, the 'purl-men', the
coves who sold lousy beer or 'swipes' to the crews of ships moored at
the tiers, were often to be seen stocking their dinghies for a river
trip.
The coming of the docks made changes of a most important nature
The first docks to be built in London (and probably in the world)
were the Commercial Docks on the south side of the river at Deptford.
The first one was the Rowland Great Dock,' built in 1696, and known
later, in the days of the Greenland Whale Industry, as the Greenland
Dock. It is still called by this name, but the original one was rebuilt
in 1807 and more or less disappeared in the Surrey Commercial
Docks system of 1812. In those far-off days, around this Howland
Dock, sprawled miles of green fields. There were few houses in the
vicinity, since the vile smell emanating from the whale-oil repelled
would-be citizens. Later the whaling industry left London, setting
up its base in Hull.
River pirates, with which the Thames swarmed, had by this time
become such a menace that the merchant companies decided to
build what one might call fortified docks: docks with high walls surrounding them, with spilled gates guarded and strong, and all the
warehouses within the walls. The first built were the West India
Docks, opened in 1802; the London Docks (Wapping), opened in
1805; the East India Docks (Blackwall) in 1806; and St. Katherine
Docks, near the Tower, in 1828.
These river pirates infested every wharf and quay on London's
waterfront. As well as stealing cargoes, stores, ships' running rigging,
and the like, they would even row out across the Thames and steal a
ship's anchor!
In 1798 the Marine Police office was opened at Wapping; the
river police patrolling the river, in fine weather and foul, causing
some check to be put, for the first time, on these maritime thieves.
With the building of these docks the riverfront, between the Tower
and where Rotherhithe Tunnel now starts, was altered somewhat,
and many new wharves took the place of the old 'keys'. There are
wharves still standing today many of which hark back to the latter
• This dock could berth 400 ships at a time, and included four dry docks. It was built
from money given by Mrs. Howland, a rich Streatham woman.
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part of the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, and their
romantic-sounding names tell of the types of ships once discharging
or loading there: Orient Wharf, Crane Wharf, Colonial Wharf, St.
John's Wharf, Free Trade Wharf, Morocco Wharf, and so on. Nowadays they cater for coasters and barges.
The cessation of the American War of 1812, and of the Napoleonic
Wars, brought about a great impetus in merchant shipping. The
early packet-ships, not clippers by any means, began to come to London. St. Katherine Docks was the London base of Yankee ships of
the Blackball Line (1818), Red Star Line, Black Cross Line, and
Swallowtail Line. They carried, in the main, emigrants to the
New World. Stemming from the need of the emigrants for bedding and grub, because an emigrant's fare included only drinking
water and transport, all around Wapping, in a sort of marine store
gold rush, marine stores and ships' chandlers sprang up like mushrooms after rain. 'Donkey breakfasts' of straw, and meal to mix with
water for the making of a sort of'burgoo',' as well as numerous other
bits and pieces, were sold to the poor devils of emigrants at exorbitant prices. Conditions aboard these ships were hellish, then conditions ashore around these early docks could also be described as
hellish. The dirt and filth, the vice and drunkenness that went hand
in hand with the coming of the packet trade, were all components
of the newly growing London Sailortown, which by the 1830s was a
well-established, but vilely disordered, 'town'.
In these early days of the nineteenth-century convicts-ships, too,
left the Thames for New South Wales, and the stocking of these
floating hells also helped the chandlers to flourish. Merchant ships
bound for Australia were few, and those that did sail for 'DownUnder' carried only cargoes of spirits, haberdashery, and materials
for the needs of the early settlers. There was no homeward cargo, the
ships proceeding to India or China to load. By 1814 in India, and by
1833 in China, the East India Company's monopoly came to an end;
the result being that any sort of ship could now trade with these
countries. The first to take the place of the Indiamen were the Blackwall frigates, sailing out of London, and these soon filled the East
India and other docks; their appearance furthering the spread of
lofts, chandlers, marine stores, tailor shops, taverns, and the Highway whore. From over the walls of the London and East India Docks,
competing with the stinks of Wapping, arose all the smells of the East:
tea, ginger, musk, hemp, sandalwood, cinnabar, rosewood, xanthin,
and incense, as well as those of scented silks, satins, and brocades.
And for the first time the real 'Flying Fish Sailor' began to stroll the
Ratcliffe Highway.
Tea clippers, too, soon added their rollicking sailormen to the
streets and alleys of Wapping, Stepney, Limehouse, Poplar, and
• Burgoo—sailor porridge.
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Blackwall, and so we've reached the point where we can now consider Sailor town, in regard to London, as having come of age.
Liverpool, of course, was a port from the earliest times, and although, perhaps, she cannot start with gentlemen adventurers and
circumnavigators as can London, still many merchant ships left the
port as privateers and ventured on voyages that could be called exploratory. As for slaving, well, Liverpool could certainly outsail the
capital with ease.
In early times ships sailing out of Liverpool anchored in the stream,
or made fast alongside short wharves as in London. The River Mersey, in nor'westers, often rose high and flooded the riparian portion
of the town. The lower ends of Chapel and Water Streets, the two
main thoroughfares, at times were under water. Hence an entry for
1636 in the Annals of Liverpool reads: 'Flood-gates at the bottom of
Dale Street ordered to be put up.'
Even in 1721, it is recorded that the ship Tabitha Priscilla sailed
over the Pierhead into the Old Dock. The mercantile district was at
the lower ends of Chapel, Dale, and Bancke (now Water) Streets;
along Castle Street and Pool Lane (at times called Liverpool Lane,
and later South Castle Street). At the bottom of Dale Street was the
ducking-stool for scolds, and in the vicinity, at a place called Beacon's Gutter, and at the bottom of Water Street, malefactors were
frequently seen swinging in chains.
The port was crowned by a great windmill, standing where St.
George's Hall now dominates the scene, not far from the site of the
famous Saturnalian Folly Fair. Another landmark was the evertumbling spire of the ancient church of St. Nicholas—the Sailors'
Church as it was, and still is, known to shellbacks the world over. By
'ever-tumbling' I mean that, during its long life, the spire has collapsed many times, sometimes with a loss of life. About 1644 after the
siege of the town by Prince Rupert, the church was used for P.O.W.s.
In those days the church had a statue in front of it. Before this seafaring men placed little votive gifts: offerings for their preservation
during a particularly harrowing voyage, or for deliverance from shipwreck, from the Barbary pirates, or from the plague which often
swept the town. At one period an inn stood in its grounds. A battery
of fourteen cannon, for the defence of the town, stood slightly to the
west'ard of the church. This area was known as the Fort. Bull-baiting,
too, was practised on this ground. In those days, prior to the building
of the docks, when the Strand, as the foreshore was called, was the
only waterfront, a spot on the beach, where stay-at-home relatives
and friends bade goodbye to their departing sailors, was called the
Wishing Gate.
With the exception of the Howland Dock in London, Liverpool
commenced her dock-building long before the capital did. The area
occupied by guns and bull-baiting disappeared with the building of
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the George's Dock and its Basin, or Bason, as the old maps have it.
But this was not the first dock to be built in the 'Pool. The Old Dock
was dug in 1700. A small pier was built at its entrance jutting out
into the Mersey, and the first ship to enter the dock was the Marlborough. The sailor thoroughfares of Hanover Street, Mersey Street,
Lower Park Lane, Lower Frederick Street, Paradise Street, Pool
Lane, and Strand Street all ran from its kays [sic] on three sides. The
venerable Salthouse Dock, sung in many sailor songs and shanties,
was opened as early as 1753. It was called, at first, the South Dock,
and was built close to the Old Salthouse building wherein Cheshire
salt was stored—an early Liverpool trading commodity. This was
the heyday of the fat and prosperous Merchant Princes. These 'barons'
waxed greatly on the fortunes they made from slaves; with rum,
spices, molasses, tobacco, and fruit innocuously helping to swell their
coffers and build the ornate Georgian houses in which they resided
in upper Hanover and Duke Streets—streets later to become a sailor
boarding-house district. The famous arcade of warehouses called the
Goree, or Goree Piazzas, near to the George's Dock, and named after
a West African slave mart, sprang into prominence at this time. It
was a time when Liverpool was full of French naval prisoners of the
Napoleonic Wars (whose beautiful bone and human hair models of
frigates used to adorn the Shipping Room of the City's Museum),
and slaves awaiting sale or transportation for the New World. It is
said that both slaves and French P.O.W.s, while awaiting transportation elsewhere, were incarcerated in the stinking cellars beneath
the warehouses of the Goree Piazzas. Historians, however, have denied this. An example of the typical Liverpudlian shortening of
words is to be found on a map of 1765, where the Goree Causeway,
alongside the George's Dock, is printed as Goree Causey.
Most of the inns of the period were situated in the mercantile area,
at the lower end, that is, of Chapel and Water Streets, and along
Castle Street. These were the Golden Lion, the Golden Fleece, the
Mill Stone, and the Talbot.
By 1764 Liverpool had 766 ships inwards, and 832 ships outwards;
the bigger percentage of them engaged in the slave trade, or in Mediterranean voyages to the Levant. Ten years or so later, the Greenland whale fishery began to work from Liverpool. Besides these three
trades, the salt export and the import of tobacco from the Virginia
plantations kept Liverpool's ships quite busy for many years, but the
American War of the 1700s brought a lot of unemployment among
the seafaring community, By 1775, however, the press-gangs were
busily on the job again, roping in seaman for the King's Navee.
Many shipbuilding yards existed at this time on the Liverpool side
of the River Mersey, but with the expansion of the dock system they
had to move over to the Birkenhead side, where they are to this
day.
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The town was still being affected by floods, even in the latter part
of the century. Many of the cellars in which the poor, in the main
Irish emigrants, and the criminal classes of the riverside existed were
no more than half-tide rocks, which they shared with the rats and
other vermin. In 1768 a terrific storm drove the river water so high
that the downstairs rooms of all the houses of the lower part of the
town were under water, and the bowsprit of the ship Wheel of Fortune
was driven through the window of a house at the bottom of James
Street.
The Liverpool sailormen of this period appear to have been an
unruly mob, but at the same time they knew what they wanted when
it came to their rights, and were defiant in the face of authority when
they demanded them. It is recorded that in 1775, and again in 1801,
'alarming riots by sailors on account of their wages' occurred. Cannon were brought into Castle Street, and the ball-marks of those long
ago labour battles are still to be seen on the walls of the Town Hall.
Many lives were lost in these riots. Whether the sailors got better
pay or not is unrecorded.
Towards the end of the eighteenth century many improvements
were made to the docks. Chains, for one thing were placed around
them—and these are to be seen around the older docks even today.
In 1788, the King's Dock, and in 1796, the Queen's Dock were
opened. By this time privateersmen and letters-of-marque were
common out of the port, as well as men-o'-war, as war with the
French was still raging. What with the privateersmen, Guineamen,
men-o'-war, Mediterranean traders, Greenland whalers, and early
Atlantic traders (mostly brigs), the sailormen of the port were a
noticeable community. Liverpool tars, Yankees with short-cut hair,
as opposed to the pigtailed Britishers, coloured seamen, and Latins,
all went to make a picturesque community a-roUing round the waterfront. It is fairly obvious that, what with wet docks, and a dry dock
built about 1718 (the first in the world, I should think), and the
warehouses, marine stores, chandlers, lofts, and so on, that automatically grow up with such a system, Liverpool's Sailortown put in
an earlier appearance than did that of London. Taverns and grogshops to meet the growing need sprang up near the docks. In
the Goree area, alongside St. George's Church in Derby Square,
and near the Pier Head, harlots soliciting seamen were a common
sight. Many of these girls were Irish, but a sprinkling of foreign
harlots were also plying their trade around the waterfront by this
time.
Between this period and the early 1830s the dry-dock was converted into a wet one and called Canning. The Old Dock was filled
in in 1826 and the fifth Customs House, commercial buildings,
Dock Police office, and the Market were built on the site. The Queen's
half-tide dock was built about this time, and the Prince's, Clarence,
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Brunswick, and Waterloo Docks opened. In 1815 the Mersey saw
her first steamboats. By 1831 the estimated number of seamen of the
port was 10,000. And with the arrival of the first Liverpool ship from
China, from Canton to be precise, and the discharging of the first
full cargo of guano from Valparaiso, both in the mid 1830s, we will
leave the 'Pool, for, by now, it had a fairly well-developed Sailortown. This spread, roughly, from Lancelot's Hey and its surrounding alleys and rows, through Castle Street and the back streets
around Wapping, to Park Lane and Paradise Street, reaching as far
as the lower end of Parliament Street and its neighbouring sidestreets.
I have tried to show how, from earliest times, the slow but steady
development of Sailortown took place, concurrently with the building of a dock system, in London and Liverpool, our two major ports.
In the rest of Britain's ports a similar evolution took place. In some
it was slower, and, in most, a later beginning prevented the growth
of true Sailortowns as found in London and Liverpool. This is particularly true of Glasgow, where, owing to the lateness of her dockbuilding (the first dock was opened in 1867; the Queen's Dock in
1880; and the Prince's Dock, on the South side of the river, in 1897),
and the proximity of the town's main streets to the waterfront, a true
Sailortown never really came into being.
In the late 1700s Glasgow rivalled Liverpool and Bristol in the importing of tobacco from Virginia and the American colonies; and the
famous wharf known as the Broomielaw, stacked high with hogsheads and pyramids of loose cask staves, was a scene of mercantile
activity. However, the coming of the American War killed the trade,
and Glasgow turned her eyes to the West Indies and the importing of
sugar. Her street names, such as Jamaica Street, speak of this trading.
In order to accommodate bigger ships, the river was dredged regularly around the Broomielaw.
Although Glasgow had, in the eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries, a fair amount of her own seamen, as well as many visiting
sailors, who were all patrons of the grog-shops within the Broomielaw
area, a seafaring area district from that of the townsfolk, however,
could not be said to have existed. Plenty of dens of vice were to
be found—and you can bet sailors did find them—in the narrow
streets and lanes, known as wynds and closes, behind, and connecting, the slum areas of High Street, Saltmarket, Trongate, Gallowgate, and even Argyll Street. Here the drunkenness was appalling,
and the vice even worse, the latter-day Gorbals being respectable by
comparison.
The great and ancient port of Bristol, also never acquired a true
Sailortown. From the days of Cabot, when it rejoiced in the name
of Bristowe, its streets were always full of roistering sailormen, buccaneers, and privateersmen. As for ships. Pope the poet visualized
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the port as having 'its streets full of ships'. Another writer says that
Bristol was:
cradled between whai-ves that stretched along the Avon and the Frome
. . . the lowlands between swarmed with sailors. In Marsh Street a fraternity for mariners, maintained by a levy of 40/- per ton on cargo
arriving in the port, supported a priest and twelve poor sailors, who
prayed for merchants and seamen labouring on the seas.'
Bristol claimed, in those days, that 'the land of America was found
by the merchants of Bristowe in a ship of Bristol called the Matthew\
A Bristol privateer brought home, after his marooning on Juan Fernandez, the real 'Robinson Crusoe'. The port also claims to be the
first to establish regular steam communications with the U.S.A. The
Great Britain, too, was built here, as also was the Saucy Arethusa of Dibdin's famous song.
Bristol was probably one of the first seaports of Britain to export
shoes, cargoes of these being sent out to West Indies as early as 1657.
From the days of the Tudors, Bristol Guineamen rolled down to the
Slave, Gold, and Ivory Coasts of West Africa, bartering flashy
jewellery, obsolete fire-arms, cotton piece-goods, and gin, for ivory,
both black and white, gold, and other commodities those inhospitable shores offered. And in the seventies and eighties of the last century ships and barques of Bristol were still engaged in this trade,
mainly for copra and palm-oil. Other Bristol ships have, from earliest
times, been engaged in the West Indian rum, sugar, and tobacco
trades. In fact, Bristol's prosperity comes from the latter commodity.
Of course Bristol, even today, is not a port of docks. From earliest
times ships moored alongside river wharves and quays, and still do,
in most cases, to this day. There exists a Wapping, too, in Bristol, but
it was not quite the sailor-infested area of the London Wapping or
even that of Liverpool's Wapping. This occurrence of the name Wapping in seaport areas puzzles me a little; its meaning appears to be
lost.
The parts of the port frequented by the seafaring fraternity were,
on account of the serpentine course of the river, somewhat scattered.
But even if the sailorman's area in Bristol was a little disconnected,
the shipowners' hang-out was centralized enough. As South Shields
had Winchester Street for its owners and South Spainer masters, and
Liverpool its Hanover and Duke Streets, in Bristol Berkeley Square
was where the shipowners of these West Indian and West African
traders had their offices. Great mercantile names were the Hills,
King, the Lucas brothers, and Cummins—names all vanished by the
end of the nineteenth century.
In the eighteenth century Bristol was probably the busiest port in
the kingdom. Its jetties and quays were a-buzz with sailor activity.
• P. M. Kendall, The Torkist Age (London, 1962).
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Around Bristol Bridge thronged seamen from all over the world:
white, black, and other divers hues, in pigtails, tricorne hats, bandanas, striped jerseys, and canvas trouser-skirts. Over the bridge,
down the Backs, they milled about, into a district of half-timbered
houses and quaint dram-shops and groggeries, and in all the alleys
and back-cracks adjacent to King and Queen Streets. It is in this
area that the Llandoger Trow waterfront pub still stands; a reminder
of those more hectic and dangerous times. For dangerous they were.
Smugglers, who worked up and down the river, had their headquarters here, and pirates, as well as thieves and pickpockets, thrived
upon other seafarers. It was unsafe for a tipsy sailorman to hang
around on his own in this district after dark. Rarely would he make
his ship in safety, usually finishing up in the river, or awakening next
morn with a buzzing head and an empty purse. This quarter was the
nearest Bristol ever had to a Sailortown, and by the middle of the
nineteenth century, when other Sailortowns were only coming of age
it had become almost as safe a place as the rest of the city.'
Hull, of course, has always been a fishing port, rather than a deepwater-man's hang-out. A true Sailortown never emerged here either,
but the opening of the Qiieen's Dock (Old Dock) for the whalers in
1778—now filled in and the site occupied by the Queen's G a r d e n s produced a crop of pubs, brothels, and other attendant 'evils' which
usually follow in the wake of Sailor John. From 1800 onwards, all
through the Napoleonic Wars, the press-gangs were busy around
Hull's waterfront chasing their prey. They were mainly after the
Arctic whalemen, men who invariably defended themselves when
attacked by the press-gang; hence Hull has many stories to offer of
battles between the press-gangs and the spouters. One of the most
famous occurred in 1815. A sailor walking over the North Bridge was
seized by a shoal of'Lobsters' as the press-gang was often called—'the
Lobsters are out!' would be the warning cry around the waterfront.
Deftly he slipped out of his coat, leaving it in the hands of the gang,
and dashed off down Bridge Street, with the Lobsters in hot pursuit.
Workmen toiling at the lockpit of the Old Dock basin, and some sympathetic street loungers, joined forces in an attempt to prevent the
gang from catching their prey. Then a crowd of sailors and another
of whalemen joined the fray, the whole mob chasing the press-gang
down Lowgate, where a running battle was held. The press-gang
hopelessly out-numbered, applied for help from the Mayor at the
Mansion House, but he refused them aid. The press-gang, amid a
hail of stones and pellets, ran for cover. But the mob, now aroused in
' The Abolition of the Slave trade at the beginning of the nineteenth century was a
major factor in the decline of Bristol as a port. The building of bigger ships, whose draught
prevented them from reaching Bristol, furthered the decline. Then, in 1887, the Avonmouth Dock, 6 miles downstream from Bristol, was opened, followed by the Royal
Edward Dock in 1908, both of which helped to make Bristol a flourishing commercial
city once more.
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fury, were out for blood, so they headed, hell-bent-for-election, down
Humbcr Street to the press-gang's hang-out, a pub called the Spurn
Lights. Although a whalemen's tavern, its landlord showed friendship towards the press-gang, and the mob knew it. They stove in the
doors and windows of the pub, and then demolished the whole front
of the building with a battering-ram. They then climbed into the
house, broke up the furniture, tore up the bedding and linen, and
drank all the grog and ale they could lay hands on. The affair cost
the town something like ^1,200!
By the early 1800s the Missions to Seamen, the British Sailor
Society and a Sailors' Home had been inaugurated—institutions
which invariably helped to lighten the sailor's lot. In 1809 the Humber
Dock was opened, and in 1829 the Junction Dock was ready for use. In
later years this latter was renamed the Prince's Dock. With the growth
of a dock area sailor boarding-houses sprang up in the vicinity and
some shanghaiing was done from the port, but I don't think it would
be correct to say that Hull had a real deep-water man's Sailortown.
Around the Tyne area, too, the press-gang worked its deadly way.
The seamen, not to mention the landlubbers, of South Shields, Newcastle, and Tynemouth all lived in daily dread of impressment. Many
a song in the broad Geordic dialect tells of the fact that 'the tender's
at the Bar o' Shields' (the press-tender) or that some young tar was
'snatched away on his wedding n i g h t . . . by the dirty press-gang'.
This region, from earliest days, was a centre for Russian, Scandinavian, and Continental trades, mainly timber, and its collier brigs,
running down to London and elsewhere, were famous. Most of these
trades, known as Short Sea trades to distinguish them from those of
the Sou'Spainers or deep-water men, were in the hands of families.
A ship would be manned by the uncles, cousins, and nephews of the
shipowner concerned. This 'family ship' system was also common
among the Scandinavian timber-ships visiting Hull and the Tyne,
with the result that the sailor iniquities found in other havens hardly
existed in these North-East ports. The demand for the dens and dives
that were the backbone of any Sailortown being weak, none of these
ports ever produced a proper Sailortown. However, with the passing
of time and the fact that more foreign ships came to use, and more
foreign seamen began to know, these North Sea ports, both pubs and
girls responded to their call, but never to the same extent as in London and the 'Pool. Sunderland and Middlesbrough, too, I would
put in this category, as well as the smaller port of Whitby. In days
gone by seamen would call these North-East coast mariners, on account of their rather unintelligible talk and sing-song voices, 'North
Sea Chinamen'.
Southampton, a port of some antiquity, did not become a real
deep-water until the coming of steam, although several of its waterfront pubs hark back to a more fdibustering age, especially some of
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those down in the rather notorious district known as 'The Ditches'.
It is said that it was in one of these taverns that Defoe met Alexander
Selkirk, and over a dram got the idea of writing the immortal Robinson Crusoe.^

Portsmouth, having mainly naval or coastwise connections, also
fails to qualify for our list. However, the term for its local prostitutes
—the 'Spithead Nymphs'—was widely used among the East Indiamen as well as by naval men. Plymouth, too, although a port of great
age, has had more of a naval than a mercantile history.
In many of these smaller ports what represented their Sailortown
was the built-up side of the quay or wharf opposite the ships. As one
came out of a tavern, above one's head would be the dolphin-striker,
footropes, backropcs, martingale, and all the bewildering gear that
makes up the bowsprit of a sailing ship. Very often the bowsprits of
ships in such small ports would get entangled with the good lady's
line of whiter than white washing. In such older and smaller ports
as Maryport, Whitehaven, Salcombe, Shoreham, and so on, the
waterfront was so arranged. A thirsty man had only to drop off the
end of the jibboom and the swinging portals of the pub were slapbang in front of him.
This, too, was Continental style, even in the bigger ports. In Rotterdam, Antwerp, Amsterdam, and in the Mediterranean harbours
of Italy, Spain, and the Grecian Islands this pleasurable nearness has
always been typical of the local 'Sailortown'. The smell of absinthe,
lagers, vinos, and what-have-you would float up to the nostrils of a
matlow working with a piece of tarry spun-yarn at a stays'1 hank on
the foretopm'st stay, often enticing him to leave his job for better
things. And, as girls were always part and parcel of café life on the
'Continong', he hadn't far to go for female company either. This
form of'tying up ship to the bar-counter' has never altered in France,
Holland, and so on, and, I reckon that the crews of Roman triremes,
Venetian buzo-nefs, and Phoenician galleys all knew this pleasant
side of a sailor's life.
Antwerp and Amsterdam both have fair antiquity. Amsterdam
even to this day smells of the Far Eastern trade of its early days. The
old-time voyages from this port to India gave it its seaman-like background. In the seventeenth century it was the largest port in the
world, its harbour taking 4,000 ships, large and small. Amsterdam
is built on ninety islands, connected by 200 or more bridges, of wood,
stone, and iron. Many of its buildings have been raised on wooden
piles,- and its great warehouses, dating back to early times, are
crowned with carved and ornate gables of a nobler age. Beneath the
fantastic skyline of weird-shaped chimneys, ornamental roofs, gilded
towers, and turrets, the canals and docks have always been filled to
' Another unfounded yarn declares that the meeting took place in a Bristol tavern.
^ Heipaal is the Dutch name for these piles.
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overflowing with ships and colourful barges—ships bound out to such
romantically named ports as Macao, Goa, Malacca, Sao Thome,
Nagasaki, Firando (Hirado), and Cochin. Bulbous-sided craft heading for Nieuw Amsterdam, Nieuw Zeeland, and Van Diemen's Land,
all, at one time or another, rubbed their fenders against these buttressed quays. The Dutch East Indiamen filled these towering warehouses with silk, incense, sateens, brocades, gold, and copper from
far 'Japon'. They knew the steamy coastline of Sumatra, the Sulu
pirates, and the Cape of Storms, and their apple-cheeked galleys
were to be seen, in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, ploughing the green and blue of every known sea. And this Far Eastern
trade was carried on right into modern times. In more recent days a
canal was built through to the Texel, allowing for the entry of bigger
and more modern ships, and, later still, another even bigger canal
was constructed to cope with Amsterdam's ever-growing trade.
Amsterdam, apart from all its quayside cafés and drinking houses
never developed a Sailortown of any size as did Rotterdam, a more
modern port. But this, probably, had nothing to do with the fact that
the waterfront land-sharks weren't interested in enlarging their purlieus, but simply was because the port, consisting as it does of a maze
of canals, lacked terra firma whereon to raise a Sailortown of the size
of, say, Hamburg's St. Pauli.
Antwerp, as its name shows, is a real deep-water-man's port. The
word Aent-werf, from Old German Antorjf, means 'on the wharf'. From
its inception it was a port of wharves, and not until the nineteenth
century were docks built. I suppose Antwerp is the port par excellence
in having its bars, booze, and girls, and, in later years, its mechanical
pianos, all within ear-shot and eye-view of a ship's deck. In regard to
its girls, in Antwerp the supply was always equal to the demand.
From earliest times Antwerp was a market for the sale of prostitutes,
and by 1780 was the busiest entrepot in Europe. The effects of the
Industrial Revolution played into the hands of the white slavers, and
British girls—'packages' the dealers called them—were shipped across
to Antwerp in their hundreds and sold openly to the thousands of
brothels along the waterfront. Even girls of twelve were trepanned
to the Continent, and from Antwerp other seaports such as Amsterdam, Dunkirk, Le Havre, Marseilles, and Hamburg were supplied.
Hamburg, in its earliest days, was a fairly busy port, and, long before the docks were built, to its thousands of piles sited in the open
stream and known as, I can't find out why, the 'Dukes of Alba', were
moored ships from all over the world. Lighters were used to get the
freights ashore. Several shore wharves existed along the edge of the
river, but these were mainly used by the discharging and loading
lighters and barges.
Like Liverpool, Hamburg's lower town was afflicted by floods.
Before 1850 and the coming of the docks Hamburg was fretted with
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a series of canals known as fleets—a word related to that of the old
Fleet Ditch of London. These canals were bordered by great damp
warehouses, low-class dwelling-houses and, level with them, and very
often below the level of the water, were filthy cellars inhabited by the
fleetenkieker. These people, like the mudlarks of the Thames in olden
times, used to wander along the oozing canals, picking up any article
of value, drying and cleaning it and then selling it. This was their
sole means of livelihood. During exceptionally high tides three shots
would be fired from the Stintfang to warn the inhabitants oit\ie fleets
to escape before the water reached their abodes. After the tide receded the Lad von de Waterkant, as the inhabitants of these waterfront
cellars were collectively called, would return like rats to their oozing
and dripping hell-holes. These people would rob the unwary sailor
bound back aboard with a full cargo of schnapps, and woe betide
Jan Maat if he didn't keep his weather-eye lifting—he would probably finish up embracing, in the stiffness of death, one of the Dukes
of Alba.
With the construction of the docks—Binnen and Nieder Hafens,
Sandthorshafen, Grasbrookhafen, and so on—ships could get closer
in to Hamburg, and the sailormen get ashore with greater ease.
Naturally, dives and dens for the sea-wearied sailorman now sprang
up everywhere, the biggest concentration of these being in the St.
Pauli district, centred around the Reeperbahn, an earlier rope-walk.
In time this area became one of the most notorious Sailortowns, not
only in Europe but also in the whole world.
Many other European ports, such as Bordeaux and Marseilles,
developed smaller-type Sailortowns during the nineteenth century,
but they were really very poor specimens when compared with that
of Hamburg.
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m N the New World, by the end of the eighteenth and the
f beginning of the nineteenth centuries, many Sailortowns
were getting a foothold in the new ports. Charleston, South
Carolina, was an early slave-port, and a place riddled with
yellow fever, or Yellow Jack, as Sailor John called it. This
disease was believed, in those days, to have been carried by the slaveships and propagated in the bilge filth of the carènages, creeks, and
anchorages of the Guineamen, with a furtherance to its breeding
coming in the wake of the Chinese coolie-carriers to the Chinchas and
Peru in later days.
By the middle of the eighteenth century Charleston was fast becoming an important seaport. The bay was constantly filled with
merchant ships from Liverpool, London, and Bristol, as well as
British men-o'-war. It was one end of the Middle Passage and the
slave trade boomed here. Alongside the wharves many vessels would
be discharging and loading, with Negro longshoremen—slaves all of
them—singing their work-songs as they laboured feverishly under
the hot sun. The white crews going ashore in this pretty, though unhealthy spot, enjoyed the pleasant view of a small town of trim
streets with much vegetation around and in front of the clinker-built
and vcrandah'd houses. The taverns where the planters met were
also the grog-shops of the seamen—the Planter's Hotel, the Jolly
Corner, Marshall's-on-the-Bay, and Shcpheard's Tavern. Many
others, not so famous, catered for the rougher elements.
Another eighteenth-century port in this corner of the world was
New Orleans. In early times Negro slaves made up most of the population of this port—the Dutch had introduced slaves into North
America as long ago as 1618, when twenty 'negars' were landed in
Jamestown, Virginia. When the British took over Acadia, and renamed it Nova Scotia, its French colonists were transported to
Louisiana, many finishing up in New Orleans. This was in 1755,
these transported Gauls swelling a French population already settled
in the Crescent City since its beginning around 1718. At different
periods, before and after the turn of the nineteenth century, the
streets and wharves of New Orleans would be crowded with motley
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gatherings of buckskin-clad trappers and hunters of the Davy Crockett type rubbing shoulders with ex-galley slaves from France and
feathered Chocktaw Indians; with Spanish-American revolutionists,
Contrabandists, Guadeloupian pirates, filibusters, and West Indian
Creoles all helping to swell the colourful throng. The womenfolk,
too, were of varied and attractive types: flashing-eyed Creoles,
buxom Negro lassies, Indian squaws in beaded buckskins, handsome
Cajuns from Acadia, Jilles d, la cassette from France, ex-inmates of the
French houses of correction, and dark-haired Latins with Spanish
dons and officials in attendance. And mingling with these colourful
street throngs were the tarpaulin-hatted, pigtailed and tattooed salty
tars of all nations and of both services. In its early days drunken
Choctaw Indians hovered around the young settlement awaiting
the opportunity to massacre the hated white man. Later Lafitte and
his drunken pirates sacked and burnt, raped and pillaged here and
in the mangrove-covered neighbourhood. Their main stronghold
was at Barataria Bay. One or two of the taverns used by these early
pirates and seamen are still to be seen in New Orleans.
Shipwrecks were common on the dangerous bar of the river, and
most sailormen found it a tough place to approach.
With the building of the famous Basin Canal Irish labourers came
on the scene, many staying and helping to swell the population,
others dying horrible deaths from the constant epidemics that swept
the port, of which Yellow Jack was probably the most vile. Many
seamen lost their lives here from this disease, a plague of which just
before the end of the eighteenth century, had swept the Atlantic
ports of Philadelphia, Baltimore, Savannah, and Wilmington, and
which from 1800 onwards, attacked the Gulf port of Mobile, and
inland Memphis. In the 1830s the Irish workmen settled in an area
called the Irish Channel. It was between here and the district later to
be called Storyville, around the wharves and levees, that Sailor John
patronized the groggeries, absinthe dives, and Creole bag-shanties.
Northern ports with early roots were Salem, New York, Boston,
New Bedford, and Quebec in Canada, but as most of these, from the
point of view of this narrative, had no distinctive features in the
eighteenth century and come more correctly under nineteenth-century ports, for the present we will pass over them lightly.
From the inception of the British Navigation Acts, 1663, which
demanded that all trade from British colonies be carried in British
bottoms, American shipping suffered. Its hands were tied as to where
to sail for cargoes. From New York, Boston and New England ports,
the West Indian trade was the one in which Yankee ships were mainly engaged, with rum and sugar as the cargoes carried. In defiance
of the Acts a great deal of smuggling went on, and smugglers and
Contrabandists were common out of New York and elsewhere.
Slaving and whaling, too, were both early New England trades. Then
E
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during the War of Independence 1775, the British wiped out the
fishing fleets and nearly did the same with those of the whalers. After
the War, which ended in 1784, the Americans began to look farther
afield, and China as a potential market was discovered, this being
followed by the establishment of a fur trade between the Pacific
North-West and Cathay.
Salem, during the war, had a famous fleet of privateers working
out of the port harrying the British Navy, and in 1796 the first cargo
of pepper from Labuan in the East Indies gave this famous port a new
fillip. The phrase 'Pepper Port of Salem' became a universal one
among seamen and merchants. About this time, too, Yankee whalers
had discovered the Pacific to be something of a gold mine,' and a
little later the ice trade out of New England was established.
During the Napoleonic Wars both the British and the French
boarded Yankee ships and trepanned their seamen; the French being
mainly interested in seizing the ships, the British hanging on to both
ships and men. Those seamen who refused to fight for Britain were
thrown into Dartmoor Prison to rot.
During the first decade of the nineteenth century, thanks to President Jeflerson's embargo, American shipping almost came to a
standstill, with ships cluttering up the ports of New England and New
York in their hundreds.
At the beginning of the nineteenth century around the New York
waterfront, apart from a seamen's strike, probably the first, for
higher wages, things were fairly quiet—but not for long. Privateersmen, during the War of 1812, had sallied forth from Gotham, but
they were about the only signs of activity in the great port. Then the
war came to an end, and with it greater movement around the eastern seaboard. From 1818 onwards the packet-ships, Blackballliners,
and so on, began to carve regular routes from New York towards
Liverpool, London, and Le Havre. These new trades obviously gave
fresh impetus to Yankee shipping, and American ships and sailors
were soon riding high on the crest of prosperity. With this prosperity
also came the inception of the New York Sailortown of South Street,
Water Street, Cherry Street, and the lower end of the Bowery: a
Sailortown which, by the forties and fifties—in the days of the gold
find in California and the China tea-trade—was to become one of
the toughest in the maritime world.
Ships using these American ports in early days were mainly British
or American; foreign ships not calling in any great number, until a
few years prior to the repeal of the Navigation Act. The crews of
American ships in these days were at first, entirely American. Then,
• The first British whaler to go round the Horn in search of sperm whales was the
Amelia or Emilia in 1788. However, British whalers were included in the convict fleet
leaving Biitain in 1781. These ships, after discharging in Sydney, then worked the
Peruvian grounds.
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bit by bit, what with the Nor'West traders. West Indiamen, whalers
and the sealers picking up replacements for their deserters abroad.
Kanakas, Latin Americans, Britishers, Negroes, and others began to
join Yankee vessels. Later, of course, a tremendous influx of Scandinavian seamen swelled the ranks of the American merchant service.
The early ships very often had 'family' crews, or at least 'townies'
—men all hailing from the same port. Many of the ports they hailed
from were the hide-bound religious ones of Boston ('more churches
than pubs'), Salem, and the Quaker whaling harbours. Thus no matter how they reacted when around foreign waterfronts or on the
beaches of the South Seas, when on their home ground they behaved
themselves to a degree and rarely got too drunk or went a-whoring.
Hence the demand for Sailortown pubs and brothels didn't exist, and
up to 1800 crimping and land-sharks had no place in a Yankee
sailor's life. Ships were easy to get, berths aboard and wages were
good and the men able, but when the foreign element entered the
American Marine, and foreign ships began to use the ports, all this
respectability became outmoded, and a new tough phase of sailor
shore-living arrived.
Boston in 1700 had 200 ships to New York's 124. This venerable
harbour traded with Spain for olive oil, wool, and many types of
cloth, even before this date, and its ships carried some of the earliest
passengers to Europe. In 1680 Boston privateers harried French and
Spanish shipping, and from the middle of the same century its ships
were trading with the West Indies; a trade she has kept right until
modern times. The year 1800 saw the beginning of its famous ice
trade to places as far apart as the West and the East Indies, the
Philipines and the Southern Islands, and this along with the Californian hide trade, helped it to prosper greatly. Boston has always
been a very 'salty' city, steeped in sailor tradition, and in early days
a very honest and safe place as far as the sailor was concerned. However, by the 1820s and 1830s (in Dana's time) it had grown into a
tough spot for sailormen, and life around the waterfront had become
exceedingly dangerous. Boston started crimping long before New
York and other Yankee ports, and by 1834 someone declared it was a
'hell of a place for sailor traffic'—meaning the Shanghai trade in
sailor flesh.
Out of New Bedford and other New England ports, the whaling
industry, thrived until the War of 1775. Then British men-o'-war
blockaded many of these places, helping to ruin it for a while. So
many of the American whaling vessels were destroyed that several
New Bedford whaling families asked to be transported to Milford
Haven and Dunkirk. In these ports they formed the nuclei of the
whaling industry of England and France.
From the earliest days of the industry New Bedford's waterfront
was a place to delight the heart of a small boy—wharves littered with
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barrels of whale-oil; alongside, a forest of masts and spars, and sails
drying in the sun, with gin-blocks wailing, and the yeo-hoing of
spoutermen echoing between the walls of the warehouses lining the
docks. The Acushnet River would be jammed full of homewardbound spouters, their crews waiting to set foot ashore after three
years away in southern seas, looking forward to many drinks of rum
in low-gabled taverns bearing such romantic names as the Cape Horn
Inn, the Spouter's Luck and Spouter's Friend, the Greasy Luck Inn,
Crossed Harpoons, and the Trypot Inn. Yes, New Bedford from an
early date had all the ingredients—seamen's taverns, marine stores,
lofts, ship chandlers, and warehouses—that go to make up a regular
Sailortown.
Farther north, in Canada, Quebec, in spite of the fact it is well upI'iver, was always a very 'salty' centre. Its timber trade and the building of wooden ships attracted the tougher type of seamen. Although
at times the 'pool' of seamen was low, and crimping a necessary evil,
it wasn't until the early part of the nineteenth century that things got
so bad in 'sailor traffic' that from ;^i4 to £^0 had to be paid to get
men to run ships across to Liverpool.
Until the 1850s the West Coast of America had few ports that
would face up to that name. Most of them, in fact all of them, were
mere beaches or a single wharf, and ships all lay at anchor in some
wild bay, backed by an even wilder, treeless, and deserted hinterland. Dana tells us something of these 'ports' of Alta and Baja California as they were in the 1830s, when he was a seaman in the Californian hide-trade. Their inhabitants were mainly of Spanish stock,
a wild and romantic and, at the same time, a drunken and dirty lot.
Life seemed to centre around the pulperias or grog-shops. Dana describes one oi^ these pulperias of San Diego. It was a small mud building
of only one room, the proprietor selling liquors, 'dry and West
Indian goods, shoes, bread, fruit . . .'. It was kept by a typical
Yankee beachcomber, a one-eyed seaman from Fall River, who had
come to the Pacific in a whale-ship, left her in the Sandwich Islands,
and eventually arrived in California where he set up this grog-shop.
Like most of these ports San Diego had a Presidio, in a ruinous state,
and a mission. On Sundays, apparently, the seamen from the hidedroghers and some syphilitic Sandwich Islanders—who were living
ashore, drying and stowing the hides—would get blind drunk in this
pulperia and charge through the one and only street on horseback,
scaring the living daylights out of the half-starved, tatterdemalion
soldiery and the poor unwashed natives.
San Pedro, in the early years of the last century merely a very
minor sea gateway for Pueblo de Los Angeles, nowadays is, of course,
a great oil-port, and still the waterfront of Los Angeles. In the 1830s
it was just a conglomeration of missions,/»M//'ma^, ox-carts, and hidemules. The captains of the hide-droghers offered twenty dollars for
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the recapture of any sailorman mad enough to desert here, and many
did, often dying in the wild Californian woods. Soldiers and Indians
with bloodhounds would strive hard to earn such an easy twenty
dollars, and rarely did a deserter get very far away.
San Juan, too, had a mission, and little else. Its open roadstead
was a stinker in a sou'easter. Santa Barbara was another one-eyed
haven, mainly a port of call for spouters from the OfT-shorc Grounds.
Monterey, however, with its seat of Customs, since it was the clearinghouse for the whole coast, was a little better than the others. Here
trappers and hunters from over the Rockies came with furs and skins
to sell to the pulperias. After being fleeced by the half-caste harlots
they would head back over the mountains from whence they came.
Monterey had a fairly large fort or Presidio, with half a dozen cannon
as its armoury. As well as the pulperias Monterey also had its fandango houses, and cock-fighting and gambling were popular pastimes in which the seafaring men sometimes engaged.
San Francisco, in these days, was really a mission, the Mission of
San Francisco, which, according to Dana, did not engage in filthy
trade as did the other missions around the Bay—Santa Clara and
San José—which traded in hides. The settlement was called Yerba
Buena or 'Good Grass', and it was managed by a handful of Yankees
and some Englishmen. They ran small stores catering for the Russian
ships and whalers which called here, and also to the Boston hidedroghers. The Russian ships—they had hemp anchor cables—loaded
tallow and grain from the Bay missions. Their crews were allowed
ashore at all times, invariably getting drunk in the grog-shops, followed usually by being stripped of all their clothes and finishing up
their orgies in the local calabooze. The Indians and half-breeds were
always ready to fleece the sailors calling here. Mind you, the crews
of many of these ships were the scum of the earth, most of them having been picked up from the beaches of Oahu in the Sandwich Islands, the refuse of the whalers. Yerba Buena, too, had a Presidio,
set up by the Mexicans the same year as the Franciscan monks established their Mission. This was in 1776. The Hudson Bay Company
attempted a settlement here a little earlier, but it was a failure, as was
a later Mormon enterprise. Little did Dana realize, in his day, that
not many more years would pass before this wild cove, with its priests,
monks, Indians, and Russian whalemen, would become the toughest
port, having the toughest Sailortown—the Barbary Coast—in the
whole wide world.
In 1847 the name of this settlement was changed to San Francisco,
and a sloop-of-war, the Portsmouth, raised the American flag here.
At this time there were 700 whites, 150 Indians, Negroes, and
Oahuans living there in 200 buildings, including tents, lean-tos,
sheds, and outhouses. In 1848 gold was found at Sutter's Creek, and
in the same year the steamer California, the first of the Pacific Mail
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Steamers, anchored in Yerba Buena Cove with an advanced guard of
gold-seekers from the eastern states aboard. This was the beginning
of the Frisco of the sailing-ship days—the inception of a Sailorman's
Valhalla.
The buccaneer-infested and fever-ridden ports of the West Indies
never reached again, perhaps, the wildness, prosperity, and gaiety
of their earlier years. With the passing of the buccaneers they would
never again have their harbours jammed full of richly laden craft,
nor their Main Streets a-chock with roistering pirates and their paramours. Port Royal, along with its dance-halls, fiddlers, girls, groggeries, and loot warehouses, toppled into the sea in 1692, and other
pestiferous ports were wiped out by plague and the British man-o'war. Barbados, for example, was nearly wiped out by Yellow Jack
in 1655. In 1716 Newgate slave-ships rounded to in these islands
with rebels to work in the young plantations, but although Havana,
Kingston, and Port of Spain were eventually built up into more
civilized places, they never again experienced the roisterousness of
the early days. Guineamen, Bristolmen, Scottish merchantmen,
Yankee brigs and others, of course, called at these harbours regularly,
and the crews drank their grog in the rum-shops and frequented the
fandango houses and dives of Havana. But their pleasures were anaemic compared with those of the Brethren of the Coast.
Most South American ports, although they were once well
known to the early Spanish navigators and traders, are, as we know
them, of nineteenth-century growth. Buenos Aires, Montevideo, and
Rio, therefore, we will leave until a later chapter.
Valparaiso and other West Coast ports come into this category,
too, for although the Spaniards used these places in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries, it wasn't until the nineteenth century that they
could be truly called 'trading ports'. Following in the wake of the
Spaniards came the shallow-built scalers. Towards the end of the
eighteenth century, from Boston, Salem, New Bedford, Stonington,
and Nantucket, they came, seeking seal skins for the China market;
the demand in China for such skins coming from the Mandarins
who wore coats made from them. The islands along the Chile and
Peruvian coasts were alive with seals, and so attracted these venturesome seamen, who, half traders, half explorers, and wholly pioneers,
often found unknown lands and islands prior to the 'professional'
explorer. Whalers, too, began to call at these small West Coast
settlements. They also used several of the uninhabited bays as
trying-out bases, just as they frequented the Mexican bays of
Magdalena and Altata when trying-out the Californian grayling whale. One hundred years or so after Anson had mapped out
this coastline small Welsh copper-ore barques found their way here,
loading bar copper for Europe in the then small port of Valparaiso,
anchoring opposite the part of the town now known as Puerto.
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And the sealers—sometimes called Nor'West traders, because they
also traded in tea, silk, and spices from China—and whalers, copperore men, and Californian hide-droghers were, since the days of the
buccaneers and circumnavigators, the first Western ships to sail the
waters of the Pacific. And, until the finding of gold in California, the
seamen from such ships held these wide expanses of water to be their
prerogative alone. These early seamen, sealers and whalers and other
Nor'West traders, were well known to the Indian tribes of Vancouver Island and the neighbouring coastline. Such tribes would
offer their women, for a fee, to any visiting British, Russian, or American seaman.
We have seen in Chapter I something of what the Pacific and its
islands were like around the turn of the nineteenth century. Now let
us take another peep at these island nights.
From the time the first whaler reached these tropic isles of Polynesia, the natives geared themselves to accept these swashbuckling,
and often evil-smelling, sea-rovers. The masters of the whale-ships,
particularly so in the early days, were, in the main, men of religion—
mainly Quakers. Often they forbade swearing aboard their spouters,
spoke in Biblical 'thees' and 'thous', and held regular religious services each Sunday, On the other hand, the men, and, according to
A.B.C. Whipple, some mates and masters, were a different kettle
of fish. In New England, probably, all were church-going and good
husbands, but once Cape Horn was passed, with many, a metamorphosis took place. On returning home whalemen would spin yarns
about the South Sea 'cannibals', about whale-fights, Nantucket
sleigh-rides, and typhoons and hurricanes, but they were most reticent on the wild sex life many led when their spouters dropped 'picks'
in the blue lagoons of these coral islands and atolls. They didn't tell
their womenfolk back home how they spread the sailor pox among
these island folk. Nor did they tell them how they at times raped the
unwilling wives of the native alii, or chieftains, and often caused wars
between the tribes, and between other whalers and the natives—the
outcome of jealousy over some native wahine. Trouble, too, was often
caused by the old trick of'paying with the fore tops'l'—or 'fore-sheet'.
This meant getting trade and stores on tick and then sailing away
without paying: a trick common enough even in later steamboat
days, when the phrase 'all debts are paid with the turn of the screw'
was coined to mean the same thing.
Of course, the whalemen were not solely responsible for all this sex
rumpus in these pleasant isles and atolls. The sexy native girls met
them more than half-way. To the early whalemen—and circumnavigators—the sight of quite beautiful native girls swimming off
from the beaches stark naked, or riding on their home surf-boards,
swarming up the bobstay and chain-plates, and landing on deck
to exhibit freely their Eve-like charms to the astonished and
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sex-Starved men was, obviously, one that their manly blood could not
withstand. So they acted as seamen the world over would act in such
circumstances. Native traders soon discovered that a pretty girl gobetween would help transactions with the whalers and white traders,
so girls were always produced when business was a foot to help the
wheels turn smoothly.
In the manner suggested by Kipling that a man could go to the
dogs happily when beyond Suez:
Ship me somewhere East o' Suez, where the best is like the worst.
Where there ain't no ten commandments, and a chap can raise
a thirst . . .
so, once out in the wildly romantic and stimulating areas beyond
Cape Horn, the Pacific wanderer felt that the only thing for a man
to do was to stow away conscience and enjoy the fun without scruples.
Hence the early white Californian, with his store serving the Indian
around Baja California, although normally an extreme Protestant—
probably from Boston—would marry a Spanish wife, become a
Catholic—thereby giving himself civil rights—and trade well,
saying, to clear himself, that he had 'hung his conscience up on Cape
Horn'. He could always retrieve it—and recant—if he wanted to return to the eastern states. And the whaleman, too, at home in Nantucket a solemn church-going family-man, perhaps, as he rounded
the Horn in search of the Leviathan said, 'Here, on the Horn, I hang
me conscience' and proceeded thence to his native wife—or wives—
or his island orgies.
Tahiti was an early focal point for adventurous seafarers. The
native women, in the 1700s, were divided into two distinct groups:
the higher hierarchy, women of the chief's families, bowed down with
lapus, among whom even the single ones were restricted in their sex
life; and the plebs, whose sex life held no tapus, and who were the first
to throw themselves at the visiting strangers from the great white
canoes. At first the whalemen were satisfied with the 'peasants', but
as time went by they demanded the daughters of the chiefs, and very
often got them. Perhaps the higher born were a bit browned-off missing all the fun and presents! Captain Vancouver, returning to the
Sandwich Islands less than twenty years after their discovery, declared that he had no memories of such licentiousness when he first
visited Oahu, as he was then witnessing, and he declared that, to his
mind, the natives had been taught such vice by visiting European
seamen. 'A perfectly new acquirement' he called it.
Whether it was or not, throughout the Hawaiian group, the
Societies and the Marquesas sexual licence was the order of the day,
and the whalemen imbibed of it deeply.
In the Sandwich Islands, around 1820, the capital was Lahaina
which was a paradise for whalemen. It was their wintering port when
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they came in from the Arctic and Off-Japan Grounds, booze-starved
and women-starved. The natives lived much the same as they did at
the time of the discovery of the islands by the white man. The native
chieftains dressed in red and yellow tapa skirts, feathered helmets
shaped somewhat like those of the ancient Greeks, feathered cloaks
made from the tiny wing feathers of the now-extinct i-i, and mamo—
species of honey-eaters—with, around their necks, skeins of human
hair from which dangled large, yellow whale-teeth. Most of the
buildings in Lahaina were grass hales, the king (Kamehameha)
having the only brick house. A third type of architecture was represented by the clinker-built, stone-based shacks of the chandlers and
groggeries that had been set up following the needs of the whalemen.
The first whale-ship to call here, so far as we know, was the Belling,
commanded by Captain Gardner, and an unnamed ship in command
of Captain Worth. This was in 1819. Records were not kept until
1842, when Captain John Stetson was appointed American ViceConsular agent at Lahaina. According to The Friend, April 1857,
quoting a certain Mr. White, a few Nor'West traders called here
from 1799, but trade dropped off, and the whaler was a welcomed
new visitor. Mr. White said that the 'Old Palace' was first built as a
home to entertain the whalemen; being erected under the direction
of Kahekili (Old Thunder), the head man of King Kamehameha
III. The whalers would call here twice a year, in the spring and in
the autumn, for recruits and stores and, in particular, for pleasure.
The bay was a wonderfully safe anchorage for the spouters; they
anchored almost abreast of the 'palace'. The village itself was a rather
untidy collection of grass huts, with a sort of main street running
down to the beach, with palms, kukui, and banana trees growing in
profusion. When the spouters rolled ashore hell-bent-for-elcction, or
rather pleasure, hundreds of them at a time, nothing, nor anyone,
was safe. After getting stinking drunk, singing their ribald songs,
fighting among themselves, and dancing with the 'ship-girls', they
would then start rioting and looting. The local inhabitants would
take to the woods, and the chieftains secrete their daughters, until the
spouters fell into drunken sleep or were sated and exhausted through
their orgies. As early as the 1820s castaway seamen and drunken
beachcombers lived in Lahaina, making a living as 'liaison officers'
between the whalemen and the girls. At times even the daughters of
the alii, or nobles, were subjected to rape, and many an Hawaiian
home was ransacked by these drunken blubber-hunters at the height
of their rioting. By the twenties many of the girls who swam out to
the ships, or danced the hula naked in the groggeries had acquired
the sailor pox.
Ships came in greater numbers by the thirties, but ashore more
order was enforced, and the whalemen are reported to have grown
more mellow in their shore goings-on. Desertions were common—as
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one would expect—the native Hawaiian families often hiding deserting seamen. The whaling captains usually preferred to take
Hawaiian recruits in their place, but if the Old Man did want his
men back, the newly formed native police force would go into action
and round up all the white beachcombers they could. Nevertheless,
the native families with whom they were hiding would fight tooth
and nail to prevent this happening. Sandalwood-traders, too, another
tough and rough seafaring type, called at this island—Maui—regularly in these days. Sandalwood trees grew here in profusion, and
were much in demand, for use as incense, by the joss-houses of China.
The greatest number of ships ever to anchor in the bay of Lahaina
was that of 1846, when according to reports, 395 ships, mostly
whalers, lay abreast the port.
This pattern of whalemen's behaviour was duplicated in Honolulu, or Honoruru as it was then called, but as this happened a few
years later, we will leave it for the present.
Going to Asia for our final ports the earliest worth investigating
are Macao, Canton, Nagasaki, and Goa. Macao was the first port
in Asia to be settled in by Europeans. In more modern times it became little more than a coasting port—deep-water men rarely calling there. But, in the days of the Portingalls, when they first took
charge of the place, its harbour was constantly alive with galleons,
galleasses, caravals, proas, junks, and sampans. Communications
with Goa in India, and Firando (Hirado) in Japan, with Sao Thome,
Malacca, Cochin, and Manila were frequent; in fact, it was the commercial hub of the Far East.
This maritime activity continued right down to the days of the
tea-wagons, when it reached its zenith. Macao always was, and still
is, a centre of the opium trade, and, naturally, a centre for smuggling.
In the 1830s, before the Treaty of Nanking gave Westerners the
Treaty Ports in China it was the only place near Chinese territory,
where foreigners had free movement. About this time the roads would
be jammed chock-a-block with ancient Portuguese carracks, British
tea-wagons of the East India Company, naval brigs, and other
John-o'-fights. Chinese naval junks with their dragon banners astreaming in the wind, Nor'West traders down from the north-west
coast of America loaded deep with otter and seal skins, opium clippers (mostly brigs and schooners), Yankee merchantmen from New
England, and Blackwall frigates would be also seen. With native
lorchas, merchant junks—their high stern-transoms painted with
scenes from Chinese mythology—opium-carrying sloops and luggers,
and the ubiquitous sampans all adding colour and variety to the
scene. The opium trade was growing fast. British, Yankee, and Parsee firms imported the stuff—cakes of dark Patna or Benares balls—
from India. In Macao and Lintin it was stored in the holds of old
East India relieving ships, awaiting transhipment up the coast in the
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bellies of the fastest ships in the world—the opium clippers. These
ships had to be fast because opium was smuggled into China directly
against the wishes of the Mandarins.
Another filthy trade out of Macao was that of shipping Chinese
coolies—mainly Hakka—to the Chincha Islands, indentured labour
so-called but virtually slavery. Most of the coolies died in the guano,
the bird-muck being their shrouds. This Chincha Islands trade came
to an end in 1858, but Chinese 'slaves' were still shipped from Macao
to Cuba, Trinidad, and Demarara even up to the seventies. Macao,
was also a centre of the slave-girl traffic, and many muitsai passed
through here to all parts of Asia. Of course Macao's own brothels,
from earliest times, were innumerable; probably only outnumbered
by her gambling-houses, houses which had all the Chinese games of
fan-tan, mah-cheuk, and chi-fi along with Western faro, roulette, and
soon.
The narrow streets of the port, the travessas, were, after dark, the
most dangerous thoroughfares in the Far East. Macao had no
wharves in those days and the Praya Grande or waterfront, although a
parade of fashion in the daytime—a parade consisting of overdressed
fidalgoes and their haughty women, hooded nuns, and chain-dragging
friars; glamorous half-castes ogling both white and yellow alike,
Chinese gentlemen with caged birds in their long-taloned hands,
strutting brass-bound naval officers from the frigates in port, and
rolling, teak-faced tough-looking masters and mates from the foreign
merchantmen—at night was a veritable Hell's Pavement. Visiting
sailors would be clubbed and robbed. Harlots of Goanese, Moor,
Kaffir, and Chinese blood would bar the path of every wayfarer, and
with the typical Oriental desire to please, little girls and boys would
be suggested if grown women weren't the goods the seamen required.
Macao was certainly the greatest sailor port in the Far East, and
those who had tasted of its wines, samshu, and waterfront grog, its
women of divers nationalities, and played 'the beans' in the gambling
dives, or even smoked the 'foreign mud' in some sleazy opium den,
always wished to return. Macao, of course, had its Sing-song Boats
or Fa-sun: moored junks, ornate and gilded, aboard which the seamen often revelled with xhtfa-nyu or 'flower-girls'. But the greatest
place out East to indulge in such delights was Canton:
We've had our glass with a Chinese lass
On a house-boat in Canton.
runs the old sailor ditty.
Canton, in the 1830s, was an out-and-out Chinese city, having
none of the polyglot mixtures found in Macao. The only white men
allowed to live ashore were the foreign 'factors', who ran the factories
or Hongs. They were mainly British and American, and were the 'gobetweens' who handled the transhipment of tea, kaolin, wallpaper,
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ginger, xanthin, cinnabar, lily bulbs, alum roots, indigo, nankeen
silks, and so on. They in their turn were behoven to the Chinese chiefs
of the Hongs, men like the Howqua, Gowqua, Kumqua, and Manqua,
who in turn stood security to the Chinese court at Peking for the behaviour of the crews of the foreign ships in the roads. Merchant ships
were allowed to ride in the Pearl River at the Whampoa Anchorage.
Cargoes were transported up to, and down from. Canton in barges,
junks, lorchas, and tankas, but foreign warships were not allowed
nearer to Canton than the five Boca Tigris Forts.
Canton in those days had a wall around it, pierced with great
gates, and surrounded by a filthy moat or ditch on three sides, the
fourth side, between the wall and the river, being the port area. Into
this latter area hundreds of narrow lanes were crammed, each one
lined with chandlers' shops and marine stores, low-browed dirty
little native shops and loftier, ramshackle warehouses. Through these
constricted thoroughfares Chinese shroffs, compradores, and clerks
would be darting back and forth, while labourers and seamen from
the junks carted goods to and from the warehouses on long, bamboo
carrying poles. Laodahs—or junk masters—balancing themselves precariously on the duckboards stretching from ship to shore, and from
ship to ship, would be urging dlong—fa-ti\ fa-ti\—the coolies engaged in discharging or loading the dilapidated junks, the grass
ropes of which kept them head on, in tiers, to the stone embankment
lining the river-bank. A little farther downstream lay the so-called
'Sampan City', where thousands of sampans would be moored stem
to stern, and side by side, so close together that they virtually
formed a solid flooring. These craft, the tanka, were the homes of
thousands of true seamen—people who rarely came ashore; people
forbidden by law to marry with landlubbers—the tanka people. They
were born, married and buried aboard their sampans. In this 'City',
too, were to be found the Sing-song or Flower Boats and their singing
and fiddle-strumming harlots. All these Flower Boats were connected
by platforms from one poop to another, and were moored to buoys
with huge coir warps encircling their entire hulls. Their interiors
were lit by paraffin lamps and in their many bunks as well as prostitution, opium smoking could be indulged in.
At all times of the day ships' boats and company cutters would
come up from the Whampoa Anchorage, up the thirteen miles of
Fiddler's Reach—a real Jack Tar's name!—the tars having a quick
trip to the pleasure boats, while others were transacting business.
The cove at Whampoa, was also a centre for ornate house-boats,
aboard which harlots would entertain the foreign seamen from the
tea-wagons and Yankee merchantmen. Ostensibly players oiwu-jings
and moon-fiddles, supposedly good story-tellers and singers of romantic and historical ballads, the true function of these sing-song girls—
was the sex act—a sex act without frills. Unlike the henna-dyed
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chowlahs and khankis of India, the tattooed, three-way Fatimas of
Moslem countries and the agile, pervert-pleasing tarts of the Western
World, these Far Eastern prostitutes never, at any time, would indulge in any fancy or acrobatic sex. Of course, they engaged in little
ceremonials prescribed by ancient ruling, like the burning of josssticks to Cheung Neung, the Fox-elf and patron saint of whores. When
it came to the act itself, however, they never removed any article of
clothing apart from their black silk pants and similarly cut white
underpants, and each whitened face, set in a halo of gilded framework and red pom-poms, rarely altered a muscle during the whole
performance. They hadn't got the Latin glamour of the Macao
prostitutes!
The shore brothels of Canton, as opposed to the Flower-Boats,
were known as Tsing-lao or 'blue-door houses'. Some had blue doors,
others blue window-blinds and they were usually two-storied.
At Whampoa, from the sampans surrounding the Outer Barbarian
merchantmen, black-silk-pyjama'd 'sew-sew girls' and 'washeewashee girls' would come aboard. As well as darning the sailors' gear,
and washing their underwear they would also offer their frail but
unwashed bodies for the delight of Sailor John. Of course, both white
men living ashore and seamen, also came under the edicts of the
Chinese Viceroy. These forbade the use of pleasure-boats on the river,
the learning of the Chinese lingo, the riding in sedan-chairs, and so
on. Foreign sailors were allowed ashore—on true terra firma—for
one day only during their stay in Canton; hence the handiness of the
house-boats which didn't come under terra firma. The factors, too,
were never allowed to stay a night away from their own houses, but
three times a month they were permitted to take a turn and a breath
of fresh air in the Fa-ti Gardens on the opposite side of the river
(Honan Island) where stood the Joss-house of the Ocean Banner.
Before the coming of the nineteenth century the Chinese treated
the Outer Barbarian with more respect. The East India Squadron
who, more or less, had Canton to themselves, on obtaining permission
(usually granted) from two Mandarins, would pass up the Pearl
River to the anchorage under the guidance of two Chinese pilots.
At night lanterns would be placed on sampans by the Orientals to
mark the channel. The fleet would remain in Canton from October
until New Year's Day, when the tea cargoes would be all stowed,
and they then sailed for home. Many ceremonial visits by, and drinking bouts with, John Chinaman would take place aboard the Indiamen; ;^500 being allowed the senior captain to entertain these Sons
of Han, and to smoothly pave the way for the tea cargoes.
Chatterton, in his Old East Indiamen, describes a certain Mandarin
visitor, around 1800, called by the seamen, John Tuck. This was on
account of his unpleasant habit of having a gallows erected in the
bow of his ornate barge, ready to 'tuck up' any unfortunate Celestial
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who displeased him. He brought his own ladder to get aboard the
wall-sided East Indiaman, and would make presents to the ship's
company of bullocks, flour, fruit, and samshu. The captains of the ships
visited would then be invited to dine with him aboard a large 'chopboat' towed along ready for the banquet. All this sort of pleasantry,
however, soon petered out and the Canton of the 1830s was a much
more unpleasant port for the Outer Barbarian.
Beyond the 'Sampan City' stood the factors' residences, allotted
to them by the Chinese Government. These consisted of thirteen
brick buildings standing in a solid row, having been built on the mud
flats, with a stone pavement called Respondentia Walk—where the
factors took their evening stroll—between them and the river. The
side nearest to the wall of the Chinese city was bounded by the filthy
moat or sewer which ran into the river at this point, with all the garbage and sewerage, including corpses, from the native city. The other
two sides were bounded by the narrow alleyways and ramshackle
houses and shops of the outer native town.
Three narrow lanes ran from the back of the factors' houses into
the maze of the native suburb. These were, translated into English,
Hog Alley, Old China Street, and New China Lane, each with a
scruffy Chinese guard on duty to prevent the factors from coming
out from, and Chinese from going into, the factors' quarters. Smaller
lanes off these bore names such as Mandarin Cap Lane, Apothecaries
Lane, Lantern Lane, Secondhand Clothes Lane, Jade Alley, and so
on; each lane, in typical Chinese fashion, containing one type of shop.
Street barbers, hawkers, beggars, sweetmeat men, parole prisoners
with the chin or cangue—a sort of head-stock—round their necks,
as well as phoney and real lepers all infested these lanes. The stink
from such alleys reached high heaven. But, on their one day's liberty,
from their equally stinking fo'c'sles, the Deep-water Johns barely
noticed the smells. They were intent only on visiting the grog-shops
that filled Hog Alley, and in imbibing the awful mixtures—Firstchop rum, Hard-a-port rum, Liquid Mystery, and Number-OneCurio brandy—these pigtailed barmen concocted from raw alcohol,
molasses, tobacco juice, and arsenic. To such foul mixtures would be
added liberal doses of aphrodisiacs, guaranteed to cause the jolly
tars to fall for the charms of the local Phrynes. Yes, it was a great day
ashore for the Jolly Jacks, but next day, usually loading day, their
heads would be bigger than Holyhead. Ships' officers didn't frequent
these dives, but preferred to sup their iced ale in Marquick's Hotel at
the end of Respondentia Walk.
By 1839 the British moved to Hong Kong, and, at the expense of
Canton, a new deep-water port came into being. After the Treaty of
Nanking Canton was declared a free port, and life there for foreigners
and seamen became freer and more pleasant. A new set-up for the
\vhitc residents was built on the sand flats at Sha Mien—after the
1'
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burning of the original factors' residences of Respondentia Walk by
an infuriated mob of Chinese white-haters—and the Hog Alley area
became redundant.
Being what we consider a 'modern' port—one that came into being
after the 1830s or 1840s—a description of the port of Hong Kong and
the delights it offered the sailor we will leave until a later chapter.
Nagasaki, or Langesaki, as the early Portingalls called it, on the
island of Kyüshü in Japan, was, from the sixteenth century, a port
of some standing. The first Japanese ports used by the seamen and
traders from Portugal were Bungo, Hirado, and Nagasaki, although
the one at which they first landed was Kagoshima. This was before
Bill Adams, the Kentish seamen, landed in 1599. In later days the
Dutch and other traders were allowed to use Hirado' as their port,
and the Portingalls were given Nagasaki. There was already a
Chinese trade with Nagasaki; seventy junks in all came three times a
year. The Chinese crews were lodged ashore, to rest until the cargoes
were discharged by the Japanese workmen and homeward cargoes
stowed.
The earliest English seamen, too, had to use the port of Hirado.
Captain Saris, of the Merchants of London ship the Clove, was ordered
to go there in 1613, but, owing to adverse winds, was permitted to
land elsewhere; in fact, in these days the Japanese treated all foreign
ships and seamen most courteously. Their sudden aversion to Catholicism—they began prosecuting the native Christians around 1614—
and to the Portuguese in general, led them to kick the latter out of
their country altogether in 1637. They even booted the English out,
presumably because of Charles H's marriage to the Portuguese Infanta, plus Dutch jealousy. About 1675 an English ship the Return—
a suitable name!—was ordered to depart, and she quickly complied.
Cocks, the English factor, declared that in his day, the early 1600s,
no English or Dutch ship was allowed to leave for Batavia or Europe
without being inundated with gifts by the Japanese people, and without holding a great drinking bout in which all the sailors, officers,
and factors drank sake, glass for glass, with the Japanese merchants
and longshoremen until every man-Jack was incapable of standing.
Another early observer writes:
In Japan it is a regular custom that, as any vessels enter a harbour, the
hosts or inn-keepers repair to the commanders of the ships, and ask them
whether they desire to have a concubine while they are there . . .
From the 1620s onwards, however, things began to alter, and later,
' In the account of Captain John Saris writing in 1613 mention is made of the Hirado
brothels popular with European seamen. One seaman, Christopher Evens, a gvmners
mate, made a regular practice of 'going ashoare and lying out of the shipp without
Icaue, and in most leaude fashion spending his tyme in base baudye places; deniing to
come aboard for which cause I gaue order to sett him in the bilbowcs'. Voyage of Captain
John Saris, ed. by E. M. Satow (Hakluyt Society).
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with the exception of those from Holland, no foreign ship could touch
the coast of Japan without it being chased away or its crew imprisoned.
In 1791 the English Nor'West fur-trader Argonaut sent boats ashore
on the west coast ofJapan in an attempt to trade. She was given wood
and water and told to go. On the other hand, some Japanese seamen
shipwrecked on the Siberian coast around the turn of the century
were treated most courteously by the Russians, and the Empress,
Catherine II, set them up in Irkutsk in a college there, as Professors
of the Japanese language! But when she tried to get them back to
their homeland, the Russian sailors of the ship which carried them
were put in close confinement. They were courteously treated, and
some time later put aboard their own ship and ordered to depart,
after having been informed that if they wished to trade with Japan
in the future the only port in which they would be allowed to land
would be Nagasaki.
During the next forty years other Russian and British ships attempted to trade with Japan, but they tried in vain, and it wasn't until
Commodore Perry, in the 1850s, stirred up matters that the Treaty
Ports came into being and sailors allowed to land and circulate freely
in Japan.
Now let us go back a little to the years 1635-6. When the Japanese
became somewhat fed up with the proselytizing Portingalls they decided to isolate them in Nagasaki, not in the port itself but on a manmade islet they built especially for this purpose. This islet was called
Deshima, or Deshima-machi—the Street of the Fore Island—so
named because it was included in the streets of Nagasaki and subject
to its police regulations. It was shaped like a fan; the story being that
when the Emperor was asked in what shape this synthetic island
should be built, he opened his fan and threw it on the ground, saying:
'Like that!' Portuguese sailors and merchants were confined here as
a security against the further introduction of Catholic monks, friars,
and missionaries. It was surrounded by a high wall of basalt surmounted by spikes. The 'island' was 600 feet long and 240 feet wide,
with bamboo houses for the factors and seamen. It had two water
gates on the north side of the island, which would be opened to allow
the admittance of the Portingall's kareutas or galliots. The Japanese
go-shuin-sen, or Red Seal Ships, lay nearer to Nagasaki proper. These
ships were the only ones, at this time, of Japanese registration, that
were allowed to trade with the Ryükyüs, Formosa, Siam, and Cochin.
All other Japanese ships had to stick to the coast-trade.
A stone bridge connected the 'island' with Nagasaki, and this was
strongly guarded by native sentries. At the bridge all outward mail
was examined, and books searched. No money was allowed in, but
the smuggling of certain goods by the Japanese interpreters, or the
disposal of trade goods over the wall and into waiting sampans was
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frequent. The sea was the only burial-place allowed the foreigners.
Residence on the island had to be paid for in a form of rent, since the
Japanese didn't allow any stranger, living or dead, to be owneroccupiers of even an inch of Japanese soil.
To such a place came the Dutch seamen and merchants after the
Portuguese had been kicked out for ever in 1637.
Dutch ships were allowed to enter the harbour once a year. After
they had been searched by the authorities, and lists taken of all goods
aboard, leave was granted the seamen, who would go ashore on
Deshima to refresh themselves as long as the ships lay in harbour;
usually for three or four months. Of course, the factors and a handful
of seamen lived on Deshima all the time, virtually prisoners. Although
the Hollanders denied an interest in Christianity the Japanese police
still made all natives who contacted them trample on crucifixes every
so often to show they weren't influenced by Christianity. The police
would worry the Hollanders constantly in many niggling, nasty ways.
In Nagasaki proper there were 750 tea-houses—and they didn't
just serve tea. These shacks were all brothels and their waitresses
were called keisei, a word meaning 'a castle upside down', suggesting
that at one time whores were the downfall of the rulers ofJapan, and
the cause of topsy-turvyism among the ruling classes—the Shöguii
and his Daimyös. From these houses the girls went to Deshima to
entertain the visiting sailors; and an evening of samisen-playing,
odori dancing, and caterwauling, of drinking hot sake, and sex antics
kept the Dutch sailors, in their enforced captivity, in good trim. The
Dutch factors also got their servants from these houses. One of the
main freights loaded on to the Dutch ships for the run home to Amsterdam was copper. It was brought from inland and kept in storehouses on the 'island'. When the ships were partly discharged the
copper was loaded. The sailors had to keep watch while this was happening, as the native labourers were prone to stealing it, and then
selling their loot to the Chinese ships. A Barter Fair would be held in
Deshima about a fortnight before each ship left for Papenberg, a
small island at the harbour entrance. The final bit of loading was
completed at Papenberg, when all arms, powder, books, documents,
etc., were returned by the Japanese officials. As the ship hove her
anchor, guns would be fired in salute to the factory and the town.
In 1808 an English frigate entered Nagasaki and detained as prisoners the Hollanders who boarded her from Deshima, demanding
beef and stores for their release. These items were supplied and the
Nederlanders released. After the frigate had sailed, the Japanese
governor of Nagasaki committed hara-kiri—penance for the fact that
such an occurrence had happened in his territory.
The days of the Dutch and the Dutch seamen are still kept alive
in Japan to this day, for, in their great and prosperous departmental
stores, the carved bamboo ornament of a galleon, wearing a red,
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white, and blue horizontally striped flag at its main truck, is known
as a Horanda.
The remaining Asiatic ports of those days were few. Goa, in Portuguese India, a very early haven, had a similar set-up to Macao, with
one difference—it had the most infamous Inquisition outside Europe.
But, as it was a port given over almost entirely to Portuguese trade,
nothing outstanding, internationally, can be written about it, nor
did it rise in later days to be a greater port, in fact it deteriorated,
becoming an almost forgotten harbour.
Bombay, too, in those far-off days, although given its name of
'Good Bay' by the Portingalls, was entirely in the hands of the East
Indiamen. Here, as well as in Surat and Cochin, they had dockyards.
Here they built teakwood additions to their fleet; here they careened
and re-stored, and filled empty spaces on their crew-lists. No doubt
they had their company taverns, too, for the wetting of the whistles
of their crews—and they were a thirsty lot!—but of these we have no
record. The navy, also made use of this port—her ships being usually
engaged in keeping watch on the harrying and tenacious Malabar
and Joassamec pirates. It was a common practice here, too, to put
naval recalcitrants and malcontents aboard the Indiamen, who
would take them in bilboes to be tried in England, or else hand them
over at sea, to a homeward-bound ship-o'-war.
Africa had little to offer in the way of ports in the early days. We
have already dealt with the West African beaches, and Cape Town
hardly existed.' The 'on the way to' and 'on the way from' Goas—
Algoa Bay and Delgoa Bay—were merely places of call for the Portuguese traders. In all, with the exception of Zanzibar—the great slavemart and an entirely, in these days, Arab port—and the Moslem ports
of the Mediterranean, African ports, of the kind we are considering,
were entirely non-existent.
' Of course, the Portuguese and the Hollanders at different periods had found Table
Bay a good harbour, and, by the late eighteenth century, the British Cape Merchants
were well established here. It is said that they would endeavour to buy cargoes from
Yankee ships calling at the Cape to prevent such vessels trading with the Far East.
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We've crossed the Line an' the Gulf Stream,
Bin round by Table Bay;
We've rounded the Horn, an' we're home again,
An' that's the Sailor's Way!
[Old forebitler)

ND now let us see, as briefly as possible, how our
roving John got from one port to the other; in which
ships he sailed and what routes he took in flaming
his way from one Sailortown to the next.
From the foregoing chapters we have seen that,
until the early circumnavigators—Spanish, Portuguese, Dutch, and
English—charted the waters of the world, shipping was mainly confined to coastwide venturings.
The Phoenician galleys and the Greek and Roman triremes all
crawled around from headland to headland, using the craft we now
call pilotage as opposed to navigation—a deep-sea art. They sailed,
as much as possible, in daylight hours, without compass or other aids
to navigation. Around the Middle Sea the lateen-rigged buzos of
Venice sailed to every little haven. Her larger galleys and carracks
were even to be seen as far afield as the northern coasts of Europe.
Then Diaz rounded the Cape of Storms, and the Portuguese king,
Henry the Navigator, founded his famous school of navigation in
Lisbon, setting a new goal for deep-water sailormen.
All around the world coastwise sailors were heading, daily, farther
and farther afield. The Arabs were crossing the Red Sea and the Persian Gulf, and were even sailing to China in their great dhows. The
hardy Sons of the Vikings worked their way around the Baltic, up
to the White Sea, across to Iceland and Greenland, and even to the
coasts of Labrador. In the Pacific the early Polynesians in their great
double canoes had already sailed over many sea-miles, and had populated many of the islands and atolls of the vast Pacific.
Our own tarry, Elizabethan sea-conies, as well as trading with
Scandinavia, Russia, and the Mediterranean, in spite of the ships64
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o'-war of Spain and France, and the feluccas of the piratical Algerines, were heading New World-wards, down to the romantic
Spanish Caribbees, and to the steamy and unknown coasts of West
Africa.
America, in her early days, also had her point-to-point sailing
craft—bugeyes, sloops, pinks, and shallops—trading from port to
port on the wild Atlantic seaboard.
Coming hard upon the heels of the circumnavigators around Cape
Stift" were the whalers, the sealers, and the so-called Nor'West ti'aders,
English bottoms at first, then Yankee ones. Then came the hidedroghers, the China fur-traders, the South Walian copper-ore men,
and the sandalwood-traders; all ploughing up the blue waters of El
Pacifico. With the winding up of the Honourable John East India
Company in 1834, the Oriental field was thrown wide open for the
traders of all countries. The repeal of the British Navigation Acts in
1849 furthered free trade, and swelled the growth of world-wide shipping, the germ of which had really started with the end of the Napoleonic Wars and the American War of 1812. The packet-ships that
carried so many emigrants across the Atlantic, following on the heels
of the Post Office 'Coffin Brigs', were probably the beginning of shipping companies as we understand the term nowadays. The Blackball Line, the Black Cross Line, the Swallow-tail Line, the White
Diamond Line, and so on, all were run by company shipowners. All
ran under a house-flag, all had a plan of names for their ships, and
all endeavoured to run to a time-table, without changing their port
of call. Prior to this, most ships, with the exception of the East Indiamen, could be likened to the latter-day tramps, going wherever a
cargo offered, usually one ship owned by one man, or even owned by
the master, armed, and semi-naval in the carrying out of shipboard
duties. Some would become pirates or slavers if the inducement was
high enough, and a regular run to the same ports unusual—except
in the short sea trades. Then came the opium clippers and tea clippers, racing home from Foochow, Canton, Macao, Whampoa, Hong
Kong, Shanghai, and Hankow, and the Australian wool clippers.
An unheard of smartness grew among merchantmen—not the smartness enforced aboard Indiamen by flogging in the rigging or athwart
the grating—but a genuine interest in one's own ship; in other words,
the beginning of the so-called 'company's man'. Of course this mainly
applied to British clippers. Aboard the Yankee extreme clippers, and,
even more so, aboard the later down-Easters, hazing' was the rule
and not the exception. So a set-up commenced, such as wc have
nowadays in steam, oil, and motor, of regular ships in regular
trades—a set-up that did not come to grief until the latter days of the
windbag, when the once Q_ueens of the Seven Seas had to go
' Although flogging in American ships was prohibited by law in 1850, bucko masters
and mates took little notice of such a statute when off soundings.
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tramping, very often in ballast, anywhere and everywhere, to find a
cargo.
The Californian Gold Rush of 1848 brought into being, besides
some of the roughest, leakiest sardine-boxes ever to sail salt-water,
the finest sailing ships the world has ever seen. But their crews, as one
writer puts it, were 'the scourings of New York jails, Bowery gutters,
and Water Street saloons...'. They were the ships of the bucko mates
and hell-fire masters, and it was their crews that helped to support the
dives on the Barbary Coast in San Francisco, while the need for men
to fill their empty fo'c'sles helped to bring about the shanghaiing
system there. After the dying down of the gold fever, the grainships
from Europe and the Eastern states were the next to come to Frisco.
On the west coast of South America the guano- and saltpetretraders were busy, replacing the copper-ore men that were beginning
to peter out. The opium trade, by the fifties, had had its day, and
steamers were taking over; and, by the seventies, the tea clippers
were nearing their end. Many of them went into other trades. Some
became slavers under the Brazilian flag, others engaged in the horrible coolie trade from Canton, Macao, and Amoy to the Chinchas,
and later to Cuba, while others were sold to the Muscat Arabs, finishing their days carrying salt from Muscat to Calcutta. Many, of course,
went into the Australian trade, at first carrying gold-seekers out, and
bullion home, then, at a later date, being engaged in the wool trade.
From the seventies onwards the usual round for Yankee ships,
many of them recently smart down-easters, was general cargo from
New York or Boston to Frisco, then with grain from Frisco to Europe.
Some were engaged in the carrying of case oil from Philadelphia to
Oriental ports, such as Saigon, Canton, Hong Kong, Shanghai, or
Kobe and Nagasaki, and the home with hemp from the Philippines
or, in ballast, across the Pacific to the West Coast of North America,
where they would load grain for Europe. Salem traders have already
been mentioned as having been at an early date in the pepper trade.
Later they brought home hemp from the Philippines, from Sulu,
Mindanao, and Panay. Many down-easters finished up as coal-droghers, carrying coal from Puget Sound to Frisco. 'Coal to Callao' was
almost a war-cry in the latter days of the sailing ship. This meant
loading a cargo of coal in Newcastle, New South Wales, and sailing
across to Peru, hoping there to find a guano cargo for Europe. In the
seventies, coal from the South Wales ports of Newport, Cardiff, and
Port Talbot, out to Peru and Chile, was another regular run. And in
the seventies and eighties the Calcutta, Rangoon, and Chittagong
jute and rice trades employed thousands of ships—ships known to
seamen as the Counties, Dales, Hills, Glens, Locks, Castles, Cities, Knights,
Falls, Halls, Passes, Stars, Sierras, Crowns, and Abbeys. The jute trade
made Dundee. In the seventies Dundee clippers went out to Australia
with emigrants, or to New Zealand, then to Calcutta to load jute for
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home. Other trades connected with Calcutta were the transporting
of Australian horses for use of the cavalry in India, and the stone
ballast trade from Melbourne.
The Western Ocean timber trade from Quebec and other Canadian
ports was a long-established one, and a regular run from the middle
of the nineteenth centur}'. In summer the ships in this trade brought
pine logs across to Liverpool and elsewhere from the Miramichi district and Chaleur Bay, both in New Brunswick. In the winter they
ran down to the West Indies with sugar hogsheads and rum puncheons, loading rum for New Orleans, Mobile, Charleston, or
Savannah, and then picking up pitchpine for home. Doboy Sound, in
Georgia, was an early place for the loading of hard pine. In later
years the hard-pine ports of Florida—Pensacola, Pascagoula, and
Apalachicola—and the Mississippi ports of Gulfport and Biloxi, were
chock-a-block with British ships loading for Europe. From the forties, the Gulf ports—Mobile and New Orleans—as well as Savannah
and Charleston, and later Galveston and Norfolk, were common
ports of call for the cotton-traders, who ran their screwed-down cargoes of cotton to Liverpool and Le Havre. The West Indian rum
trade was, of course, one of fair antiquity, and one on which, at different times, both Glasgow and Bristol prospered.
Coal out, with coffee, hides, and horns, home, was a regular Brazilian trade; Pernambuco (Recife), Rio de Janeiro, and Rio Grande
being the principal ports of call. Another coffee trade was the Costa
Rica one, in which coffee was carried in the holds of smart little
Guernsey clippers. The rather unique ice trade—so important in the
days before refrigeration—to Calcutta and other ports within the
tropics, mostly employed wooden ships. From 1822, many such ships
left the London River for the East and West Indies. From Tudor's
Iceponds in Massachusetts, too, ships carried ice-blocks to Calcutta,
but, in later years, the trade was solely in the hands of the Norwegians. From the 1840s onwards other small wooden ships—barquentines, brigs, and schooners from Bristol, Portmadoc, and Fowcy, ran
across to Newf'n'land for codfish. These were the 'fish carriers', which
would take the salted cod, much of it dried and called bacalhao,
across to Spain, Portugal, Italy, and Greece, or else down to the
Brazils, loading cotton and sugar in Pernambuco (Recife) for Liverpool and elsewhere. Leaving Liverpool for Newf'n'land, these daring
seamen would work up under the lee of the ice, so as to make smart
passages across the North Atlantic.
Many small-ship trades were to be found between the thirties and
seventies of the last century, and veiy often they were far more
romantic and swashbuckling than the big-ship trades. In the thirties,
vessels called the Oahu brigs, with villainous cut-throat crews of
smugglers and traders, would head down from the Sandwich Islands
to the West Coast of Mexico intent on poaching otters for their skins.
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These brigs would be already loaded with silks, specie, and tea from
Canton. Off the Mexican coast, at some secret rendezvous, they
would meet up with Yankee merchant ships—such as Dana served in
•—ships which had already called at the port of entry, Monterey, and
there declared their cargoes to the Mexican customs. They would
then sell their prohibited and dutiable goods to the Yankees, do some
otter poaching, sail back for Canton, and there sell the skins to the
Chinese mandarins. We have already mentioned the sandalwoodtraders, who commenced their activities about 1820, and the blackbirders, who infested the so-called 'Black Islands' in the sixties, but,
besides these small ships, there were others in this South Sea trade—
the pearlers, copra-traders, bêche-de-mer men, and guano-traders.
In later years these ships had better crews, and were mostly schooners
hailing from Australia and New Zealand. A German firm from Sydney was the sole trader among the Micronesian Islands in the present
century. Conrad's 'Country Wallahs'—small brigs, and so on, in the
East Indian trade—were other merchantmen of a romantic type.
From the Welsh ports of Swansea and Port Talbot, as well as the
copper-ore men, other small ships were engaged in the phosphaterock trade of the Dutch Antilles and Mexico.
Towards the second half of the nineteenth century the sealing trade
around the Falklands and South Shetlands began to grow noticeably.
On the other hand, the prosperity of the sealing brigs that operated
around the North-West Coast of America began to wane somewhat.
They were now known as the Behring Sea scalers, and schooners had
taken the place of the earlier brigs. Many, however, managed to eke
out a precarious living—in between skirmishes with the Russian
sealers—until late in the century. Canton, of course, remained the
chief market, and some of these schooners made Yokohama, Japan,
their main base. Another small-ship trade at this time was that of the
fruit-traders, from Fresh Wharf in London, which sailed to the Mediterranean, bringing home oranges and so on from Italy, Spain, and
Greece, as well as from the Azores.
The Mauritius traders were ships engaged in a triangular trade
between India and Mauritius and Australia and Hobart. They were
engaged in sugar carrying, and many a sailor deserted from his ship
in Calcutta to join these traders, where life was free and easy and the
grub good. The ones sailing from India were also referred to as
'Country Wallahs', those from Hobart being clipper-barques, allied
to the Tasmanian 'Blue Gum' clippers which ran between Hobart
and the London River. The 'Coolie Ships' were vessels engaged in
another triangular run—out to India with general cargo, then a 'full
house' of indentured coolie labour for Trinidad and the Guianas, and
finally home to Liverpool with rum and sugar.
Wars and the Army brought new trades—trades such as that of
tlie Corunna cattlemen, engaged in loading cattle in Spain, and dis68
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charging them in Plymouth, where the steers were turned into grub
for the Army of the mid-i8oos. Sailing ships as well as sail-carrying
steamers were used for trooping in the Indian Mutiny, in the Crimea,
Zulu, and Boer Wars. Many of the troopers of the latter wars were
those with unpronounceable Zulu and Kaffir names, ships that had
been in the Cape trade from the days when Durban was written
D'Urban. Other small-ship trades were those of the Norwegian
timber-droghers, commonly known as 'onkers', and the New Zealand
timber-traders of the turn of the century. Larger British timber-ships
carried lumber from such places as Frederickstadt, Drammen, Sundsvaal, and Larvik out to Melbourne and Port Adelaide.
In the eighties and nineties, the Hudson Bay Company extended
its sphere, its ships rounding the Horn to Vancouver. The Coromandel Coast—Eastern India—trade to Madras, and the Java sugar
trade were also of this period. American ships, too, were engaged in
this latter trade; a good description of Yankee ships loading the sugai
in Banjiwanji and Surabaya is given by Harlow, in his Making of a
Sailor. The rice trade between Rangoon and Vancouver was also
flourishing about this time.
Near the turn of the century the Oregon grain trade—which followed hard on that of Frisco—gave way to the lumber trade which
thrived right into the present century, both down to the West Coast
of South America and to Europe. Italian ships sailed the world over
with cargoes of their famous Carrara marble, and French ships, at
the end of the last century, were to be found everywhere. They had a
system of nomenclature which gave either their home ports, or the
ports to which they were bound, such as: the Dunkerquois—fourmasters engaged in the nitrate trade; the Mantais—engaged in twoyear voyages to Frisco, Sydney, and Yokohama; the Havrais—•
bringing nickel-ore from the convict-run mines of New Caledonia;
the Bordeaux-Tahiti Courreurs—in the South Sea shell and copra trade;
and the Antillais—West Indian traders. And, of course, they had their
'tcrreneuvas' or Newf'n'landers.
German ships, in the latter days of sail, were engaged mainly in
the West Coast of South America nitrate trade. Canadian and American West Indiamen were numerous until quite recent years. In the
early days they were mainly brigs, barquentines, and brigantines, but
in the latter years schooners took over the trade. They ran down from
Canada, New York and Boston, Halifax and St. John's to Cuba, the
Guianas, Trinidad, and other ports and islands of the Carribean,
with lumber and salt fish outwards, and sugar, molasses, rum, and
rock-salt homewards. There was a timber trade, too, from Quebec,
the Maritime Provinces, Maine, Gulfport, and so on, to Buenos
Aires and Rio, even up to, and after, the First World War. Gulfport
was virtually built from the huge ballast stones these ships would
carry in thelt holds going north. Grain, too, was carried north from
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Buenos Aires and Rosario dc Santa F é ; this grain trade lasting well
u p to the twenties of the present century.
T h e penultimate trades of the old windjammer were those of lumber from Puget Sound, the case-oil trade to the Far East, the Alaska
Salmon Packer's trade and the Honolulu sugar t r a d e ; the final deepsea trade of all being that of grain from Australia, carried mainly
by Finn four-masters, in the twenties and thirties of this century.
With the coming of steam, and the cutting of the Suez and P a n a m a
Canals, many new trades were opened up, new ports came into
prominence, and naturally a new type of Sailortown was formed to
meet the changing scene. Steam, too, brought with it the need for
more intermediate ports and coaling stations, and, although windjammers often called at Pitcairn Island, St. Helena, and so on, dropping in at islands such as Barbados, as well as the more common harbours of Queenstown and Falmouth, to learn their discharging ports,
they did not need intermediate ports as did the new-fangled steamer.
T h e Canal ports, too, were not for them, although before sail met its
demise, one or two windbags did use the P a n a m a .
Before we wind u p this short chapter on the routes a n d ports used
by the windjammer and her men, let me give the reader a varied
selection of actual sailing-ship passages made during the period from
1870 to the 1920s, taken at r a n d o m from Basil Lubbock's wonderful
book The Last of the Windjammers.
To Cordova with coal, Irom Nanaino
Softwood from Canada to Liverpool
Moji to Singapore, with coal
Poucmbout to the Continent, with nickel ore
Tusket Wedge to Buenos Aires, with timber below and on deck
From Kahaualea to Philadelphia, with sugar
Coke from London gasworks to the Continent
General cargo from London to Sydney, to Newcastle, N.S.W. in ballast,
coal for China, then home with tea
Out to Australia, with general, then coal from Newcastle, N.S.W. to
Callao, and home with saltpetre from Chile
Vladivostock to Hull, with beans and hemp-seed
Logwood from Belize to Europe
Bassein to Bremen, with rice
Rock salt from Liverpool to Calcutta
Sulphur from Hakodate to Frisco
From Cardiff to Shanghai and Nagasaki, with coal
Nitrates from Caleta Colosa to Norfolk, Va.
From Banjiwanji to Philadelphia, with sugar
Drain pipes to Yokohama, then to Kossiene, New Caledonia, to load
nickel-ore
To Budge-Budge, with case oil from the States
Philadelphia to Santos, with coal
From Rosario and Buenos Aires, with grain to Antwerp
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Tinned salmon, from Victoria, Vancouver to England
From Talcuhuano, with wheat to Hull
Calcutta to Hull, with linseed
Coke from South Shields to Seattle
Military stores to Cape Town (during the Boer War)
Railway lines from Sunderland and Middlcsboro to Calcutta
Timber from Gulfport to Buenos Aires and Rio
And if this is too much for the reader to follow, unearth your atlas,
and get to know what kind of rover Deep-sea J o h n n y really was in
those days of long ago.
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^ggng^
m V A V I N G given a rather brief, yet, I hope, suffici•^ W m -^ ently descriptive introduction up to the advent of
^Ja^^^
the dock system, showing how the ports of the world
^ M g
developed from coral beaches to riparian sea-ports,
~M
%^ we have now reached the period of Docklands and
Sailortowns, and a general description of a composite Sailortown will,
I feel, at this juncture, be justified. And I believe too, that the pi-evious
chapter 'The Way of a Ship' will have been a sufficient background in
helping the reader to realize how Sailor John had the whole wide world
as his oyster. Also, it should make landsmen understand how some of
the wildly romantic ports Sailor John visited were sufficient temptations in themselves to make him want to linger a while amidst their
gay but often tawdry purlieus, and to sup their doubtful fountains of
pleasure.
The sailor idea of a port was not that of its respectable inhabitants,
of cartographers or geographers, or of tourists. To Sailor John it was
Fiddler's Green—a haven of somewhat stormy rest, but a change from
the stormy unrest of his life on the ocean wave.
Herman Melville writing in his Billy Budd about a certain sailor,
a typical John of the early nineteenth century, describes him as a
man 'habitually living with the elements and knowing little more of
the land than as a beach, or rather that portion of the terraqueous
globe providentially set apart for dance-houses, doxies and tapsters,
in short what sailors call a "fiddler's green". . .'. And C. Fox Smith
writes 'Dockland, strictly speaking, is of no country—or rather it is
of all countries.'
Yes, Sailortown was of all countries; a Fiddler's Green of pubs,
dance-halls, groggeries, and brothels. And, to a sailorman, its main
thoroughfare was usually some Shit Street, an effluent maze of alleys
found in Sailortowns throughout the world. Such a district would not
be so named in port plans, but every sailorman worthy of the name
could lead you to at least one in every major port of the Seven Seas.
The Allees and Fleets, Waterkants and Quais of Continental ports,
the Front Streets and Water Streets of Yankeeland, the Embarcaderos,
^
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Malecons, Bocas, and Muelles of South America, the Hatobas and
Bunds, Sambashis and Prayas of the East, and his own Waterfronts
and Dock Roads were Sailor John's hang-outs. The Guts, Cages,
Numbers, Rags, Shit Streets, Bluffs, and Rows were the places in
which he drank himself under the table. And the Judies of Liverpool,
the whores of Stepney, the sneider-deerns of Hamburg, the putas of
Valparaiso and Callao, the sew-sews of Hong Kong and Shanghai,
the sand-rats of Durban and the Cape, the Margots of Nantes and
Bordeaux, the doudous and Jamettes of New Orleans and the French
Caribbean, the wharf-rats of Port Adelaide and Sydney, and the Molls
of Yankeeland, provided his kind of love.
He was the natural prey of all the scum of Sailortown, and he knew
it, but came back for more. Melville, in Redburn, writes about 'the
variety of land-sharks, land-rats, and other vermin which make the
helpless mariner their prey. In the shape of landlords, clothiers, barkeepers, crimps and boarding house loungers, the land-sharks devour
him limb by limb; while the land-rats and mice constantly nibble at
his purse . . .'.
Every Deep-water Johnny possessed his 'Crossing the Line' Certificate, often sewn to the bottom of his sea-bag, or hidden in some recess of his sea-chest, from whence it could be produced, when needed,
to prevent a further Line baptism. The writer still has his. The inscription on such a certificate declares that Neptune appoints the
owner as one of his crew—or realm—and informs him that, from
thence onwards, he will be protected by the Harpies, Sirens, Nereides,
Oceanides, and so on. Then it goes on to say, 'Therefore, brothers and
sisters of our order, you are hereby commanded to assist him in all his
wanderings, against storms, hurricanes, submarine vulcans, sharks of
land and sea, waterspouts and whalcspouts.' (The italics are mine.)
Yes, Jack needed some guarding from the land-sharks, but the
reader may wonder why, after being once bitten by such sharks and
harpies, he came back time and time again, asking, like Oliver Twist,
for more. I think the following quote from Stevenson, writing in 1897,
partly answers this: 'The fo'c'sle hand was not often gulled (but)
after a long, hard passage the pleasures of one night's spree became
magnified out of all proportion.' Some sailors, with a bit of nous,
spread their pay-days around their various pockets, in hollow heels
in their shoes, or, in the days of gold sovereigns, turned their money
into buttons, so that, after a booze-up and ran-tan, on awakening
the following morn, some of their pay-off would still be intact.
Sailortown, or to give it its proper sailor name, Fiddler's Green,
was usually to be found near a dock area—I say was because the oldtime Fiddler's Green has gone the way of the windjammer. In some
places it consisted of just one main street, with a maze of alleys and
lanes running from it; in other places it would be of several unconnected streets or ai'eas, with non-Sailorlown districts in between.
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Sometimes it wormed its way into the industrial womb of a town,
quite distant from the docks. But, wherever it sprawled, it had its
own seal all over it. No one could mistake Sailortown for a tourist
centre—and yet, strangely enough, when they were emitting their
last gasps, just before their final demise, many of these Sailortowns
had become tourists resorts and places for slummers to view. Frisco's
Barbary Coast comes under this category, as does New Orleans'
Sailortown. St. Pauli, in Hamburg, once a great Sailortown, and
still existing, is, nowadays, nothing but a tourist resort and 'beat'
centre.
Warehouses, of course, would be found within the area: great
gloomy buildings, or low, damp-ridden sheds, or, as in Amsterdam,
narrow, fantastically gabled, many-storied structures. From their
gable-ends would be seen projecting davits or cranes, or merely
metal arms with great blocks dangling therefrom. Bales of wool and
cotton whipped up from carts and drays in the cobbled street beneath, swinging precariously from manila tackles would appear to
threaten the jostling crowds beneath with instant death-from-agreat-height. The reverse side of such buildings usually faced the
stone quays of the docks, where many a good ship, from Eastern and
Southern ports, would be discharging. A dockside habitue would be
able to tell, unfailingly, by the stinks and aromas arising from the
cargoes of hides, bones, tobacco, rum, musk, indigo, saltpetre, and
guano, oil or pitchpine, from what 'furrin parts' the unloading ship
had come.
Sailor taverns would be found sandwiched between such buildings,
or decorating street corners. All had sign-boards, embellished with
crossed harpoons, anchors—foul and clear, capstans, rearing and
upside-down dolphins, golden crowns, brigs, and ships—both sound
and reef-fastened, with a full complement of nigger-heads, turbanwrapped Moorish busts, and sexy mermaids. Sailortown inns,
taverns, pubs, groggeries, gin-palaces, ale-houses, saloons, rum-shops,
cantinas, wine-dumps, bier-halls, and cafés, throughout the world,
all bore similar names on their sign-boards; names eloquent of the
sea and ships:
The First and Last (just outside
the dock-gates)
Smokey Joe's
The Flying Cloud
True Love
Jolly Tar
False Love
The Crowsnest
The Lookout
Cable Locker

Port and Starboard Lights
The Elddystone Light
The Pacific
The Atlantic
The Bluejacket Inn
The East Indiamen
House of Blazes
Dewdrop Inn
Bucket of Blood
Admiral's Cabin
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Chain Locker
Falmouth for Orders
Jolly Jack
Hilo Johnny
Flags of All Nations
House of All Nations
Liternational Bar
Bluejacket Inn
The Spyglass
The Spouter Inn
Arctic Whaler
Arctic Lights

SAILORTOWN

Newcastle Bar
London Bar
Liverpool House
Liverpool Bar
The Cape Horn Inn
Steer-in
White Horse
The Jockey Club
Mare Nostrum
Golden Cock
Wheel of Fortune
The Hole in the Wall

The interiors of such pubs would range from the 'spit 'n' sawdust'
variety, or ones with long benches and settles, low-beamed, and hung
with ships' lanterns, to white-washed cavernous barrel-houses, and,
higher up the scale, mirrored, gilt, and plush halls, enriched with
candelabra and fathoms of heavy, velvet curtains. Some even had
balconies with girl musicians whom sailors called 'silent pipers', supposedly augmenting the male orchestras. Most sailor pubs had girls
attached, either freelance whores, easy-living waitresses, or what
would now be called 'hostesses', as well as resident harlots. The
nymphs du pave, of course, were plentiful; these would entice Sailor
John up some dark alley, and get it over with quickly, or else take him
to a lodging-house which catered for such couples and rented rooms
by the hour. 'Short time, Johnny?' would be the query, and poor,
half-soused Johny would respond with as much alacrity as he could
muster. The harpies knew their stuff, and nine times out often, their
victims would be rolled, either by themselves or by their 'bludgers',
the sailor name for 'ponces'. In Old Liverpool Sailortown this luring
of a drunken sailor up a back alley in order to rob him was known
as the'Cat Act'.
The 'better-class' whores used small closets, with which most of
the larger saloons were fitted—curtained annexes, wherein anything
went. Besides the girls connected with the stinking dives, there were
those who lived in large, many-roomed bordels. The procedure here
was, first a muster of the 'house', ordered by the Madame on the
entry of the homeward-bounders, then the inspection by Jack of these
usually obese, gross, and not-so-young damsels. These 'damsels'
would be practically naked save for a wide sash over one shoulder
and the opposite hip, bearing a fictitious name: Marie, Christina,
Olga, Susanne, Gretchen, Carmen, Rosita, or Serafina. After making
his selection and paying his fee the poor deluded tar would then stagger
up 'dem golden stairs' in the wake of his fire-ship. Often the rooms
frequented for the debauch held nothing more than a chair, a brassbound bedstead, and a wash-basin—called by Jack a 'boujie-bowl'.
G
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This would be half full of hot water, with a bottle of Lysol—•
cleanliness at all costs being the harlot's code—lying handy. In many
brothel quarters the fact that the sailor had to deposit his pants and
other possessions on the one and only chair was usually part of a carefully planned set-up to deprive him of his cash. M a n y methods of
lightening the pockets of sailors were devised by sea-port harlots,
which we will discuss elsewhere. T h e victim rarely hauled in the Law,
in fact he accepted such happenings as the way of a maid with a m a n
—or at least how maids and men acted in Fiddler's Green. It was the
ever perennial theme of many sailor songs:
Me watch an' clothes an' eighty pounds with me fancy one they fled,
And she left me there, Jack-all-alone, stark naked on the bed.
(Jack-All-Alone)
and
My gold watch an' me pocket book
An' me lady friend wuz gone,
An' there wuz I wi' nary a stitch
All left there on me own.
On lookin' all around the room
Oh, nothing could I see.
But a lady's shift an' pantaloons
Not worth a damn to me.
{The New York Girls)
and
Next morn when I awoke, I found that I wuz broke.
No shoes, nor shirt, nor trousers could I find.
When I axed her where they were, she said, 'My dear young sir.
They're down in the Park Lane pawn-shop. Number Nine.
[Maggie May)
T h e M a d a m e was an important cog in the machinery of the
brothel system, b u t — a p a r t from in France, say, and the Barbary
Coast—the sailor name usually applied to her was Mother J u d g e —
Mother J u d g e of Pricks. I've often wondered, like Captain Bone,
why sailors like to call these rapacious and licentious old bitches
'Mother'. It is fairly easy to see why there were so many 'Mothers'
and ' M a s ' among the women boarding-house keepers who catered
for J a c k — a n d who often shanghaied him. I n their case the explanation probably was—as we say nowadays—a mother image. Jack's life
at sea was far removed from women, from mother, home, and family.
Since most seamen were unmarried and rarely saw their mothers, the
woman who ran their boarding-house, who fed them when ashore,
and, in some rare cases, did their darning, sewing, and washing, was
the nearest h u m a n being they ever met resembling 'mother'. There
was Mother Smyrden of Liverpool, almost as notorious as Paddy
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Doyle; Ma Grant of Astoria, mother of the infamous crimps the
Grant Brothers; Mother Hall, who ran the Black Diamond pub in
Newcastle, N.S.W.; the unforgettable Mother Brady of Antofagasta;
and, in my time. Ma Egcrton of the American Bar, Liverpool.
On the other hand, the origin of the term 'Mother Judge' is not so
obvious. Possibly it could be found in the brothels of Medieval
France, those of Toulouse and elsewhere, which were run under the
aegis of the Church. Whether or not this is the case, as far as Sailor
John was concerned, all these heads of sailor bordels were 'Mother'
and 'Ma', most of them known to sailors throughout the Seven Seas.
Well known were Mother Bronson, 'six foot tall 'n' broad as a door', the
crimp and whore-house mistress of the Barbary Coast; Madame Lucy
of Ye Olde Whore Shoppe, in Sacramento Street, also in Frisco;
Mother Bonnet of the licensed quarter of Callao; Mother Johnson,
of the Black Horse in Marseilles; Mere Bonnec of Dunkirk; and Ma
Jackson of Rio, who once said to me, in a voice ringing with incredulity, 'You don't know my girls—the Jackson girls? Why, I have girls
in every port in South America!' as though she was referring to the
Tiller Girls.
Of course, one mustn't think that Sailortown was nothing else but
red-light houses and pubs. Provision merchants would stand, cheek
by jowl, with the warehouses and taverns, purporting to sell meat
and biscuit that would 'keep in all climates from the Arctic to the
tropics'. Marine stores would be scattered throughout the district,
from the sort accommodating ships with blocks, anchor chains,
shrouds, lanterns, new or second-hand, to those which were little
more than junk-shops. Pawn-shops, too, would be found in the area,
the three balls signifying they would be willing to take anything 'in
pop' from an Eskimo harpoon to a thirty-armed, brass, Hindu Kali.
Some shops sold weird things such as cauls in bags. The seaman of the
old days believed that if he carried a caul in a bag around his neck
he would never drown. One such caul was said to have been sold,
years ago, to a sailor by a Jewish junk merchant in the Ratcliffe
Highway, London. The dealer, however, cheated, and omitted to
put the caul in the sealed bag. The sailor, it is said, was drowned on
the voyage, and ever afterwards any sailor hearing of another drowning would declare, 'He must have been wearing the Jew's caul!'.
Some of these shops would have their windows littered with triton,
conch, and cowrie shells, brought by some shellback, in the bottom
of his sea-chest, from surf-washed South Sea Island beaches. Ships in
bottles, made by seamen chocked-off on their bunks, working laboriously with a sheath-knife, while running through the Trades; bottles
of Gulf weed, hooked up by some sunburnt son of a sea-cook, while
balancing on the back-ropes of some proud ship coming up, homewards, on the Gulf Stream; dog-eared Norries' Tables; verdigrissmeared quadrants and sextants; and over-technical paintings by
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Chinese artists of old-time ships, all lying higgledy-piggledy amid
less romantic wares, would be seen through the fly-spotted windows
of such shops.
Ships' chandlers would naturally occupy a prominent position
among these Sailortown shops. The captains of smart ships from the
four corners of the world would drink coffee, or something stronger,
and yarn over their recent passages, in the Captain's Room each of
these chandlers possessed. The Rev. Bradford once mused, in print,
over the origin of the word ship-chandler. He believed it to be Dutch,
'sheeps-handel', or 'ship's stores', but he wished he could believe it
came from the selling of candles to the great galleons of old who
needed such for use in their towering bronze lanterns—and I would
like to think so too! Tattoo parlours, of course, were always to be
found when hardy mariners needed their torsos to be 'artistically
printed in India Ink'. In earlier days seamen preferred great crucifixes, so that, if they were shipwrecked and their bodies washed up
on some foreign heathen shore, they could expect a good Christian
burial. In latter days, mermaids, mothers' graves, dragons, and Japanese joro^ took pride of place. The walls of such tattoo parlours would
be plastered with motifs and patterns, large designs and small vignettes, showing the price of each masterpiece beneath.
Then, of course, we must not forget those rogues the tailors, or
slop-merchants. From earliest times the tailor figured largely in the
life of a sailor—not the respectable type of tailor, but the cunning
uninhibited rascal who sold clothes to sailormen at exorbitant prices.
He would fill his customer, freely, with ale, the bill for which—
drinks and clothing—he would hand to the ship's master; the master
and the rascal between them splitting the excess of the price charged
the ignorant sailor. Many a sailorman, who had paid heavily for a
full Cape Horn kit, complete with sea-chest, all of which he had
viewed in the tailor's shop before it was dispatched aboard by handcart, would, on the ship 'making off soundings', discover to his cost
a couple of ragged shirts and a layer of bricks in the bottom of his
chest.
The next I remembers I woke in the morn,
On a three skys'1 yarder bound south round Cape Horn;
Wid an ol' suit of oilskins, an' two pair o' sox,
An' a bloomin' big 'ead, an' a sea-chest of rocks.
(The Liverpool Judies)

There is a yarn that a seaman was once shanghaied out of Liverpool, on a passage round the Horn, with nothing but an umbrella
and a dark-lantern as his sea-kit.
These tailors would lend money, at a usurious rate, to seamen
awaiting pay-day, and, even up to the twenties of the present century,
they still 'bought' advance notes at exorbitant prices. The advance
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note was, and still is, a piece of paper given to a certain value, and
handed to the sailor in the shipping office. Nowadays it represents
one month's wages in advance, but in the days of sail, and long
voyages, two, and very often three, months' advance was given the
sailor, ostensibly to fit himself out with Cape Horn gear before embarking on a long voyage. The shipowner would not redeem the
'note', as it was called, until the ship was under way and it was certain that the sailor was aboard. Tailors and crimps, however, would
offer to cash the note before the sailor joined the ship, so that he
could have a booze-up and women, conjured up, of course by the
tailor or crimp. The reader may think the tailor and the crimp ran
a risk; perhaps the sailor would fail to join his ship. This, in actual fact,
veiy rarely occurred; the tailors and crimps being too cute. What
really happened was this. After the tailor—or crimp—got the note,
he would see to it that the sailor had a night's orgy on doped booze,
after which he or his runners would make sure the sailor was carried
aboard and stayed aboard. On waking up aboard his ship the sailorman would realize that all he had to show for his two months' wages
—as yet not worked for—was a fat head, often a dose of pox, some
second-hand gear, and a 'donkey's breakfast', or straw-filled mattress.
Also he realized that all this rubbish and his night out had cost them
but a sixteenth, perhaps, of his note. The crimp or tailor, and the master of his ship—who was often implicated in the deed—all benefiting
from the note far more than he.
The front of a tailor's shop would be festooned with all kinds of
'hard weather' sailor gear, with mouldy 'Cape Horn underwear' and
sleazy shore-going 'traps' to be had on inquiry within the gloomy
interior. In all ports such tailors existed, and Solomon Levi of Frisco,
'Old Fluffem' of Melbourne Town, and the sneiders of Hamburg were
known to sailormen throughout the Seven Seas. Most of these tailors
were Jews, but in some ports, such as those of South America, many
of them were Greeks, Syrians, and other Levantines. Street stalls, too,
would line the cobbled lanes of Fiddler's Green, and here the sailors,
or at least the ones who could read, would buy their literature for the
voyage, much of it, naturally, pornographic.
Sail lofts and rigging lofts and roperies, too, all went to make up
Sailortown's bustling trades. The references to roperies reminds the
writer of an idea that dawned upon him while engaged in Sailortown
research: the feeling that many Sailortowns grew up around roperies.
A ropery in the old days, prior to the Industrial Age, was a long,
rather narrow, street, where men and women tramped backwards
and forwards, monotonously twisting up yarns on a hand-spinner.
They produced all sorts of rope from small stuff", used for seizings, to
great cable-laid hawsers, as thick as a man's body, such as naval frigates used in the days of Nelson. Some of these roperies were to be
found in inland towns, but those that were in the ports were close to
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where future dock areas and Sailortowns sprang up. In Liverpool
and London wc have Cable Streets; the latter one being in Wapping,
right in the heart of London's old-time Sailortown. In London, too,
in Limehouse, another sailor district, is Ropemaker's Fields, and there
also, is a Ropewalk. The famous Reeperbahn, the notorious sailor
brothel district of Hamburg's St. Pauli, means 'Rope Walk', as does
the Cannebièrc, in the Vieux Port of Marseilles' sailor quarter.
Most Fiddler's Greens had their complement of dance-halls;
usually big, frame-built, barn-like structures, with a raised dais one
end for the three-piece orchestra, and a bar the other end for thirsty
dancers. Merchant seamen, as a rule, unlike naval seamen, were poor
dancers; the amount of time spent at sea probably being the reason
for this. They were nimble enough, far more so than landsmen, but
they were usually drunk when on the door, and shuffled around like
great oafs. Still, they liked dancing, or rather the clasping of the
painted and silk-clad dancing girls, and every Sailortown worthy of
the name had a popular dive where Jack could regale himself to his
heart's content. Popular ones, known to every sailing-ship John, were
the Bull Run and Seattle Dance-hall, in Frisco's Barbary Coast, the
El Dorado and Metropolitan in Hamburg's St. Pauli, the Flag of Our
Union and Liberty Hall in New York's Hell's Half-Acre, the Norwegian and Swedish Flags, in London's Tiger Bay, and, in later days,
the Pacific Ballroom in Yokohama's Sailortown.
Other places of amusement frequented by Jack Ashore were the
music-halls and low-class theatres of the port. The 'better' ones
offered fairly respectable 'leg-shows', the lowest grade staging pure
filth, with attendant prostitutes parading around behind the 'gods'
waiting to pounce on already sexually stimulated sailor members of
the audience. San Francisco's Bella Union and Midway Plaisance
entertained sailors and miners with hootchy-kootchy dancers. Liverpool's Hengler Circus, at one time had an interesting performance
in which attendants produced bladders of oxide gas which the audience, mainly sailors, dockers, carters, sailmakers, and ship carpenters,
were invited to sniff. The result would be anything from exhibitions
of tomfoolery to rip-roaring battles, and gladiatorial combats between the 'sniffers'. Many pubs, of course, put on shows—dancing
and singing—those of Liverpool's sailor quarter being known as 'free
'n' easies', and this type of amusement continued into more recent
years. Many living sailors will remember the lively sing-songs in the
Peacock, a sailor pub, in Canning Town, London. Sailors patronized
boxing joints too. There was usually one in every Sailortown district,
from the Bowery to Whitechapel. When the Missions to Seamen
made their appearance, boxing matches between seamen, and later
ships' firemen, were often promoted by well-known sailor parsons
such as Fighting Karney of Frisco, and Old Hardy of Valparaiso. In
New York's sailor quarter of the Bowery, rat and dog fights in the
8i
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so-called 'pits' were common sailor entertainment, and, in some ports,
cock-fighting also could be seen. In the States and in the Honolulu
of the whaling days, bowling-alleys, too, were frequented by seamen.
But probably the biggest piece of territory in Fiddler's Green was
that occupied by Sailor John's home-from-home, the boarding-house.
On every main street, up every back crack, alley and cul-de-sac these
sailor lodging-houses were to be found. Many of the more respectable
ones would be run by ex-seamen—men too old for the arduous deepsea life. A decent bunk, fair grub, a few drinks, and a ship when the
money was gone was all that most sailing-ship Johns asked for, and
the better-class boarding-house masters provided just these things.
Decent masters were to be found the world over, in Hamburg, Sydney, Amsterdam, Melbourne, Cape Town, and Rotterdam, but in
many ports—Liverpool (in the seventies), London, New York, Boston, Quebec, Callao, Valparaiso, Portland (Oregon), and Frisco—
the boarding-houses and their masters were just a set-up for shanghaiing.
As we have seen, from the earliest times the press-ganging or
crimping of merchant seamen, fishermen, and landlubbers, for service in the Royal Navy, was a common and everyday occurrence.
It wasn't, however, until the early days of the nineteenth century that
crimping for the merchant fleets of the world became a recognized
evil. The word used at first, 'impressment', is self-explanatory. The
word 'crimp' probably comes from German: krimmen meaning 'to
rage', or Kriimmung, 'crookedness'. A word used in early times was
'trepanning', the dictionary meaning of which is to remove portions
of the skull with a cylindrical saw called a trepan. Its secondary meaning, however, is given as: to entrap, ensnare, formerly trapan, prob.
slang derivative from TRAP. 'Trepanning' was also used in connection
with the white-slave traffic. But the word most used by later-day seamen for this kidnapping of sailormen was shanghaiing; a word born
on the Pacific Coast of North America, shortly after the finding of
gold in California in 1848. It is still veiy doubtful as to how it came into being, but here is the most popular theory.
In early days, although ships traded fairly regularly between San
Francisco and Canton, Hawaii or the East Indies, ones heading for
Shanghai were rare. This being the case a sailorman would jib at
taking a berth aboard a ship making such a passage. The difficulty
getting back to the Nor'West Pacific seaboard was indeed great. A
sailor joining such a ship would find himself on the not very convivial
beach of Shanghai, virtually marooned, until some chance ship
bound for Frisco happened his way. An alternative was to work his
way down the China Coast aboard some Chinese junk as far as Canton or Macao, hoping to get a ship from one of these places home.
Or else he might have had to join a ship in Shanghai, an East Indiaman, or one of the early tea clippers, that was going all the way
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through the Java Sea and round the Cape to England. From Liverpool, maybe, he might be lucky enough to join some packet bound to
New York or Boston. Then, by some decrepit paddle-steamer, perhaps he would have to make his way down to Colon, cross to the
opposite Pacific shore on a mule—or by the primitive railway, which,
in the sixties, ran across the Isthmus; a trip which sailormen called
'rounding the Horn in a railway carriage'—and wait there for some
ship to take him to Frisco. In other words, he would have to take the
route the early gold-seekers used. His other alternative, if he didn't
wish to cross the continent by prairie schooner or covered waggon
was to ship in a Cape Horner bound for Frisco. It is fairly obvious that
such a roundabout home-coming did not interest sailors. So when a
ship was bound to some outlandish place she soon came to be called
'a ship going on a Shanghai voyage'.' The noun then gave place to
the verb, 'to shanghai', meaning the kidnapping of a crew for a ship
that sailors were not interested in. The social worker Father W. Taylor of San Francisco is said to be the first man to use the verb, when
speaking, in front of the gambling hells El Dorado and Parker House,
on a platform in Portsmouth Square, San Francisco, in 1855, about
the evils of the crimping system. His sermon was called 'Shanghaiing
the Sailor'.
From 1855 onwards the word came into general use and spread
among all the seamen and ports of the world.
The Shanghai fraternity consisted of the following:
(i) The boarding-house master, or sailor landlord, the 'caretaker' of
Deep-water Johnny in port. This man was often the crimp who dealt
in sailor flesh.
(2) The crimp, who could be both a shipping master and a boardinghouse keeper. His job was to find crews or single tars for ships, such
as 'Blood-boats' needing men.
(3) The shipping-master, a clerk of some education who 'signed on' the
sailor aboard some outward bounder. Often such men were decent
enough chaps, but they became embroiled in the crimping system,
and couldn't help themselves. The crimps demanded that all men
shipped must pass through their boarding-houses; a sailor coming
to the shipping-master, to sign on of his own free will, was not to be
considered, because the crimp would lose his 'cut of the sailor's advance note. If the shipping-master did not work hand-in-glove with
the crimps, he would be warned that, when he wanted a crew, he
would be unable to find one. In places such as Frisco the shippingmaster would supply a crew at five dollars per head.
(4) The runner, a rather despicable type, not to be confused with the
' Another theory why seamen didn't like making the Shanghai passage is based on the
fact that the few ships that sailed that route carried corpses as cargo—the embalmed
bodies of Celestials rcturnmg to the Flowery Kingdom—and sailors had a superstitious
dread of even one corpse on shipboard.
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runners who helped to take a ship as far as the bar when the crew
consisted of intoxicated, or doped and shanghaied, seamen, and who
also sailed ships from port to port or 'around the land'. The runners
in the Shanghai set-up were tough knocks, often ex-bruisers, who
would manhandle any obstreperous sailorman, making certain that
the shanghaied crowd was aboard when the vessel sailed. They
would meet incoming ships, board them by means of grapnels, go
into the fo'c'sle, give the cock o' the fo'c'sle a golden guinea, or
dollar, get all hands half-soused, and, probably go aloft with the
crowd to help them stow the 'muslin'. All this help and interest being
to get the hands to desert the ship as soon as she docked, or sometimes, before she was securely moored, and to get them also for their
boss's boarding-house. They would offer the gullible sailor, besides
booze—rotgut rye, absinthe, or whatever was the drink of the port—
celestial delights, gambling, girls, and, when the sailor felt inclined,
a well-paid job ashore, or else on some magnificent yacht—all lies,
of course. Dirty postcards were pushed under John's nose, and
Spanish fly and other aphrodisiacs spliced in the profcrred booze. In
places like Frisco, where the shanghaiing game reached its zenith,
they would pour liquid soap in the soup and hash bubbling on the
galley stove, to help their propaganda of showing how 'life is much
better ashore in the paradise which is Frisco than aboard this stinking
old hulk where even the grub is unfit for a fine, well-set-up young
sailorman like you'.
(5) The carter, (known in America as the drayman), whose job it was
to cart the bags and the chests of the deserting seamen to the boarding-house, or to cart the drunken, often doped, and even dead, bodies
of the outward-bound sailormen, with their scanty gear, down to the
wharf, or the steps, from whence they would be taken by boat to their
future floating 'homes'.
(6) The boatman, whose job it was to take the shanghaied men out to
the ship awaiting them, or to meet the inward-bounders, and take the
runners out to them. Often these boatmen placed their boats under
the bows of an anchored ship in the middle of the night, having prearranged to stand by, so that deserting seamen, heading for the delights of the beach, could lower their dunnage down into them by
means of the fore topm'st stays'1 downhaul; hence the sailor term for
desertion—to pay off with the stays'1 downhaul'. In Frisco these men
used boats called Whitehalls.
In Frisco, New York, and other American ports, there was another
member of the shanghaiing fraternity—the sailor lawyer, who would
be called in to prosecute suits against a ship's master for having refused to give deserters their pay and so on.
These then were the men, and their modi operandi were as follows.
When a ship was reported off a port the Fraternity would muster
for action stations. The boatman would bring his boat around to the
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wharf steps, where the truculent runners would pile in with their
bottles of hard tack and other necessary accoutrements, and off they
would row like hell, to meet the inward-bound prize. When they got
near her, out would come the grappling irons, and, if successful, they
would board her while under way. Usually the masters and the mates
turned their heads away while such proceedings were going on, especially if they thought, or knew, that the ship would be laid up in
the port for many weeks, or even months, awaiting a fresh cargo.
This was so in Frisco in the 1890s. Skippers didn't feel like feeding
men in port. The work the men did while in harbour—such as chipping rust over the side—hardly justified, from the skipper's point of
view, grub and wages, and the masters knew that the owner of the
ship, when informed that the men had deserted, would be most gratified. In fact, some British shipowners made vast profits from this
'running-off' of sailors from their ships. So the master and his mates
just turned a blind eye to the crimps and their runners. On the other
hand, some masters, of better stuff, armed their mates and apprentices and fought off invading crimps—'Repel boarders!' would be
the cry—and very often the crimps got the worst of it. But such a ship
would not be popular with the shanghaiing fraternity—nor, very
often, with its owner!—and as a rule they got their own back. Such
tales, however, will keep until we reach the ports concerned.
If the men and the afterguard, were amenable, then all went well.
The men would tumble over the side, with their dunnage, into the
waiting boats. Very soon the fighting would be among the crimps
and runners themselves—those of two different boarding-houses almost tearing some sailor in half, until he had named the house in
which he chose to stay. It was the law of the Fraternity that the
sailor was allowed to choose his own boarding-house.
In the boarding-house Jack would be greeted effusively by the inmates: barmen (many of the houses had a bar), pimps, girls, and
hangers-on, as well as resident seamen. Some had attendant girls, but
most brought them in from outside bordels. A few of the boardinghouses had their rooms built in imitation of a ship's fo'c'sle, to make
Jack feel at home. All of the rooms were furnished with straw palliasses—the 'donkey's breakfast' of sailors—on brass-bound bedsteads,
with a rough table, a few chairs, and a scrap of carpet to complete
Jack's 'home-from-home'. Many tales are told of the food dished out
to Jack. In Liverpool, in Paddy West's boarding-house, of which
more anon, Paddy's wife would be about to put a round Dutch cheese
on the table, when Paddy would query, 'How are the boarders ternight?' 'Dead drunk', his wife would invariably answer, and Paddy
would then declare, 'Aw, be Jaysus, did-drunk are the' ? Well, thin,
me dharlin', fleet the chase, an' put th' grindstone on the table, th'
divils won't know th' dhifference, b'dad!'
Many of these boarding-houses, in London, Portland (Oregon),
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and Frisco, were built over tide-water. They had trap-doors, making
it easy for the runners to pass a doped body into a waiting boat tied
to the piles beneath. For when a ship needed hands the crimp was
not slow in hurrying along the celestial delights of Jack, bringing
them to with a round turn. He would give him a final cup of cheer
well laced with dope such as laudanum or opium. Sometimes the poor
devil would have been ashore hardly twenty-four hours before he
would be shanghaied aboard some hell-ship. When men were scarce,
the crimps, following a world-wide custom, would drench in rum
some dead body, often obtained from a morgue, or else killed in some
street fight, and then ship it out as a drunken sailor. The crimp would
obtain, as usual, the 'man's' advance note—very often equalling two
months' wages—which he would cash before the ship's afterguard
found out, when over the bar, that the supposedly drunken sailor was
a dead'un.
By the time the crimp, the boatman, the runner, and the carter
had had their 'cut' of the shanghaied sailor's advance, and after the
'blood money' demanded by the crimp for the transaction, had been
deducted from his pay, the unfortunate sailor would finish up, in his
pay-off port, as stony-broke as when he set forth on his original
voyage. Sailors were valuable commodities to the crimp and his
coterie, but the sailorman himself normally was broke. Life held
little for him, apart from a few hours, or perhaps days, of debauch
in Sailortown, paid for by himself, with money he rarely saw. Such
was the way of a sailor in days now long departed.
Before we leave this aspect of Sailortown life I must mention the
shanghaiing tunnels—nowadays tourist attractions—found in the
old sailor quarters of Port Townsend and Frisco.
Later, as wc cover the different Sailortowns of the world, we will
give the names and characters of most of their crimps. For the present
we will just mention, en passant, two or three of the most famous of
them. We have already met Paddy West of Liverpool and his 'chase'.
He and Paddy Doyle are both said to have had set-ups in their backyards for the speedy making of a sailor—sort of 'instant-sailor' systems. In San Francisco, too, a certain boarding-house master, Mike
Connor, is said, by those who are supposed to know, to have had a
similar set-up in his back-yard and parlour. But more of this anon.
Instead of allowing the tailors the privilege of'fitting out' the outward-bounders the boarding-house masters, in some ports, preferred
to handle this service themselves. Paddy West was one of these. The
chorus of a popular forebitter, singing of Paddy West, runs:
Then it's put on yer dungaree jacket,
An' give the boys a rest;
An' we'll think of the cold nor'westers that blow,
In the house of Paddy West.
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But many of the dungaree jackets given to the outward-bounders, by
others as well as Paddy, were those taken 1'rom corpses or diseased
men. This obviously furthered the dissemination of sickness among
merchant seamen; a serious matter that worried the crimps but little.
Other outstanding boarding-house masters were Chicken Devine
of Frisco, who had a hook for a hand; Happy Jack of Iquiquc, who
is said to have detested all fun and pleasure; Jim Turk of Portland,
Oregon, with his gold-headed swagger-stick; and the famous Tommy
Moore of Buenos Aires. Frisco had its woman crimps, too, characters
such as the Galloping Cow and Chloroform Kate, while New York
had its infamous Gallus Meg. All these we shall meet again in their
respective Sailortowns. Some sailor pub barmaids were known
throughout the Seven Seas; of such was Nellie Norman of the
Clarendon in Newcastle, N.S.W.
A few of these Sailortown characters were so popular that material
objects were named after them. The famous shipping and boardinghouse master John da Costa of Liverpool had his name attached to
a certain kind of weather-cloth, or canvas dodger, found strung
around the weather rail of many a windy poop, and called a 'Johnny
da Costa'. Black Maria, the giant negress of Boston, is said to have
given her name to the 'hurry-up wagon', while a famous crimp of
Gravesend, not far from London, called Ned Waters, had his name
used for the already mentioned half-filled sea-bags or brick-laden
sea-chests of dodgy crimps and tailors—Ned Water's bags.
Some sailor pubs were virtually museums. Charlie Brown's of
Limehouse, London, a pub still flourishing, exhibits sharks' backbones, ships in bottles, model ships, and curios brought home by seamen from all countries. Abe Warner's Cobweb Palace on Meigg's
Wharf, in Frisco, was another such place, with barbaric weapons
from the South Seas and Africa, war-masks and idols, live monkeys
and parrots adorning his bar. But much of his stuff was festooned, as
the name of the dive suggests, with spiders' cobwebs, giving the place
the appearance of Charlie Brown's and Dirty Dick's combined. A
pub owned by an ex-seaman called Donovan, that used to stand near
the Rock Ferry landing-stage in Liverpool, was another example of
a sailor curio tavern. The waxwork type of museum, also had a place
in Sailortown. In Liverpool there was the Museum of Anatomy, in
Paradise Street, often visited by seamen to view the horrors of vice,
epitomized in wax models of diseased sexual parts—not that I think
the sailors learnt any lessons from them! In San Francisco there was
a Museum of Horrors on the Barbary Coast. In Yokohama's brothel
quarter there was a museum of the history of brothel life; and in
Shanghai, and other Chinese ports, were small waxworks in the seamen's quarters exhibiting, in jars of methylated spirits, what a certain sea-captain once described to me as 'pickled pricks'.
Gangs, too, ranged Sailortown, a natural phenomena to be sure.
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Liverpool had its fiercesome High-Rip Boys, as well as its Bloody
Forty. These latter were forty seamen who together would ship
as a crew aboard hell-ships, in order to turn the tables on tough
bucko mates and masters. They, in turn, were eventually subdued
by Captain Samuels of the Bloodboat of the Atlantic—the Dreadnaught. New York's Bowery had its Plug Uglies and others; Frisco its
Hounds, in the days of Sydney Town, and its Valley Boy Hoodlums
in later years. The Old Nichol Gang roved the streets of Sailortown,
London, and Sydney had its Larrikins. These latter were led by such
characters as Left-handed Paddy, and Paddy the Swede, who often
battled with gangs of sailormen on Larrikins' Point, or to give it its
proper name. Lady Macquarrie's Chair. And, of course, to keep the
gangs and the drunken sailors and the wild-eyed trollops and taloned
harridans in order every Sailortown had its police.
In most sailor quarters the police went in twos, and even threes,
when a building had to be entered. Although usually great, tough
Irishmen, they had their hearts in the right place, and many a
drunken sailor has been saved further trouble by being taken into
custody for the night. Of course there were times and places when
and where the police were corrupt. When the rough treatment of the
sailors' girl friends, bribery, the clubbing of half-soused seamen, and
working hand-in-glove with crimps, were commonplace happenings.
But this sort of thing occurred mainly on the Continent, in South
American ports, and, in the bad old days, in Frisco. In South America
drunken seamen were great finds for the Gilantes or Marineros as the
police of Chile and Argentine were called. Because many of these
officiales were mounted, it was the need to clean the stables and horses,
to shovel up the steaming horse manure, and to brush the streets that
made such police rope in any drunken sailor handy. Bone, I think it
is, asks, T wonder who cleans the plazas of the Chilean ports now
that sailors don't go on the ran-tan any more?'
Each Sailortown had its Magistrate's Court, where many a drunken seaman was fined. Quite recently I came across a rather derelict
one of these in the ramshackle district that once was the famous
London Tiger Bay—Wellclose Square, near the London Docks. A
legend over the door ran, 'Old Court House, No. 33'. Tiger Bay was
a rather sinister name for some Sailortowns. As well as the one in
London, there was one in Cardiff, and another in Georgetown,
Demarara.
Fiddler's Green, of course, always had its main drag, and the most
famous of these, sung about in many a shanty, were Liverpool's Paradise Street, London's Ratcliffe Highway, Rotterdam's Schiedamschedijk, Frisco's Pacific Street, the Oriental Parade of Cardiff, and
New York's 'Street of Ships', South Street. In such streets rough-house
and tread-on-the-tail-o'-me-shirt fights were common occurrences.
There were scraps between drunken sailormen, and between the Molls
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and the sailors, particularly in places such as Grant Road, Bombay,
where the red-light women would grab the headgear of a drunken
John as he rolled by a window. At other times such disturbances
would be caused by sailors refusing to pay the strumpets their fees.
This occurred only with pavement tarts, those in the bordels always
making certain they were paid prior to the act. Then there would be
scrimmages with the Law—ever-occurring battles in Sailortown—
and the gang-fights, those between the sailors and the runners, and
those between lone seamen and alley-buckos. Antwerp and Buenos
Aires were often the scene of the latter. Frequently a sailor corpse
would be found lying across the dock railway lines, or in the murky
waters of some dock.
In Liverpool, Antwerp, Frisco, and Buenos Aires rewards were
offered for fishing out dead bodies from the docks or rivers, making it
a profitable business for the type of bum engaged regularly in this
repulsive game. The sailor's weapon was his fists, or a stone wrapped
in a hanky, or sometimes his sheath-knife. His opponents—the runners, bludgcrs, pimps, land-sharks, foot-pads and gangsters—usually
had better armouries. Slung-shots, knives, knuckledusters (or stays'1
hank, in lieu of), belayin'-pins, derringers and pistols, stone matchboxes, clubs, stockings filled with sand and bottles—all were used in
the street brawls of Fiddler's Green. And many Fiddler's Greens had
apothecaries, chemists, and drug-stores, catering for the wounds of
such combatants, and the reviving of shanghaied and doped men,
where no questions were asked, nor the police called in.
Gamins and street Arabs of all kinds roamed through these
thoroughfares, begging from the homeward-bounder. 'Got no mudder, got no fadder—poor little barstard!' would be the cry in some
ports of such children. Newspaper boys, kids touting for their elder
sisters 'on the game', and, in some Eastern ports, boys offering themselves for sexual intercourse were all part of the Sailortown scene. In
Frisco's Barbary Coast, in the 1870s, a street urchin of four or five
would, for a few cents, bite the head off a live rat. And Liverpool had
its famous red-coated shoe-blacks, many of them no longer children,
who made up the shanghaied crew of many an outward bounder.
The baggage carriers, too, were a prominent item in the kaleidoscopic panorama of these quarters. They would be seen trundling
their carts by hand, or driving a scruffy old horse and cart, heading
in the direction of many a dock. Their carts would be chock-a-block
with seafarers' bags and chests, atop which would sit the driver. One
famous representative of these men was Fred Hallett, of Limehouse,
London, whose little cart had a colourful painting of the sailing ship
Port Jackson on its panels, with the house-flags of many shipping companies artistically represented around its 'gunnels'.
The shipping offices, of course, were in these areas. Around the
doors of these would hang the carriers, beggar-boys, whores, tailors,
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runners, and all the sycophants and hangers-on whom Jack could
expect ai'ound when he was drawing a fat pay-day, or else signing-on
an outward-bounder, and about to receive his advance note. Navigation schools and examination centres, too, were nearly always sited
in the slummiest areas of Sailortown.
Sailors, when bust or drunk, often patronized the cheap 'pads' or
doss-houses, where they slept draped over a rope stretched between
two beams, the padding-ken master cutting the rope to rudely
awaken them in the early hours of the morning. London, Liverpool,
and many other ports had these establishments. I have a sketch
before me of several drunken Dutch sailors hanging over such a rope
in a cheap boarding-house in the port of Schiedam, about i860.
In any dock area it is normal for docks where the loading and discharging of timber takes place to be at the extreme end of a series of
clocks, or in some rather isolated spot. Hence the sailors would call
them by the generic term of 'Siberia', i^piong the baulks of softscented pine, of teak and fir, the beachcombers of Sailortown, those
men who were without a sou and virtually beggars, lived and had
their being. Nestled snugly in some niche formed by logs or planks
shorter than the rest, the beachie would compose himself for a night's
rest, even in the coldest weather. The writer once, out of a ship in
Port Adelaide had this experience for two or three nights—the
weather, however, was quite clement! Siberias were to found in most
ports from Antwerp to Newcastle, N.S.W., from Hull to Buenos
Aires. On the West Coast of South America gunny-bags or bales were
the favourite sleeping-places of down-and-out seamen.
From the turn of the century social workers and Christian bodies
began to take some interest in the seaman. 'Bosun' Smith of Tiger
Bay, London, was one of the earliest parsons to become interested in
the problems of the mariner. Bethel-ships, usually the floating hulks
of some old ships-of-the-line, long past their prime, were to be found
moored in the corners of many docks. The Camperdown in Hull, the
Tees in Liverpool, and an unnamed hulk in Frisco were the earliest
attempts to provide churches for seamen. Sailors, as a rule, were
superstitious or 'natural' religious men, but rarely practising Christians, and 'sky-pilots', as they called parsons, were regarded with
suspicion. Men who had once been seamen, however, men such as
the Rev. E. Taylor of Boston, managed to make friends with the
sailor. They talked to him in his own language, giving impetus to the
birth of the Seamen's Missions, such as the 'Flying Angel', Seamen's
Institutes, and Sailors' Homes, that came to replace the floating
bethels. The Rev. J. Fell of Frisco was another tough parson who often
fell foul of the crimps. He even crossed swords with the shipping
companies, who, he felt, by their practice of giving advance notes,
helped the seamen to fall into the clutches of the land-sharks. He
wanted sailors either to receive pay monthly, as in the Royal Navy,
H
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whether at sea or in port, or else to be given proper 'subs'' of money,
issued by the master in each port, instead of the custom of doling out
money 'at the option of the master', as was usual aboard British ships.
He also wanted every ship to carry a proper slop-chest, so that the
sailors could get decent gear, at decent prices, and so eliminate the
predatory shore tailor. Other famous sailor-parsons were Father
Hopkins of Calcutta, an ex-master mariner, Lyman Beecher of
Boston, Charlie Moss of Sydney, Damon of Honolulu, and MacGregor of Budge-Budge, Calcutta. The Seamen's Missions, such as
the 'Flying Angel', and the Seamen's Institutes, tried to attract seamen to their halls by means of 'tea and rock-cakes' as the sailors put
it, dances, and sports, the former thanks to the rosy-cheeked young
girls—not the harpies Sailor John knew—of the Harbour Lights'
Guild and other social bodies. Sometimes, in the early days, they
failed, mainly because a great number of Mission folk tended to
look upon sailors as though they were some sub-order of humanity,
and the work they did for the seafarer as a kind of slumming. But as
time went by, their good work helped to clean up the plague spots
of many a Sailortown. The Sailors' Homes, too, had a hard fight.
In Frisco, years ago, they even had to have runners to compete with
the crimps. The 'Home' in Calcutta, at one time, according to
J. Williams, was entirely in the hands of the crimps.
Nevertheless, with all these bodies working hard for the good of the
seamen, along with the quick growth of steam, and the eventual
fade-out of the windbag, Sailortowns and Fiddler's Greens went the
way of all flesh. They became lost under the great new dock systems
and modernization of the ports that once were, although he wouldn't
admit it, the sailorman's hell on earth.
' 'Sub'—a percentage of pay due to the sailor, given, when shore leave is allowed,
'at the discretion of the master'. It is probably a multilated form of the word 'subsistence,'
or else means 'money subtracted from a seaman's pay'.
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Now we are leavin' the sweet Salthouse Dock,
All the boys an' the gals on the pierhead do flock;
All the boys an' die gals are all shoutin' liooraw!
She's a Liverpool packet, oh, Lord, let 'cr go!
{Old J07 ebi Her)

V^ J "^ROBABLY it would have been more correct to have
^ ^ . 1 y started this section of the book with the great seaport of
l ~ ^ London, but, having been a Liverpool seaman myself,
I I was sorely tempted to begin with Liverpool, and, in the
^ ^ „ X end, the 'Pool has won.
Liverpool, from time immemorial, has been connected with the
sea and ships, and even today, although some industry has found
footing there, school-leavers still steer for jobs in the shipping offices
of the great mercantile companies, the Customs and the Dock Board,
the docks and their associated industries, the Dock Police, and, of
course, the Merchant Service. But in olden, and not so olden, times
Liverpool lived entirely by, and through, the sea.
Liverpool's Sailortown sprawled over a large area, its tentacles
stretching even farther as the line of docks grew, and steam became
a more important factor. It slowly came into being at the beginning
of the nineteenth century, and by the thirties, forties, and fifties
formed a formidable section of the city. Starting from the area of the
Canning, Salthouse, King's, and Queen's Docks one section covered,
at different times, all the streets near here: Wapping, Canning Place,
Paradise Street, Cleveland Square, Park Lane, Frederick Street
through to Lower Parliament Street, and all the side-streets, alleys,
courts, heys, weints,' and 'jowlers'^ of the neighbourhood as far as
those around the Brunswick Dock. It also included the Duke and
Hanover Streets area with some sailor boarding-house streets being
found as far across the city as those off London Road. Most of this
' Hey, weint—very old local names for back-streets. Examples—Lancelot's Hey,
Hacking's Hey, Snodel's Weint, Trafford Weint. The weints had their equals in the wynds
of Glasgow.
^ Jowler, jigger—slang-names lor naiiow back entries.
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area was known as the 'South End', a name it still bears even today.
Another section consisted of all the streets, courts, alleys, and back
'jiggers' in from Castle Street and Derby Square, the Pier Head,
George's Dock (now gone), and the Sailors' Church district. It continued along New Quay, and the famous Union Street with its adjacent lanes and 'heys', and Waterloo Road, near the Prince's and
Waterloo Docks, as far as Great Howard Street and its environs.
All this area was called the 'North End'. In later years, of course, it
wormed its way farther inland to the Scotland Road and Athol Street
area, and along the Dock Road (Regent Road) out as far as Bootle's
Strand and Derby Roads. In time, too, a street right in the heart of
the city became almost the property of seamen—the rather notorious
Lime Street, down which some later versions of the famous Liverpool
forebitter Maggie May had this sailors' Moll soliciting:
You've robbed many a whaler an' you've poxed many a sailor,
But yc'U never roll down Lime Street any more.
In the thirties, forties, and fifties Liverpool's docks were a towering
forest of masts and spars, and from every dock basin arose the swelling
crescendos of seamen's shanties as ships were warped in and out of
Dockland. In the Brunswick Dock lay the timber-ships, in from Quebec and Nova Scotia, the quayside piled high with scented baulks of
every kind of pine, spruce, and fir. On the dockside of the King's
Dock the cotton-traders from New Orleans, Charleston, and Mobile
Bay decanted their bales; these rather flat-bottomed—for the navigating of the shallow Mississippi—heavily sparred, cotton-droghers
sharing the dock with the cut-down man-o'-war William, at this time
a floating bethel or mariners' Church. In the adjacent dock, the
Queen's, smaller vessels from the Continent would be discharging
their varied cargoes.
In the newly opened Wapping and Salthouse Docks, too, the
intricacies of wood and hemp met the view at every turn. In the
latter one would find ships bound to the Far East loading, and in the
Albert Dock close by, other smart ships from the Orient discharging
their jute, indigo, and linseed from India, and their tea, xanthin,
musk, whangees, and cinnabar from far CatViay. The George's
Dock was the erstwhile home of fruit-ships from the Middle Sea and
the Western Isles, as well as fishermen a-glut with herring. At one
time, a floating bethel, the ex-man-o'-war Tees, ^vas moored in a
corner of this dock. South American traders, together with ships
from Calcutta and New York, thronged the Prince's Dock, and in
the Bramley Moore, too, would be Western Ocean packets. Between
the Waterloo Dock—where Colonial traders would be discharging
wool, and, after 1852, gold—and the Bramley Moore, small Irish
and Scottish steamers were to be seen in the Clarence Dock. The
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only other steamers around, towards the end of this period, were
those masted paddle-steamers in the newly built Canada Dock.
These great fleets of windships sailing to divers lands were owned
by famous Liverpool shipowners such as Bibby, Tomlinson, Brocklebank, Leyland, Maclver, and Gracic Beazley, several of whom were
around in the eighteenth century; and by famous packet-owners like
James Baines of the Australian Blackball Line; and by the merchant
princes of America and the Parsees of Bombay.
In this period—from the thirties to the fifties—hundreds of ships
were to be seen heading outward or inward bound, down or up the
Mersey, while the Sloyne was chock-a-block with ships at anchor.
And from such ships came the habitue of Sailortown—Deep-water
Johnny himself, money in pocket, and no man his master.
The streets already mentioned would be agog with sailors of all
nations, in various stages of sobriety or drunkeness. There were tall,
slim-hipped, blue-and-white check-shirted Yankee clipper seamen,
roistering Liverpool-Irish 'packet-rats', delivering the Bells of Shandon to any obstacle, animate or inanimate, in their track, and sunburnt 'China Birds'—the 'Flying Fish Sailors' of the shanty—out for
lust and loose living. Also on the town at night would be the rough
tars from the cotton-droghers. Many of these had participated, as
'hoosiers', in the stowing of the cotton cargoes—the 'screwing-down'
as it was called—in the wild cotton ports of the Gulf, before deciding
to go deep-water again. Also to be seen were swarthy South American
seamen, quick-tempered and handy with the knife. West Indian and
West African Negroes from ships carrying 'checkerboard' crews, and
short-stepping, pigtailed Chinamen, all heading for dives already
visited on previous voyages, the Orientals steering, most likely, for
Cleveland Square and a smoke of the pipe with their residential
compatriots. In fact, seamen of all countries were to be found making
up the nightside population of Liverpool's Sailortown.
The higher nautical hierarchy were represented by British captains
in high beavers and 'square mains'l' coats, with whiskers under their
chins, puffing away at their well-seasoned meerchaums; cleanshaven Yankee masters and their bucko mates from Down-Eastern
ports, dressed in tight-thighed, bell-bottomed, white duck trousers
and light blue cut-away coats, silk cravats, and small-crowned peakcaps, chewing away at their long cigars; and sunburnt, smart-aspaint, brass-bound commanders of the China traders. After finishing
ship's business with their respective mercantile houses, all of these
would head for a drink in the Captain's Room of many a ships'
chandler, or steer a course for the Old Fort Tavern, the Vaults in
Cases Street, the back-parlour of the Homeward Bound, near the
Customs House, or some similar establishment.
In Melville's time (the late thirties) the area around Prince's Dock
appears to Iiavc been the Sailortown of Yankee seamen ashore. He
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describes the Liverpool of his day as a place 'full of land-sharks, landrats, landlords, barkeepers, clothiers, crimps and boarding-house
loungers'. He declares that the 'denizens of the notorious Corinthian
haunts in the vicinity of the docks (are) not to be matched by anything this side of the Pit'. But he goes on to say that the life of an
American seaman in port, in those days, compared with his life on
the high seas, was one of comfort. This was mainly because in order
to eliminate the risk of fire, cooking was not allowed aboard ships in
port (this rule still applies in the 'Pool) and all crews had to eat
ashore. But whereas the Yanks dined fairly handsomely in a nearby
tavern—the Baltimore Clipper in Union Street, between Old Hall
Street and Lancelot's Hey—the British tars were dished out with
salt junk, just as at sea, and they had to get it cooked ashore in one
or another of the nearby taverns. Unlike today, this area in from
New Quay was a mass of sailor taverns and low-class drinking houses.
The streets around here were the favourite haunt of ballad-singers,
carrying their long broadsheets high above their heads. Blowsy and
frowsy women, with their raggedly dressed children hanging on to
their long filthy skirts, rollicking merchant seamen, and vociferous
street beggars wandered to and fro over the cobbles. It was a district
of cheap boarding-houses sandwiched in between the cotton warehouses—many of which remain to this day, although the boardinghouses have long since gone. Starvation and poverty stalked everywhere. This Melville found and described in his chapter about a
certain dying woman and her starving young family in whom neither
townsfolk nor police were interested—squatting deep in a basement
between two large warehouses in Lancelot's Hey, which he spells
Launcelott's Hey.' Running parallel with Union Street stood Rosemary Lane, another crummy passage full of sailor dives, which some
may claim was the street sung of in the original 'Bell-bottom trousers'
song. However, on serious reflection, I feel that the Rosemary Lane
of London, also once a sailor quarter, is the rightful candidate to this
claim. Gibraltar Row—Melville calls it 'Place'—and Booble Alley,
long since gone, were the whore-house streets where roaming Yankee
and other seamen spent their stored-up energy. Seamen must have
thought these Booble Alley girls were better than most, for did they
not sing in one of their famous fore-sheet songs:
Ye may talk about yer Havre gals, an' Round-the-Corner-Sallies,
Way, haul away, we'll haul away, Joe!
But they couldn't go to tea wid the gals o' Booble Alley,
Way, haul away, we'll haul away, Joe.'

With the building of new warehouses and so on, much of this ratinfested, harridan-ridden area has been buried, and it certainly isn't
a residential district, even for the poorest, any more. In its time Lance' Redburn (New York, 1924).
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lot's Hey, and the dwelling-houses of the neighbourhood suffered
many fires, one of the worst being that of the year 1833. This derelict
district stood hard by the famous, already-mentioned Sailors' Church
of St. Nicholas. At this time the basement of the church was used as a
'dead house', where bodies of those drowned in the docks or river
were exposed on slabs to the public gaze until claimed, or buried at
public expense. There was always a crowd peering through the bars
at this macabre free show. Rewards were paid to anyone finding a
drowned body in the docks, and organized gangs of old men and hags
spent their days searching the docks for such corpses. Each time a
ship came into the Prince's Dock the church bell would toll.
Along the Prince's Dock wall, when the seamen would be leaving
their ships for grub ashore, thousands of beggars and blind men
would surround the American Johns: men, women, and children, all
pleading for food or pitiable sums of money. Notices asking young
men to join the Army and Navy covered the Prince's Dock wall at
this time. I well know the sort of thing used, at least for the Navy,
because my grandfather—who joined the Navy one year before
official uniforms were introduced—gave me a description of the type
of notice which in his time—that is before continuous service was
introduced—was posted up in all the pubs of Plymouth. It ran something like this:
Captain
-, of the ship
, now lying in the dockyard, a sheer hulk,
wishes to inform old shipmates that he is commissioning the ship for a
West Indian cruise, and heartily invites these same old shipmates to join
him on the forthcoming cruise which will last at least two years.
A naval ship, in these days, when out of commission, would normally be a 'sheer hulk', that is devoid of masts, yards, and bowsprit,
and the first job a new crowd joining her had to perform was that of
rigging the hulk—they were seamen in those days!
Other advertisements plastered on this wall told seamen where to
get their shore-togs—most of these tailors, as in other seaports being,
Jews—while other bills, also for the benefit of seamen, advertised all
sorts of panaceas, prophylactics, aphrodisiacs, and quack medicines.
Notices of the schedules of the packet-ships, too, adorned this wall.
Behind the wall, in a corner of the Prince's Dock, in Melville's day,
was another floating bethel, an old cut-down first-rater or seventyfour. Dirty old men, bedraggled and down-at-heel, passed through
the dock-gates daily, the sacks over their shoulders filled with 'shakings' or old rope-ends, which they would sell to the junk dealers. The
dock policemen, stationed at the gate, would examine their pitiful
'perks', in case they were engaged in smuggling.
Handsome Mary, the proprietress of the Baltimore Clipper, Union
Street, seems to have been a typical harridan of the times. The fact
that she served out 'swipes', that is beer watered down, to her sea100
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men boarders instead of proper beer, shows she was of the Sailortown
type of remora. Union Street was chock-a-block with sailor pubs and
boarding-houses and was to the 'North End' Sailortown what Paradise Street was to the 'South End' sailor quarter. A black letter ballad,
printed about 1850, called Roving Jack, in the third verse mentions
Union Street; and as Roving Jack appears to be 'selling' all sorts of
things, and the text reads as though he also 'sold a sailor', maybe this
is an early reference to shanghaiing:
In Cleveland Square I sold good shoes,
In Cheapside a nailer,
In Blundell Street a carpenter,
In Union Street a sailor.
In Pall Mall I kept a school of which I often boasted,
And all along the Princes Dock sold mutton ready roasted.'
Melville mentions another sailor pub in this area the Golden Anchor,
situated not far from the Prince's Dock, somewhere near the Old
Fort area. Nowadays its name isn't even remembered. Tramping
through Booble Alley, Rosemary Lane, Gibraltar Row, and another
red-light quarter. Rotten Row—dens of vice where many a sailorman disappeared and was never heard of again—one came to dozens
of dirty narrow lanes, full of cheap boarding-houses, many of them,
like pubs, having signs hanging above their doors: anchors, eagles,
crowns, and windlasses. These lanes led into Great Howard Street,
another centre of sailor life.
The pavements and drinking dens of Great Howard Street would
be crowded with men from the ships lying in the Nelson, Bramlcy
Moore and Clarence Docks, and nightly the gutters were filled with
broken bottles and out-for-the-count tars and beachies. Gin palaces
were found in every adjoining street as far as Marybone. By the end
of the forties it was a district of Irish slums; emigrants from Ireland
coming across to Liverpool in droves at the time of the Irish Potato
Famine. According to the Annals of Liverpool, in 1847 ten thousand
poor Irish arrived in the 'Pool from the beginning of the year. Many
of them left for America in the gruesome 'tween-decks of the packetships. Some of the more astute took to running sailor boarding-houses
in Liverpool.
I don't know whether Paddy West was one of these, but he was
certainly one of the most famous Liverpool boarding-house masters
of all time. Many streets are given as his habitat. Dick Maitland, a
wise old tar who knew the decks of many a hard-case packet, declared
he had a 'straw-house' up on London Road, and he gives the 1870s
as the period of Paddy's performances. A consensus of sailor opinion,
' Rediscovered among hundreds of black letter ballads waded through by the folksingers, Jacqueline MacDonald and Bridie O'Donnell, in the Picton Library, Liverpool.
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however, seems to give his habitat as Great Howard Street, and his
period as somewhere around the fifties and sixties. T h e following
sailor forebitter, too, identifies P a d d y with Great H o w a r d Street.
Oh, as I wuz a-rollin' down Great Howard Stixet,
I strolled into Paddy West's house;
He gave me a plate of American hash, an' swore it wuz English
scouse;
Sez he, 'Look 'ere, young fellar, ye're very jist in time.
To go away in a big clipper ship, an' very soon ye'U sign.
We have told the story of Paddy's 'chase' in a previous chapter,
but Paddy had many more tales attached to him! H e professed
to make a greenhorn—whether yokel, with hayseed falling from his
ear-holes, criminal on the run, or bank clerk—into a fully fledged
Able Seaman in a matter of days. This was how he worked. His
house was usually full of all the bums and stiffs of the neighbourhood.
W h e n he felt they had been around too long, he started their 'tuition'
so that he could sign them away aboard an outward-bounder. First
he would get the aspiring candidate accustomed, as the song hints, to
deep-sea fare, dressing him in dungarees, with a 'nice clean ropeyarn for a belt'.
Practice in stowing canvas came next, Paddy sending him u p to
the attic to furl the 'main royal', or rather the window-blind. Further
seamanship was acquired in the back-yard, where Paddy had a ship's
wheel rigged u p . T h e 'apprentice' had to stand by the wheel, and
before he had spun it around twice, Paddy's wife (Sarah Ann or
Maggie Ann) would have thrown a bucket of ice-cold water over
him—his baptism by a cold nor' wester. T h e 'boyo' next was called
into the 'passage' ,where he would have to step over a piece of string,
before entering the parlour or 'front room'. Here on the table stood
a cow's horn, around which the candidate was ordered to march.
T h e explanation of this ritual was that, when the mate of the outwardbounder asked our berth-seeking hero as to what parts of the world
he had sailed, he could honestly answer that he'd 'crossed the Line
and been ten times round the H o r n ' . But 'Don't tell him it was a
bloody cow-horn!' Paddy would caution. T h e n the potential seaman
was handed the papers of some real sailor—one who had been knifed
or clubbed, probably, in some earlier drunken brawl. Paddy would
give him a sea-chest full of second-hand gear—if there were two
candidates, he would furnish one suit of oilskins between the two of
them, telling them, 'I'll see to it that the mate puts yiz in dhifferent
watches'. Paddy wouldn't tell them w h a t might happen in a case of
'All hands on deck!' H e would also supply a pair of carpet slippers—
Oilskins ye don't really need, but carpet slippers yer must 'ave!'—and our hero was ready to be shipped aboard some hard-case packet.
Of course, Paddy didn't go to all this trouble for nothing; he always
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received the 'Paddy Wester's' advance note, a month or two's wages.
These 'Paddy Westers' were often mentioned in shanties:
Oh, it's when the Blackballer hauls out of the dock,
Timme way, hay, blow the ma?i down!
These poor Paddy Westers how on deck they flock,
Oh, gimme some time ter blow the man down!

When steam became a factor to deal with, Paddy rigged up a
swinging barrel in his back-yard, and potential ships' firemen had
to practise tossing coal from a wheelbarrow through the barrel. Paddy
is said to have shanghaied his own son, 'to save him from the
clutches of a barmaid', so he declared, but the lad, on paying off,
returned the compliment by shanghaiing 'dad'. However, the master
of the ship, realizing who Paddy was, lost no time in getting him
ashore again. Some writers attribute Paddy West's artifices to
another famous, and yet, perhaps, not so historical, crimp called
Paddy Doyle. He also is said to have lived in the Great Howard
Street area, in a thoroughfare off the latter called Dennison Street.
A. H. Bone,' for one, writes that Paddy Doyle used an anvil and not
a horn for the Rounding of the Horn ceremony. Doyle is said to have
had a ship's mast and taffrail built in his back-yard, with buntlines
and clewlines running down to the taffrail, with which the candidates
could practise the art of taking in sail. Also, he was supposed to have
had the fireman set-up. His candidates, once they'd passed out, were
known, so Bone says, as Paddy Doyle's A.B.'s. His rooms, too, were
rigged up like ships' cabins, or a fo'c'sle. Bone states that as soon as
they got to sea these A.B.s would be disrated to O.S.s or Ordinary
Seamen. Those who back the Paddy Doyle story also claim he invented the sailor proverb 'Different ships, different long splices', but
other old-timers emphatically declare that this adage was one of
Paddy West's. Paddy Doyle' too, had a song about him, the famous
'bunt shanty' that men sang when rolling the middle of a sail up on to
the yard in a Cape Horn gale:
Timme way-ay-ay-ay-ay aye.
We'll pay Paddy Doyle for his boots!
Some sailormen go so far as to say that Paddy Doyle did exist, but
he didn't have the Paddy West 'quick-sailor' set-up, his claim to fame
being merely that of having been bilked by some sailorman who got
away with a pair of sea-boots without paying for them! In the nautical magazine Sea Buezes someone wrote that in 1908 Paddy Doyle
supplied the deck-hands for the steamer Honorius—one of Houston's.
I rather fancy that this must have been some later boarding-house
master called Paddy Doyle—Liverpool is full of 'Paddys'—and not
• Bowsprit A\hore (London, 1932).
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the one of song and story who, if he did live, was around most likely
in the 1840s or even earlier.
Great Howard Street in these days was also the site of the Borough
Jail, the cells of which were often the temporary residences of drunken tars and mutineers. From records it would seem that Yankee
ships in port in these days were often the scene of mutinies. For instance, in 1854 a mutiny occurred aboard the American ship Harkaway in Liverpool, and the captain shot one of the mutineers, and,
in the 1850s, too, a mutiny broke out aboard the American ship
James L. Bogart lying in the Mersey. This jail was closed in the mid1850S, and the prisoners transferred to the new Kirkdale Jail (Walton). One of the first prisoners to be executed there was a sea-captain
in 1857. The hell-ship passage which led up to this execution was that
of the Martha Jane, bound from Barbados to Liverpool, aboard which
Captain Rogers ill-treated a sailor called Andrew Rose, Captain
Rogers was executed, but his two mates, also up on a cruelty charge,
were reprieved. Sailors soon got a song together about it:
Andrew Rose that British sailor,
Now to you his woes I'll name;
'Twas on a passage from Barbadoes,
Whilst on board of the Martha Jane.
Wasnt that most cruel usage.
Without a friend to interpose ;
How they whipped and mangled, gagged and strangled
'The British sailor Andrew Rose.

This 'North End' Sailortown was—at this time even more so than
the 'South End' one of Paradise Street and its environs—almost completely in the hands of Yankee sailormen, or Britishers from American ships. It was the heyday of the great Blackball lines—the American one and the British one, many ships of the latter being built or
owned in the States. The famous Lightning, sailed in one day 436 seamiles, the Red Jacket, the Marco Polo, and the James Baines were often

to be seen in the port, and it was in 1858 that the latter was burnt to
the water's edge in the Huskisson Dock, not far from this North End
Sailortown.
The South End Sailortown was, perhaps, the older one, being
born in the days of the slave trade, and, by the forties, one which had
become a rip-roaring Jack-ashore district.
In 1841 there were 11,000 seamen belonging to the port, and
2,272 drinking places; a large percentage of the latter being found
around the Paradise Street—Park Lane Sailortown area. Poverty
stalked the streets, but when a drink of gin was cheaper than a loaf
of bread, drunkenness, like opium among starving Chinese, helped
to ease the pain. Gin palaces were everywhere, in all the streets of!"
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Paradise Street, at the far end of Canning Place, and up Park Lane.
The worst slums in the world were to be found back in from the
newly built, rather austere and cold-looking, semi-Gothic Sailors'
Home (1850). It was around here that Maggie May and her frail
sisters plied their trade, some so needing food that they would virtually attack a half-soused, paid-off seamen and endeavour to drag him
off to some filthy lair up some back 'jowler', hoping he would pay
well for his pleasure so they could eat. Fights between the 'sisterhood'
over the spoils were common street scenes around this time. Not far
from here were the great Fever Sheds of Mount Pleasant, where, just
prior to this date, 15,000 deaths occurred from famine and fever.
Naturally, the tremendous influx of poor Irish about this time
added to the already existing poverty and slums. Street rioting of the
poor Irish was common, as were outbreaks of Asiatic cholera and
other plagues. The cellar dives and basements many of these Sailortown families lived in were, like those already mentioned in Hamburg, no more than rat-infested, half-tide rocks. The Mersey, at high
spring-tides, would seep through into every one of them, leaving a
layer of slime as the tide receded. Work was almost non-existent, and
it is fairly obvious, with such a background, that the poverty-stricken
natives were always lying in wait ready to despoil the half-cut, homeward-bound sailormen. The whole area was geared for this purpose,
from the boarding-house masters and mistresses to the lowliest harlot.
As soon as the bell of the Sailors' Church had rung indicating the
arrival of a ship, or the runners outside the tall-towered Telegraph
Office in Dale Street got to know another ship was expected, the inhabitants of this district 'greased the gangway' ready for the homeward-bounder.
Both sides of Park Lane were lined with sailor boarding-houses,
with many more in Jamaica Street, Lower Parliament Street, Lower
and Upper Frederick Streets, Cleveland Square, and Anson Terrace.
Farewell to Lower Frederick Street,
Anson Terrace and Parkie Lane,
I'm bound for Californ-i-a,
An' may not see you again.
So-o, Jare-ye-well, me own true love,
If I return united we will be;
It's not the leavin' 0' Liverpool that grieves rtie,
But me darlin' whin 11'ink on ye.

So runs the old deep-water forebitter, showing that, for all its poverty
and drabness, Deep-water Johnny still had a warm spot in his heart
for Liverpool's Fiddler's Green.
Shanghaiing was a popular sport around this time, and many
boarding-house masters indulged in it with Salt-water Johnny as the
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pawn. T h e Greenland Whalers—the Arctic Whale Industry had
started in Liverpool as early as the seventies of the previous century
when the whaler William sailed from the port—were always short
of hands, and an unwisely imbibing tar had only to stray into the
clutches of a crimp, like the celebrated R a p p e r Brown of this area, to
find himself aboard some greasy blubber-butcher bound for a twoyears' Arctic cruise. R a p p e r Brown is reported to have had a boardinghouse not far from Canning Place, and he was celebrated enough for
sailors to have built a song around h i m :
Now as I wuz a-roUin' down the street I met ol' Rapper Brown;
I axed him then to take me in, but he looked at me wid a frown;
Sez he, 'Last time yiz wuz paid off, wid me ycr chalked no score,
But I'll take yer advance, an' I'll give yiz a chance,
An' I'll send yer to sea once more.
He shipped me aboard of a whalin' ship, bound for them Arctic
Seas,
When the cold winds blow, an' there's ice an' there's snow.
An' Jamaicy rum do freeze . . .
From the sixties and seventies onwards, up to the 'nineties', the
port was a hot-bed of shanghaiing, the writer having been shipmates
with men who suffered this indignity. Shanghai Davies, Paddy Fearnaught (or Dreadnaught), Dolan and MacNulty were all well known
around the Paradise Street Sailortown for their nefarious doings in
the seventies and the eighties, as was Paddy Houlihan of Dennison
Street in the nineties. Around this time, too, a notorious character
who produced crews for Yankee ships—some called him a shippingmaster, some a boarding-house master; he was probably both—was
J o h n da Costa, a Yank of Portuguese extraction. H e , too, lived somewhere in the South E n d Sailortown district, a n d is also mentioned in
sailor song, in this case in that famous old windlass shanty Heave
Away Me Johnnies:
Oh, \vatch yer step, mc bully boys, for John da Costa's around,
Heave away, me bullies, heave away, away!
If yer not careful he'll ship yer out, bound for ol' Paget Sound,
An' away, me bully boys, we're all bound to go!
I n the nineties Filmore was a well-known Scouser boarding-house
master of the better kind. H e is mentioned by J . H . Williams who
stayed at his place. Of women boarding-house 'masters' of the nineties ' M a ' or 'Mother' Smyrden, was probably the most infamous.
H e r boarding-house and drinking den was to be found in Pitt Street,
and she is said to have shanghaied a corpse more than once. Of
course, these sailor yarns of crimps shanghaiing corpses and dummies
arc rather suspect seeing that most crimps, according to sailors,
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have dumped a rum-soaked corpse aboard an outward-bounder along
with the live 'uns at some time or another. This sort of yarn is one
that grows with the passing of time. An old mariner I once knew attributed this trepanning of dead bodies to Paddy West.
It is Melville in his book Redburn, however, who gives the most
gruesome and marvellously descriptive story of all—that of a corpse
that was shipped by the Liverpool crimps aboard his ship in the
Prince's Dock, from the mouth of which blue flames arose scaring the
crowd to hell.
Canning Place was the centre of the South End Sailortown. Here
stood the Customs House, with, close by, the Sailors' Home, and, not
far away, Cleveland Square and Pitt Street, the Liverpool Chinatown. Around the statue of Mr. Huskisson, in the centre of Canning
Place, and outside the Home, groups of painted harlots would parade,
a sailor having to fairly run the gauntlet to pass them.
When I steered into her, I hadn't got a care,
She wuz cruisin' up an' down ol' Canning Place,
She wuz dressed in a gown so fine, like a frigate of the line,
An' I bein' a sailorman gave chase.
So runs the old ditty of Maggie May. This state of affairs was to be
found all down Paradise Street and St. John's Street, along Castle
Street, around St. George's Church in Derby Square, and in Brunswick Street. An army of prostitutes infested these thoroughfares as
far as the Exchange Flags and Rumford Street. The customers of
these 'Liverpool Judies' were, in the main, sailormen. The Liverpool
Judies have got us in tow was the chorus of a popular capstan song in
the old days. They would accompany the drink-befuddled sailors
down to the docks to say goodbye to them as they sailed, standing on
the quayside yelling bawdily, as they lifted their many coloured and
striped petticoats with obscene gestures: 'Take a good look, Johnny,
it'll be a long time afore yeez'11 see annuder wan!'
Around Strand Street, the Goree Piazzas, and Back Goree, under
the arches, was another hang-out of these nymphs du pave; in fact,
after dark, they used the arcade as a public brothel. Of course, typical of the times, painted women frequented most of the low-class,
gas-lighted, concert-halls and theatres that John visited. There were
the dance-halls, too, such as the Hops, near the Teutonic Hotel,
where in the fifties, a sailor would dance the new-fangled polka with
some painted doll before going to her louse-bound crib in some back
'jigger' close by. Theatres and concert-halls patronized by the seafaring class were Hengler's Circus, where a cheap 'drunk' was to be
had by imbibing 'rational gas'; Newsome's Circus in Whitechapel,
used, in 1873, for a meeting of sailors, dockers, and other working
men who were backing Samuel PlimsoU in his fight to stop the building and sailing of'Coffin Ships'; the Star Concert Hall, also in White108
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chapel, and the Posées Plastiques, a joint in Williamson's Square
patronized by seamen and others on account of its tableaux vivants or
naked girls standing in 'enlightening' tableaus. According to Cecil
Sharp there was a playhouse in Paradise Street, frequented by mariners, called Dan Lowrie's, b u t I have other information that it may
have been merely a drinking den with girl performers. A rather lewd
capstan song mentions this joint:
Now me boys we're all in dock,
We'll be off to Dan Lowrie's, hard as a rock,
Where we hope to have a strop 'n' block,
Jinny keepyer backside warm!
Playhouse Square, with its theatres and cafés was another place,
in the sixties a n d seventies, popular with seamen.
Oh, the first time that I saw her,
Hooraw,you roller, bowler!
Oh, the first time that I saw her,
'Twas down in Playhouse Square.
T h e proper name of this square is Williamson's Square, and its
Theatre Royal, in the eighties, was often patronized by sailors. Fred
Perry, in his book Fair Winds a?id Foul, cites an incident which happened in J o e the Greek's Coffee House, just off Williamson's Square,
when Big Lou Holmes of the Down-Easter Lucile with some of his
shipmates fought and p u t to flight, one Christmas Eve, several scurvy
Greeks armed with knives, because they made disparaging remarks
about the American flag. Talking of restaurants, the one most popular with the lads of the Salthouse Dock traders, in the seventies,
eighties, and nineties, was the Cabin Restaurant in Canning Place.
In front of this café, the Homeward Bound pub—above which was
Manson's Nautical School—and the Customs House would be congregated the famous Liverpool red-coated shoe-blacks.
Before we leave Sailortown theatres I would like to mention that
Basil Lubbock, in his The Last of the Windjammers, writes about a certain heavy tragedian who, in the eighties, was so fed up with having
to drop dead seven times nightly in a Paradise Street playhouse—
name not mentioned b u t it may have been the famous Colosseum —
that he left it and got himself shipped deep-water!
M a n y Sailortown pubs dating from this part of the century, pubs
such as the Green M a n , are still with us, but joints like the Crow's
Nest, the Steer-in, Murphy's Saloon, the Flags of All Nations, the
Dewdrop, Devine's Hotel, and others have long since disappeared,
and, apart from their names, forgotten. A famous p u b of the eighteenth century was the Dr. Syntax, an old print of which shows the
press-gang rounding up seamen. T h e press-gang, incidentally no
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respecter of persons or places, once entered the Liverpool Customs
House in chase of its quarry.
In Paradise Street there once stood a sailors' tavern with the charming name of Bobby Burns' Cottage, but it was destroyed in 1880,
and the Garter, too, was to be found in the Paradise Street area
around the 1870s. Captain J. F. Hall, in his novel, The Dock Road,
mentions a sailor pub near Canning Place which possessed a steamorgan, and the Flying Dutchman, a famous nautical tavern of the
last century is still in Canning Place. In the Mann Island area, near
the Pier Head, a pub nicknamed 'Tom Hall's'—its proper name was
the Liverpool Arms—was well known years ago. Sailors made appointments here, and crews signed on over the bar-counter. In later
years officers and pilots took to frequenting it. In the Wapping area
stands the Baltic Fleet—a name obviously taken from the old timbertraders—and the Duke's Crown, once called 'Annie Cunningham's'.
This latter personage was known as 'Fat Annie', and crimps and
ships' carpenters were her clientele. Near the Strand—where seamen, by law, in the sixteenth century, had to 'tar their ropes and
cables'—once stood the Red Lion.
A former seamen's tavern which became popular with emigrants
is the Pig and Whistle, in Covent Garden, and it still bears a brassplate at its entrance stating 'Emigrants Served', and in Chapel Street,
near St. Nicholas' Church, stands the Lancelot Arms, once called
the 'Duck House', and the Old Stile House, both formerly seamen's
pubs.
Along the Dock Road is to be found another mariners' pub of long
ago, one with the romantic name of A I at Lloyd's. But probably the
most interesting tavern where seamen met in days gone by was the
Salmon, which stood opposite St. Nicholas' Church. It was kept by
a certain Mr. Dugdale, who had painted over the entrance the following verse:
This salmon has got a tail, It's very like a whale;
It's a fish that's very merry, They say it's catched in Derry;
It's a fish that's got a heart. And it's put in Dugdale's cart.
When Dugdale's widow re-married the sign was changed to:
The cart and salmon has strayed away, and left the fishing-boat
to stay;
When boisterous winds do drive you back, come in and drink at
the 'Fishing Smack'.'
The most popular type of café with the seafarer was that purely
Liverpool invention the cocoa-room. Many of these thrived around
the dock area—and still do—and others were to be found around
' The above information about Liverpool pubs I obtained from Frank Shaw, a wellknown Liverpudlian, and the Advertising Department of Walker Cain Ltd., Liverpool.
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Paradise Street and Park Lane. Paradise Street, of course, was the
most well-known street of Liverpool's Sailortown:
Oh, as I was a-rollin' down Paradise Street,
Way, hay, blow the man down.'
A Liverpool scufTer I chanct fer ter meet,
Oh, gimme some time fer blow the man down.'

but later in the last century Lime Street, too, gained popularity with
Sailor John. Sailors at night would parade this street in droves, fighting, singing, and making a general nuisance of themselves, and dropping into the American Bar when thirsty. This is a Liverpool pub
with a long nautical history, just as popular with seamen today as it
was in the years when the following was sung by drunken, shore-debauched salts breasting the bars of some fo'c'sle-head capstan aboard
an outward-bounder:
The advance note's in the pocket, boys, it sure will take us far,
An' now a cruise down Lime Street, boys, an' to the American Bar.
In the seventies and the eighties from the railway station to the
naptha-lighted shooting galleries and wheel-of-fortune dives near
Roe Street every pub and saloon, the length of Lime Street, was
chock-a-block with seamen, mainly, as today, Yanks. The railway
station, in earlier days, was a meeting ground for the white slave procurers and procuresses. These latter, often disguised as nuns, would
meet the simple Irish emigrant girls down at the Pierhead, and,
having trepanned them with coy words or drugs, would be engaged
in getting them aboard the train bound for London, where they
would be sent to the brothels of another notorious Sailortown district,
the Ratcliffe Highway.
Lubbock' tells a yarn about 'Hellfire Jack', bucko captain of the
Janet Crown, who, in the seventies, met a crowd of seamen belonging
to an American packet-ship at Lime Street Station, and coerced them
into joining his ship. He drove them from the station down to the
docks in a horse-bus, with the third mate, who acted the part of the
conductor, dishing out half-crowns at every pub on the route so that
the Packet Rats would be kept happy by occasionally Treshening the
nip'.
Several Tree 'n' easies' were to be found in Lime Street as well as
in other sailor quarters. These were drinking places—Dublin Gin and
Bristol Porter were the drinks—where singing and merriment, as well
as girls, all helped to make the party go. Many a good old sailor song,
such as the Cruise of the Calabar, was originally heard on the rough
wooden stages of these places. The bottom of Dale Street was another
area where Tree'n' easies' were plentiful. Skittle-alleys, too, would be
' The Last of the Windjammers (Glasgow, 1927-9).
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patronized by seamen, and several of these were to be found sandwiched between the sailor slop-merchants and tailors and the boarding-houses of Park Lane and Duke Street. A stone's throw from the
Pier Head stood, as today, the offices of the great shipping companies.
From the latter part of the last century onwards, on certain days
of the month, sailors' 'Judies' or 'Mary Ellens', in their black shawls
and elastic-sided boots, were to be seen hanging around these offices
in their hundreds, each one wearing white cotton stockings. In these
days, before silk and nylon, the hall-mark of a lady of quality was the
wearing of a pair of white cotton stockings. These sailor women
would be visiting the shipping offices to draw the 'allotment' of
money that their sailor husband, son, or other relative had left them.
On such a day the Judies 'bent' their long, white cotton stockings,
reckoning they would be ladies if only for a day. This day was called
'White Stocking Day', a term heard even to this day in Liverpool,
and mentioned in the shanty Rio Grande:
Cheer up, Mary Ellen, now don't look so glum.
Way for Rio!
On White Stocking Day, ye'11 be drinkin' hot rum,
An' we're bound for the Rio Grande!
Down near the Pier Head there were many cheap doss-houses,
sixpence-a-night places, and around here, too, up to the First World
War, would be found, standing about in groups, 'kerchief-hatted,
be-kirtled and sea-booted Slav and mid-European women, with their
black-bearded men-folk, all emigrants en route to seek their fortunes
in the fabulous New World.
Along the line of docks, in the early days, ran the horse-buses, later
replaced by motor ones. As the years went by Sailortown spread in
the route of the buses, just as the buses followed the construction of
new docks. Then the Overhead Railway or the 'Docker's Umbrella'
as it was called was built along the line of docks and, with the building of a new Sailors' Home, near the Sandon Dock, and the opening
of a new timber dock near the Canada, Bootle, to the north of Liverpool, developed a small sailor quarter of its own. Along the cobbled
Dock Road the great wheels of horse-drawn, lumber-carrying trailers
rolled continuously, and Puffing Billy, clanging its bell, rattled along
with its varied cargoes in tow the length of the Dock Railway under
the metal structure of the overhead one. By now steam was accepted,
and with the coming of steamers firemen were needed. Strand Road,
the Dock Road, and Derby Road, all in Bootle, and Scotland Road
began to see ashore the new sort of steamer crews, and naturally their
wants had to be catered for. Paddy's Market, in Scotland Road, grew
up to meet the needs of the coolies from India-trading steamers.
These small brown men would wend their way back to their ships
with rolls of oilcloth and live hens under their arms, many a bargain
1X2
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finishing up on the earth floor of some mud hut in Patna or Puri.
Besides pubs such as the Langton in Bootlc, and others, which were
geared to the needs of a more modern type of seafarer, places such as
Ma Gleeson's—a shop-cum-café in Derby Road—came into being
to offer Yankee steamboat men the company of young girls.
Birkenhead, opposite the 'Pool, although known to latter-day
windjammer men, really developed in the Age of Steam, and never
did quite produce the sailor quarters of the Mother Port.
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Come all ye jolly seamen and listen unto mo,
Avast a while, I'll make ye smile, and tell ye of a spree;
There's funny craft in Wapping, in streaming colours gay.
And pirates, too, and fire-ships down Ratcliffe Highway.
So, mind them buxom lassies, in their Jlying colours gay.
Damn soon they'll clear your lockers, boys,
Down Ratcliffe Highway I

J

w N the thirties and forties London's Sailortown comf prised the three parishes of St. George's, Wapping, and
Shadwell, known to the police as H Division, with its main
sailor thoroughfare that of Ratcliffe Highway or the 'Highway' as it was usually called.
This area was a maze of narrow, cobbled lanes, alleys, and courts,
chock-a-block with overflowing humanity of the veriest dregs. In the
filthy lodging houses dwelt, or rather existed, the lumpers, dock
labourers, coal and ballast men, watermen, sack-makers, petty
thieves and beggars. In most of these lodging houses were as many as
eighty to a hundred bunks, the use of which, plus a straw palliasse and
permission to cook in the kitchen, cost each lodger 2d. a night. As in
Liverpool, the Irish brogue prevailed. In some of these dives, run by
ex-prostitutes and called 'padding-kens'—from whence, probably,
the modern Beatnik term 'pad' stems—the straw palliasses were all
laid out, in rows, on the floor, and sick and crippled, and aged castouts on parish relief, would be found sleeping cheek by jowl with halfnaked children and filthy, and often diseased, harlots. The sexes were
mixed up in such a way that the sex act was witnessed nightly by the
children.
Mayhew, who described this area in the fifties, wrote that Ratcliffe Highway was 'a reservoir of dirt, drunkenness and drabs'. The
Highway itself runs west and east, parallel to one wall of the London
Docks—although the street that actually runs alongside the dock
wall is Pennington Street—its derelict-fronted shops and street-stalls,
in those days, selling oysters, baked potatoes, pickled salmon, cheap
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hand-me-down garments, and provisions for ships' galleys. Ships'
chandlers, sailor slop-shops, and marine stores were in great abundance. Hanging from the door-posts of the slop-shops would be seen
shiny black 'dreadnaughts'—an early form of oilskins—oiled nor'
westers, tough canvas trousers, and rough pilot-coats and pea-jackets,
with red flannel and blue-and-white check shirts, leather sea-boots,
fancy blue shore-going jackets with pearl buttons, and sailor silk
neckerchiefs hanging in the shadowy interiors. In the windows of the
marine dealers and junk-shops bottled ships, ship prints, naval engagements, and other maritime scenes executed in wool, compasses
and quadrants, ship models, tobacco boxes, and curios from distant
lands were to be seen, rubbing shoulders with tin-plates and pannikins, sheath-knives and knuckle-dusters, fids and sailmakers' palms,
and marline-spikes. The three balls of the pawn-shops decorated
both sides of the Highway, and sailor boot-marts were everywhere—
a very popular one bearing the sign Jack and His Mother—while
public houses and grog-shops met the eye at every town.
As I was a-rollin' round London,
From Wapping to Ratcliffe Highway;
Oh, I chanct for to drop in an ale-house,
For to spend a long night an' long day-ay-ay-ay.
To spend a long night an' long day.
So runs one of the many old sailor forebitters based on Ratcliffe
Highway and its tap-rooms, ale-houses, groggeries, and gin-shops.
As well as the ordinary drinking dens there were as many as fifteen
public houses licensed for music and sing-songs along the Highway
and St. George's Street. Before the Act of 1865, they could stay open
as long as they liked, veiy often all night as the song suggests. The
aromas of the thoroughfare were mixed, with smells of decaying vegetables and rotten fish coming from the stalls, and stinks of spew and
urine from the gutters, intermingled with the odours of sulphur, rum,
tobacco, sugar, wet-hides and horns, and coffee and spices drifting
over from the London Docks.
Coming up from the docks one would meet dock-labourers, dirtied
with the type of cargo they had been working; bewildered emigrants,
with their bags and bundles; gangers, with their 'spears' dripping
with rum or wine, and men with faces dyed blue from working indigo
out of the holds of Indian traders. All types of seamen would be rolling by—tall, blonde Scandinavians from the timber-ships; blackfaced, Blackball-hatted Negroes; bland Orientals in half-masted,
blue dungaree trousers and quilted jackets; and, in their tarpaulin
hats and black neckerchiefs, sunburnt East Indiamen. As they
strolled along the Highway the Ratcliffe harpies would be out in
force to meet them, taking no umbrage, apart from a flippant Irish
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curse, at being brushed aside. The whole area swarmed with brothels
and prostitutes, foreign sluts as well as emigrant Irish girls.
The Irish Famine affected London nearly as much as it did Liverpool, although many of these Irish girls had been trepanned to the
Highway by Liverpool white slavers. On the other hand, according
to Mayhew, the authority on the area at this time, many of these
Ratcliffe harlots started life as mudlarks on the Thames mud flats.
The occupation, if it can be called that, of searching, at low tide, in
the mud of the Thames for things of value, was carried out by mudlarks and shore-hunters. These, together with the sewer-hunters or
'toshers', were all inhabitants of the lodging-houses of the Highway.
In the early morning children of the poor Irish roamed the streets off
the Highway looking for pickings, cigar-butts, and so on, dropped by
drunken seamen. Men called pure-collectors—'pure' being dogs'
dirt—were also to be found around at this time of day, engaged in
sweeping up canine droppings.
Other habitués of the Highway were the Negro street singers, the
sellers of broadsides, and the 'chaunters' who, playing their fiddles,
sang of recent fires, murders, crimes, and executions. From over the
dock wall would be heard the roaring, lewd stanzas of some lone
shantyman, followed by the bellowing choruses of half-cut crews.
Above the wall of the London Docks could be seen the round tops
of the huge treadmills with interior drums that men worked with
their feet in order to handle the cargo of the ships in dock. They were
heart-breaking and body-wearying mechanical devices used before
the introduction of cranes and derricks. In the early thirties in London Docks the bluff East Indiamen lay, but in the early forties their
places were taken by the smarter naval-styled Blackwall frigates. Instead of carrying 'apprentices', as the young 'makee-learn' potential
officers of other merchants shipping companies were called, the
Blackwallers named their young men 'midshipmen', a naval term.
This was something that was repeated, in much later years, in steam,
when the Blue Funnel Line, as opposed to other shipping companies,
used the same term for its young apprentices. And from this unusual
merchant service term and from the Blackwallers themselves came
the names used for two types of knots or rather hitches, the Midshipman's Hitch and the Blackwall Hitch. The seamen from these Blackwallers were probably known as 'China Birds' or 'Flying Fish Sailors'
before such terms were used for the tea clipper sailormen. It was their
parading up and down the Highway, so close to their ships, and their
frequenting of the dance-halls and drinking dens of this street that
probably inspired one of their number to compose the following old
forebitter and capstan song:
Oh, as I wuz a-roUin' down Ratcliffe Highway,
A flash lookin' packet I chanct for to spy;
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Of the port that she hailed from I cannot say much,
But by hear appearance I took her for Dutch.
Singin' too-relye addie, too-relye addie,
Singin' too-relye addie, aye, too-relye ay!

London's first Sailortown came into being alongside the London
Docks, in other words centred around the Ratclifte Highway, then
it expanded and took in streets and squares to the north and east.
Between the Highway and Cable Street, where the old rope-walk
used to be, lies an area called Wellclose Square. This was the centre
of the expanding Sailortown known as 'Tiger Bay', an area which,
in the forties, fifties, and sixties, lived up to its ferocious name. Four
alleys, one from each corner, connect the Square with Cable Street
and the Highway, and these alleys bear very nautical names such as
Ship Alley and the North-East Passage. In Ship Alley stood the
notorious tavern and dance-hall the Prussian Eagle, much patronized by Jack Ashore, who liked to watch the antics of the obese Teutonic can-can girls and the bearded foreign musicians. A dance, popular in the forties with the habitués of this dance-hall, and one in which
Sailor John would participate was that known as the 'Jack-Alive'.
In the Square itself stood the once famous Old Mahogany Bar,
where the crews of the racing clippers of the fifties and sixties used to
meet to drink the luck and health of their ships and skippers, and to
pay their racing debts. The sailors themselves would gamble heavily
on their respective ships getting the tea from Foochow or Canton
home to London first.
Although these taverns were essentially Sailortown dens, soldiers
from the Tower garrison were sometimes daring enough to show their
faces in these salty precincts, very often to their sorrow, since clashes
between the seamen and the soldiers when both were full of liquor
were a foregone conclusion. According to Fox Smith' the Old Mahogany Bar was still extant in the twenties of this century, but it was
serving out nothing more potent than cups of tea and coffee, being
owned by the Wesleyan Mission. In the 1830s and 1840s it had a
different name; it was called Wilson's Music Hall or the Eastern
Music Hall. In its earliest days it was a tough joint, fights between sailors and between harridans being nightly occurrences. Mr.
Wilson had it rebuilt with a special gallery for sailors and their
women, with trades people sitting in the body of the hall, and he introduced earlier closing, which, according to the owner, made it
become more respectable. Most of these sailors' women were Irish
or German, and a police sergeant from H Division told Mayhew that
London sailors 'married' these girls pro-tem, always keeping to the
same prostitute, who usually in between voyages, treated Jack 'fairly
squarely.' The foreign musicians who played in such places as the
' Ship Alley.
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Prussian Eagle were usually German, too, playing cornets, fifes, or
flutes, as well as fiddles. The dance-hall girls, German of course,
lived around the Highway, and always walked through the streets
to the dance-halls in their stage corsets, nodding plumes, short skirts,
and fish-net stockings.
Ship Alley, besides having its Prussian Eagle, was also the quarter
of cheap lodging-houses catering for foreign sailormen, each one of
them having a sign slung over the door bearing a legend in the language of its boarders. Well Street, close by Wellclosc Square to the
west'ard, was the site of probably the world's earliest Sailors' Home,
for here in 1835 'Bosun' Smith, a rather unusual reverend gentleman,
opened his Home for seamen. He was already known as the man who
started bethel-ships in Bristol in 1820. Dock Street runs at the back
of Well Street, and in later years the 'Home' here was known as the
Dock Street Sailors' Home. Nowadays it is the Red Ensign Club. In
Dock Street, even today, two famous pubs from the clipper-ship days
are still in business—the Blue Anchor and the Brown Bear.'
I hailed her in English, she answered me clear,
I'm from the Blue Anchor bound to the Brown Bear.
is how they are woven into certain versions of Blow the Man Down.
Older versions of the shanty give the Black Arrow and Shakespeare
—two Sailortown pubs now nothing but names. Other pubs, harking
back to these days and still in Dock Street are the Sir Sydney Smith,
situated opposite St. Paul's Church, with a noble, now rather dim,
portrait of him on the swinging sign, and the Hearts of Oak, nearer
to the Highway. At one time there were as many as three Jolly Tar
pubs in the Highway area.
From where Dock Street meets Leman Street a rather down-atheel thoroughfare called Rosemary Lane used to run. In fact, it is
still with us, but now carries the regal title Royal Mint Street. Rosemary Lane in these days—from the thirties to thefifties—-wasa street
similar to Petticoat Lane. It had fairly lofty houses, probably in
earlier times occupied by the upper crust, but at this time, cheap
lodgings for ballast-getters, dredger-men, coal-whippers, lumpers,
watermen and others who made a scanty living out of the dock area.
Other buildings were gin-palaces. Rosemary Lane was entirely Irish,
and all the old-clothes stalls which filled its fairly wide pavements
were in the hands of Irish dealers. The corner where it abuts the
Minories was known as 'Sparrow Corner', and here was a gathering
point for whores awaiting either soldiers from the Tower, who had
drunk unwisely in the Czar's Head Tavern, or sailors from St.
Katherine Docks. Rosemary Lane, like many other of these London
Sailortown streets and dives, managed to have a song composed
• T h e Brown Bear is in Leman Street, a continuation of Dock Street.
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about it, a song which is probably the daddy ol all the 'Bell-bottom
trousers' ditties:
I lived in service in Rosemary Lane,
I keep the goodwill of my master and dame;
Till a sailor came there one night for to lay,
And that was the beginning of my misery.
A later version puts the poor girl—who in the previous version must
have lived in Rosemary Lane in its earlier days of affluence—in residence in the Highway:
There once was a sei-vant girl, on the Highway she did dwell,
She had no loving parents, oh, so far as I could tell;
One day a fine, big clipper ship came into London Town,
An' with them bully sailor-boys her sorrow she did drown.
O n e notorious Minories prostitute of the eighties, whose name
has lasted until the present day, was M a r t h a T a b r a m , who solicited
around this lane and the Tower neighbourhood hard b)-.
Famous sailor dance-halls of this time were the Swedish and Norwegian Flags, both within the Tiger Bay area, and both notorious for
importing girls of twelve to fourteen to dance and do other things
with sailors of all nations. M a n y girls of twelve and thirteen, and
even younger, were kidnapped for the purpose of prostitution, the
youngest being sent to the more expensive dives for the benefit of aged
patrons. When they were under twelve they were always rented out
to the patrons in twos or threes, never less. M a n y drunken fathers
around the Highway would sell their young and immature daughters
into prostitution, twenty pounds being the usual Highway price for
a virgin.
I n the late sixties there was a Salvation Army Refuge in H a n b u r y
Street, Whitechapel, not far from the Highway, from whence a
bonnet-clad officer would start every night heading for the Highway
and Shadwell High. She would shout out in a loud voice, regardless
of the jeers of the sailormen and many of the women, that any girl
wanting a room for the night should follow her to the H a n b u r y Street
Refuge. M a n y of these immature girls were forced to attend the
lowest music-halls of the district, where older whores solicited, to
learn the life and to be broken in. After a couple of years of this sort
of existence these poor ruined creatures would be thrown out on the
streets of Sailortown to die. Every night in Sailortown a dead or
dying girl, or the body of a sailor, robbed and beaten to death, would
be found in the gutters.
There is a quite respectable p u b called the Swedish Flag still in
business, just off the Highway, near Wellclose Square, but no dance120
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hall exists nowadays. In Ratcliffe and Shadwell, the Eastern limit of
Sailortown, police always patrolled the streets in twos and threes.
They were, at times, warned by their superiors to keep away from
certain brothel areas where seamen were robbed and beaten up with
impunity. In these days the police, as in other Sailortowns, often took
bribes from the brothel keepers. Along the Shadwell High Street was
another famous tavern and music-house frequented by whores called,
correctly. The White Swan, but known wherever sailors went as
Paddy's Goose, or Paddy's Grey Goose. During the Crimean War,
it is said, the landlord of this tavern enlisted men on his premises for
service in the Crimea, and was officially awarded for his patriotism.
There was still a Paddy's Goose in the twenties of this century, but
it was run by the British and F reign Sailors' Society. Near to Paddy's
Goose, also in Shadwell High Street, were the Three Crowns and the
Grapes, the first a dance-hall as well as a drinking den, the last merely a pub—which is still in business today. Both of these, as well as
Paddy's Goose, were famous in the tea clipper days when every pub
and tavern, from Blackwall to the Pool, was filled with Flying Fish
Sailors from famous fliers such as the Ariel, the Thermopylae, Blackadder, and Sir Lancelot. Of course the well-known Prospect of Whitby,
too, is in this Wapping area, a public house patronized by seamen
from the time of Henry VII when it was called the Devil's Tavern.
Another famous pub of this period was the Hole in the Wall, upon
which a novel was once based.
Northward from the Highway and Shadwell lies Cable Street, in
which area many shops, street-stalls, and lodging-houses similar to
those already described were to be found, as also they were in Leman
Street. In the innumerable lanes and courts between here and Rosemary Lane dwelt the rag-and-bone pickers, and from the Tower
right through this district as far as Poplar and Blackwall would be
found Jewish slop-dealers, Jewish-owned boarding-houses for seamen, and Jewish shops which dealt in foreign birds, shells, and curios.
Smithfield, adjacent to St. Katherine Docks, was an area where shops
would be turned into what were known as 'Penny Gaffs', or temporary theatres, where for the admission fee of one penny a sailor could
listen to filthy songs and witness obscene acting. In the area encompassed by Leman Street, Cable Street, and Commercial Road, by
the sixties, another brothel quarter had formed, a labyrinth of countless small lanes and alleys into which many a sailorman was lured by
the harlots, slugged, robbed, and sometimes murdered. Along Whitechapel and Commercial Road, at this time, sailormen were to be
seen in hordes heading for the British Queen Concert Room (Commercial Road), where prostitutes and dancers displayed their charms.
In Whitechapel a pub called the Angel and Crown and a theatre
named the Earl of Effingham were resorts which were very popular
with the seafaring fraternity, even in the forties, as was a prostitute121
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infested tlieatre in the same road called the Pavilion, and the infamous tavern the Star and Garter. Jack, in those days, had certainly
plenty to choose from in the way of a night on the town. Whitechapel was full of tally-shops, an early form of the 'never-never'.
Their shop-keepers were mainly Jews, Germans, French, and Irish.
Brothel streets and thieves' boarding-houses were numerous around
here as well as in Spitalfields.
I n Whitechapel the sale of little girls for prostitution was an accepted fact. Painted and rouged girls of eleven or twelve, in some of
these Whitechapel dives would enact any form of vice their sailor
customers wanted. Flower and Dean and Thrawl Streets, in the Commercial R o a d area, with their twopence to fourpence a night liceridden lodging-houses, were the abodes of thousands of prostitutes,
from young immature girls to worn-out old bags. Prostitution was
the only 'work' the illiterate women of these parts could find in those
bad old days.
This neighbourhood, too, was the centre of many street-stalls and
fairs. Petticoat Lane, of course, has come down to our own times, but
in these days, and as early as the 1820s and 1830s, it spread over a
larger area t h a n it does now. I t was a place to which seamen resorted
—easy meat for the Jewish traders. Several of the streets which later
formed Petticoat Lane Market were in earlier times a part of the
famous R a g Fair, streets such as Cutler Street, Carter Street, White
Street, and Carter Alley. R a g Fair was a market to which sailors
often went to fit themselves out for sea, or, as was the case in this old
folk-song, to dress themselves anew after having been robbed by
some whore of all their clothes.
She stole me buckskin breeches, gold watch an' guineas three.
An' ruined me into the bargain, what will become of me ?
An' then I cussed the very hour an' the day that I wuz born,
That ever I seed London or any seaport town.
The people they wuz all amazed to see me go so bare.
So they gathered fifty shillings and they sent me to Rag Fair;
An' when I got to Rag Fair, no clothin' could I find,
So I went into a gin-shop, an' bought a bottle o' wine.
T h e p u b in which this harlot stole the sailor's clothes is called the
Golden Bowl, but we have no knowledge as to whether such a tavern
existed. Another gas-lit dive, mentioned by Melville in Redburn, that
may have existed in the 1830s and of which we have no knowledge,
is the Palace of Aladdin. I t was probably a gambling hall frequented
by seamen. T h e p u b called the Bull and Bell or Dog and Bell, with
its proprietor a certain 'Old Grouse', is often sung of in sea-songs and
shanties, b u t although London seems to be its home, I have been unable to trace its location. T h e Royal Albion, mentioned in the sailor
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ditty A Young Sailor Cut Down in His Prime, is another London pub
of which we have only the name.
Whalers, from a very early date, sailed to the Arctic from the
Greenland Dock, over in Deptford. We have very little information
about early shore life around Deptford, but since this area, owing to
the smelly nature of the whale industry, did not become a district of
shops, boarding-houses, taverns, and so on, until some time later it
seems feasible that the whalemen would spend their shore leave over
in the adjacent district of Rotherhithe. Maybe they frequented the
Angel tavern, a pub still extant. A Greenland whaling song, emphasizes the fact that spouters did drink in London tap-rooms:
We'll make them lofty ale-houses
In London town to roar,
And when our money is all gone,
To Greenland go for more!
Although the West India Docks were opened in 1802, and the East
India Docks (Blackwall) in 1806, the area around them didn't grow
into a prosperous Sailortown until the sixties, when the clipper-ship
men helped the neighbourhood to thrive.
In the fifties Mayhew wrote that sailors were beginning to drift
eastwards to the Bluefields district—K division—where a large
brothel area was building up. The women, it seems, had much business with Lascars and Chinese from ships trading East, and he
noted their fear in regard to the spread of the Oriental dry pox, a
form of the lues that was infecting the women of Victoria Place.
Chinese and Lascars from the days of the East Indiamcn had been
staying behind in this district; sometimes deserting intentionally,
other times missing their ships through misfortune or opium indulging. As time went by all around Limehouse—the area just to the
north of the West India Docks, where Commercial Road becomes
the East India Dock Road—these Orientals settled, infesting every
back street and lane of the neighbourhood to such an extent that the
district, as far as Ropemaker's Fields and Three Colt Street, became
known as Chinatown. They kept very much to themselves however,
and very rarely made trouble, and were nothing like so sinister as the
novels of Sax Rohmer would have us believe. Of course they had
their opium parlours, but they kept their vices under cover, and it
wasn't until later years that excitement-seeking young white ladies,
many of quality, suggested to their escorts: 'Let's go down Chinatown
for a smoke and a bit of fun, darlin'.' Seamen, too, rarely entered the
'dens' of Chinatown, even if they did parade through its streets. It
probably never reached the height of Frisco's Chinatown, nor even
that of New York, but it did have a certain romantic and sinister
glamour in mid- and late-Victorian times.
K
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This area of Limehouse and Poplar had its seamen's outfitter shops,
ships' chandlers, and marine stores, similar to those of Stepney; and
tattoo parlours, ships' provision merchants, sailors' boarding-houses,
and pubs all multiplied as the district waxed popular with the mariners, and the prosperity of the tea clippers grew. Besides sailor boarding-houses being established along Limehouse Causeway, Pennyfields, and the West India Dock Road, it was not long before the
whole of the East India Dock Road, too, became a thriving colony
of such houses.
In London never, at any time, was shanghaiing known to the extent of that found in Liverpool. Nor could the slight crimping that
was done here be compared to that of New York or Frisco, nor even
to that of the saltpetre ports of the West Coast of South America as
they were towards the end of the nineteenth century. Press-ganging
around London in the earlier days of the eighteenth century was, we
know, an actual fact. After the Napoleonic Wars came to an end,
there was a lull in London in every form of crimping, and it wasn't
until the days of the big iron four-posters that some shanghaiing began to make itself felt. Notorious boarding-house masters, too, appear to have been few in London, and no outstanding ones, such as
Paddy West and his ilk of Liverpool, seem to have been noted, sung
of, or even remembered. Nathan's Hard-up Boarding-house, situated
in Well Street around the turn of the century, is still remembered,
however, by a few old-timers, and Nathan's daughter even more so.
She had a reputation for helping a down-and-out sailor, or seaman
over-drunk. She would dip her hand into the latter type's pocket,
keeping his money until he was again sober. Of course the numerous
shipping-masters in London, as elsewhere, found crews for ships, but
they did not appear to have gone to any extreme lengths in their
methods of obtaining seamen. But then again, London was a port
where seamen were usually plentiful, and normally no trouble arose
in obtaining crews.
By the sixties and seventies the haunts of the Chinese and Lascars
around this area of the two India Dock Roads began to be infested
by hordes of Irishmen. One of the toughest joints known to the police
of the eighties was a building in Limehouse Cut called the Fenian
Barracks; a place inhabited by the most violent and aggressive Micks.
It was a filthy dilapidated area and Robert Sinclair, in his book East
London, tells of how, after an early shower, rats as big as cats came
out from the back streets and alleys in their thousands.
In the fifties and sixties when the West India Dock Road first began to be popular with seamen, the toughest section of its inhabitants
were the lumpers—the men who worked the timber in the West
India Docks. Like the earlier coal-whippers and ballast-getters they
worked under the aegis of a public house, the publican getting them
employment, the lumpers receiving their wages from the same publi124
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can. Like the earlier ballast-getters, they had to take a certain part
of their earnings in liquor, with the result that one rarely saw these
fellows sober. They were considered the greatest drunkards in the
Port of London. Other frequenters of the Sailortown pubs were the
dock-labourers, lightermen, watermen, and coal-backers—men who
carried coal on their backs from the ships and barges. Another
method of living followed by the inhabitants of Limehouse at this
time was that of shell-selling. These chaps would meet ships at the
Nore, or even the Downs, where they would buy cowries, conchs,
tritons, and other types of interesting foreign shells from the seamen, selling them later, with profit to themselves, in the streets of
Poplar.
By the sixties the Pool of London was chock-a-block with masts and
spars, and from the river-banks thousands of sails could be seen drying in the sun. The docks, too, were crowded with ships—on the
north side of the river, St. Katherine Docks, London Docks, Millwall
(opened in 1868), and the East and West India Docks, and, on the
south side, the Surrey Commercial and Greenland Docks. Timber
was a big import, and in places like Lady Dock in the Surrey System
great baulks of teak, greenheart, spruce, and cedar, as well as scented
deals, would be seen piled high on the dockside. Rotherhithe was a
mass of sailor restaurants—rough little joints with fly-spotted windows and fly-spotted food, but, although there were quite a few sailor
pubs in this district, neither Rotherhithe nor Deptford became
Sailortowns as did Stepney and Poplar.
Of the seamen's taverns of the seventies and eighties the Two
Brewers in Poplar was probably one of the best known; it had the
usual whores in attendance, and was also a sing-song house. By the
nineties the world-famous Charlie Brown's became the centre of
Sailortown life around Limehouse and Poplar. Although it was always called 'Charlie Brown's' by seamen, the proper name of this
tavern and, at one time, dance-hall, is the Railway Tavern. It is
situated—it is still flourishing—on the corner of the road running down
to the Millwall Docks and the West India Dock Road, facing the
West India Docks entrance. Opposite to Charlie's is the Blue Post,
another sailorman's pub of the last fifty years or more. Charlie's, of
course, gained fame, partly from his marvellous nautical museum—
everything from sharks' backbones and stuffed flying fish to ships'
figureheads filling the place—and partly from the fact that during
the First World War his place was the only one in the East End of
London in which dancing was allowed by the authorities. It is said
the reason for this was because British agents felt it to be a good place
for mingling with neutral seamen who often frequented the tavern
and from whom there was always the possibility of obtaining valuable information relative to the war. Charlie Brown, around the turn
of the century, acquired the title of the 'Uncrowned King of
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Limehouse'. He is said to have given much money to charity, and
one of his slogans was 'A sailor should always have a full pot'.
Two other well-known sailor pubs of the turn of the century still
with us were the Star of India and the Cape of Good Hope, both
situated in Commercial Road. The West India Dock Road was full
of chop-suey joints—some are still there —and, at the latter end of the
last century 'Jack's Palace' was much frequented by seamen. This
was the sailor name for an establishment run by the British Sailors'
Society, whose institutions seamen preferred to those of the 'Flying
Angel' (Missions to Seamen) because they allowed drink on their
premises, whereas this was banned by the latter body, as was gambling, dice, and so on. Along the East India Dock Road was another
establishment, in the latter part of the nineteenth century, called
Green's Home—a home for seamen ashore—and although this has
been a Shipping Office for many years now, sailors still call it Green's
Home.
On the north side of the river, to the east, the Victoria Dock was
opened in 1850 and the Albert in 1880, but the slow shift of Sailortown to Customhouse and Canning Town did not start until nearly
the end of the century. Then such drinking places as the Abbey
Arms, the Connaught Arms, the Steps, and the Peacock became
sailor spots, some of them having a piano and allowing chaps to get
up and sing to their hearts' content. Sailors, seemingly, are always
happy and contented with their beer and a song, the women coming
later!
It was at the turn of the century when shipping was brisk and a
shortage of men existed that some shanghaiing occurred in London
Town, but when shipping slumped, as it did in later years, sailors
without ships would be turned into real beachcombers. In slumps
thousands of them hung around the Missions to Seamen and the
various Homes, endeavouring to get a bite of food, or kept body 'n'
soul together with cups of hot coffee at the all-night coffee-stalls, with
the Thames tunnels—Rotherhithe, Greenwich, and Blackwall—
their sleeping-places on a wet night. When it was fine they would try
and doze on the seats of the Embankment where they were allowed
to sleep so long as they did so upright, but once they slumped a
patrolling policeman would be liable to give them a rouse 'n' shiner.
By the beginning of the nineteenth century Sailortown had deserted Tiger Bay and the old Wapping and Shadwell districts, and even
that of the West and East India Docks was beginning to decline. With
the expansion of steam Canning Town, Customhouse, and Silvertown, even as far as East Ham, became the haunts of the new-type
steamboat man. Instead of rowing and drinking and a-whoring in
modern counterparts of the Prussian Eagle or the British Queen, this
individual, in many cases, preferred the landsmen's dance-halls of
the East End, whist drives, Lyons' Corner House for a snack, or a
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run up-town to the Strand, after first having a few beers, maybe, in
the Gallions.
Nevertheless, even in these more prosaic times, when the docks
seem empty of ships, and the tall spars of the windships are seen no
more, there are still some seamen with the old, roistering habits of
their predecessors. But usually they are, to use an old sea-phrase, 'as
welcome as a whore at a christening'.
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9 T stands to reason that, since Liverpool and London are
' the two greatest seaports of Britain, with, in the past, the
largest and best-known Sailortowns, the remaining British
ports with less spectacular dock areas will obviously have
had less spectacular Fiddler's Greens. In fact, since many
of them had none worthy of the name, in this chapter we will cover
only those seaports which could make claim to the possessing of any
sort of Sailortown at all.
The first one to spring to mind is Cardiff with its world-famous
Tiger Bay. Tiger Bay was the name given by seamen to the insalubrious district covering the neighbourhood of Bute Dock, Bute Road, and
the squares, side-streets, lanes, courts, and alleys which this area once
possessed. Seamen often referred facetiously to Bute Road as 'Butey
Road Street' and it also bore the grander title of 'Oriental Parade'.
Tiger Bay, besides being a Sailortown, was also Cardiff's Chinatown; a section of the port where, at the latter end of the last century and at the beginning of the present one, if one Chinese gang—
or 'tong'—leader blew his whistle, hundreds of his compatriots would
come rushing, all armed, to his assistance. It was an area where the
police always went in pairs, and often in threes, ready to combat with
nothing more than their truncheons the blackjack, lead-pipe, or dagger of the Chinaman, the sheath-knife of the sailor, or the knuckleduster of the wharf-rat. A great part of Loudoun Square, which, in
the middle of the last century, was the home of great shipowners, becoming later, as did Duke and Hanover Streets in Liverpool, an area
of seamen's boarding-houses, recently was pulled down. It is, I believe, fast becoming a district of new-style flats, far removed from the
dirt and danger of the past. And there was plenty of dirt, and danger,
too, in Tiger Bay. It is said to have got its name—as did the London
'Bay'—from the ferocity of its inhabitants.
There are three 'Tiger Bays' in the world, the third one being in
Georgetown, Demarara. Since Negro seamen came to Cardiff from
British Guiana many years ago and settled in the dock area it is quite
possible that they brought the name with them. Then again perhaps,
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Cardiff dock': and Tiger Bay, J88§

the coloured seamen fiom Cardiff gave the name to the one in
Georgetown—who's to say ? However, I feel the Wapping one is fairly certain to be older than either.
Besides being called 'Tiger Bay', Bute Road, Loudoun Square, the
tough Customhouse Street district, and so on, were often given by
seafarers, the generic term of Bute Town. Bute Road, as well as being
a district of sailor boarding-houses, sailor pubs, and cheap dosshouses, also had blocks of Chinese lodging-houses. In the side-streets
off the 'Parade' were to be found seamen of all nationalities, each in
their own colony: Germans, Swedes, Norwegians, Danes, Russians,
and Finns. Many of them having come to Cardiff on timber-ships
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from the Baltic, deserted, joined forces with a prostitute, bar or café
girl, either in marriage or unholy 'tally', and thenceforth making
Cardiff their home-port, sailing out of it for the rest of their lives.
West Indian and West African seamen, too, followed the same pattern, the result of these mixed marriages, or 'tally-livings', being seen
in the hundreds of half-caste children, many of them real street
Arabs, that roamed Cardiff's Sailortown around the turn of the century. It is said in the fo'c'sles of ships that such Negroes, on being
asked from what part of Africa or the West Indies they came, would
answer indignantly, 'Me no from Africa (Jamaica), Cardiff mah
home!' Norwegian seamen were so numerous, both as Tiger Bay
residents and as visitors, that a Norwegian Sailors' Church was erected close to East Bute Dock at quite an early date. Its outstanding
pointed spire is known to all seamen visiting Cardiff. In later days
Arab and Somali seamen began to flock to Tiger Bay from their
earlier home in the Mill Dam, South Shields.
Sixty to eighty years ago Cardiff's Sailortown was a place of extreme poverty. The alleys and courts of the neighbourhood stank of
bad sanitation, and of squalid dirt, which, plus the smells of many
ill-washed foreign bodies and foreign dishes cooking—Oriental and
Continental—made a conglomeration of aromas once smelt never
forgotten. The cafés, with their fly-spattered windows were mainly
run by Latins and Chinese. Pubs were numerous, many of them
where a man would be rolled and robbed with impunity. Even in the
writer's day a small sweet-shop existed, right outside the swingingdoors of a famous sailor pub called the House of Blazes,' in the window of which lay, side by side with the sweets and lollipops, several
brass knuckle-dusters, for use on four fingers, displayed openly for
sale to the public. Other well-known Tiger Bay pubs were the ChainLocker and the Mount Stuart, both outside the dock-gates, the Ship
and Pilot, the Packet Ship, the Mercer, in Stuart Street, the Loudoun—mainly for coloured seamen—in Loudoun Square, the
George, and the Hope and Anchor. Several of these are still flourishing, but their customers are not quite the tough cases they once were.
Boarding-house masters of the crimping fraternity worked openly
in Cardiff even in the early years of this century. When a seaman
couldn't be found honestly and above board to fill a berth they would
be prepared to kidnap one, an easy task in the purlieus of this illlighted district. Police records of the 'Bay', in the eighties and nineties, are said to record scores of dead sailormen or Chinese found,
night after night, in the 'Ditch', or Glamorganshire Canal, bordering
the 'Oriental Parade'. Although the Chinese ran their opium parlours and held their 'tong'-wars with impunity, they, like their London cousins, very rarely, if ever, interfered with the white seamen.
On the other hand, street battles between coloured races, in particu• Its official name was The Rothesay Casile.
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lar the Negro, and drunken white seamen were a common occurrence. Such probably arose from early colour problems or from
jealousy over certain Sailortown sluts who played fast and loose with
both races. Going ashore at night sailors kept in groups and a drunken seaman returning to his ship alone, sixty or seventy years ago,
rarely made it, but was commonly found slugged or with a knife in
his back in the gutter, in the 'Ditch', or floating in the filthy waters
of Bute Dock.
Of course Cardiff is not an old sea-port, it only came into being
late in the nineteenth century with the development of the iron ore
and coal trades, so it has not the ancient pubs, nor traditions of older
seaports. In the eighties Bute Dock was chock-a-block with windbags
loading coal for all parts of the world, while at Spiller's Wharf grainships from Frisco would be discharging.
Tailors existed in Cardiff as in other sea-ports. A tailor sold anything and everything, from a suit of shore-going hand-me-downs
to a bottle of whiskey, charging the highest price for his goods since
he normally had to give a rake-off to the master of the sailor's ship.
If he lent -£1 as a 'sub' to the hard-up matlow, he would be sure to
want /^3 back! The ramshackle shops of these tailors were to be
found on various corners of Bute Road's side-streets. Jones the Goat
was a well-known Tiger Bay tailor in the 1890s. From his shop in
Bute Road he would supply ship-masters with complete slop-chests
at the highest rates. Of course all the tailors weren't rapacious,
neither were all the boarding-house owners crimps. J. H. Williams
stayed with one of the better-class boarding-house 'masters' in Bute
Terrace in the 1890s, a house run by a respectable Norwegian woman
called Mrs. Orth. Williams writes that when a ship was wanting
hands here, a canvas notice would be hung up in the fore-rigging, and
men would join her without having to go through the hands of some
boarding-house crimp as in Liverpool and elsewhere. However, there
were periods when hands were short and 'more ships than parish
churches', and at such times the crimps rose to the occasion. The
'Swede' and an Irishman called Jackstaff Rafferty were fairly wellknown Cardiff crimps in the first decade of this century and an elderly shipmate of mine once yarned with me about a certain 'Nigger'
Toole, another boarding-house master who would indulge in the
Shanghai game at odd times.
A Welsh friend told me his grandfather had the onerous but important task of 'sorting out' the Arab and Somali seamen, when,
after the white crowd had signed on, the choosing of the native deckhands and firemen would take place in Mount Stuart Square. He
was armed with a baton, for when the selection took place, it was
usually followed by a mêlee, in which, unless he got in first with his
club, the rejected would knife the selected. This was just prior to the
First World War.
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Sailors' prostitutes in Cardiff were, as to be expected, of all races
and colours, and in abundance. In the eighties it was one of the
markets of the white slave traffickers, to which young girls were sent
from centres such as Liverpool and London. By the turn of the century the traffic was brought almost to a halt, in young, virgin girls
that is, but the older international molls still thrived as late as after
the First World War.

Swansea dock area, 1880

Owing to the fact that Cardiff's Tiger Bay has been given scant
attention in print—the only novels being those based on the area as
it was in more recent times—apart from the yarns of old sailors, it is
difficult to reconstruct the district in its heyday, that is from 1870
until the First World War. The names of many of the old Sailortown
pubs, even, are forgotten, as well as the characters who haunted them
and knew in detail the filthy slums of Bute Town. This, too, applies
to the old-time characters of Swansea, Newport, Barry Docks, and
Port Talbot. These latter ports, although they all had boardinghouses of the sailor kind, and some crimps, with the usual taverns
and Molls, nevertheless lacked a Sailortown compared with that of
Cardiff. However, due to the extensive researches of N. L. Thomas'
• Tlw Story of Swansea's Districts and Villages
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I am able to name many of the pubs extant in the heyday of the
copper-ore men around the sailor quarter of Swansea. Taverns in and
about Wind Street and Castle Street frequented by the men from
off the copper-ore ships included the Ship Hotel, the Lion Hotel, the
Victoria, Scotch Hero, Adclphi, and Bodega Hotel. Also there was
the infamous Dirty Dick's establishment. In the High Street, among
others, were the Welcome To Town, the Exchange, and the Ivorites
Arms. The main centre of sailor activity, however, was along the
Strand, hard by the North Dock. This was the Sailortown of Old
Swansea. Inns and sailor boarding-houses stretched its length from the
Broad Quay to Neath Road, along with the usual chandlers, sail-lofts
and shops and lofts of other marine traders. Some of the boardinghouses possessed deep cellars, and during the sixties and seventies
of the last century many yarns were whispered along the waterfront about the shanghaiing operations said to have been enacted in
them. A few of the Strand's inns remain today. The Flint House Inn
and the Cardiff Arms are two of these. Other famous inns and sailor
boarding-houses of the sixties were the Liverpool Arms, Three Mariners, Anchor Inn, Pelican Inn, Tiger Inn, Neptune Inn, Ship and
Castle, and the Blue Bell. These were all places where the foremasthands foregathered, the masters and mates apparently preferring the
George Hotel, Wind Street, and the Cameron Arms in the High
Street. According to old-timers several boarding-house masters plied
their nefarious trade around the South Dock area as well.
Of the respectable boarding-houses that of Mrs. Darin's—in existence around the 1890s—is still talked about by ancient mariners.
Bristol is, of course, another famous Bristol Channel port. In regard
to its sailor quarter, however, its heyday is to be found in the distantpast. The period of its sailor romances roughly stretches from the days
of the early West Indiamen bringing slaves and sugar to the banks of
the Frome and Avon, to the West India traders of the 1860s, traders
such as Daniel's 'Duff'n' Dough Boys', whose smartness gave rise to
the expression 'shipshape 'n' Bristol fashion'. Apart from the waterfront pubs given previously, one more tavern from the heyday of
Bristol's sailor quarter deserves mention. This is the famous Hole in
the Wall in the Grove, and it is still with us, as are, fortunately, a few
shanties singing of these one-time romantic Bristol Channel ports:
Oh, now the storm is over, an' we arc safe on shore.
We'll drink strong ale an' porter, till we make them taprooms
roar,
An' when our money is all gone, we'll go round Cape Horn for
'^°''*^{Old Swansea Town)
When ye gits to Bristol Town, drink a health to them chowlahs,
me boys!
So early in the mornin. Sailors love the bottle 0!
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An' when we
Tiddy high 0,
'Tis there we
Tiddy high 0,

gits back to ol' Bristol Town,
high hey!
will drink an' sorrow drown,
high hey, high hey!
{Shanties of the old Bristol West Indiamen)

Milford Haven, thanks to the migration of New England families
to this port—and to Dunkirk, France—in 1775, had a surfeit of
whalers sailing from here around the latter end of the eighteenth
century. Starbuck Street, in existence today, is a reminder of those
days.
Of Scotland's Glasgow, too, we have but little in print. T h e librarian of the City Library told me, after research, that 'there were certainly public houses and boarding-houses at the Broomielaw in the
nineteenth century, but apparently none were so famous or notorious
as to have been described in print'. T h e Broomielaw is not far from
the centre of the city, and he said that it was possible that 'seamen
sought relaxation in the centre of the town rather than at the quayside'. This is more than likely, hence the paucity, perhaps, of any
printed yarns—or even sailor yarns handed down—of the famous
Broomielaw, sung of in the following shanty dating from the days
when Yankee matlows roved the sailor quarters of Glasgow:
Wuz ye never down on the Broomielaw,
Where the Yankee boys are all the go ?
To me way-hay-hay-hay-hay-hay-hay, ha ha!
Me bully boys, ha, ha!
Why don't ye try for to ring Miss Lucy Long?
referred to in the old Scottish sailor song The Bleacher Lassie ofKelvinhaugh:
Lassie, lassie, do ye remember.
The ship that lay by the Broomielaw?
An' the sailor laddies they all admired,
The bleacher lassie from Kelvinhaugh.
Of course we know from local Scottish folk-song that gin palaces
and dives frequented by sailors, in which they were often rolled,
existed around the Broomielaw and J a m a i c a Street, but details, I ' m
afraid, are scanty.
Hull, too, has little sailor activity in print—by this I mean late
nineteenth-century activity; we have already seen that early sailor
and whaler incidents were recorded. But Hull did have its boardinghouses and their crimps and one at least of the latter has been mentioned in print. This character was usually referred to as Prussian
J a c k Melvin, or One-eyed Melvin, and he dwelt in the area near the
docks—a district of sail-lofts, roperies, and boarding-houses. Q u a y
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Street had a real salty liavour and the sail-makers of this street were
once known the world over, Prussian Jack specialized in the procuring of crews for Yankee ships, in particular for some of Uncle
Sam's 'blood-boats' that brought grain to Hull from Frisco in the
eighties and nineties. The Keeper and Tarn o' Shanter, both hell-ships,
lost their crews here, and were supplied with new hands by Jack.
Apropos the Hull Greenland men—still busy whale-chasing in the
1840s and 1850S—they and others from Aberdeen, Dundee, and
Peterhead would congregate, before heading for the Greenland
Grounds, in the little port of Lerwick, in the Shetlands. This port had
known whalers since the middle of the eighteenth century. By the
middle of the nineteenth century as many as fifty or more whaleships would drop anchor abreast this little town, mainly to make up
their crews with Shetland men. The whalemen would be allowed
ashore and wild nights were the rule and not the exception. Respectable citizens would lock themselves indoors and pray hard that the
mad, drunken whalemen would not set fire to the town!
South Shields had a few sailor boarding-houses at the turn of the
century, situated mainly in South Eldin Street. Lively places there
were, too, according to old-timers. Fiddle-playing and sing-songs
were to be heard nightly coming from the neighbourhood. Shetland
Island seamen resorted to this district when looking for berths on
outward-bound ships. In latter days, South Shields' Sailortown could
be said to be entirely Moslem. In the Mill Dam nearly every house
was occupied by Arab and Moslem seamen; it was a tough neighbourhood, with fights and fracas regular nightly happenings. Although Shields had press-ganging in the olden days, I doubt if shanghaiing for the merchant service ever happened here, or at least no
records of it doing so exist at the present day. Shields and Hull were
both noted for their Sailor Girls—and even are today! As well as
there being brothel quarters, every pub in Hull and seamen's tavern
in Shields had its whack of nautically minded prostitutes. Many of
these were Scandinavian, and braw Scots lassies, too, down for the
'fishing' —in more ways than one!—not true prostitutes but of the
kind sailors call 'whores' robbers'.
And, on this note, let us leave these East Coast ports, and, board
a ship for the Continent and see what it had to offer in old-time
Sailortowns.
And the first we will conjure up is that of the German port of Hamburg,
Hamburg, with its Sailortown, St. Pauli, from the 1700s and iBoos
to the Second World War, was one great web of predatory spiders,
all awaiting to ensnare the homeward-bound sailorman. Hamburg
was, and still is, a truly great port and intensely nautical. Even nowadays every workman appears to be wearing a navy blue, nautical
'cheese-cutter' cap complete with ornamental Turks Heads.
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On the north side of the River Elbe lies a great system of docks including the Sandhor Basin, Grasbrook Basin, Magdeburg Basin, and
Baaken Basin, and on the south side lies the Freihafen, the Moldauhafen, the Hansa Dock, and the India Dock, as well as the famous
'Sailing ship Dock' or Segelschiffhafen. In earlier days many sailing
ships sailed, without the aid of a tug, the whole sixty miles up the
River Elbe to these docks. Once the docks came to Hamburg many
of the old Jleets, mentioned earlier, disappeared, as did the inhabitants
of their slimy cellars, and a new pattern of dockside streets came into
being. It was about this time that St. Pauli had its inception as a
sailor quarter. Many of its notorious back streets were mere cul-desacs, with iron gates at the entrance to each allee, as in some cul-desacs of the Barbary Coast, Frisco. Its larger streets such as the Reeperbahn, Kastanien Allee, David Strasse, the Grosse Freiheit, and so on,
became known in time to every sailor on the Seven Seas. As Hamburg's trade grew from that of coastwise shipping to that of the great
West Coast of South America nitrate trade, concurrent with the
building of the famous Leissz's windjammers—the Flying P's—Hamburg's Sailortown flourished accordingly.
The language of the district was a form of plaat-Deutsch, full of
nauticalisms and words and phrases from many maritime lingoes,
including English. 'Hamburg Sailor Talk' was how it was described.
It was 'Double-Dutch' to most Germans, and even when written it
had several phonetic methods of transcription.
On account of the prevalence of nautical English many of the
Sailortown pubs here bore English names. There was a Falmouth for
Orders, a Channel for Orders, a Homeward Bound and a Liverpool
Bar, as well as numerous purely German Tanze-Halls and Bier-Halls.
The Metropolitan, Cosmopolitan, El Dorado, and International
were all well-known dives, not to mention the famous Hippodrome
which I believe is still with us. The Hippodrome in the Grosse Freiheit, was a sort of low-class music-hall, or perhaps 'Riding Academy'
would describe it better, one of its popular features being attempts
by members of the audience to ride a tough-looking donkey, trained
to unseat its rider. To see the Jolly Jacks trying to mount this animal,
and their saucy prostitute girl-friends trying to stay on when mounted was fun enough, but when the drunken tars fell off, and the frauleins turned 'arse over tip', as a tar once described it, their silk-clad
legs heading skywards from a froth of lacy petticoats, with their
thighs bare to the delighted gaze of the audience, such an exhibition
was worth every pfennig of the entrance fee. If, at any time, the
riders managed to stay on they were presented with a few marks, but
it was a very rare occurrence to witness anyone staying on for the
three times round demanded by the ring-master. As well as the donkey the joint had six or eight other performing horses.
Besides the numerous dance-halls, beer-gardens, taverns, and
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better-known sailor bars, all well supplied with women, there were
thousands of small cafés, dimly lit, alcoved joints, all geared to rob
Sailor J o h n of his money-come-the-hard-way. Some of these dives encroached right upon the dockside, just beyond a ship's gangway, a n d
all of them had music: pianos, mechanical pianos, small organs, threepiece orchestras, or, in the better and flashier joints, large bands.
T h e main streets were always well lighted, but down the alleys and
side-streets darkness prevailed, and it was down such dark lanes, in
between the well-lit, music-throbbing main 'drags', that many a
sailorman was slugged and robbed. As already mentioned many of the
brothel quarters were cul-de-sacs. Off David Strasse one such place,
called the Heinreich Strasse (nowadays Herbert Strasse), was rather
famous for the contortions of its harlots. I n days gone by one passed
through iron gates to enter this quarter, wherein half-naked girls
flaunted their sexy proportions to the customers. Each girl had her
own alcove, with its curtained entrance, at the door of which she
would stand reiterating 'Jiggi-jiggi, J o h n n y , short time, one mark!'
And the 'short time' was always very short. Sailor J o h n barely having
time to adjust his pants before he was out in the street again. Better
and bigger brothels were to be found in Kastanien Allee, where 'all
night' instead of 'short time' was the clarion call. T h e German sailor
had many songs telling of the 'sluts of H a m b u r g ' and their doings:
Un wenn wi nu na Hamborg kamt,
Denn weet wi, wat wi doht;
Denn kopt wi een for fiv Penn An'nc,
Eck von'ne David Straat.
Un op de Groote Freiheit,
Wat is di dor en Larm,
Eer du di dat verseen deist,
Hest glieks nc Deern in'n Arm.
Un wciin dc Huur vcijuchheit is,
Denn wect ik wat ik do,
Ji köónt mi alltosom mol fix,
Ik go no See hento.
(An' when we now to Hambuig come,
Then we know what we'll do;
We'll buy a girl for fivepcnce,
On the corner of David Street.

L

And up the Grosse Freiheit,
Oh lads, what an awful row;
An' before you know what's happened,
A twirl's liooked on your arm.
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An' when we have blown all our pay,
Then I know what I'll do,
All you girls can kiss my stern,
An' I'll go back to sea!)
and from Hamburg du Schone Stadt:
Schlief dort in guter Ruh',
Zahlt zwei und zwanzig Scilling dazu,
So kann dir in Hamburg geh'n,
Willst du zum Madchen geh'n.
Hamburg, du schone Stadt,
Dich hab' ich grundlich salt.
Zwei Taler zweiundzwanzig Schilling bin ich los,
Und wegen dem Madel bloss.
(Unconscious there in the street I lay.
They took twenty shillings—all my pay.
Thus the sluts of Hamburg score,
Still we return and ask for more.
Hamburg you lovely town.
You and your girls have done me down;
Two dollars, twenty shillings, short,
All on account of a girl of this port.)
Other popular German 'seemann lied' singing of the delights of
St. Pauli were Unter der Roten Lanteme von St. Pauli (under the redlight of St. Pauli), Auf der Reeperbahn Nachts um halb eins (on the
Reeperbahn at half past twelve at night), and one, in which the
sailor aboard his ship is for ever thinking about the celestial delights
of H a m b u r g ' s Sailortown: ^wischen Shanghai und St. Pauli (Between
Shanghai and St. Pauli).
Sailor boarding-houses existed all around the St. Pauli district,
particularly in the Hopfenstrasse. A fine old H a m b u r g seaman of
ninety told me that he often stayed in a boarding-house in this
street owned by a chap called Rasmussen the Dane, who h a d been a
former ship-master. Unlike most boarding-house masters he was a
very strict m a n . Charlie Muller, the seaman who gave me this information, told me that when he paid off after a two years' voyage he
handed all his money over to Rasmussen, who gave him, each evening, an allowance of five or ten marks spending money. This was his
usual procedure, and, when the money was drawing to an end, he
would find the boarder a ship. If a sailor was in debt to the house, the
Dane would collect the matrosen's advance note for a month or two
months' wages. If the m a n was still aboard his ship when she passed
Cuxhaven the Dane would take the note to the shipowner, who would
then honour it, and pay him in coin. T h e Dane never cheated a
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sailor of his money. The landlady of this same establishment would
wash and darn Charlie's clothes, overhaul his chest, and make certain he was provided with heavy Cape Horn underwear, good seaboots, and oilskins before he shipped. When Charlie first went to sea
as a boy in 1890 he shipped out of a sailor boarding-house in a street
in Altona called the Bergostrasse.
There was very little shanghaiing in Hamburg, and not many
crimps, and the few that did live there were not in league with the
shipping-masters. However, a little farther down the coast in Bremen, shanghaiing was rather fashionable, judging from how its
crimps, in the 1890s, shipped a full crew made up of unwilling emigrants who wanted to get to the New World. They trustfully gave the
crimps their passage money, whereupon the crimps doped them, and
dumped them aboard the four-mast barque Alcedo, bound for New
York. During the passage they all refused to go aloft, resulting in the
afterguard having to do most of the 'upstairs' work themselves.
Of course, not all the boarding-house masters of Hamburg were
as decent as Rasmussen the Dane. Some of them would rob a sailor
of every pfennig, and they also worked hand-in-glove with the tailors
to rob and plunder foolish Deepwater Johnny. The tailor was called
a Sneider [Schneider in 'good' German), but as well as being a tailor he
was also a runner [Runer) for the boarding-houses; in fact, the word
Sneider can be translated equally as 'runner' or 'tailor'. These
Sneiders would meet incoming ships and give the seamen a 'sub' of
money to spend their first evening ashore—men were never paid off
until the day following arrival. Bottles of schnapps or Kiimmel, cigars
and shore-going togs—all to come out of their pay-off, with interest were also preferred them. When they were outward-bound again
the Sneiders would supply them with their sea-chests and gear, to be
paid for out of their advance notes. And, of coui'se, they supplied
the outward-bounder with girls. These girls were known as SneiderDeern—'tailor girls'—and were a rough and, very often, poxed lot.
Any sailorman getting into the clutches of the Sneider-Deern would,
most certainly, lose everything he possessed—money, watch, and
clothes. A halyard shanty popular with German sailors describes the
sort of chaps these Sneiders were:
Un wenn wi nu na Hamborg kaamt,
Oh, Köhm un Beer for mi I
Den süüt man all' de Sneiders staan
Oh, Köhm un Beer for mi!
Elias róppt, dor bust du ja,
Ik see di mich torn eersten Mal.
Du bruukst gewiss een' neen Hoot,
Ik heffweck von de neeste Mood.
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Un, ok gewiss een Tasschendook,
Un'n neen Slips, den bruukst du ok.
Un ook een beeten Seep un Tweern,
Un denn one pound to'n Amuseern.
Wi is dat een lütjen Kööm,
Un een Zigarr, dat smeekt doch schöön.
(And when we now to Hamburg come,
Ye'11 see there all the Runners (tailors) stand.
Oh, there you are, Elias, you rogue,
I've seen you many times before.
Well, I know you need a brand new hat,
I have one in the latest style.
And a handkerchief, most certainly.
And a new tie, too, you also need.
And also a bit of cotton and soap,
And one pound, too, for amusement.
Oh, what about a drop of rum ?
An' a big cigar, tasting so fine ?)
H a m b u r g ' s Sailortown has lasted, virtually, to the present day,
but now it is only a place for tourists and 'beat boys', with cabarets
and high-priced hostesses a n d whores in evening dress. Only the odd
sailorman finds his way there. After the First World War, when Germany suffered many crises, the depression caused German seamen
to be paid off in thousands of worthless marks, and foreign ships came
to H a m b u r g only in small numbers. And so the sailor robbing set-up
of St. Pauli, like other industries, suffered from the aftermath of war.
T h e n came the infamous 'Teddy-bear Girls', who walked the streets
of H a m b u r g ' s dockland dressed only in fur coats, naked beneath,
with the high heels of their shoes fitted with a click-clacking device.
These were probably the last of H a m b u r g ' s sailor harlots, and with
their going St. Pauli, as a Sailortown, died.
H a m b u r g can probably be considered the last of the European
sailing-ship ports, with Antwerp coming a close second. Antwerp's
sailor quarter was a rambling one, following the quays wherever the
docks sprawled. T h e docks all lie on the right-hand bank of the River
Scheldt—concrete basins, one following the other. Along the quaysides would be seen, in the latter part of the century, gangs of women
slitting bags of grain and edging them into chutes hanging over hundreds of barges.
I n these days there were seventeen river quays with docks beyond
them—docks such as the Bassin de Jonction; the Kattendyck Dock,
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built in 1856, and often called by seamen the Kentish or Kempish
Dock or even 'The Cat and Dyke'; the Bassin Sas; the Bassin aux
Bois the famous 'Siberia' of the beachcomber; the Bassin de la Campine and the Bassin du Canal, as well as many others. In proximity
to most, cafés, restaurants, bars, and whore-houses flourished. Antwerp was indeed a port where one 'tied up to the bar counter of the
nearest pub'. In these windjammer days, as one walked along the
cobbled thoroughfares in front of the doors of such dives, one would
also be walking under an arcade of, on a wet day, dripping bowsprits
and jibbooms. Yes, Antwerp's Sailortown was right inside Dockland!
Every dive had some sort of what we now call 'canned music'.
Mechanical organs, pianolas, and melodeoiis, of all types, shapes, and
sizes, kept up a continuous din along the Antwerp waterfront. Many
of the dives had only a single waitress-harlot or barmaid-harlot or
hostess-harlot, whereas others were crowded with painted and
rouged cocottes. On the wall of many of these joints would be displayed typical 'Frenchified' obscene prints and cartoons and, in later
years, pornographic photos of nudes and couples. They all had their
interior walls papered with florid wallpapers: flowers, gaudy stripes,
fruit, and Grecian vases. Some walls bore framed mottoes—many in
English—and pithy jokes of the double entendre kind. Harlots would
call from the doorways an endless chant of 'Jiggy-jiggy, Johnny—
gammarouche! soixant' neuf!'—their sexual offerings being, like
Heinz's, of many varieties.
Most of the sailor boarding-houses, too, were to be found near the
docks, and for many years one had to be careful where one boarded
in Antwerp, for crimps would dope and shanghai a man without the
bat of an eyelid. One of the most notorious of these crimps was a chap
called 'Frenchy', who, in actual fact, was a big Swede. Another was
Van de Welde, whose house was in Varneer's Rui, who shipped
Charlie Muller—with his full consent, however!—aboard the barque
Prompt. In the early 1900s a rather large and extremely notorious
boarding-house was to be found in the sailor street known as the
Canal d'Ancre. Antwerp was a port where ships signed on polyglot
crews, almost weekly. Being a 'free port' the best and the worst of the
world's seafaring fraternity, at some time or another, landed here,
and all colours, lingoes, and creeds were to be found along its waterfront, in its pub, dives, and boarding-houses. It was a great port for
the tailor too. Even in steamboat days, between the wars, members of
the crews of tramp steamers would always be 'allowed a tailor' here
by the masters.
As well as the waterfront tarts and those that paraded outside the
cafés—the promeneuses—and the Jilles en cheveux or pavement walkers
there were the brothel girls. Brothels were to be found on many of the
streets bordering the canals—the Canal au Harengs was one of these
—and since Antwerp, from the end of the eighteenth century had
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been a centre of the sordid traffic in young girls kidnapped for prostitution, it is quite easy to understand how there were so many of these
bordels. Sailors naturally were good customers of these places, but
the more expensive ones—with the youngest girls—were usually
financially, beyond them. The ones the seamen frequented were those
in which you entered through a hall, and then directly proceeded
upstairs. On the first landing would be the Madame Judge, who
would show you into the parlour, all carpets, velvet, gilt, and mirrors,
and here the girls of the house would be paraded for inspection. Once
the selection was made a tin ticket would be given the sailor in exchange for his ten francs by an old women or 'bludger' seated in a
cubby-hole out on the landing. Then the girl, dressed only in bedgown and slippers, would lead him up to the bedroom.
Many girls had in their rooms crucifixes or Virgin Mary statuettes
with everlasting lights on a table near the bed. In some bordels the
girls wore a uniform of some sort, or else were naked apart from the
bedgown. Perhaps they would be dressed in silk stockings, fancy garters, high-heel shoes, and a silk sash, with their name embellished
on it, across one shoulder, and nothing else—the whole idea being
to make it difficult for the girls to run away. All these brothels, the
sort run by a Madame, had their street doors so constructed that they
could not be opened from within without using a key—a key kept
by the Madame; another expedient to prevent girls clearing out.
Notices would hang in the halls saying that the girls could leave when
they liked, but this was all hog-wash, as was the certificate stating
that the girls were examined regularly by a doctor. Judging from the
number of seamen catching V.D.—a dose of clap, a dose of pox, a
'cordie', 'blueball', a Spanish onion, or a 'full-house', as sailors referred to the various types of this disease—from the brothels of Antwerp and Rotterdam it is doubtful that these girls ever saw a doctor
except when they were too ill to work, although in this case, normally,
they were turned out on the streets.
Schipper Straat and its neighbouring street Spei Straat were
favourite resorts of seamen. In the former stood the notorious joint
called the Crystal Palace, in which the ceilings as well as the walls
and doors were hung with mirrors. Filthy shows between girls, some
with rubber phalluses acting the part of men, and exhibitions of a
woman indulging in the sex act with an animal, were commonplace.
These exhibitions were always put on when the drunken crowd of a
ship arrived en masse.
And from whatever part of Antwerp in which the sailor happened
to be, if he looked up, he would see the great towering Cathedral,
although I doubt if this view ever gave him a guilt complex!
Bumboats selling cheap wine, rotgut whiskey, anis, and absinthe,
criss-crossed the harbour and many of the docks, coming alongside
the ships \vhere men were working, perhaps painting on stages over
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the side. In a crafty voice the owner of such a floating liquor-store
would shout up to the sailors 'You got the paint or the rope for the
whiskey, Johnny?' Many ships lost their mooring lines, as well as
running gear, blocks, capstan bars, belayin'-pins, and even sails in
Antwerp, stolen right from under the noses of the crew, usually when
the shore watchman was asleep, or feigning sleep. Other crews, when
hard-up, would sell the same articles freely to these slimy bumboatmen. An apprentice of the Beacon Rock, who was in Antwerp in 1895,
describes in the magazine South Spainer how a shanghaied crowd was
brought aboard this ship by the crimps in Antwerp, drunk and doped
with absinthe, the popular poison of the port. Each one had a small
bundle attached to his belt—his Cape Horn gear generously presented to him by the boarding-house masters—and one of their number
was dressed, for what reason the writer didn't seem to know, as a
woman!
Many of the pubs here bore English names. Those popular around
the turn of the century were the Falmouth for Orders, the Last
Chance (near the Africa Dock gates), the Dolphin and Archer, the
Channel for Orders, the Foul Anchor, the Flags of All Nations, the
Live and Let Live, and the Newcastle Bar; names reduplicated in all
the Continental ports of Hamburg, Rotterdam, Amsterdam, Le
Havre, Bordeaux, and Marseilles.
Antwerp's Sailortown persisted well into the Steamboat Age,
windjammers calling here up to between the wars, but it never had
a lingering old age, nor tried to make an old-stager's comeback, as
did Hamburg's St. Pauli.
Rotterdam and Amsterdam both had a similar layout to that of
Antwerp: a sailor quarter running collateral with the sides of the
docks, with the similar 'tying up to the bar counter' position of the
ships; a situation tempting even the most 'blue-ribbon' of sailormen.
But Rotterdam's Sailortown had a real main 'drag' and centre too—
the world-famous Schiedamschedijk. Down this street generations of
sailormen have rolled tasting its sordid delights. It was lined either
side by the usual drinking dens with English names—the Falmouth
for Orders, the International Bar, the House of All Nations, the Chain
Locker, the Starboard Light, the Lookout, the Crow's Nest, and so
on; in fact, there were over seventy bars and dance-halls in this street
all given to the entertaining, and robbing, of Sailor John. Interspersed with the bars and dance-halls were the ships' chandlers, in
Dutch sheepshandel, that is 'ships' merchant', and it is possible from
this word that our own English one derives. Boarding-houses, too,
all geared for sailormen, were to be found in this street and its side
lanes. No. 98 Schiedamschedijk being rather infamous.
In the eighties the 'Polder' was the most notorious sailor district.
Its main drag was Zandstraat—demolished in 1913 to make way for
Rotterdam's splendid town hall. The area at the time of which I'm
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writing was a veritable slum, and, judging from an old photograph I
have before me, peopled mainly by women, children, and mangy
dogs. Most of the buildings were brothels, ^vith dance-halls and the
occasional seamen's boarding-house {^eemanskosthuis) sandwiched in
between. Other photographs' which I possess of the adjacent cobbled
streets and alleys of the Zandstraal—Raamstraat, Mostersteag, and
Doelstraat—show match-girls and dog-carts in equal profusion, the
latter with the dogs harnessed under the high axles. 'Cafe-Billiards'
and 'Dans Salons' are to be seen on the corner of every narrow alley.
Westzeedijk and Kipstraat were two more sailor streets, each possessing a notorious Zeemanshuis or boarding-house. Hoogstraat, in
later days, was another street in which sailors were to be found, but
the cafés were not solely the property of seamen.
In their quest for sailor 'flesh', the Rotterdam shipping-masters
would invade, as in other ports, the consular shipping office with impunity, so much so that by 1898 H.B.M.'s Consul issued this circular:
' I'loin Pietenhoek inn liolletdam, by J. Kaise (Rottpidam n.d ).
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Gentlemen,
In accordance with instructions received from H.M.'s Secretary
of State for Foreign Affairs I beg to inform you that from the
1st February next all shipping masters will be excluded from the
consular shipping office, and I accordingly beg to request you to
take due notice of this communication and to bring it to the knowledge of all Captains,
I am gentlemen, your obedient servant,
HENRY TURING'

H.B.M.s Consul
Towards the end of the century, in Rotterdam, two of the most infamous boarding-house runners—called in Dutch twistzoekende or
'bullies'—were the Winkle 'brothers'. O n e , Maurits the J e w , was a
born killer, the other. Axel Hof, was a cripple, with one leg shorter
than the other. According to M . J . Brusse this latter character was a
notorious robber of seamen.^
I n the old days, before the canal 'De Nieuwe Waterweg' was cut,
ships would lie in the roads abreast the little town of Hellevoetsluis,
and the crimps would take crews out to join them in their small boats.
But in Hellevoetsluis there was also a famous drinking-house called
the Baggerman, mentioned in a rare Dutch shanty sent to me by
Mr. K. Suyk of the Dutch Cape Horn Association:
In Hellevoetsluis daar staat een thuis
Hoera die ijzere man !
Daar zijn de dames van Baggerman Huis,
Hoera die ijzere man!
(In Hellevoetsluis there stands a house.
Hurrah, the Iran Man !
There the damsels Baggerman they are at home.
Hurrah, the Iron Man !)
Girls, apparently, as well as drink, were part of the Baggerman's
stock. A certain Captain Spanderman, now aged eighty-eight, remembers this house and it was he who gave this information and the
shanty to Mr. Suyk.
Amsterdam, of course, was much the same as Rotterdam, and although the street mentioned in the shanty, in which the sailor's girl
lived is unnamed
In Amsterdam there lived a maid,
Mark well what I do say !
In, Amsterdam there lived a maid.
An she was mistress of the whoring trade.
ril go no more a-rovin' withyoufair maid.
it was, most likely, Schipperstraat, Amsterdam having one as well as
Antwerp, and probably the p u b they went to was the Channel for
• From M . J . Rrusse's Van af-tof aamonsteren (Rotterdam n.d.).
^ ibid.
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Orders. Its Sailortown, too, followed the line of the docks and canals,
and was often the scene of sailormen's fracas. A common sight was
that of drunken sailors being lugged back aboard their ships by the
unruffled Dutch poHce, the tars weighed down with trophies and
spoils of riot and destruction. In the eighties and nineties the most
notorious Sailortown streets were the Nes, the Warmoestraat, and
the Sea Dyke (Zeedijk). Other streets of cafés popular with sailormen
in later times were Haarlemmer Straat and Canal Street.
Near to Rotterdam is the growing port of Schiedam. From De
Schiedamse Gemeenschap (August 1956) I learned that, in the nineteenth
century, it was rather a grand place for the sailorman ashore. Mr.
van Praag, in his article 'The Raw Life of Sailors in Olden Times' {Het
rosse zeemansleven van weleer), as well as mentioning the fact that many
seamen lived in Schiedam with their families—decent respectable
people in 'tidy houses' ornamented with knick-knacks brought from
foreign parts—he also points out the 'other way of a sailor's life, that
of a sailor on shore leave'. Two main establishments existed, both of
which catered for the sailor ashore. The girls who frequented these
places were workers at the Apollo, a local candle-factory, who augmented their meagre pay by accommodating sailors of an evening.
They were known as 'Waspitten' or 'Wax-candles'. The 'heavy footwear' they used at work—clogs obviously—they left at the doors of
these two dance-halls, the owners giving them lighter shoes for their
night-work. The district where these places stood was called the
Hoofd, and between the Varkenssluis and the Hoofd were to be
found fifteen other drinking dens.
The port of Schiedam prospered on grain cargoes, and, as the importance of corn for the alcohol industry dropped and gin ousted
malt-wine, the girls began to feel the shipping slump and left almost
en bloc for Rotterdam's Schiedamschedijk. In Amsterdam, too,
Schiedam's 'Wax-candles' became well known. So when the Schiedam authorities, in 1892, under pressure from the townspeople and
religious bodies decided to close down these houses, 'on moral
grounds', they found that they were rather late in the day. Six years
before this decision these 'last bastions of raw sailor life had succumbed through complete exhaustion', and by the time the authorities
moved, the Hoofd had already lost its glamour. It had become 'a
decent, barren, lifeless street'.
The northern and western seaports of France were all very similar
in their Sailortown set-ups to the Continental ones already given.
Dunkirk, in the days of sail, was a wild, gay port, particularly when,
as in the 1860s, the Quai du Hollandais was crowded with windbags,
and every sailor-dive near by crowded with their crews.
The coming of the Yankee whalers in 1775-6 was the start of Dunkirk as a real sailor port. Even in 1906 its cafés, bars, and dives were
still crowded with sailing-ship men. Captain Hayet, the great author148
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ity on French sailing-ship days, declares that the most famous
Bordeaux Sailortown whore was Grosse Louise, the Number One in
Madame Bonnec's well-known red-light establishment. This would
be around the turn of the century. Bordeaux about this time had
another famous sailorman's harlot—Marie Con la Vache (English
translation censored!)—the Number One of Melina's dockside bordel. Her fame was founded on her nightly performance, when the
betting of the sailormen ran high, of inserting a bottle of champagne
within her gross body. This sort of vulgar demonstration was to be
seen in many Continental brothels, but Marie was supposed to hold
the record in length and bulk of the object used. In many dives the
girls would pick up francs from the edge of a marble-topped table by
using the same part of their anatomy. Such obscene demonstrations,
naturally, were an attraction to sailormen, and many went to these
houses just to see such exhibition's often referred to by the sailors as
'circuses'. The viewing of ones' shipmate's sexual antics through a
special peep-hole was another entertainment offered in most French
bordels.
Le Havre's famous sailor street was the Rue de Galleons (or at
least that was the name the sailors called it, I've never seen it in
print). Here, of course, was a repeat of what we've already had, but
Le Havre never had, I don't think, such a great influx of merchant
seamen as did other Continental ports, for the simple reason that,
like our own Plymouth and Portsmouth, it was essentially a naval
port. Of course, it had its mercantile moments. Whalers at one time
sailed from here, as did the packet-ships, and the Mobile Bay cotton
fleet would call here with their bales. In later days the great French
merchantmen known as Havrais sailed from here to New Caledonia
for nickel-ore.
Le Havre had its boarding-houses, and, apparently, crimps, one
famous one having made the pages of literature—a Yankee crimp
called Harry Lynch, who supplied visiting American ships with
crews. And the drinking dens in the Rue Royale were equally popular with the merchant seamen as with the naval Johnny Haul-tauts.
Nantes, too, was similarly divided between Merchant Jacks and
naval seamen, and, generally speaking, was a port better known to
France's own sailing-ship men than to those of other nations, the
JVantais being engaged in long hauls—deep-water voyages to Frisco,
Australia, and Japan. The French hauling song Jean Frangois de
Nantes is built around the antics of a typical merchant sailorman from
this port; of how he goes with a local Phryne:
De conserve avec elle,
Oue! One.' Oue!
Navigue sur mer belle, oh, mes bones!
Jean Franpi';!
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she pinches his watch, and gives him a 'dose'
Montr' et chaine s'envolent,
Mais il prend la vérole.
and he finishes up in hospital
A l'hópital de Nantes
Jean Frangois se lamente.
the way ofsailormen the world over!
Marseilles, years ago, had a truly interesting Sailortown. From the
sea the great edifice of the Sailors' Church of Notre Dame de la
Garde is an imposing sight, with its steeple surmounted by a gilded
image of the Virgin. It is thirty feet high and a perfect landmark for
ships making the port. In this church, hanging from the roof beams,
is a wonderful collection of ship models—votive offerings of seamen
from olden times to the present day. The Cathedral overshadows the
Vieux Port—the Old Port—which is Marseilles' Sailortown.^ The
Cannebière, on the edge of Sailortown, and once an old rope-walk,
is crowded with mercantile offices, naval offices, and seamen's cafés.
In the Rive Canal, around the latter part of the last century, could
be seen hundreds of lateen-rigged trading vessels, from every port in
the Mediterranean. In the Vieux Port, made fast stern first, gunnel
to gunnel, would lay the heavier-tonnaged deep-water squareriggers,
their crews of an evening haunting every cobbled street and back alley
of the Old Port.
Pubs galore met one's glance at eveiy corner in those days—the
Newcastle Arms or Newcastle Bar, full of flashily dressed tarts, with
their Madame acting as 'floor-walker', talking chattily to every group
of sailors drinking at every marble-topped table; the Flags of All
Nations, with as many nationalities as flags within its purlieus; the
Red Boot, probably named from the old-time sailor's leather seaboot, the top of which would often be turned down exposing the red
leather interior; the Mare Nostrum, 'Our Sea' of the Catalan,
Spanish, Corsican, and Italian seamen; the Britannic Bar, a really
tough house, where, in more recent years, fights between sailors and
firemen were nightly happenings, and the Black Horse, having the
distinction of being sited alongside the Missions to Seamen! And, in
actual fact, on the other side of the same Mission stood another
notorious sailor pub—the Holyrood Palace.
An erstwhile Padre of the Mission—the Rev. S. Bradford, has
written an extremely interesting account of his life as a Sailor Padre
in Marseilles. He speaks highly of the women of these two pubs, for
when, in the First World War, the crews of torpedoed ships were
brought to the Mission, exhausted, saturated, and covered with oil,
' Most of this area of narrow alleys, cellars and tunnels, a hide-out of the French
undei ground, was seized by the Nazis during their occupation of Marseilles during the
Second World VVai.
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these 'ministering angels' would produce clothing and blankets with
which to dress and enwrap the war casualties. That was the way of
sailors' whores—they would rob a man when he was 'flush', but, if
he'd missed his ship, or got on the beach and was down 'n' out, the
same girls would give him money, pay his passage to the next port
so as to catch his ship, or feed and clothe him and allow him to live
with them until he secured a fresh berth. I think most roving seamen
in the past, at one time or another, have been both robbed and helped
by these women of the gutter; a hard, bawdy exterior often hiding a
kind heart.
These two pubs and the Mission were situated in the Rue de la
Republique—a treacherous thoroughfare for a drunken sailor to
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wander along on his own at night. Bradford refers to the sailor artists,
who, for a drink, would stand on a table-top and execute drawings
and paintings on the walls of the cafés of the Vieux Port. I don't
know whether I should be ashamed of the fact but I once actually
enacted such a performance. Standing, precariously, on a wobbly
marble-topped table, with two shipmates holding me in position, I
sketched, in coloured chalks, on the whitewashed wall of the Café
Menor, in the port of Santander, North Spain, to the encouraging
'oles!' of the locals, the massive figure of a Spanish dancing-girl performing the Jota Aragonesa! Many years afterwards I revisited the
port and it was still there; they had rewhitewashed the place, but had
been careful to work around my masterpiece.
But to get back to Marseilles. As in other ports sailor boardinghouses were plentiful, in particular around the Old Port district, and
crimping, too, was practised at the latter end of the century, but the
names of these land-sharks, I'm afraid, died with them. However,
we have the name of the King of the Marseilles Waterfront, as he was
known, who worked his machinations around the turn of the century. This was the great, hulking, brutal German crimp, Dutch
Harry. He operated right up to the First World War, and in his time
must have shanghaied hundreds of seamen. A well-known runner,
knocking around in the First World War period when Marseilles
harbour was a forest of masts and yards, was a Swedish-American
called Olsen, another joker who is supposed to have shanghaied a
dead man. Two famous drinking dives about this time were the Irish
Consul and the Cape of Good Hope, the former being kept by a
white-haired Italian called Apostolo—but he weren't no apostle!—
and the latter by a big red-haired Russian Finn, the kind of seaman
sailors said could whistle up the wind or call up the dead. In his
earlier days he had been a ship's carpenter, and could handle any
four drunken sailormen at a time. All these Marseilles drinking dens
would cash seamen's advance notes—for a price!—because, somehow or other tailors weren't very prominent in the Old Port.
In many of these Mediterranean ports the runners and chuckerouts of such dives are said to have had a common invitation guaranteed to attract adventure-seeking seamen into their purlieus: 'Heya,
Johnny! Dissa house gooda da house. Las' nighta two sailormen
gotta kill'—plenty fun! yes, no ? Gooda house dissa one! coma-inside,
Johnny!'
One of the last of the European ports for us to visit is Genoa in
Italy. Not that it had anything unusual about its sailor quarter, but
because it had a form of entertainment (?) found in no other port.
Genoa has a magnificent cemetery, probably the finest in the
world, with magnificent angels, archangels, cherubims, seraphims, and
replicas of the dead, in Carrara marble, meeting the eye at every
turn. Now, in the sailor pubs of Genoa, before the First World War
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and up to the twenties, the usual thing was for a whore from, say, the
Café Vardi, a low-class music-hall—in the Via Bourse—or the
Canary Bar—cleaned up when Mussolini came to power—to suggest
to her sailor boy-friend, after having had a few drinks and a sleep
with him, that further entertainment, of a different nature, she would
find him, if he would accompany her to the Campus Sancti—or
Campo Santo. Jack, being a bit dim, would think she was taking him
to another bar and heartily would agree to go. So, hiring a horsedrawn vehicle, off the pair would head for this cemetery. Once there,
and the sailor overcome his astonishment, the statuary would be
viewed. In due time, a guide would appear—from whom the harlot
would later get a 'cut'—suggesting that the rather unholy pair
should stand before one of the most grandiose of the sacred marble
effigies and have their picture taken together. Then the pair would
return to the drinking den.
Between the turquoise blue of the Bay and the triangular shadow
of symmetrical Vesuvius, in the squalid waterfront district of Naples
full of smells, poverty, and laughter, much vino, obviously, has been
sunk by seamen throughout the ages. Cafés and drinking dens—-not
to mention brothels—have always flourished in Napoli, except for a
short period when Mussolini was in power, but information in regard to any sailor set-up I find difficult to acquire.
From the early 18oos Naples—and other Italian and Sicilian ports
—was often visited by American sailing ships, both merchant and
naval. To British sailors these ports were more or less only those of
the Short Sea traders, and in consequence rarely figured in deepwater men's yarns. In later years they were the ports of call, almost
exclusively, of two or three British steamship companies such as McAndrew's and Ellerman's. British naval seamen of the Mediterranean and Home Fleets from 'way back in the days of the sailing navy
also knew these Italian, and Grecian, ports. But the activities of naval
seamen hardly come within the scope of this book—one of the reasons
why I have omitted Malta and its infamous 'Gut'.
One thing we do know for certain is that nearly every one of these
'Med' ports produced a ship-artist. Their work, some good, some
bad, is to be found wherever any collection of sailing-ship paintings
exists, in sailors' homes, maritime museums, and the like throughout
the world.
In these Latin ports, too, bumboat men were to be found in profusion.
Many a sailorman bargained with them for a mandolin or guitar.
In Naples the selling of such instruments would inevitably involve
the vendor demonstrating its virtues by singing to its accompaniment,
at the top of his voice, some Neapolitan love-song—invariably, in
later days, 0 Sole Mio.
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When I wuz a youngster I sailed with the rest,
On a Liverpool packet, bound out to the west;
We anchored one day in the harbour of Cork,
Then we put out to sea for the port of New York.
For forty-two days we wuz hungry an' sore.
The winds wuz agin us, the gales they did roar;
Off Battery Point we did anchor at last.
With our jibboom hove in, an' the canvas all fast.
The boarding-house masters wuz off in a trice,
A-shoutin' an' promisin' all that wuz nice;
An' one fat ol' crimp he got cottoned to me,
Sez he, 'Yer a fool, lad, to follow the sea.'
Sez he, 'There's a job as is waitin' for you,
With lashin's of liquor an' nothin' to do';
Sez he 'What d'yer say, lad, will ye jump her, too?'
Sez I, 'Ye ol' bastard, I'm damned if I do!'
But the best of intentions, they niver gits far.
After forty-two days at the door of a bar,
I tossed off me liquor an' what d'yer think?
Why the lousy ol' bastard 'ad drugs in me drink.
The next I remembers I woke in the morn.
On a three-skys'I-yarder bound south round Cape Horn;
With an ol' suit of oilskins an' two pair of sox.
An' a bloody big 'ead, an' a dose of the pox.
(The Liverpool Judies)

jEW Y O R K ' S Sailortown was one of
those that spread its tentacles in many
directions, filling a wedge-shaped area between the
East River and the Hudson. I n its early days, at the
beginning of the nineteenth century, it was centred
mainly around the Battery and the lower end of the Bowery. All the
side-streets of the neighbourhood catered to the roisterous packet-ship
seamen, and to the Irish, Polish, German, and other emigrants who
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landed, bckirtled, shawled, head-scarfed, and high-leather-booted,
inevitably lost-looking and forlorn, at the infamous Castle Garden
Immigration Shed.
Oh, 'twas at the Castle Garden, oh, they landed me ashore,
Heave away, me Johnies, heave away, away !
An' if I marry a Yankee boy, Fll cross the seas no more,
An^ away, me bully boys, we\e all bound to go !
{Old Windlass Song)
I n the fifties, with the coming of the clipper ship, the area spread
across to the neighbourhood of East Street, and, as the steamboat
m a d e its appearance, to the West Street district, along the Hudson
River. There was also some growth of bars and dives over on the
Brooklyn side of the East River. But the real heart of Sailortown
always was in the core of the wedge, in the South Street, Water
Street, Cherry Street, and C h a t h a m Square area. Here, in the hundreds of drinking dens, dance-halls, tattoo parlours, skittle-alleys,
boarding-houses, and tailor shops, were to be found the seamen of all
nations, boisterously endeavouring to live to the fullest their limited
hours ashore on the town. I t was a hive of sailor activity, which grew
in size as the wharves and piers of the South, East, and West Streets
multiplied, and the ships of the world m a d e fast to them.
South Street, known as the 'Street of Ships', with its shipping
offices, chandlers, mercantile banks, commercial houses and sail lofts,
is well described in the following poem by Edward M a c N a m e e :
New York's old streets of ships is dying fast.
The jibs and bowsprits that once arched its way.
Will soon be memories of its proud past.
When we were maritime kings of our day.
The scents of calamus and copra fled.
Vanilla, mace and saffron whiffs have died,
Where our skyscrapers cleave the wind instead,
And crowd nostalgia to the water side.
Once chandlers and sail lofts here served the sea.
With color and romance long vanished now,
From Brooklyn Bridge down to the Battery;
But South Street turns into a grave somehow.
The fogs that drift across her lonely slips.
Make fancy crowd the place with clipper ships.
This poem was sent to me by an old German sailor who had
shipped out of a Brooklyn boarding-house aboard the New York
brigantine Carib for a West Indian voyage over seventy years ago.
H e wrote for me at the same time a description of the South Street
of his day, which I give here just as he wrote it:
This was a wonderful street, with all those sailing ships at the piers,
sticking their jibbooms right across the street, very near to the houses
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Opposite. And those wonderful smells! And the street hawkers selling
fresh oysters and clam chowder and buckwheat cakes! Makes my mouth
water still, just thinking about those things. And freshly cooked clams, and
a cob with butter, and a large cup of coffee with two doughnuts used to be
5 cents, and for 5 cents you could also get a schooner of beer and eat your
fill of a free lunch besides. You know I think it was much nicer in those
days. They used to load and discharge the ships with horses on the piers.
Those horses just lifted a certain weight, and, if there was one pound
more in the sling, that horse would not budge. In South Street you found
nothing but ship chandlers and rigger- and sailmaker lofts, and of course
a lot of pubs and boarding-houses. But I did not lodge there. I lived in
Brooklyn, in Fulton Street, I suppose that's all gone too.
And another time he wrote to m e :
A street I knew well was South Street, where I used to hang around for
days and even weeks. This was around 1892-94 and in 1896, and I
remember seeing there such famous ships as the St. Paul and the St. John,
and the grand four-mast barque Susquehanna and the Roanoke, and the
Shenandoah, and also the four-mast barque John Eno, which flew the
Hawaiian flag at that time . . . I shipped in a three-mast schooner Lena
Nelson carrying coal from Newport News. God Almighty, that's nearly
70 years ago! !
Yes, there are not many around these days who could write letters
like these! T h e writer, Charlie Muller, now being nearly ninety-one
years of age.
There are still to be found old photos of South Street, and one I
have before me clearly shows the horses of which Charlie writes, as
well as a famous Sailortown p u b of these days, the Shamrock Bar.
Further back, too, in Melville's day, South Street was an exciting
place. H e writes of the junk-shops near the wharves of South Street,
dealers in tarred trousers, old iron, old hempen shrouds, spars, rusty
blocks, and ancient tackles. H e describes the great warehouses with
piles of chain and rusty anchors cluttering the wharf by Coenties'
Slip, where all kinds of ships and brigs lay. Near Pecks' Slip there
were outdoor stalls, at one of which Melville bought a tarpaulin hat.
At Catherine Market, too, not far from here, were the street-stalls
selling sailor requisites, gear always referred to as 'traps'. Melville
furnished himself with a red woollen shirt such as seamen of the thirties favoured, and a pea-jacket, and he bought some literature for
his forthcoming voyage from the sailor bookstalls of South Street and
Fulton Street. I n his day Franklin Square was the centre of the sailor
boarding-houses, but crimping was nothing like so bad as in, for instance, Liverpool in the thirties, and, in fact, didn't affect New York
to any dire extent until the seventies and eighties.
In the seventies and eighties the mates of the Down-Easters would
congregate in the coffee-shops near Pecks' Slip; or else in places like
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Fred Colcord's, near to Pecks' Slip; Sam Dale's, near the South
Ferry and Orrin Nickerson's, opposite Pier ig. These were very often
the 'buckos' of the 'Bloody' Gatherer, the Sunrise, the Commodore T. H.
Allen, and the Tam o' Shanter. Such men usually drove their ships and
crowds with the iron fist, handspike hash, and belayin'-pin soup;
beasts such as Ol' Mose Doyle, Bucko Crocker (who stood six foot
three inches in his webs), Watts of the Gatherer, and Bully Martin of
the St. Paul.
To get crews for such hell-ships crimping was probably a necessary
evil, but it wasn't until after the Californian Gold Rush of 1848-9
that this evil really began to be felt in the port of New York. The fact
that the crews of so many ships from New York deserted on arrival
in Frisco, with a repetition of this occurring in Australian ports in the
Gold Rush years of the fifties, plus the fact that many seamen paid
off with the jib-downhaul in the Islands—from Tahiti to Hawaii—
left New York, during the fifties and sixties, virtually without seamen.
This, of course, brought about a spate of shanghaiing that reached
its zenith in the seventies.
These were the days when the sailor slop-sellers began to work
hand-in-glove with the crimps, and the old trick of switching wellfilled sea-chests for ones stuffed with rubbish and bricks came into
being. Ship-masters, by this time, simply had to take men from the
boarding-houses and through the crimps, otherwise they would not
have been able to get a crowd at all, and this state of affairs continued
right up to the nineties. Then, more or less, the vicious system began
to peter out. Of course, even in the fifties and later, there were decent boarding-house masters—one such was Captain Petersen—but
by the seventies very few respectable and honest boarding-house
masters were left. As the shanties and sailor yarns tell us shoemakers,
fakirs, prune-pickers, chemists, carpenters, tailors—like Reuben
Ranzo!—tinkers, bar-tenders, brewers, barbers, parsons, greengrocers, clerks, bakers, cowhands, and butchers were all shipped as
'prime seamen' aboard deep-water ships by these illustrious crimps
of New York. In the fifties the infamous 'One-armed' Monell ran a
pub and crimping establishment called the Hole in the Wall. His
chief shanghaier and bouncer was Gallus Meg, a massive Englishwoman, who could handle the biggest drunken sailor with ease. After
she had been successful in a rough-house with a mariner she would
bite his ear off, putting it, as a trophy, in a pickle-jar behind the bar.
Killings in this house were frequent, but after seven murders in two
months the powers decided to close the joint. In the sixties Mattie
(Martin) Churchill, of Cherry Street, was a well-known crimp. He
is mentioned in the following capstan shanty:
With a flour barrel for a suit I rolled along forlorn,
An' Mattie Churchill took me in, then shipped me round Cape
Horn.
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Others who were responsible for shanghaiing men out of Hell's
Half Acre, the Bloody Fourth Ward, Five Points, and other sections
of New York during the sixties and seventies, were Charlie Gleason
and Olsen the Swede, both of Cherry Street, as well as the Big Boss
of the Front Street House, South Street, and Paddy McCormack,
who, according to Harlow, was active during the Civil War. Opposite Charlie Gleason's place stood the Sailors' Home, which, around
the turn of the century, was taken over by the crimps. Charlie had no
scruples whatsoever, and when the ship Baltic, in the seventies,
wanted a crowd, he shipped a big British soldier by telling him he
could get him a good job whitewashing a ship at forty cents an hour.
Joe Brown, another crimp of Monroe Street, got a down-on-his-luck
chemist to ship in the hell-ship Herald of the Morning by making him
believe he was getting a job as steward aboard a passenger liner
bound for Liverpool. The poor devil finished up in hospital, thanks to
being brutally ruptured by the bucko mate. A notorious woman
boarding-house keeper in the eighties was Mother Fairvelt, who
shanghaied a certain John Keannc out of New York, her runner
kicking him almost senseless. Larry Meagher, famed in sailor-song,
was another crimp of earlier days. He worked around the fifties, and
stories about him often seem to get mixed up, with those of another
shanghai merchant equally famous in sailor-song and story—Larry
Marr of Frisco.
Captain Ringbolt, writing about crimps as early as the forties, tells
a yarn of how his ship, when she tied up in New York after a passage
from Singapore, became a 'hive of runners'. Outwards from New
York a lunatic had been shanghaied as one of his crew; a chap who
had not signed on legally, was illiterate, never worked, and in fact,
being a moron, had to be carefully looked after the whole voyage.
The lunatic's so-called 'brother-in-law' came aboard with the runners—he, of course, was a runner too—waving a piece of paper, a
fraudulent shipping agreement, demanding the lunatic's pay-off.
Ringbolt spurned this, reversing the situation by demanding money
from the 'brother-in-law' as payment for having looked after the idiot
all the voyage. The case went to court, the crimp, thanks to several
sailors perjuring themselves, winning the case, leaving the court 300
dollars better off! Always, in the States, in court cases of masters
versus crimps the crimps won, and of sailors versus masters, the masters won. Such was Justice in the days of sail.
Towards the end of the tea clipper period, in the latter part of the
seventies, it was the usual practice on the New York waterfront to try
to run crews out of their ships, thereby making them leave their
wages behind, proportions of which would be whacked out between
the master of the ship concerned and the crimp and his runners who
had induced the men to desert. Crimps would offer the masters of
British tea clippers as much as ;^ 100 to agree to this practice, but very
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few of the better-class captains consented. Lubbock cites Captain
Brown of the tea clipper Wylo who refused to run his men off, the
result being, when he was ready to sail he was unable to get his ship's
clearance note. Brown appealed to the British consul, whose hands
being tied, could do nothing. It was ten days before he was allowed
to sail, and, on reaching London, Brown wrote in the Shipping
Gazette that in New York the British flag was of no use to British seamen. From the fifties to the eighties many ships were sailed from New
York to Frisco, and back from Frisco to New York, without a cent of
wages reaching the crew.
The first United States Shipping Commissioner was appointed in
1872, and for a while the crimp-type shipping master had to haul in
his jibboom. It didn't take long, however, before seamen were again
being signed through his 'shipping ofïicc'. The No Advance Law of
1884 hampered the crimp somewhat, but the Crimps' Organization
soon got around it by demanding what was virtually 'blood money',
but what they called a 'bonus', from the master of the ship concerned.
This 'bonus' was in payment for the men shipped, and always
equalled the amount the advance note would have been, if not, at
times, of even greater value. When the newly found Seamen's Union
tried to make itself felt the crimps formed collusions with the shipmasters to prevent Union men signing on, the crimps 'selling' their
men—non-Union ones—at cut prices. Havelock Wilson, the great
defender of Seamen's Rights, tells how around the U.S. Shipping
Offices, at the turn of the century, would hang crimps and their
runners, boarding-house masters, tailors, and prostitutes, all awaiting
to prey on the outward or homeward bounders. The crimps had their
fangs more or less drawn by the beginning of the twentieth century,
but it is recorded that, even then, they would endeavour to make the
man shipping sign a note saying that he had received a certain sum
from the master in cash or slops money which he would never see,
and which was divided between the crimp and the ship's master.
Around the turn of the century the chief crimp in New York was
Joe Brennan, still remembered by many old salts. He shipped a
crowd on the British ship Westgate and made them sign for an illegal
thirty-two dollars. The men demanded that the captain should allow
them to see the British consul. The master, however, called Brennan
and his thugs, who soon beat the crowd into agreeing to sign for the
original thirty-two dollars. In actual fact, when signing on before the
British consul, the crimp could still extract his thirty-odd dollars,
even if the sailor victim hadn't stayed at his abode.
In early days the boarding-house runners would hail seamen
aboard incoming ships off the Castle Garden. In later times they
would pull out in two or more four-oared boats and meet inwardbound ships at the Statue of Liberty, throwing their grappling hooks
over the for'ard rail, swarming aboard, and plying the crew with
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rum, while they helped them to stow the canvas. Afterwards they
would take the sailors ashore in their boats, leaving only one man
aboard as watchman. Some ship-masters would hoist the ensign upside down for police aid, but the police normally turned a blind eye.
When the new crew was needed a bunch of doped bums and drunken
stiffs would be brought down Maiden Lane to the South Street pier
in a cart, coming to their senses off Sandy Hook maybe.
Over in Brooklyn, too, shanghaiing was enacted as late as 1888.
The master of the British ship Indore, loading case-oil for Calcutta,
went to the crimps for a crew. The men, drunk and doped, were
brought aboard by the Brooklyn boarding-house runners, and
dumped into the fo'c'sle, the doors locked, and a guard mounted.
They hardly had any clothes for a deep-sea voyage, and they all had
lost their fifty dollars advance. Next day, when partly sober and
recovering from the knock-out drops, the men were ordered to sign
on. One man refused. The runners took him outside, beat him up
terribly, the result being he too signed on. Such incidents were common in those days.
The doping of seamen—putting knock-out drops in their drink—
was, of course, practised from earliest times along the New York
waterfront and throughout Sailortown. At first such ingredients as
tobacco dottel and opium dregs were used, being followed later by
real opium, morphine, laudanum, and hydrate of chloral. Then along
came the 'Mickey Finn' concocted from chemicals by a Chicago
chemist, who was thrown out of this city for some illegal operation, it
is said, turning up on the Barbary Coast, Frisco, in the sixties or
seventies. His name was Michael Finnegan—hence 'Mickey Finn'.
Another pastime was the robbing of seamen, and New York, in
the sixties and seventies, was famous for its 'panel game', practised
in most brothel quarters around the waterfront area. The room in
which the sailor had an assignation with his harlot would be furnished with nothing more than a bedstead and a chair. Naturally,
the sailor before enjoying himself would place his pants and so on,
on the one and only chair. This chair stood close to the wall. After
the pair had gone to sleep, or while they were in the throes of enjoyment, a panel in the wall would silently slide open, out would come
a hand, and Jack would lose his money, wallet, watch, and even his
pants. This was practised in all the dives of the Bowery, from
Chatham Square to Fourth Street.
Prostitute quarters were numerous, from the great brothels and
parlour houses of Bleeker Street, Cherry Street, Chatham Street,
and Water Street to the small parlour rooms of Greene Street, with
their tinkling pianos, small bars, and gas red-lights. The larger
whore-houses dressed their girls in tights, silk stockings, flashy garters, and plumed head-dresses, the smaller ones in the flounces and
furbelows of the time, although their blouses were lower on the
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shoulder and with more cleavage than those worn by respectable
young women of the period. These painted Phrynes were paid in
varying ways; some had weekly wages paid by the Madame, some
worked on a percentage basis, others worked for themselves. The
infamous but expensive Sultan's Divan, a dive in Chatham Square,
was frequented by sailors paid off from long voyages, but the greater
percentage of seamen paid court to the Shimmy and Drawers—
or the Black and Tan Concert Hall—on the corner of South Fifth
Avenue and Bleeker Street, where all nationalities and colours, including Negroes, were allowed entry.
On the corner of the Bowery and First Street stood a notorious
concert-hall-cum-saloon, patronized mainly by 'jolly tars on an intoxicated cruise about the town', which was nicknamed 'Suicide
Corner'. It appears that the prostitutes who frequented the place had
formed a 'Suicide Club', the members of which drew lots as to when
each should commit suicide and thus quit the 'gay life'. This was
around 1898-9, when a certain Mrs. Bird would visit these sailor
haunts trying to get the girls to leave their sordid surroundings and
their Corinthian means of livelihood. Then she would help them, if
successful, to get respectable jobs. Another social worker among the
women of Sailortown, was a Mrs. Lambert, who also founded sailors'
homes. Padres and ship-masters, men of the calibre of Anson Phelps,
Captain Hallett, and Marshall of the Blackball Line, also tried to
better the lot of the sailor in early days without much success. Of
course, as in London and elsewhere, there were floating bethels in
New York harbour, from the thirties and forties, but their influence
on the sailor was small.
During the mid-1900s the lowest dens of Sailortown were the dives
of Five Points, dives such as Theodore Allen's place. Low concerthalls, theatres, ballrooms, and dance-halls were to be found in James
Street, Water Street, William Street, and Chatham Street, as well
as along the Bowery. Ballrooms were halls where the 'can-can' was
performed, as well as other rather obscene displays, and both these
places and the dance-halls kept galaxies of prostitutes in attendance.
All had bars, as did the music-halls. These latter, too, had women
parading at their rear, one of the worst of such halls being the Flag
of Our Union in James Street. Street-walkers also, were plentiful,
such prostitutes, in the mid-1800s being referred to as 'cruiser girls'.
In the thirties it was a common sight to see crowds of drunken
sailors board one of the horse-drawn streetcars that ran up the Bowery
and take charge of it, one seaman taking the reins and driving hellfor-leather up the street to the astonishment of the natives. From
1878 onwards steam locomotives pulled coaches along the new elevated railways of downtown New York and the sailors lost one of
their shore amusements.
Coffee-houses were popular with the seafaring community. Those
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in Cortland Street, outside of which all the bums, newspaper-boys,
and street Arabs would congregate, were well patronized by both
officers and seamen. The sporty-minded sailor would visit the Sportsman's Hall with its rat and dog fights, or one of the many fisticuff
joints of the lower Bowery.
This, then, was the Sailortown of New York from the 1830s to the
First World War. A district which, as steam made inroads into sail,
and shanghaiing and boarding-house masters vanished, altered so
greatly that by the time the First World War was over, it could
hardly be recognized as a Sailortown. An area of bums and stiffs,
maybe, but no real Sailortown. On the other hand, over in Brooklyn,
just before the First World War, prior to the arrival of Pussyfoot
Johnson and Prohibition, sailor saloons probably multiplied. But the
saloons—frequented by Polish whores and Hawaiian sailors—^the
burlesques and the cinemas of Flatbush Avenue, Pacific and Fulton
Streets, were filled with a different type of sailor. Gone were the days
when the jibboom of the clipper ship Challenge pointed out over the
stores at the foot of Pine Street near Wall Street, or when Bully
Waterman, the dandy, walked down South Street dressed in a Canton-made, raw silk suit of straw colour, cane in hand, and a grin on
his face—his 'shore-face'. Yes, the real Fiddler's Green of New York,
like those of the rest of the world, had gone for ever.
*

•

*

Wideawake Down-Easters, No-mistake Down-Easters,
Old Massachusetts will carry the day!
{Old Song)
North-east of New York are a great number of ports once famous
throughout the Seven Seas. From them sailed the whalers, sealers,
extreme clippers, and Down-Easters—ships which put America on
the map. And the whale-men and Down-Easter men that sailed from
these ports of Massachusetts and Maine—the Down-Easters were
built in Maine and mainly manned by Massachusetts men—were
sailormen of tremendous ability.
Many of these ports were rather small, comparatively, to boast
any such a place as Sailortown, but many had crimps and boardinghouses with rather famous saloons, infamous bordels, and sailor
women. Providence, Rhode Island, just north-east of New York, had
a famous crimp, known as the Portuguese Consul, who, in the 1860s
was engaged in the crimping of seamen hailing from the Azores, as
well as other Portuguese tars, mainly for whalers. In the nineties
Providence crimps were shipping non-union men, to the disgust of
James Williams, one of the founders of the American Seamen's
Union, who, with his union helpers, often boarded such ships
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Union men.
Salem, although a very famous port in America's early history, in
the latter part of the nineteenth century fails to figure largely in
nautical yarns, and, although it must have had some boardinghouses and pubs of repute among sailormen, they never made the
printed pages of old-timers' reminiscences.

Down East, Nova Scotian and oilier Canadian ports

Portland and Bangor, both in Maine, were thriving seaports in the
seventies and eighties. Although the former's row of piers on the Fore
River, accommodating ships drawing u p to thirty feet, were always
crowded with vessels, Portland, Maine, did not have the crimps,
dives, and sailor quarters its namesake, Portland, Oregon, had, a
little later in the century. But Bangor had, in its sailor quarter, redlight dives which have h a d their names in song h a n d e d down to posterity:
. . . I was forced to take a trip the the Red Light Saloon.
I boldly walked in and stepped up to the bar,
When a saucy young damsel says, 'Have a cigar!'
(from TJie Red-Light Saloon)
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and 'Tom Dixon runs a cathouse way down on Harlow Street' with
its chorus of:
You can go back to old Fan's,
You can join the old whore band,
Oh, Alice, goodbye, I'm going!
(from Tom Dixon)
According to the men who sang these songs for W. M. Doerflinger, who includes them in his book Shantymen and Shantyboys, Fan
Jones ran, in 1870, a red-light saloon in Bangor, catering for sailors
as well as lumbermen from Maine and the Maritime Provinces.
Fan's sky-blue chimney was, apparently, a landmark up and down
the Penobscot River. Tom Dixon's 'cathouse' was in Harlow Street,
and he seemed to be Fan's main competitor. In the eighties Bangor
had prohibition, but this did not prevent it having many open grogshops and 'rough-houses gracing its waterfront' around Union Street.
Then there were the whaling ports of Massachusetts: Nantucket,
Edgartown, Martha's Vineyard, Fairhaven, and New Bedford. But,
apart from New Bedford, none of them had a Sailortown worth commenting on.
New Bedford, at the latter end of the eighteenth century, we have
already described, so let's move on in time a little.
In the mid-nineteenth century down New Bedford's Centre Street,
with its whaling warehouses either side and wharf at its seaward end,
rolled every type of sailorman from every corner of the Seven Seas.
There were Yankee whalemen. Gay Head Indian boar-steerers,
harpooners from the Azores, British, Scandahoovian, and Negro
sailors, Polynesians from the Islands, Manila-men, Quaker captains,
and heathen cannibals with filed teeth, and South Sea whalemen
selling tattooed Maori heads brought back from the Off New Zealand Grounds.
New Bedford was certainly a cosmopolitan seaport. At Union
Wharf and Merrill's Wharf and at State Pier the spouters would be
discharging their barrels of 'greasy luck'. The barrels, in high pyramids and tiers, spread all over the wharves and piers, and the smell
of'gurry' assailed one's nose at every turn. As at Fairhaven and other
whaling ports. New Bedford had a marine railway, up which blubberbutchers, ready for dry docking, were hauled by means of a capstan
driven by a horse. Around here the shipwrights, caulkers, and
labourers would be toiling.
Yes, the waterfront of New Bedford was a busy place, but even so,
there was a shortage of seamen interested in the tough life of whaling.
In the 1820s the crews of the whalers were mostly from good New
England stock, related to each other, and to the captains, but by the
fifties, partly due to the rush to the Californian goldfields, and the
general scramble to the West, the whalers were short of good hands.
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T h e result was that the able fo'c'sle hands of earlier times were replaced by a variety of men including foreign seamen and beachcombers from the vilest Sailortowns of Europe. Advertising for hands
became the vogue, and fantastic yarns were spun to farmers' boys,
'way inland, of the marvellous life that was to be had aboard a
spouter. Country yokels, in town for a spree, soon found themselves
shanghaied aboard a stinking whaler, for crimping obviously grew
with the need for men. With the mixed bag whaler captains now got
for crews, cruder discipline, naturally, had to be enforced. Captains
became tougher, and soon the hell-ship whaler was an actuality. It
was thanks to this state of affairs that seamen composers put forth
ditties like the following:
'Tis advertised in Boston, New York and Buffalo,
Five hundred brave Americans a-whalin' for to go-o
They'll send yc to New Bedford, that blasted whalin' poit,
An' send ye to some landshark for to board an' fit ye out.
Cheer up me lively lads, m spite o' heavy weathei !
Cheer up me lively lad':, let's nil a^il drunk together !
{Old Whaling Song)

Advance notes were not given to whalers, neither did they get
wages like other seamen. T h e money they earned for the voyage was
based on a 'lay', each section of the crew getting different 'lays' according to their job, and the amount of whales taken. T h r o u g h
having no advance of wages, slop-chest gear, with which each sailor
was supplied, was in great demand. Each whaleman would take his
'slops' ashore and trade them over the bar in New Bedford's Sailortown for his night's beer and woman. O n the other hand, if he was
being engaged through a crimp, the latter would see to it that he got
all the liquor he needed and a fancy-woman; the crimp later getting
his 'blood money' from the master of the whaler to whom he had sold
the sailor-flesh.
Most whaler crews at this time arrived aboard their ships drunk
and doped, with several months and even years in front of them before another such debauch was tlieirs—probably in Hawaii. M a n y
greenhorns would not realize what sort of a life they were facing. O n
some ships it would be a life of hard labour, filth, sweat, starvation,
oil, flogging, water-shortage, and masters and mates who were often
described as 'shore saints—sea devils'.
New Bedford's Sailortown was certainly a 'place to have a spree'.
Each tavern was a celestial home to the greasy blubbermen. T h e
Spouter Inn, the Flaya Ancha, the Harpooner, and the H o m e w a r d
Bound, were, nightly, backcloths for drunken singing, hilarious dancing, bloody battles, intermittent puking, and callous crimping.
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Crimps could get as much as loo dollars bonus on each man secured,
whether he was a farmer, soldier, or boot-black. By the eighties Old
Tom Codd was the chief crimp of the Sperm City, and an infamous
swine he was, according to reports. His partner in infamy and chief
runner, according to James Williams, was Big Joe Beef
Around the Shipping Office, on Water Street, when a whaling
ship was signing on, the usual hangers-on would all be milling around
the outward-bounders, and a similar scene would be repeated when
the spouterman was paying-off from a Pacific cruise. Although the
whaleman shipped on a 'no catch—no pay' basis, rarely did a ship
come into port with no oil, or the crowd with no wages. Once the
South Sea whaling came to an end. New Bedford lost its vice-ridden
and sordid, yet romantic, Sailortown, and became a far more prosaic
seaport.
Salt horse, salt horse, what brought ye here?
After cartin' stones for many a year,
From Portland Bay to Saccarapp',
Where ye fell down an' broke ycr back;
And after years of such abuse,
They boil ye down for sailors' use,
Salt horse, salt horse, what brought ye heie?
{Chant used when opening afresh barrel of salt meal)

According to Dana, a merchant was convicted in Boston for having
casked horses instead of beef to sell to ships out of Boston. The above
song is supposed to have derived from this incident. But Boston was
famous in the old days for things other than salt horse. From its
earliest days Boston had its crimps, boarding-houses, and dives of
Sailortown—a small one compared with others, but a notorious one
nevertheless. One of the first crimps to operate there was the giant
Negress Black Maria, who is said to have given her name to the
'hurry-up wagon' or the 'Paddy Wagon' as it is called in America.
If we arc to believe the old yarns she probably lived in the thirties or
forties, and had her boarding-house and 'knocking-shop' somewhere
near Ann Street. One of the traditional sailor yarns told about her is
that when the police couldn't handle six or eight obstreperous drunken tars, she came to their aid, flattened the Johns, and hauled them,
in a couple of trips, down to their ship. She is said to have been a
crimp and prostitute combined in her younger day, keeping under
her pillow a large ship's block. With this she would stun her sleeping
sailor partner, prior to sending him down by runner to a ship wanting
hands lying at Lewis' Wharf, say, or out at anchor in the Roads.
Several incidents of crimping in the twenties and thirties of the last
century are recorded in print. One victim, who must have 'had his
bars down' as Liverpool sailors say, was shanghaied out of Boston by
the same crimp four times! He was a Scandahoovian of some sort,
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and must have come to his senses in the end, for when he returned to
Boston for the fifth time he refused to put up at this, for him, unlucky boarding-house. But the crimp won the last round. He declared
the sailor owed him money from the previous time he had stayed at
his house. He took the foolish matlow to court and, by order of the
judge, collected the poor mug's most recent pay-off. Sailors just
couldn't win in those days!
John Esping a missionary to seamen in this port in the seventies,
in his reminiscences declares he was shanghaied several times out of
Boston in the thirties, and at one time practised as a boarding-house
master himself. The man who claimed to be the first American in
Los Angeles, Joe Chapman, was shanghaied out of Boston about this
time. And as time went by Boston's Sailortown became one of the
first three in America in notoriety and particularly in crimping. The
man most hated by these Boston crimps was Father Taylor, a man
who had once been a sailor on a privateer, and could talk to the
sailors, as well as to the crimps, in their own lingo. He started a seamen's bethel, but it and he were often attacked by crimps and their
bruisers, and he was frequently set upon when appearing in the
grog-shops and dives of Sailortown. Of course, the trouble lay in the
fact that he was one of the very few sailor padres who had any effect
on seamen. At the latter end of the thirties as Dana's ship the Alert
rounded-to at the end of a Boston wharf—there were no tugs in those
days—clewing-up, dropping her anchor, and passing her mooringlines ashore almost in one continuous movement, the crimps and
runners came over the gunnel in swarms. They beat the Customs and
ship's agent by a head, bearing a hand with the sail-furling and manning the capstan to heave her alongside, while on the quay the
boarding-house carts were being trundled, awaiting the sailors'
chests and traps. Bums and sailor land-sharks of all kinds lined the
wharf, as well as dealers in 'slush'—which they hoped to obtain from
the 'doc' or cook. Dana writes that, on the hoisting of 'ships sighted'
signals, '. . . the landlords, runners, and sharks in Ann Street soon
learned that there was a rich prize for them down in the bay, a ship
from round the Horn, with a crew to be paid off with two years
wages. . .'
In the fifties Boston's prosperity waxed. From Jeffries Point to
Chelsea Bridge, along the East Boston shore, ran a continuous line
of ships being built, and with this prosperity the Shanghai trade
naturally waxed too. A crimping story of this period is told by Captain Ringbolt. A certain Boston crimp took all the pay-off from a
Negro sailor, keeping him doped for three weeks so that he was unaware that he was still in Boston. Shanghaiing the Negro aboard the
same ship he had paid off from three weeks before, the crimp handed
her master a chit—which the Negro had signed while drunk—
authorizing him to receive all the sailor's wages for the coming voyage.
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The skipper kept the Negro and his chest, tore up the chit, and put
the crest-fallen crimp to flight!
The coming of the No Advance Law of 1884 upset the crimps here,
as elsewhere in America, but their organization soon fixed it. A
'shipping fee' of three dollars per man was inaugurated. Then the

Boston waterfront, about i86o-yo

seamen went on strike owing to the lowering of their wages. Half the
ships in Boston were laid up, while the other half were manned by
scab crews. Hundreds of hungry sailors, slept, according to James
Williams, on the bare boards of the floor of the Union Office in Commercial Street. In between foraging for grub around the port, these
mariners attacked the scabs so frequently that, by the spring of 1894
every ship was laid up, and the wage fight won by the union seamen.
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Williams tells a comical yarn about this strike. One of the union men
a sort of spy, stayed in a scabs' boarding-house. Here he learnt that a
certain ship, lying in South Boston, was going to be manned by scabs
that night. Williams and his mate got the key of the stable in which
the boarding-house's horse and cart was kept. With a hammer and
chisel they de-shoed the nag, and slacked the nuts a little on the
wheels of the cart; then they hid and watched the fun. It was an icy
winter, and as the cart went down the road with the men's dunnage,
the crimp, and six scabs aboard, the whole shootin' match foundered
on an icy patch in the road where Williams and his mate had earlier
poured water.
Even in the First World War, according to some reports, the
crimps were working in Boston, supplying men to steamers at so
much per head!
Nova Scotia and New Brunswick have many small ports; places
such as Campbelltown and Dalhousie both on Chaleur Bay, from
whence the timber-ships sailed to Buenos Aires around the turn of
the century, and the Miramichi region, to the south of Chaleur Bay,
an even greater timber-exporting area, as well as the ports of St.
Johns in New Brunswick, Pictou, Liverpool, and Halifax. But none
of them had any districts that could be called Sailortowns. However,
they nearly all had sailor boarding-houses and a few grog-shops. In
Pictou, Nova Scotia, in the 1890s, a rather famous woman boardinghouse 'master' was Mrs. Annie O'Brien, who later left for Philadelphia
to run a boarding-house, there.
Liverpool, Nova Scotia, too, at one time, had a famous pair of
shanghaiers. Jack Jennings and his wife Caroline, their 'fame' perpetuated for ever in the sailor forebitter:
In Liverpool, there lived a man,
Jack Jennings was his name;
An' in the days of the Cape Horn trade,
They played the Shanghai Game;
His wife's name was Caroline,
Sailors knew both near and far.
An' when they played the Shanghai Game,
They used the big stone jar.
(The Five-gallon Jar)

Jack Jennings is said to have had a peg-leg, and he and his wife
ran a crimping-cum-drinking grog-shop in the nineties. When a ship
needed sailors 'down at McKinnon's Wharf' they would dope their
'big five-gallon jar' ready for the operation, then dole out its contents
liberally to already half-drunk tars. There is a Liverpool, England,
version of this song, giving Jack Ratcliffe and his wife Mary Anne
as the operators of the 'five-gallon jar' set-up, and a shanty version
gives the crimp as Larry Marr of Frisco, who also had a five-gallon
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jar for doping purposes. Others declare Larry Meagher of New York
was the crimp concerned.
Before we leave Nova Scotia I would like to mention a ship well
known to the Halifax crimps of the nineties. She was the three skys'1yarder Ancyra and her story is told in the now out-of-print magazine
Seagoer.^ Her hell-ship captain had her painted with red lead from
truck to waterline, and said, surveying his handiwork, 'Now, me
buckos, ye kin call her HELL !' and hell she was. One gang of shanghaied men after another was dumped aboard her by the Halifax
crimps. One after the other each crowd managed to dodge the guards
and leave her, until at last the master had her hauled out in the
stream. Here a final crowd of shanghaied stiffs was put aboard her by
the crimps. They were kept heavily guarded, and with these—^thc
scum of Halifax—she sailed for Liverpool. Before coming to Halifax
she was in Boston, where a bunch of naval deserters, not knowing she
was a blood-boat, joined her. On arriving in Halifax these Jolly Tars
spotted their old naval home lying in the stream and, without more
ado, they jumped over the side and swam to her, chewing over the
fact that the Navy wasn't so bad after all! When the Ancyra reached
Liverpool the crowd left the ship without a penny of wages, the
Halifax crimps having taken the lot in advance notes and 'blood
money'.
'Was ye ever in Quebec, a-launchin' timber on the deck?' is a line
found in many shanties and sea-songs, and it is a line that explains
Qiiebec in a nutshell, for Qjaebcc was probably the greatest timber
port in the world in the days of sail.
F. W. Wallace, that famous authority on Canadian and Bluenose
shipping, in his books Wooden Ships and Iron Men and In the Wake of
the Wind Ships, gives much information about this port in the old days.
Qjaebec had a ten-mile-long waterfront, and, although an 'inland'
port, had as many as three to four hundred ships visiting it regularly.
But in Quebec's Sailortown there was always a shortage of hands to
man the numerous wooden ships that were being built there and sent
across to Liverpool and elsewhere in the first half of the nineteenth
century. Plenty of sailors did exist, but they preferred ships sailing
to the south'ard. On a passage to Liverpool, with a west wind behind
her, even the slowest hooker took no longer than a month, which
meant that by the time the crimps had taken their whack. Jack had
nothing to pay off with. This being the state of affairs, right from the
beginning of the century the Quebec crimps were hard put in finding
crews for a Western Ocean passage. Hence they never let up in their
search for potential victims. Wages and run money, too, were higher
than elsewhere. In the 1820s £14. to ^(^20 was being paid for the run
to the 'Pool, and in the fifties ;(^io a month was being paid A.B.s for
manning Quebec timber-ships.
' 'A Grim Voyage' by Capt. G. V. Clark, \ol. XXIII, no. i. Autumn 1957.
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Between the fifties and the seventies things came to a pretty pass.
Bloody battles between the crimps and the ships' afterguards were
common. Crimps and their runners would forcibly board ships
coming up the St. Lawrence, and holding the afterguard at bay,
threaten the men with dire consequences if they didn't desert there
and then. As in San Francisco and New York the crimps were well in
with the police and other authorities, so they had no fear of being
arrested for their activities. In these battles slung-shots, axes, pistols,
knives, kentledge, and anvils —dropped into the crimps' boats—and
belayin'-pins, all were used and many a man was maimed for life.
Loggers imbibing unwisely in the drinking dives of Champlain Street
—a thoroughfare full of crimps and boarding-houses—usually found
themselves in the fo'c'sle of an outward-bound timber-ship next morning. One famous boarding-house has been recorded; this was the
Strop and Block, although I am inclined to think that, as well as
being a boarding-house, this den was also a brothel, since its name
used to be a sailor idiom for the sex act.
Two of the most famous crimps in the sixties and seventies were
Mike Huck and Jimmy Ward, both of whom had dives in Champlain
Street. Ward had made a fortune shanghaiing sailors during the
American Civil War, not aboard windjammers, but over the border
into the Federal Army. He was a quick-on-the-draw type, but although
many vile stories were once told of his doings, he died in an odour of
sanctity. Although the crimps and their runners were a tough lot,
and the seamen shipped out from Quebec even tougher, neither had
anything on the timber-stowers themselves. Of these men Wallace
writes: 'I do not suppose such fellows are to be found in any sphere
of labour today. Their brawn and toughness were their only assets;
they drank rum like water . . . their mouths were full of tobacco and
foul language and in their fighting they were primitive, kicking,
knifing, and eye-gouging being regarded as permissible in the settling
of differences.' When the timber season ended in November these
buckos went south to the southern timber and cotton ports and
worked there as lumbermen and cotton-hoosiers on the wharves of
Pensacola, Mobile, Savannah, and New Orleans. Most of these men
were Irish or French-Canadians.
After the decline in the building of wooden ships, in the 1870s, the
waterfront of Quebec became a quieter place, and with the dispersion
of the crimping system, thanks mainly to the efforts of a certain
Mr. Henry Fry, who made shanghaiing a criminal offence, by the
eighties, Quebec's Sailortown was a has-been.
Of the remaining seaports of the eastern American seaboard those
with any claim to a Sailortown at all were Philadelphia and Baltimore: Norfolk, Charleston, and Savannah having only small sailor
districts with some crimps and dives.
The importance of Philadelphia as a seaport goes back to the early
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eighteenth century, when it had a violent outbreak of Yellow Jack,
a disease that killed many of its inhabitants, In later days it was a
great and lively packet port:
Now I'm in Philadelphia an' workin' on the Canal,
To go home in one of them packet-boats, I'm sure I never shall.
Thus runs the windlass shanty, and the 'workin' on the Canal' bit
points to the singer being either one of the Irish labourers who flocked
to this city in the forties of the last century or else an Irish packet-rat
who had deserted and found a shore job.
This 'City of Brotherly Love' was the place that gave rise to the
term 'Philadelphia Lawyer', used by sailors to designate some cock o'
the fo'c'sle who knew, or thought he knew, the Maritime Code backwards, and the chap who usually led any deputations of sailors to
face the afterguard when demanding better grub, their 'rights', and
so on. This port also gave birth to the so-called Philadelphia Catechism; which runs: 'Six days shalt thou labour, and do all that thou
art able, and on the seventh thou shalt holystone the decks and chip
the rusty cable.'
'Philly', as it was affectionately known, continued to grow in prosperity as the nineteenth century advanced, and before long the gaslit streets of the waterfront area were as dangerous as those of any
other Sailortown. Crimping, naturally, took its place, and hand-inhand with the crimping game came the dives. Off Front Street
numerous drinking dens were to be found, and brothels filled with
Polish and Irish girls prospered everywhere in the Quaker City
Dockland. The main section of Sailortown, by the seventies, was
called Gaff Tops'1 Corner, around which seamen from the Western
Ocean and West Indian traders gathered nightly, often in the Dutchman's, a drinking place in Dock Street. J. H. Williams knew this
place well. He paid off from a West Indian trip here, joining a Bluenose barque bound for Dunkirk with barrelled oil. Several of the
crew were shanghaied by the Quaker City crimps, one, a Norwegian
dying on the passage. Williams writes of another incident, in the
eighties, when boarding-house runners took a crowd of half-doped
sailors 'in convoy' down to a ship ' like stampeded steers'. Of course
about this time the case-oil traders, loading kerosene and other oils
for the Far East, lined the piers of the port. Desertions were common,
and the crimps hard put to get men, so that any sort of bum or stiff
was accepted by ship-masters. This was the time when Mrs. Annie
O'Brien of Pictou, already mentioned, decided to set up a boardinghouse in Philadelphia, specializing in the supplying of checkerboard
crews' to the case-oil ships bound to India, China, Japan, and the
Philippines.
' Checkerboard—one watch ol While--and one watch of Black seaman.
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In 1894 there was a seamen's strike here—as in Boston—over
wages. It was settled in a week, the union seamen winning. When
the Rappahannock lay in the Delaware River under-manned, the semimutinous crew were not, as one would expect, subdued by the arrival
of the police. No, the Philadelphia police, like the police in nearly
all American ports, turned a blind eye to waterfront happenings and
sailor-doings. Instead of police, the crimps and their bruiser runners
arrived in force, soon putting the defiant crowd in their proper place
—and all the poor blighters wanted was the raising of the crew to
full strength!
By the turn of the century the crimps were finished, but the bars
and brothels of Sailortown still remained. The writer remembers
such a dive called Schmidt's Bar, in which he and a shipmate once
spent a rowdy evening, and where the Polish prostitutes swarmed
around the seamen customers like flies around a jam-pot. Such dives
usually served out pretzels free with the beer.
Baltimore, on the north side of the Patapsco River, is divided into
two parts by a small stream, the easterly side of which, called Fell's
Point, has been the centre of its Sailortown for many years. In the
eighties and nineties of the last century a large red-light district was
to be found here, each dive being a dance-hall as well as a brothel.
Crimping slowly developed in the mid-nineteenth century, along
with the prosperity brought about by the Baltimore clippers, and by
1880 Baltimore was a crimp's paradise. Whether 'Bully John of Baltimore', sung of in sailor song—'a bully on land, and a bucko at sea'
—was a seaman turned crimp we do not know, but we do know the
names of three shipping-masters-cum-crimps—Goodhucs, Galand,
and Nicholson—who, towards the end of the century were tried and
convicted for taking 'blood money'. The system at this time—an
evasion of the No Advance Act—was to get men to sign on for a shilling a month for the first month and for proper wages for the rest of
the voyage. The crimps, of course, got the first month's true pay of
the sailor from the master as a 'bonus' for having shipped him. The
three boarding-house masters just named tried this method, but they
didn't know that they had shipped three union men who were to be
'guinea pigs' for a later court case. I'his method of payment was
known as a 'token wage'. J. H. Williams declares that at this time the
only way for ships to obtain crews was through the boarding-house
system. Even as late as 1900 a steamer had to pay 'blood money' to
get a crew in Baltimore. No wonder the sailor song runs:
I was not very long abhorc in a place called Baltimore,
When I was shipped away to Rio de Janeiro,
This packet that I'd jined, I was sorry that I'd signed,
In that handy-bandy barque the Campanajrol
And the sandy floors of the drinking brothels-cum-dance-halls
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with which the streets of Baltimore's Sailortown were studded obviously gave the solo to this:
Tommy's gone to Baltimore,
Away you hilo-o-o!
Ter dance upon a sanded floor,
Tom's gone ter Hilo!
Williams tells a story of how he was shipped out of Norfolk, Virginia, through the machinations of a 'Norfolk jackal' and a wellknown shipping-master called Cassidy. This happened in the first
decade of this century. Williams had been on the beach for some
time and he and his friend Spike were listening to hymn-singing outside a Seamen's Mission when they were accosted by a smoothtongued bum. Saying he could get them a ship the bum took them
to a dive down a back alley. The drinking place was full of hoboes
and stiffs, and after the two sailors had been given a few gins, things
warmed up. In the resultant fracas the two pals insulted the barkeeper. A riot started and then Spike extinguished the lone gas-jet.
In the darkness they escaped, but later the 'Norfolk jackal' appeared, apologized for the rough-house, and led them to a boardinghouse, where once more he adamantly declared he could get them
shipped. The house was full of what Williams calls 'turnpike sailors',
that is beachcombers, but when the boarding-master said he would
ship them the next day, they decided to stay. As the house was full
they had to double up in a bunk, a bunk filthy with bug marks. Some
of the stiffs were sleeping on the floor. Half-way through the night
the two sailors cleared out through the window, their room being on
the ground floor. They walked the streets for the rest of the night in
preference to being eaten alive by vermin, returning for breakfast,
which consisted of fried beef, spuds, and rye bread. After dinner they
lined up and the shipping-master Cassidy inspected them. Apart from
Williams and his mate, the whole gang were drunks, beachcombers,
and lumberjacks. They signed on a British ship in front of the British
consul. From the twenty dollars advance taken by the crimp each
man had received a night's lodging, two meals, a sheath-knife, a
donkey's breakfast, a pair of old sea-boots, a quilt, some tobacco, and
a bottle of rotgut whiskey, amounting to nine dollars in all. When they
got to sea their companions in misery were demoted instantly.
The names of most of these 'Norfolk jackals' are, unfortunately,
no longer remembered with perhaps the exception of Bullock, who
was around in the i88os. He was quite notorious, and one of his many
performances was that of shanghaiing a U.S. naval gunner—complete with uniform—aboard a Dutch merchantman!
By now it will be apparent to the reader that most of these seaports
of America's eastern seaboard were crimps' paradises. Such Sailortowns—with the exception of that of New York—were centres of
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shanghaiing rather than pleasure for the seaman. This was true, loo,
of the more southern ports such as Charleston, Savannah, and the
timber ports of Florida, where desertions were many. Even as late as
1903 shanghaiing, or something very akin to it, was being carried on
in these timber ports. Boatloads of crimps, like Barbary pirates,
would lie off foreign cotton- and timber-ships at anchor awaiting an
opportunity to board them, and many British afterguards kept them
at bay with their ship's 'artillery'.
Both Charleston and Savannah were bad even from the midnineteenth century. John Esping was shanghaied out of Savannah
in the fifties, after being kept half-starved in jail for three weeks, a
custom common in many ports. The idea was to get the police—•
usually a corrupt lot, mostly willing to do a spot of something illegal
if they got a slice of the 'blood money'—to put an out-of-a-ship
sailor in prison. The sailor would be arrested on some trumped-up
charge, or for desertion from his last ship, the police keeping him
'on ice' until the crimp was ready to ship the unfortunate man.
After a man was run off a ship by the crimps, they would force him
to join another, whether hell-ship or not, threatening him with prison
if he refused the berth—a threat which usually worked because desertion was, in most parts of the world, punishable by law. This was true
even in my day, and was the main reason why, when I once jumped
ship in New Zealand, I changed my name for the time being.
In Charleston the crimps received as much as 100 dollars per
body for each man they coerced into jumping ship. The two most infamous Charleston shanghaiers of the fifties were Webb and Rice,
and in the eighties another pair called 'Paddy' and 'Mickey', both
claimants to the corpse-shipping record, were, according to an old
shipmate of mine, well known to British seamen.
Now let us 'round the corner', and have a look what the Gulf had to
offer. All these Gulf ports—Galveston, Mobile, Gulfport, Pensacola,
and New Orleans—were the haunts of crimps, and sailor desertions
in all of them, from the sixties to the eighties, were common enough.
In the Florida timber ports, ports with fantastic Indian names such
as Apalachicola and Pascagoula—the breeding grounds of Yellow
Jack—the tough Quebec timber-stowers, Irish and French-Canadian,
would work, drink, and fight for a short period before returning
north again. These small fever-ridden ports were a mass of groggeries
and brothels, catering to the needs of both the timber-stowers and
the visiting seamen from the timber-ships, and, as desertions were a
regular feature of these ports, crimps, too, set up their boardinghouses here.
In Gulfport the high wages to be had on fishing vessels out of the
port induced men to desert deep-water ships, and Negroes were often
shipped in place of such deserters. In Mobile, too, desertions were
frequent. From the forties to the seventies, the longshore population
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of the port consisted of some of the roughest, toughest humans in the
world—Irish packet-ship sailormen, English, Irish, a n d Negro cotton hoosiers, and the Quebec timber-stowers doing a spot of wharf
work with the bales. T h e cotton hoosiers of Mobile, who filled the
grog-shops of Sailortown nightly, were the greatest drinkers ever.
Nordhoff, writing in his book The Merchant Vessel describes these men
in the following m a n n e r :
The men who yearly resort to Mobile Bay to screw cotton are, as may
be imagined, a rough set. They are mostly English and Irish sailors, who
leaving their ships here, remain until they have saved a hundred or two
dollars, then ship for Liverpool, London, or whatever port may be their
favourite, there to spree it all away, and return to work out another
supply. Screwing cotton is, I think, fairly entitled to be called the most
exhausting labour that is done on shipboard. Cooped up in the dark
and confined hold of a vessel, the perspiration running off" them like water,
every muscle strained to its utmost. But the men who follow it prefer it to
going to sea. They have better pay, better living, and, above all, are not
liable to be called out at any minute in the night, to fight the storm, or,
worse yet, to work the ship against a head-wind. Their pay is two dollars
per day, and their provisions furnished. They sleep upon the cotton-bales
in the hold, but few of them bringing beds aboard with them. Those we
had on board drank more liquor and chewed more tobacco than any set
of men I ever saw elsewhere, the severe labour seeming to require an additional stimulus. Altogether, I thought theirs a rough life, not at all to be
envied them.
This description of these cotton hoosiers was how the writer viewed
them in the forties of the last century; a little later the Quebec gangs
arrived and they were just as tough a drinking, swearing, tobaccochewing, and fighting set as the hoosiers, maybe, in many ways worse.
Crimping, of course, was common in Mobile, b u t perhaps not as bad
as in other Gulf ports.
Mobile Bay's no place for me,
Roll the collon down !
I'll ship away to some other sea,
Oh, roll the cotton down!
Thus sang the shantyman in his halyard song, but perhaps this is
poetic license, as sailormen, in the main, seemed to like ' 'way down
in Mobile Bay'.
A rather rumbustious and lewd old sailor-song called Little Mohee
tells of the sensuous delights a tarry young sailorman indulges in
when in the company of an Indian lass in one of the grog-shops of
early Pensacola:
As I was a-walkin' down Pensacola shore,
I went into a grog-shop to pass mc an hour.
An' I sat there a-smokin' an' a-drinkin' me glass,
An' a-feelin' the starn of a young Injun lass.
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Pensacola was the port par excellence of the timber fleet, and, at the
latter end of the last century, to its wharves came a great armada of
Quebec timber traders, and to its garish Sailortown came the Quebec seamen and timber-stowers, rip-roaring for booze, women, and
a fight. Around the waterfront were hundreds of small grog-shops and
dives, the dives filled with half-caste, mulatto, and French prostitutes,
all well-versed in sexual contortions and sailor-robbing techniques.
Sailor-robbing here had always been a great sport from the earliest
days, and around the waterfront many a man was slugged and murdered.
Sailor boarding-houses thronged the place and crimps were to be
found in droves. As F. W. Wallace writes, 'The respectable citizenry
of Pensacola shut their eyes to happenings along the waterfront', and
about corpses he declares, 'When such flotsam were seafarers or longshoremen the authorities scarcely bothered to make enquiries.' Of
an evening the crews from the pitchpine ships would besiege Sailortown in their hundreds, seeking diversion, and from the more famous
Sea Breeze Hotel and Fore Royal Bar to the scruffiest drinking den,
in the seats of theatres such as the Bay View, or in the brothels of
Lower Palafox Street, John Salt would be found enjoying himself
to the full. Most of the dives and boarding-houses were in or near
Lower Palafox Street. A famous boarding-house of the beginning of
this century was that kept by three Italian sisters. Captain Pastore,
an Italian seaman, tells—in the South Spainer—of how he was shipped
out of here in a vessel called the Sanf Antonio bound for Genoa.
The rest of the crowd were Germans, Norwegians, and a Negro. On
reaching Genoa the master refused to pay the crew a halfpenny—or
centavo—saying that since he had to pay 'blood money' in Pensacola,
'there was nothing left for them'.
By the First World War crimping had ceased, more or less, around
the Gulf.
New Orleans was a port greatly to the liking of the windjammer
shantyman. As he led the singing at the forehand of the tops'1 halyards, awash to his waist in icy Cape Horn seas, or rode the bars of
the capstan, dragging a three-month-buried anchor from its slimy
bed, he knew, psychologist that he was, that solos about the Crescent
City, about Dixie's Isle, would conjure up in the mind of the haulers
and heavers a wonderful vision of that great sailor port and the
women and rum of its Fiddler's Green. Hence the reason, one supposes, of the great number of shanties with solos singing of New Orleans, its women, and its drinking dens.
I wish I wuz in ol' Sloames Hall,
Lowlands, Lowlands, away me John !
A-drinkin' luck to the ol' Blackball,
My dollar an' a half a day!
' (Windlass Song)
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Oh, Rosie she'm the gal for me,
Away you Rosie, walkalong!
She hangs around on the big levee,
Walkalong me Rosie !
{Halyard Shanty)
Until the River Mississippi was dredged, and its Bar attended to,
by Captain Ends in the 1830s, nearly all the New Orleans traders
were wooden, flat-bottomed, shallow-draughted vessels. Of course,
King Cotton was the great commodity that drew ships here from
every part of the world, braving the dangerous shoals and treacherous currents of the Delta. After having been a haunt of pirates and
filibusters for many years, with the coming of the thirties and forties
of the last century prosperity came rapidly to the Crescent City, and
with it came its attendant evil, the boarding-house and the crimp.
In the fifties it is recorded that the mate of an English ship was shanghaied aboard of a Yankee packet as a common sailor. John Esping
—mentioned earlier—was also shanghaied out of here in the fifties,
finishing up in hospital in Le Havre.
The common term used around New Orleans and the Gulf ports
in general for the crimping trade was 'shipping'. Polyglot crews
would be shipped out of here: Negroes, Spaniards, Yanks, Britishers,
mulattos, octoroons, patois-speaking Frenchmen, and what have you.
Knife-prone Greeks, too, were often to be found among these shanghaied crews. A story is told about one of these crimps shipping a
corpse—dressed in a monkey-jacket and canvas trousers—taken from
an undertakers. When the second mate tried to rouse it and found
he couldn't, he dragged it up on deck, stood it against the capstan,
telling it to 'keep a good lookout'. When it failed to report a light he
bashed hell out of it.
A custom of the New Orleans' traders, long-established by tradition was the following. Just after a ship had left the waterfront and
was heading down river under tow, a battle would break out between
the crowd before the mast and the afterguard, a battle to test which
side was the superior. It was the expected thing and it happened
aboard many New Orleans' traders in the thirties and forties. The
crowd would be half-soused on the vile liquors of the waterfront
saloons and grog-shops, dope such as Old Levee Tanglefoot, Milk
Whiskey, Hoosier Grog, or Tarantula Juice—the latter a concoction
made from two quarts of alcohol, a few burnt peaches, and a plug
of hard tobacco, all mixed up in a five-gallon keg of water. In the
forties and fifties these poisons were sold in all the groggeries along
the levees near the wharves and ai'ound Camp Street, as well as in
the dance-halls and dives of Iberville and Bienville Streets, and up on
Rampart Street, where there were many sailor brothels. These were
the days, as we have seen, when the tough packet-rats from the Western Ocean packet-ships left behind the wintry cold of the North
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Atlantic and drifted down to New Orleans to work as cotton hoosiers
on the wharves. They were said to be, in sailor lingo, men who were
'hard to shave'.
All around the Vieux Carre at this time was one great Sailortown,
an area that had been a few years earlier the haunt of pirates and
buccaneers. Conti Street, too, was a sailor street, but slowly the
'sporting houses' as the brothels were becoming to be known in New
Orleans, began to be filled with others than sailormen, beachcombers,
Negro roustabouts, and white cotton hoosiers. During the latter days
of the century, as prosperity waxed, this area attracted the wealthier
rogues of the Southern States, and rather classy gambling began to
be attached to the whoring trade, causing the not so wealthy sailor
to move back a little to his old haunts nearer the waterfront levees.
This was twenty years or more after the Civil War, for during the
war, and after, things were pretty grim around Old Man River, and
poverty stalked the once happy community. In the sixties the redlight district was at its lowest ebb, and the harlots had a devil of a
time keeping body and soul together. These harlots were a tough lot,
but perhaps not so tough as the wharf women, whom Admiral
Porter, on his making fast in New Orleans after the Blockade,
called 'savages'. At this time they had broken open and looted
the rice tierces. By the late seventies and eighties business began
to climb steadily. In 1897 the area around Rampart Street, Basin
Street, and Franklyn Street—the district of the so-called 'Sporting
Houses'—was named Storyville, after a certain alderman called
Story.
From the seventies to the early nineties was the hey-day of the
Mississippi 'show-boats', which would come alongside the wharves
with their calliopes going and their pennons flying, causing great
excitement among the hoosiers, Creoles, and sailors along the waterfront. The show-boats were great travelling casinos. These, together
with the gambling houses that now swelled the Crescent City, all,
helped to make the port one of the greatest centres of faro, roulette,
poker, and so on, in America. Of course prostitutes were part and
parcel of the set-up. An influx of these came from many parts of the
world to inhabit the sporting liouses of the Storyville of the nineties.
And although the seamen preferred the grog-shops of the waterfront,
at times they would be found in such brothels-cum-drinking dens—
cum-gambling-halls as Sloames (or Slomes) Hall which appears in
the shanty on p. 183, the Old Mahogany Hall, and the Rising Sun,
mentioned in the old folk-song whicli follows:
There's a house in New Orleans,
They call the Rising Sun,
Has been the ruin of many poor girls,
An' mc, oh, Lord, I'm one.
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Basin Street, of course, was one of the most popular streets with
Negroes, sailormen, Creoles, gamblers, cotton porters, and gentlemen
adventurers of the period, although Bourbon Street was the centre
of the French-speaking natives. The dialect spoken by the waterfront
Creoles was known as 'Gumbo', and was a sort of bastard French,
but Spanish, French-Canadian, Sicilian, German, and many other
lingoes were to be heard around the levees and Sailortown, and at the
Picayune Tier the babel of tongues was beyond belief.
By the end of the nineteenth century Tom Anderson, who ran a
dive called the Arlington Annex, was the big boss of Storyville. He
was quite a card, as well as the publisher of a guide to the whorehouses of the district, a twenty-five cent Blue Book which gave the
names of most of the harlots as well. In the first decade of this century
Lulu White's Mahogany Hall was probably the most patronized
brothel of the district. Other dives were the Frenchman's, the Five
Dollar House (Josie Arlington's joint—a bit expensive for sailors and
hoosiers). Countess Willie's Piazza, where lusty octoroons were the
speciality of the house, and Billy Phillip's loi Ranch—-the first place
where a single piano replaced the usual three-piece band, and probably the dive largely responsible for the coming of jazz to New Orleans. In the early igoos there were over two thousand pleasure
houses in the district of Storyville—not to mention those around the
back streets of the waterfront and the hub of this great vice area was
Bourbon Street.
By the turn of the century the regular prostitute quarter—as opposed to the numerous levee and waterfront dives—had grown to
cover an exceedingly large area. It was subdivided, both in girls and
policing methods, into geographical areas. In some streets would be
found Bohemian and Polak prostitutes, in others Italian women.
Jewesses had their own brothel quarters, as did American, Canadian,
and English whores. Irish girls, too, were to be found in great numbers in their own section, but the largest quarter of all was, naturally,
that of the Negro and mulatto women. Most of the houses were of
two storeys. Outside of many of the smaller houses would be seen
hanging signs bearing the names of the inmates: Nelly Corbet, Lizzie
Devant, Sadie Buskin, and so on.' The walls inside such brothels
would be decorated with texts of scripture, in the fashion of the bordels of the Barbary Coast in Frisco. Many brothels had Venetian
blinds, with the slats flattened so that prospective customers or the
inquisitive could peer through and see the inmate reclining, half
naked, on a horsehair sofa. Poor citizens and strangers would nightly,
after lo p.m., stroll through these quarters just for the fun of seeing
such peep-shows.
By the nineties the sailor boarding-house system was on the decline
' These names are taken from Sir Han y Johnson's The jYegio in Ihe New World (London,
1910).
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and the crimps more or less out of business, although Captain Jones,
in his book The Cape Horn Breed, maintains that there was still some
shanghaiing here even in 1903. But certainly by the First World War
crimping and the boarding-house master was as dead as the dodo.
With the closing of Storyville by the U.S. Naval Authorities, sanctioned by Washington, in 1917-18, another component of Sailoitown—wholesale prostitution—became a thing of the past. All that
remained were the sleazy bars near the waterfront, many of which
disappeared with the clearance of the slum area in the twenties. One
of the few drinking taverns left from the 'good old days' is the Absinthe House, standing on the corner of St. Louis and Char tres
Streets, which dates back to 1800.
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W. m N all probability the most north-western ports given
f ƒ • ^^^"^ *° ^"y of the 'trades' associated with Sailortown were
t / • those of Vancouver, Victoria, Nanaimo, Chemainus, and
^
M Esquimault—all in Canada. Even if they didn't possess a
^^.^^
perfect Sailortown, each one had a small waterfront section
of the port devoted to sailor pubs, a few brothels, maybe, but mainly
boarding-houses and crimps. Of course, many of the dives in these
nor'west ports were not just the property of seafarers—lumberjacks,
trappers, miners, and others frequented them just as much, and very
often thanks to their imprudence finished up on the main royal of a
full-rigged ship instead of on the upper branches of a big Columbian
cedar, riding Cape Horn 'greybeards' instead of Alaskan dog-sledges.
So as to dodge paying port dues many sailing ships used to lie outside of the Vancouver City limits at a place called Burrard's Inlet.
In the excellent little sailing-ship magazine South Spainer^ a story is
told of how, in 1908, the Haddon Hall was shifted from her berth in
Vancouver over to a new berth at Burrard's Inlet by a gang of such
crimp-induced lumberjacks, whose spiked boots tore up the decking
of the fo'c'sle-head as they tramped around the capstan. When she
got her charter the Haddon Hall proceeded to Hastings Saw-mills to
load lumber. Crimping was dying by this time, but the captain of this
ship being short-handed did a bit of shanghaiing himself by getting
his apprentices to entice, from a German barque loading lumber, a
number of her seamen to replace those who had deserted the Haddon
Hall in Vancouver.
Vancouver, around the turn of the century, was notorious for its
crimps, the chief one of whom was probably Cockney Jack. Bone^
tells a good yarn in which this character is referred to. Bone's ship
was in Portland in 1906 when orders came for her to proceed to
Chemainus, Vancouver Island, to load lumber for Iquique. That
night—she was to sail the next day—two runners, Ryan and Evans,
• Vol. I, no. 5, August 1963.
^ Bowsprit Ashore (London, 1932"!.
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paid the ship a visit. These were the bullies of the famous crimp Max
Levi. The Old Man threatened to shoot the crimping band if they
dared set foot aboard his craft. Since there was a shortage of seabodies in Portland, and plenty of loaded timber-ships awaiting crews,
this did not deter such expert shanghaiers and 'runner-offers' as
Ryan and Evans, and at midnight they came alongside the bows in
their Whitehall boat, ready for the crew to pay off with the jib-downhaul. They had hardly got more than two or three sea-bags over the
bow when the second mate discovered what was happening. Hastening aft, he called the master and the rest of the afterguard. As the Old
Man, like a battling bull, charged for'ard the absconding sailors and
scared runners hid in the fo'c'sle. The captain took the carpenter's
maul and, knocking out the retaining pin, dropped the anchor clean
through the crimps' boat, its two-ton weight smashing it to bits.
Then the crew refused duty and wouldn't touch the tug's hawser,
demanding instead that they be allowed to see the British consul.
The reasoning of the men was this. If they were taken ashore by the
consul and put in jail for refusing duty, they would only have to 'do'
ten days, after which they would be ashore in Portland, free men, to
enjoy the delights of the land if only for a few days. An alternative
was, with 'blood money' in the port being so high, shipping plentiful,
and a shortage of men, the crimps would pay their fines and so set
them free. However, the Old Man was well aware of these moves,
and with a cunning smile on his face he sent ashore for the British
consul.
The 'consul' he sent for was, in actual fact, a ship chandler called
Schultz. He was a jovial fat man, who, smilingly, told the obstreperous crowd that they would do better paying off in Chemainus, and
he left them in a calmer mood, telling them he was going ashore to
telegraph the shipping-master in Victoria to expect them. So the
crowd turned to, and off they sailed for Chemainus with the captain
looking sour. Later he told the mates what his plan was. He declared
he had tricked the men because if his ship had had to wait in Portland for ten days or so, until his men were released from jail, or
another crowd put aboard at high 'blood money' rates, he would have
lost his charter. When they reached Chemainus the so-called shippingmaster came aboard, but here again a trick had been played, for the
'shipping-master' was none other than the famous crimp Cockney
Jack. He took the men ashore, got them all tight, and, in less than a
week, had shipped them out again sore, sorry, and penniless. Then
he shipped aboard Bone's ship—when she was ready to sail and lying
in the Royal Roads—a new bunch of 'sailors', four of whom were
hoboes who had spent most of their lives 'riding the rods' of the
freight trains of the C.P.R.
Another crimp of Vancouver, whose influence was felt in Nanaimo,
Chemainus, and Esquimault, was a certain gentleman, supposedly
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a decent member of society, who was in the hotel business in Vancouver City. As late as 1908 the Broderick Castle, lying in Chemainus
stern-fast to the wharf and loading lumber over her stern, had all her
crowd desert. A new gang, all drunk, was put aboard her by an Esquimault crimp. But the classic shanghaied 'body' of this region, mentioned in many books and records, was the Lulu Island farmer, who,
in town for stores, was trepanned aboard the three skys'l ship Eastcroft'lu. 1895.
There are still plenty of seamen around who knew the ports of
Puget Sovmd at the beginning of this century, so one could give yarn
after yarn about the pubs, dives, and crimps of Port Townsend,
Seattle, and Tacoma, without exhausting this fund, but we shall have
to limit these to some of the ones which once went the rounds of every
ship's fo'c'sle.
My friend Charlie Muller was shipped out of the Sound aboard
the Yankee heW-shi^ JohnCurrier, never setting eyes on his two months'
advance of sixty dollars. The John Currier had varnished masts and
yards, red-leaded yard-bands, and white topping-lifts, brace and
halyard pendants, which any seamen knew were the hall-marks of a
hell-ship commanded by a hazing bucko.
A Yankee ship came down the river,
Blow, boys, blow!
Her masts and yards they shine like silver,
Blow, me bully boys, blow !
One of the best crimping yarns out of Port Townsend is that of Max
Levi, the port's most famous shanghaier, and the German barque
Plus, as originally told by Captain Schroder. This happened in 1899.
When the Plus rounded-to in this port a gang of Max Levi's bruisers
headed by Norwegian Charlie, his chief runner, swarmed aboard,
and took off the crew, including two deserters from the Russian Navy
who had stowed away aboard her in Vladivostock. Max Levi had
promised the hands a job aboard a coasting schooner at fifty dollars
a month, the usual lie. Next day found them aboard a British fourmasted barque, outward bound, with two months' wages dead and
their pay from the Plus lost.
Captain Schroder, who was an apprentice aboard the Plus, a few
days later took under his wing a young German seman from off the
'beach', endeavouring to get him signed on without having to go
through Max Levi's red-tape, with the ultimate loss of two months'
advance. The mate agreed to keep the man aboard and hide him
until ready to sail. A few days later, however, when Schroder was
ashore, a young chap came up to him and warned him that Max
Levi's men were out gunning for him for having taken the German
aboard. Schroder and a shipmate, while rowing out to their ship at its
moorings, were intercepted by a skill" which caught up with them just
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as they reached the boat falls dangling over the side of the Plus. A
fight ensued, Sims and Norwegian Charlie—Max Levi's runners—
using boat-hooks in the skirmish, and as the mate upon the deck
above was unable to use his gun for fear of hitting his own two men,
Schroder was wounded by a boat-hook and his shipmate laid out
senseless in the bottom of the boat. The crimps were eventually
driven off and the ship proceeded to Port Blakeney.
The captain of the Plus however had, in the long run, to pay the
usual 'blood money' for a crowd, and also for the German who had
dodged the boarding-house route. The police, always favouring the
crimps, warned Schroder never to set foot ashore in Port Townsend
again.
The master of an American ship lying in Port Townsend about the
same time had a crew sent up from Frisco to beat the high 'blood
money' demands of Max Levi and his ilk, but the latter's runners
met the new men at Vancouver where they landed from the San
Francisco steamer, and took the whole crowd back to Port Townsend
on a hired tug. Not willing to give in to the crimps, the Yankee captain sent for another crowd of sailors from Frisco, and this time went
up to Vancouver to meet them himself, getting them safely aboard
his ship in Port Townsend. But that night the crimps made an attack
on the ship, and while Sims and Charlie kept the afterguard at bay
with their Winchesters, other runners, led by 1'om Newman, herded
the bewildered seamen into their boats, also at the point of several
guns. Next day Max offered them to the Yankee skipper at loo dollars, per head, and the master, knowing he was beaten, accepted the
offer.'
Max Levi's boarding-house was built on piles partly over a creek,
and above a trap-door he had davits with which to hoist up his boat.
In the middle of his 'common room' stood a huge 'bogey' or tall iron
stove, around which, at most times of the year, thirty or forty seamen from every corner of the earth, would be seated. His house was
a regular League of Nations. His runners were all ex-pugilists, and
when he put a shanghaied crew aboard a ship he always left two
armed guards to make certain the men didn't get ashore before the
ship sailed. In the days of the Union versus the non-Union battles he
often shipped scab Japanese, Chilenos, and Siwash Indians aboard
Yankee ships, and trappers, cowboys, lumberjacks, miners, and
bottle-washers, all, at some time or another, he shipped as 'prime seamen'!
Max didn't only use Port Townsend as his base; Taconia, too, was
on his list, and he, along with the giant pugilist Billy Ryan, of the Old
Tacoma Boarding-house, close to the Tacoma Mill, Dave Evans,
Donnelly, Paddy Doyle, and Baker, as well as Eddie Sims and the
' Both these stories are given in full by Captain C Haug of Darmstadt in Sea Breezes,
March 1957.
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vicious Gunderson, both from Port Townsend, helped to run, from
the shanghaiing angle, the Tacoma waterfront as well.
The whole of the Puget Sound area in the early days of this century was both a paradise and a hell for visiting seamen. Ships entered
the Sound from Cape Flattery by way of the Straits ofJuan de Fuca,
normally sailing up to Port Townsend, but taking a tow for Tacoma
or Seattle. Half the hands would usually clear out in Port Townsend,
the remainder beating it in Tacoma or Seattle, both the latter having
a big crimp set-up. Logging camps around here, with big pay,

Puget Sound and Columbia River ports

offered a great attraction to deserting sailors, the crimps of course
using this inducement, as well as the high wages paid on fishing boats
out of the Sound, to make sailors jump ship.
The grain-ships would anchor abreast of Tacoma, a beautiful city,
exporting grain, timber, and furs. After several lighters of bagged
wheat had been taken aboard, ballast would be discharged, and the
ships taken alongside the wharf to finish loading. Sailormen, lumberjacks, fur-trappers, and others frequented the cafés and drinking
saloons of both Seattle and Tacoma, and many a sailor living remembers the clam chowder and the Bull Durham tobacco in little bags,
both local products. Usually by the time the ships were ready to come
alongside not a man before the mast would be left aboard to moor
ship, the mates and the boys themselves having to make the ballastlogs fast, by chains through the scupper-holes. In order to prevent
the tall, empty, or part-empty, ships from capsizing, this was a necessary precaution in the Sound.
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Of course, the crimps were not interested in the apprentices since
they received no pay, and so were worthless from the crimps' point
of view. Nevertheless, apprentices did desert in these ports. In the
eighties and nineties there was neither law nor order around the
Sound, and at the time of the Klondykc Gold Rush the crimping
trade was really hard put to find men.
In the seventies Port Townsend hardly existed, but by the nineties,
it had become, along with Tacoma and Seattle, a wild, lawless, boom
town. It was said that even the British vice-consul here, a Norwegian
by birth, was in the crimping game. Port Townsend at this time had
its shanghaiing tunnels, already mentioned elsewhere, and, apart
from San Francisco, was the only port in the world to boast such
unique additions to the crimping game. They ran from the centre
of the sailor district to the quayside, and, in addition to the doped
bodies of seamen being carried through them outwards, the inward
use of these tunnels was for the smuggling of opium, which had a
ready sale among the large population of Chinese dwelling around
the Sound.
The Pacific Hotel was a great rendezvous of seamen, as also was
Saunder's Honky-Tonk on the waterfront.
A Port Townsend boarding-house master called Limey Dirk is said
to have been another 'shipper of corpses', as well as having shipped a
dog-collared sky-pilot aboard a Yankee hell-ship. This crimp augmented his forty-dollar 'blood money' per sailor-body income by
running a row of whore-houses in the sailor quarter of Port Townsend.
But as well as being shanghaied out of the Sound sailors can remember the good times too.
In the days when Tacoma was the centre of the biggest pine forest
in the world, the crews from the timber-loading ships would gather,
of an evening, around huge fires of disqualified timber, telling yarns,
singing songs, and eating clams, crabs, and fish, often cooked by the
Chinese 'cook o' the woods'. The apprentices would, at times, entice
this same Oriental gentlemen to make them apple-pies. These midnight barbecues were one of the pleasanter sides of sailor life around
the Sound in the early eighties. Of course, in the very early days the
ships would tie up at some lone saw-mill, very often up a creek, quite
deep in the forest, where the seamen would load their own timber
cargo, and it was from such saw-mill landings that the great ports
around the Sound grew up. Seattle developed from Yesler's Sawmill.
As the larger iron ships took the place of the earlier Yankee wooden
droghers, man-power diminished, and it became quite unsafe to
wander back to one's ship in ones or twos. Crimps and their runners,
or just straightforward robbers, would await in the woods near these
saw-mills for returning seamen and sand-bag them with impunity.
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Seattle itself in the nineties was also a dangerous place, its Fiddler's
Green a centre for faro-houses, with other dives where stud-poker
and roulette were played by sailormen and lumberjacks alike. Street
shooting was common, law virtually non-existent, and drinking dens
selling nothing but fire-water were two a penny. A deserting sailor
could get a grub-stake and head north on the steamer which left
weekly for the Klondyke. It was the gold up north, mainly, that emptied the fo'c'sles of the visiting timber- and grain-ships. Fights often
occurred between the crimps and seamen, and once the seamen had
the laugh when J. Lynch, a famous Columbia River crimp, came up
to Seattle. He boarded the American ship Rufus E. Wood, in order to
coerce the crew to desert and join a British ship lying in Astoria, but
was shanghaied himself aboard the same ship on a passage to Sydney,
Australia! Another well-known crimp was Dave Shiner, who, around
1890, was engaged in a war with the new-found Sailors' Union over
his shipping of scabs.
In 1895 the Yankee hell-ship W. F. Babcock lay in Tacoma. She
couldn't get a crowd on account of her sanguinary reputation, so the
crimps, cunningly, asked the men in their houses to help shift her out
into the stream, offering exceptionally good wages for a job that would
take no more than a couple of hours at the most. Once they got the
unsuspecting men aboard her, and the ship out in the stream, the
crimps ordered, at gun point, the duped seamen to sign on. A fight
followed, but Frank Turk, one of the sons of the notorious Portland
crimp Jim Turk, soon had the men subdued, inarched them off
ashore to the United States Shipping Office, and forced them to sign
at the point of a gun. The men were of mixed breeds, including a
couple of Japanese.
The Sound ports were probably the last in the world where shanghaiing was carried out, some instances of it being known even up to
the First World War, when in places such as Frisco and New York
it had long since petered out.
South of the Sound, on the Columbia River, lies Astoria, and farther up the river, Portland; both places having had a bad reputation
for crimps and shanghaiing.
The bar of the Columbia River was considered the most dangerous
in the world in sailing-ship days, but skilful pilots usually brought
ships through safely into the quieter waters of Astoria. In fine weather
tugs were used, but in dirty weather the ships would sail over it under
their tops'ls, with two hands at the wheel, men on lookout in the forerigging, and the captain and pilot in the mizen-rigging. Ships that
were not discharging in Astoria would just drop anchor abreast this
port for the night, or else moor up temporarily at Thompson and
Ross' Wharf, proceeding up the 110 miles of river to Portland behind
some famous stern-wheeler—such as the Ocklahama or Okhlahoma—
next day. In Portland they would discharge their ballast, with the
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ballast-logs over the side as in the Sound ports, and then load timber
or grain. Crimps such as the famous Grant Brothers and Larry Sullivan would work both ports and, at times, those of the Sound and even
Frisco as well. Occasionally seamen managed to get a berth here
without going through the crimps' houses, but such cases were rare,
since these land-sharks had the waterfronts of both Columbia River
ports well tied up.
There was a keen competition between the boarding-house masters of Portland and Astoria for the job of sailor-supplying, two
months' advance being the price here for sailor bodies, alive or dead.
It was against the law to take men from one ship in port and put them
aboard another, but this didn't worry the River crimps. Jim Turk was
one of the most famous of the Portland crimps. He always carried a
gold-headed walking-stick, which at times he would use as a weapon.
One good yarn about this character comes from the pages of Sea
Breezes.
In the nineties the captain of a ship lying in port got five men from
Jim Turk. Turk and his runners, Marshall and Paddy Enright started
to bring them aboard, but on the Portland wharf a gang of crimps
from Astoria met them. Their leader showed Turk a telegram, purported to be from the Chief of Police, saying, 'Arrest Captain of the
, illegal shipment of men from a ship in port.' A fight ensued
between the Portland runners and the Astoria runners, the seamen
turning on Marshall and his gang. The result was that the seamen
managed to get away from Turk's crowd but landed up in the bosom
of the Astoria crimps. Such was a sailor's lot seventy years ago!
To prevent this pinching of each other's sailor-flesh the Columbia
River crimps always put armed watchmen aboard each ship to which
they had supplied a crowd so as to prevent further kidnapping. In
the 1890s even the Chief of the Astoria Police was in cahoots with the
crimps. Larry Sullivan, like most of the River crimps, worked from
Astoria as well as from Portland. In 1897 he put a full crew aboard
the Alexander Black at pistol point. Ma Jason, a woman crimp of Astoria is recorded to have shanghaied her own husband, and Paddy
O'Brien is another one said to have shipped a corpse, although some
say it was a cigar-store Indian—a 'body' rather popular with the
shanghaiing fraternity if we are to believe the number of sailor yarns
regarding crimps said to have shanghaied one.
The sailor part of Astoria was known as Swill-town, and its boss
'King' George Hill, a crimp who, besides owning boarding-houses,
ran a row of whore-houses, a dance-hall, a drinking saloon, and a
low-class variety hall. A rather doubtful sailor yarn declares that, if
one was bust, entre to any of these places of amusement could be
gained by the down payment of a fresh salmon! Brothels were everywhere near the waterfront area, two well-known sailor ones being
'Liz's' and Willamette Kate's, and other dives were situated either
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side of the main post office. Drinking saloons ran into three numbers
of which Liverpool Kate's, the Neptune Bar, Maggie Riley's, Dick
Marion's, the Dewdrop, the Pacific, and the Louvre were all well
known to seamen. In any one of these a sailor or lumberjack would
be slogged and rolled nightly.
Some say, however, that Portland was even worse. Its waterfront
drag—Lower Burnside Street—and its neighbouring streets, with
their drinking saloons and brothels, equalled if not surpassed anything Astoria could offer. Portland actually stands on the west bank
of the Willamette, twelve miles above its junction with the Columbia
River, and, in the eighties and nineties, the Willamette River whiskey
scows were a special feature of Portland. They were mainly run by
rough Irish tarts, those still remembered by old-timers today being
Nancy Boggs, Bridget Gallagher, and Liverpool Lizzie.
Liverpool Lizzie was known to seamen all over the Seven Seas. As
well as her scow, she ran, with the help of Lonnie Kendall, the Senate
Saloon in Second Street. Downstairs the drinking was done, upstairs
a brothel. Drinks would be passed upstairs through the time-saving
device of a hole cut in the ceiling above the bar. Liz often gave a
down-and-out sailor a drink or a feed for free. As well as pubs, dives,
and whiskey scows, opium dens, too, were a feature of Portland's
night life, as the town had a large Chinese community.
Then there were the sailor boarding-houses and their crimps all
around Lower Burnside. From a record point of view the most
famous Portland crimp was Bunco Kelly. He is supposed to have
broken into a mortuary and shipped thirty-nine corpses of men said
to have died from drinking formaldehyde—at fifty dollars a head.
And he got away with it! His other record was the finding of crews
for two four-masted barques in three hours—twenty-five men for
each ship. He, too, is credited with the shipping of a cigar-store
Indian, and of women doped and dressed a« men—yarns which certainly passed from fo'c'sle to fo'c'sle.
Larry Sullivan, however, was probably the crimp with the most
tricks. As already stated, he worked both Portland and Astoi'ia.
His first boarding-house however, was in Portland at the corner
of Glisan and Second Streets. In the 1890s—according to A. E.
Clark —in order to get a crew for the Yankee hell-ship T. F. Oakes,
Sullivan gathered together a crowd of waterfront stiffs, hired a galaxy
of dance-hall girls, and chartered a river steamer, informing all hands
that the bounteous Sullivan was going to give them a great river
party. Off they went, with a hired three-piece orchestra playing for
the dancing. Drinks were free, and so was the sumptuous dinner. The
hoboes thought they were in heaven. Reaching Astoria he asked all
hands to sign the passenger list before they went ashore. This was
in order to make sure that they were all aboard the steamer when she
sailed on her return trip to Portland—or that's what he told them!
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Then he took them for a binge on the town. When they all were threesheets-in-the-wind he asked them would they like to look over a real
American deep-waterman lying out in the bay, to which everyone,
like sheep, agreed. Of course, once he had them aboard that was it—
they had already unwittingly signed on when they put their names
to the 'passenger list' on the river-boat. It didn't take the bucko
mates long to drive, at the point of the gun, these half-soused hoboes
down into the hold, where they were manacled to stanchions until
the hell-ship left on a blood-boat passage to Le Havre, leaving Sullivan's pockets lined with good 'blood money'. Sullivan, like many
another crimp, was an ex-boxer and 'tin-horn' gambler and in his
boarding-houses, both in Astoria and Portland, he would allow no
liquor nor women. He himself lived in the more select part of Portland, and later, during the Nevada boom, became a millionaire
mining broker, but after the boom broke he ended his days in poverty.
Jim Turk of the gold-headed cane was also an ex-pugilist, and the
outstanding yarn about him was how he once shanghaied his own
son because of his penchant for wine, women, and cards. From his
house in Couch Street he and his runner Paddy Enright once shanghaied a doctor on a sea-passage which is said to have cured him of
his T.B.' He is said to have had this notice hung in his saloon:
To trust is to bust,
To bust is hell.
No trust—no bust—no helL
Three-fingered Daly of Frisco also worked in Portland for a while;
he was another ex-boxcr, as was Billy Smith, and one, if not both, of
the White Brothers.
The most famous crimps of Portland, however, were the Grant
Brothers—three rather handsome rogues, with their Ma, a massive
Irishwoman. Some seamen say they resided in Astoria, but it is more
than likely, in the fashion of most Columbia River crimps, that they
worked from both ports. Ma Grant's house, like Max Levi's, was
built overhanging the river, with davits and a boat slung from them
on the verandah. Men were sand-bagged at the front of the house,
carried through to the bunkhouse, dumped in the boat on the verandah—at the rear of the house—and shipped outwards. Here is a yarn
told by A. H. Bone about Ma Grant and her brood. A certain second
mate called Brown, with some shipmates, foolishly got into the
clutches of Ma and her boys. Once the doped rye had taken effect, they
were slung into the infamous bunkhouse. Brown, however, managed
to shake off the effects of the rye before his mates, and overheard part
of a conversation between Ma and her sons and the runners. 'Let's
ship 'em to the Arctic, with Huntley of the sealer
. . .' was the
crux of it. When the crimps left the bunkhouse for a moment Brown
' Bowsprit Ashore (London, iq.^a).
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savagely awoke his mates, got them all tumbled into the boat hanging
at the davits, lowered away cheerily, and rowed like fury across the five
miles of river. Reaching the other side, they sold the boat and dispersed—one of the few times, anyone ever got to wind'ard of Ma and
her ofisprings.
Lubbock gives several stories of the Columbia River crimps. One
of the best is that of Captain Batchelor of the Cedarbank, who was a
'stern enemy of unscrupulous boarding-house masters and bloodsucking crimps'. In Hong Kong he refused to buy men from the
crimps, and so had to leave the port with only nine A.B.s instead of
eighteen. On reaching Portland, Oregon, he once again battled with
the crimps. The 'blood money' of the port at this time, the turn of the
century, was sixty dollars per man. The crimps sent him a note
ordering him to run off the rest of his crew, so they could ship a new
crowd. He refused, so the crimps and their runners made an assault
on his ship. Old Batchelor had his carpenter drop the anchor into
the crimps' boat, with dire results—the occupants of the boat being
picked up by the crimps in other boats which lay off and on at a safe
distance. As soon as the Cedaibank was moored alongside the wharf,
the crimps—always in league with the police—had two members of
the crew arrested on false charges, saying they had broken the law
last time they were in Portland, though, in actual fact, the men had
never visited the port before.
Old Batchelor went for the crimps on the wharf and two hours
later he himself was arrested for assault, battery, and attempted murder. Before leaving the ship to go with the police he gave each of his
officers a revolver, telling them to allow no man ashore or aboard.
At the trial he discovered that the crimp and the Sheriff were
brothers! The charge of attempted murder was dismissed, but he had
to serve a month's clink for having assaulted the Sheriff's brother.
When Batchelor returned to his ship he found one man only had
deserted, but another had been hired to replace him. When loaded
the ship proceeded to sea, with the vindictive crimp and his Sheriff
brother following in a boat, both demanding vociferously that the
Cedarbank return to the wharf immediately as she was too shorthanded to be seaworthy. They also bawled that they had warrants for
the arrest of two of her seamen—who had never set foot ashore while
the ship was in port—on the charge of stealing great-coats. The Old
Man shouted from the poop that he would see into the matter as soon
as his ship was over the bar, but at the moment he was too busy
attending to the job of navigating her through the tricky waters of the
river to see to such trifles. Once he reached the bar, of course, he paid
off his enemies in the usual deep-sea manner—with the fore-sheet!
So, with five men and eight boys, he made the passage round the
Horn to Qiieenstown in ninety-nine days.
Three years later the Cedarbank again arrived in the Nor'Wcsl
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Pacific. This time she called at Vancouver. The crimps there were
not long in receiving a telegram from the Portland set-up: SNOUT
CEDARBANK. This meant put obstacles in her way so she could not get
men and so on. But Captain Batchelor sailed as soon as he was loaded
without losing one member of his crew, being the first captain for
years to get away from the port without having to pay heavy 'blood
money' for a crowd.
When the four-masted barque Morven lay in Portland, in 1905,
as the result of her master. Captain Llewellyn Rees, refusing to listen
to the crimps—Sullivan and company—who wished him to 'run his
men off', a pitched battle took place between the third mate, bosun,
and apprentices of the Morven on one side, and the crimps and their
runners, who were trying to steal the fo'c'sle hands, on the other. The
runners had come alongside under the bow in their boat and were
making off with two or three of the foremast-hands when the above
members of the crew spotted them, and putting off in the long-boat,
gave chase. The third mate was wounded with a crimp's boat-hook,
but the bosun picked up his revolver which had fallen into the bottom
boards, and shot both crimps dead. A writ was put on the ship, and
a full-scale trial took place. Some seamen say that the bosun got off,
other records say he didn't. Captain Rees, apparently, brought an
action against Sullivan for illegally boarding his ship and causing a
riot. Rees lost his case, but the story reached England, and a protest
was made to the American Government which brought the desired
results, and the shanghaiing of seamen in due course ceased in Portland.
According to W. G. Higgs of the Port Line, writing in Sea Breezes,^
Port Townsend was the scene of this fracas and not Portland.
Sullivan, like the others, would talk of highly paid shore jobs that
never materialized, jobs on fruit farms or driving express waggons.
After a week at his boarding-house the victims would be told that
they owed money for board, drink, and women, and would be informed that they had to sign articles in a new ship. Twenty-five
dollars was the standard pay for an A.B. on the Pacific Coast, so that
the master of the ship would have to pay fifty dollars for a man—two
months' advance—which would come out of the poor seaman's pay
when he signed off. Sullivan's boarding-house and saloon was a
dimly lit joint with no pretensions to glamour, but he did have music
in the form of a drunken Norwegian squeeze-box player.
Sullivan is said to have extracted the highest 'blood money' ever
paid—117 dollars per head—from a ship's master who had complained about him to the police. The police rarely backed the masters
of the ships, but when they did make some pretence of carrying out
the letter of the law, such as trying to arrest deserters, the crimps
would ship the men over the Columbia River into the State of
' Vol. 21, January 1956.
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Washington, where, there being no law against it, seamen could desert
with impunity. The usual subtle method, however, was to have the
deserters commit some simple crime for which they would be jailed,
and then when their ship had sailed the crimps would pay their fines
and so release them. And the shanghaiing of men from jail was as
common here as elsewhere in the States. The Chief of Police of Portland, in 1890, lost his job over such an incident.
Other Portland or Columbia River crimps of the eighties and nineties were Bctts the Butcher, Paddy Dale, Taff or Dave Evans, Dickie
MacCarron, Finn MacCartney—who once shipped a shipmate of
the writer's aboard a Yankee blood-boat—and Tony Arnold. This
latter chap kept a saloon on Fourth Street, and had a cart which he
would hire out for the conveying of doped and drunken crews down
to the waterfront steps. In 1900 a man who waged an unceasing
battle against the crimps and their methods was the Honourable
Bruce, afterwards Lord, Thurlow, who was in charge of the Flying
Angel Mission in Portland, but his victories were few.
In 1907 the hands of the British ship Glenelvan were put aboard
dead drunk by crimps, but unlike the usual shanghaied crews consisting of waterfront bums, stiffs, farmers, cowboys, miners, and lumberjacks, this crowd, when they sobered up over the bar, proved to the
letter to be real sailormen. Seamen, even as late as the First World
War, were shipped out of Portland by the boarding-house masters—
not doped, however. The master of the four-masted barque Moshulu,
bound for South Australia in 1927, engaged Shanghai White of
Flinders Street to get him a crowd together. Of course this was
'above-board' shipping, unconnected with the pre-war doping and
clubbing sort.
In many other small ports on the Pacific slope crimps worked their
nefarious trade. Sailors tell tales of shanghaiing in such places as St.
Helen, Kalama, and Port Blakeney in the latter part of the last century. Eureka, south of Astoria, on Humboldt Bay, where redwood
was loaded, was another small crimping port; although mainly in the
union versus scab days of the turn of the century. According to R. H.
Dillon, in his book Shanghaiing Days, a Sacramento gambler turned
crimp was, in the nineties, the overlord of the Eureka waterfront.
Cribs and parlour-houses—two types of prostitute house which
stemmed from Frisco's Barbary Coast—were plentiful in Eureka,
many of them run by crimps, one of whom was Cathouse Johnny,
and another Baker, a deputy-marshal! Both of these were around in
the eighties. The San Pedro crimp Coffee-House Connor also had a
crimping set-up here in 1885, and he, too, ran parlour-houses for the
delight of Deep-water Johnny as well as coastwise men. Other small
ports where crimps worked were Martinez, Port Costa, and Oakland,
the not-so-small town opposite San Francisco.
Port Costa on the Sacramento River, had many quayside saloons,
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and was a rather tough place for sailormen, but it had its charm!
A large brewery stood quite near the wharf, and every morning a
barrel of beer was placed outside its gates for the free consumption
of sailormen or any others wishing to imbibe. Several boardinghouses were to be found here, and crimps from Frisco worked the
place. Port Costa tailors were famous for the schooners of steam beer
of which they invited sailor customers to partake, the same tailors
never forgetting to put the price of the beer on the bill.
In the nineties Martinez was another tough place for sailormen.
The magazine The Seafarer^ records how a certain third mate called
Robertson and a young steward, on their way to church here, were
attacked by two hoboes, who were soon put to flight when reinforcements in the form of the mate and the master's son appeared on the
scene. Another time when young Robertson button-holed a Chinaman and asked him the way back to his ship, the Oriental produced
a big revolver which he kept trained on Robertson all the time while
giving him the necessary directions—no one was to be trusted in Martinez ! The mortuary here was an open shed and its slab often held
two or three corpses of men who had died through drink or from
violence. A colony of Italian fishermen lived in a pile village over the
river, and visiting sailors could buy a constant supply of sturgeon,
salmon, and chub from them.
Now let us see how the 'San' and 'Santa' ports of the days of Dana's
hide-droghers had advanced since the 1830s and 1840s. San Diego in
the 1880S was quite a place, with the Santa Fé wharf lined with
squareriggers, where the waterfront police never interested themselves in waterfront affairs. Boarding-houses and crimps were numerous, two of the best known of the latter being Pat O'Brien and
Dottridge. The union versus scab wars raged here, but one German
ship gave the crimps and their runners hell when they repelled the
boarders with rusty horse-shoes and nails from an ancient muzzleloading cannon. Around the beginning of the century the four-masted
British barque Mangareva moored here, her crew all skinning out to
a man. When she sailed for Honolulu there was not a real sailor
among the new crew the crimps had shipped—a crowd of college
boys, prune-pickers, bar-keepers, baseball-players, and hoboes
manned the capstan as she unmoored.
Santa Barbara, too, had its complement of crimps, brothels, and
drinking dens, but it was surpassed by the 'Gateway to Los Angeles'
—San Pedro—particularly in the days when the hell-ship Lord Ripon
sailed from this latter port with three-quarters of the crowd chained
to the 'twcen-deck stanchions, and the personal maid of the master's
wife locked in her cabin. Red Eisenburg, late of the Shanghai Bund,
was the owner of one of the best-known drinking dives in San Pedro,
and, although there was a cut-down seamen's bethel moored here,
p
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not much Christianity was to be found in such waterfront dens
around the eighties. Brothels and boarding-houses were plentiful, as
were crimps, the most infamous being Davis and Connor, although
neither of these worked permanently in San Pedro—farther north
was their usual happy hunting grounds. Jacobsen was a local Swedish
or Norwegian shipping-master; some say a decent enough chap as
crimps went. The usual battles of union men against scabs were common enough here in the eighties and nineties, but died out by the
turn of the century.
By the beginning of the First World War all shanghaiing, crimps
and notorious seamen's boarding-houses, along with the old-time
type of dance-hall and red-light girl that went with such a set-up,
became virtually extinct along the whole western American seaboard, and the new 'Sailortown' that took the place of the traditional
one was a comparatively anaemic and innocuous affair, with respectable dance-halls, decent pubs, and not so blatant prostitutes taking
over the old sailor streets of every port from Esquimault to San Diego.
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Shanghaied in San Francisco, we fetched up in Bombay,
They set us afloat on an ol' lease-boat, that steered like a bale o' hay.
{Old Sea Song)
If ever ye go to Frisco Town,
Whiskey Johnny !
Mind ye steer clear of Shanghai Brown
Whiskey for me Johnny !
He'll dope yer whiskey, night an' morn,
An' then shanghai ye round Cape Horn.
{Halyard Shanty)
In Larry's place 'way on the Coast, there lived ol' Larry Marr,
Missus an' Larry would prime the beer in their ol' five-gallon jar.
In Frisco Town their names is known, as is the Cape Horn Bar,
An' the dope they serve out to ol' Jack from the big five-gallon jar.
{Forebitter)
Them Frisco gals we do adore,
Hoodah ! Hoodah !
They all drink vino an' ax fer more,
Hoodah, Hoodah, Hay!
Blow boys, blow! For Californ-eye-0!
There's plenty of gold so I've bin told.
On the banks of the Sacramento !
{Capstan Song)
From Liverpool to Frisco a-rovin' I went,
To stay in that country wuz my good intent;
But drinkin' strong whiskey, like other damn fools,
I soon got transported back to Liverpool!
{Forebitter)
When first I went to Frisco boys, I went upon the spree,
Me hard-earned cash, I spent it fast, got drunk as drunk could be;
Before me money wuz all gone, or spent wid some ol' whore,
I made up me mind, wuz fully inclined, I'd go to sea no more!
{Forebitter)
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^ ^ ^ ^ HE prime activity in all the American ports we have
^^^
^ ^ ^ recently visited was no doubt crimping, with only a
*
small amount of pleasure for the sailor to gather when
Ê ashore; in other words, the shanghaiing trade outshone
^ ^ ^ that of the whores and that of the saloon-owners. But
San irancisco, although it had its surfeit of crimps engaged in the
Shanghai game, had its plethora of prostitutes, and its overabundance
of dives as well, both reaching limits unknown in any other port in
the world. Frisco was a name which, in ships' fo'c'slcs, would conjure up all the delights of a Mahommedan paradise. In fact, the
crimps, when they boarded an inward-bound ship, would tell the
expectant crew that they had now come to God's Country, to the
'Paradise of the Pacific'. And truly Frisco's Sailortown—the Barbary
Coast—had all the delights known to sailors in many Sailortowns
of the world plus many extravagances they'd never even met with
previously.
Yes, San Francisco possessed the Sailortown par excellence, and
within the limits of its Barbary Coast was to be found every form of
pleasure, drink, food, women, and vice known to mankind. No
Sailortown, before or since, has ever equalled the Barbary Coast,
and, although the crimps spoiled the fun somewhat, every sailor once
in his life tried to get on a ship bound through the Golden Gate, even
if he knew he would leave this wonderful port without a stitch to his
back, a straw palliasse, no sea-boots, and a Cape Horn winter rounding ahead of him. He would be able to talk like a proper sailorman,
and others not so fortunate as to have been to Frisco would listen to
him enthralled. A salty saying among sailing-ship men, when explaining the meaning of a 'prime A.B.', was that he was a 'seaman
who could hand, reef, and steer, drink, f—, and fight, had rounded
the Horn three times, and had had seven doses of the pox'. To this
crude saw was sometimes added the rider, 'and been shanghaied out
of Frisco in the traps he stood up in'.
Yes, Frisco in the days of sail was a name to conjure with. Shortly
after the Gold Rush of 1848-9 the port expanded rapidly, and the
dregs of the world—gold seekers, miners, ex-convicts, Australian
ticket-o'-the-leave-men, French Kiskadees, runaway sailors, Chinese
laundrymen, and Chileno and French liarlots—all helped to make
the young port a cosmopolitan one. It was a frontier town of tents,
lean-tos, and frame houses, all centred around Portsmouth Square,
with its gambling halls such as the El Dorado, the Aquila de Oro,
Parker's House, and the Alhambra, the hub of the town's night life.
Faro, monte, roulette, rouge et noir, and so on, were the main pastimes
of the lucky gold-seekers, and sailors, too, if they had managed to
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strike it rich. A saying of the time was: 'Sailors, niggers, and Dutchmen are the luckiest men in the mines; a very drunken old salt is the
luckiest of the lot.'
In the famous year of forty-nine, ships came to San P'rancisco in
their hundreds, many of them never to leave again. Crews deserted
to a man—even the captains and the mates skinning out—leaving
the ships and their cargoes to the mercy of looters or the weather.
Crews would commandeer ships' lifeboats and row and sail up the
Sacramento River to the diggings. At the height of the Gold Rush
five hundred ships lay stranded abreast of the one and only wharf.
Many of the ships were drawn up on the beach and turned into
boarding-houses, dance-halls, bethels, or jails. The ship Apollo was
made into a saloon, the brig Euphemia, on the opposite side of the road
to her, was made into a prison, while the full-rigged ship Niantic was
floated up to a spot which now is the centre of the city, transformed
into a bunkhouse, a doorway cut in her side, and the words 'Rest for the
Weary and Storage for Trunks' painted above it. This was the foundation of the famous Niantic Hotel of later years. There was a great
trade in nails and muslin, the former with which to put the shacks up,
the latter to separate the one-storey shacks into two rooms. Streets,
full of pot-holes where a man could drown, hardly deserved the name
of such. Rats were everywhere. Those who could afford it sent their
wash-clothes to Hawaii or Canton to be laundered—all the Chinese
laundrymen being up at the diggings!—and Chileno whores made
a fortune around the slopes of Telegraph Hill. In 1849 fifty thousand
men passed through the Golden Gate to the diggings.
In 1850 over two thousand whores arrived from the East Coast,
from New Orleans, and from France—the latter with their pimps
called macquereaux, from which the later word 'mack' derived—to
augment the three hundred or so Mexican, Peruvian, and Chileno
whores already in possession. Gangs took charge of the place and
attacked the Chileno whores. One gang in particular known as the
Hounds, who frequented a pub called the Shades, hated 'Greasers' as
they called these Latins, and caused them all sorts of bodily harm. This
hatred probably arose from the fact that many of them were the scum
of regiments who had fought in the Mexican War, With the coming of
the Van Diemen's Land ex-convicts and New South Wales ticket-o'the-leave-men the area around Telegraph Hill, and the one and only
wharf, became known as Sydney Town. The inhabitants were called
the Sydney Ducks, and when they started trouble, which they did
very often, the more respectable folk would say, 'The Ducks are
cackling in the Pond again.'
Lodging-houses, dance-halls, and grog-shops were multiplied by
the Sydney Ducks. Even today, thanks to writers such as Herbert
Ashbury, the names of many of the dives and drinking dens are
known to us. Well-patronized ones were the Magpie, the Bird in
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Hand, the Tam-o'-Shanter, the Robbie Burns, and the Noggin of
Ale, as well as nautically titled ones such as the Bay of Biscay, the
Hilo Johnny, and the Jolly Waterman, and one that was named
after a ship's figure-head of Rip Van Winkle which stood above its
entrance hall. All of these dives and drinking dens would be crowded
with red-shirted miners, check-shirted longshoremen, and blue jerseyed and striped-shirted sailormen, knocking back milk whiskey
and pisco as fast as their gullets would allow them, and at the same
time making amorous passes at the lascivious Chileno women hanging around their shoulders.
The main drag up from the waterfront was Pacific Street, a street
which later became the infamous Barbary Coast. In these days as
later, it was a street of vice; a thoroughfare crowded with gamblers,
thieves, bludgcrs, harlots, drunken sailors, and miners, its gutters
cluttered with pools of spew, broken bottle splinters, and halfsoused bodies, its sides lined with brothels, grog-shops, and 'hops'. The
worst dives in old Sydney Town, according to the chroniclers, were
the Boar's Head, which had a nightly exhibition of bestiality, the
'star' of which was a wild boar; the Golden Rule and the Golden
Compass, both run by Hell Haggerty, a ticket-o'-the-leave-man from
New South Wales; and the Fierce Grizzly, where the standing
evening performance was bestial also.
For the first three years after the Gold Rush no law nor order prevailed in Sydney Town. Then some of tlie more respectable townsfolk formed the Vigilante Committee. Its first job was to chase the
vile gang known as the Hounds out of the district.
Other drinking-dens-cum-dance-halls and bordels of the fifties
much frequented by seamen were the famous Bella-Union—no seaman would visit San Francisco without calling at the Bella Union—
the New World, Martin and Horton's dive, the Kremlin, the Tontine, the Dolly Varden, and Faust's Cellar, but not one of them was
so infamous as the Hell's Kitchen or Bull Run of Ned Allen, a threestorey frame building in Pacific Street. He had dance-halls and bars
in the cellar and on the street floor, with bordels upstairs, and his
motto was 'Anything goes!' He had fifty or so girls, some of the most
abandoned women on the Coast. Ned Allen forced them to drink all
evening, not cold tea, which the girls imbibed in other dives, but real
booze, and in the drinks he would put Spanish Fly. During 'business'
hours the girls were not allowed to answer the calls of nature, and
wore napkins similar to a baby's on this account.
Ned or Bull Allen had a prominent red nose which he used to dust
with flour from a big salt-cellar, and wore several diamonds on the
front of his ruffled shirt. He used an ivory tusk as a weapon in roughhouses, but trying it out on another Ranger, as the habitués of the
Coast were called, he lost the argument and was killed. His bouncer.
One-year Tim, took over the joint in the seventies.
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The Bella Union opened in 1849 and, apart from fires, existing for
almost sixty years, was known to several generations of seafarers.
There were stage performances, often very vulgar, but no waitresses.
The girl performers had to sell drinks in between performances, and
one could take these girls into the curtained booths and handle them
in any fashion one pleased—for a price. In later years it was called the
Haymarket and finished up as a waxworks. The Midway Plaisance
was another 'melodeon', similar to the Bella Union, and famous for
its hootchy-kootchy dancers. It had the same curtained alcoves as the
Bella Union, but its girl performers were an even bawdier lot, as
were its performances. Some of the characters who frequented these
melodeons are worth noting. Two were Big Bertha of the Bella Union,
a so-called soprano, and Oofty Goofty, who often covered in tar and
yelling, 'oofty-goofty!', acted the part of a wild man. He later got a
job as singer at another popular sailor joint. Bottle Koenig's. Another
of his 'talents' was insensibility to pain, allowing people to hit him as
hard as they could for 'four bits'. Once the two co-starred at the
Bella Union as Romeo and Juliet, and Big Bertha acted in 'Mazeppa's Ride' lashed to the back of a donkey.
In the sixties Sydney Town had a return of the Hounds and the
area again became a scene of bloodshed and depravity. About the
middle sixties the name 'Barbary Coast' came into common use for
the district, and its old appellation of Sydney Town died. Perhaps
the name 'Barbary Coast' was used to describe the waterfront area
of Frisco, because its land-sharks were the equal of the pirates of the
North African Barbary Coast.
Several boundaries of the area are given by different writers, but
the most popular limits seem to be Broadway on the north, Clay and
Commercial on the south, Grant Avenue and Chinatown on the
west, and the Waterfront and East Street on the east. In later times
Barbary Coast came to mean the Pacific Street area only—a quarter
known to sailors as 'Terrific Street'.
The dives by the sixties had taken on various descriptive names.
These were melodeons, dance-halls, concert-halls, fandango-houses,
deadfalls, cow-yards, parlour-houses, and cribs, with, at a later date,
blind pigs and creep-joints.
The melodeons were different from the dance-halls and concerthalls in the fact that they had no dance floor, offering a theatrical
performance and the sale of liquor only. The so-called theatrical
performance was of varying shades of vulgarity very often forthrightly obscene. Such pleasure halls got their name from the fact that
in the old days, each had a small reed organ worked by treadles and
called a melodeon. In time the word came to mean places of pleasure
where no women visitors were allowed. The can-can was often performed in such joints. The dance-halls were mainly sited in cellars,
having a bar one side of the floor, with a small orchestra the other.
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Concert saloons, too, were often in cellars and differed very little
from the dance-halls. The lowest form of deadfall, which was a
dance-hall too, would have a row of old hags seated on a wooden
bench on one side of the dance floor; women very often diseased,
half-clothed, and ill-fed.
The better-class dance-halls employed what were known as 'pretty
waiter girls', although some of them were far from pretty. Usually
they wore some distinctive rig, such as black silk stockings or fish-nets,
short skirts, and low-cut blouses, and in many joints no underwear
was allowed. Patrons in the lowest class of dance-halls were allowed
to strip and feel these pretty waiter girls on the payment of fifty cents.
They were the dance-hostesses of those days, but their twenty dollars
a week wage and 'ten cents a dance' was always augmented by prostitution. They also got a percentage of the drinks they sold. Some of
these pretty waiter girls were as young as twelve and thirteen, others
nearer sixty.
In the dance-halls they danced, usually badly, in the concerthalls they sang, also badly; in fact, many of them were real morons,
and some of the most famous were known on account of their gross
stupidity. Two gross and lewd washerwomen of tremendous proportions were the Galloping Cow and the Dancing Heifer, who charged
around the dance floor like wounded rogue elephants. On the other
hand, the Roaring Gimlet or Galloping Hairpin was as high as
Haman and as thin as a black thread, with a terrific fore-tops'1-yardahoy voice; she was a 'singer'. Another singer with one song only was
the Lost Chicken, an ex-pickpocket. Her song, sung as though she'd
lost her dinner money, was 'Come along, coon, me boat lies low; she
lies high 'n' dry on the Ohio!' The Waddling Duck was another warbler who couldn't sing, and a dried-up, faded creature called Lady
Jane Grey who wore a cardboard crown, and was the bastard daughter, so 'tis said, of an English earl, was another lousy dancer. They
were all around from the late sixties to the seventies, the Galloping
Cow being the only one who survived into the nineties. Through
opening a sailor saloon on Pacific Street in 1878, she became well
known to every son-of-a-sea-cook who ever visited Frisco. She is said
to have broken the back of a man who tried to kiss her, and the next
day she hung a sign outside her saloon reading: 'No Bulls Wanted—
This Means Tou.'
Many of the lower-class concert-halls would put on obscene
tableaux vivants, with acts of lesbianism and other sexual depravities
performed before a mixed audience. Most of these places were to be
found in Pacific, Montgomery, Kearney, and Stockton Streets. On
Broadway stood the Mexican fandango-houses, the dancers in these
houses being, invariably, prostitutes. These joints were frequented
by pimps, gamblers, and degenerates, all gunning for the sailor,
miner, and countryman. Throughout this area, in the sixties and
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seventies, the police went in twos and threes, armed to the teeth with
pistol, night-stick, and foot-long knife.
The three main types of Barbary Coast bordels were the Cowyards, parlour-houses, and cribs. The cribs were the smallest, filthiest
and most dangerous of the red-light houses, where venereal diseases
were rampant, and the Cow-yards nothing more than dozens of cribs
in a big building. The parlour-houses were the most élite of these
brothels, their girls being somewhat cleaner and charging from five
to twenty dollars for 'all night', and two to ten dollars for a 'short
time', whereas the crib-girls only charged twenty-five cents to a
dollar for a 'short time'. Some of the Cow-yards contained as many
as three hundred girls. After being thrown out of a parlour-house,
thanks to disease or old age, the 'girls' would naturally enter cowyards or cribs.
Red-light houses were to be found in Grant Avenue, Market Street,
Clay Street, Pacific Street, Washington Street, North Broadway,
Stockton Street, Sacramento Street, the Waterfront, Kearney Street,
Powell Street, Montgomery Street, Commercial Street, and Morton
Street, as well as down many a side crack, cul-de-sac and alley, such
as Hinckley, Pinckley, China, Bull Run, and Dupont Alleys. Some
of these brothels had fantastic signs above their doorways, signs such
as Madame Lucy's Ye Olde Whore Shoppe in Sacramento Street;
and Madame Lazarene's great red, iron rooster with a red light in
its beak, and a sign-board in its talons, displaying the gilded name of
the house, the Sign of the Red Rooster. In the hall, however, she had
a smaller cock-a-doodle with another board bearing the title by which
the place was usually known: At the Sign of the Red Cock. Madame
Gabriel in Dupont Street had for her sign a huge flea lying at its ease
in a bed of flowers and surrounded by pink Cupids. This symbolized
the Lively Flea, the name of her dive. In this latter bordel an exhibition, more associated with ports of the Near East than with America,
of a woman and a donkey in sexual embrace was staged once a
fortnight. In this dive, too, as well as in Madame Lazarene's and the
Parisian Mansion 'circuses', as exhibitions of a depraved kind were
called, were regular features. Each of these places had a 'Virgin's
Room', to enter which, and enjoy the young, supposed virgin draped
on the bed, befuddled countrymen, bewildered miners, and silly
sailors paid triple the usual fee. Many of these erotic circuses were
held in the Commercial Street houses. Most of these brothels were
all red plush, gilt, and mirrored, possessing a mechanical musicplayer, with the girls dressed saucily but fashionably. In the cribs
it was a lot different. These were divided into two sections—a
reception hall and a bedroom; the latter, being sparsely furnished.
It was here that the New York 'panel game' was repeated, but in
Frisco, for some unknown reason, it was the custom to leave a new
dime on the chair from whence the victim's pants and money had
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flown—presumably to help him get back to his lodgings, or to his
ship.
That night I slept wid Mary Anne, too drunk to roll in bed;
Me clothes wuz new, me money wuz too, next morn wid them she'd
fled.
{Old Forebitler)

Some of the cribs had barkers shouting the techniques of the girls
within. In others the girls ran more true to their sisterhood the world
over by hanging half-naked from the windows, or shouting from the
doorways to passing sailors and countrymen: 'Jiggi-jiggi! Sixty-nine,
Jack!', while Mexican girls would query: 'Shag, Johnny? Rompay
the cooler?' Invariably these Latin-American tarts had crucifixes
above their bedsteads, and everlasting lights somewhere in the bedroom, while the lighter-skinned types would hang framed texts such
as 'God is Love', or 'God Bless Our Home' over their beds. In the
cribs men were not permitted to undress, not even to discard their
pants, and across the foot of the working bed would be placed a piece
of canvas or oilcloth so that the dirty footwear of the male participant
would not mark the quilt!
Of the multiple cribs, known as cow-yards, the best known were
the Nymphia, in Pacific Street, with its basement containing socalled nymphomaniacs, who went naked twenty-four hours a day,
the Marsicania, in Dupont Street, and at the turn of the century
the Municipal Crib, with Mexicans in its basement, French and
Americans on its first, second, and third floors, and Negresses on its
fourth floor.
Blind pigs and creep-joints were later types of drinking-cum-harlot
dens. There were also cheap lodging-houses and call-houses, to which
the street-walkers took their clients. The parade, to a sea-weary
sailor, of street-walkers, deadfall decoys, pretty waiter girls, straight
brothel girls, melodeon, dance-hall or concert-hall Phrynes, and
peep-show performers, not to mention homos and degenerates, was
indeed greater in San Francisco's Barbary Coast than in any other
port in the world.
As soon as some dim-witted farmer or sex-starved matlow appeared these women would start in motion robbing and rolling machinery. After finding out how much money the victim carried, snuff
or some other dope would be put in his drink, and, if he showed no
interest in the woman concerned, Spanish Fly or some other crude
aphrodisiac. If the victim collapsed in the house, he would be robbed
there and then, and his body slung into the street, otherwise the sharks
would allow him to depart, bludgeoning him up a dark alley while
he was urinating.
All around Dupont Street and Sacramento Street the Chinese
lived, just like animals, in their tens of hundreds, and in this
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neighbourhood Chinese cribs were common. In the sixties and
seventies, the Hoodlums ganged up on the Chinese—as the Hounds
had done earlier in the case of the Chilenos. Later still they were
responsible for many a sailor-body floating down the tide. They were
similar to the gangs in many another seaport, but with a difference.
Here some of the gangs were led by, or consisted of, girls, some of
whom were tough Lesbians.
There are many suggestions as to how the Hoodlums got their
name. One is that the name came from one of their earliest gangleaders called Muldoon. When his name was used in reverse by a
newspaperman—Noodlum—followed by the typesetter using an 'H'
instead of an 'N', the resultant name was taken by the gang as their
title. There are others who say that it came from the gang's war-cry
of'Huddle 'cm!' when attacking their victims.
Ah Toy and Selina were the best-known Chinese harlots. Li later
years they were the importers of the 'Boat Girls'—the sampan prostitutes of the China ports. Landlubbers, as well as sailors, favoured
these girls, the former, so it is said, having a query, a query sailors,
since they already knew the truth, normally didn't need to fathom.
The query was: Were Chinese women anatomically different to the
rest of their sisterhood? In China, in the ports, comic postcards of an
X-shaped bed were popular souvenirs with sailormen. Unlike these
Frisco seekers after truth, the average sailor kneiv it was fore-an'aft
and not athwartships!
The Chinese harlots would sit at the doors of their cribs, dressed
in black silk pyjamas embroidered with flowers, chanting in a singsong voice, 'Two bittee, look-see, fo'bittee feeley, six bittee docy!'
They were virtually slaves of their employers, and were sold daily
in the back streets of Frisco's Chinatown. As well as cribs there
were some parlour-houses where the better-class and more expensive
Chinese girls entertained, and opium-parlours, too, were plentiful,
although sailors hardly ever aspired to such sweet dreams.
Where Chinese exist gambling is a must, so naturally gambling
dens were numberless. The great underground cellar known as the
Palace Hotel or the Devil's Kitchen was the centre of Chinatown
life right up to the earthquake of 1906. In this and another cellar
called the Dog Kennel over eight hundred Chinese existed, crowded
together like the proverbial sardine.
In the sixties two pretty young Mexican girls worked on sailors and
Rubes from up-country, and with provocative kisses and embraces,
plus the liberal use of Spanish Fly, would inveigle the victim into such
a position as to make it easy for one to hold him while the other with
a slung-shot coshed him, and then both would proceed systematically to rob him.
There were hundreds of flaming oil-lamp-lighted dives and famous
prostitutes on the Coast during the many years of its existence, and
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out of fifty or more joints listed by Herbert Asbury in his Barbary Coast
the following were popular with both the landlubber and the
sailor:
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Eureka Music-hall
Strassburg Music-hall
Dewdrop Inn
Coliseum
Thunderbolt
Occidental
House of All Nations

Spider Kelly's
The Diana Hall
The Thalia
Hippodrome
The Comstock
The Elko
The Neptune Palace.

Saloons which were almost wholly the property of the sailor were
the Bowhead, the Foam, the Whale, Sverup's, the Balboa, the Bells of
Shandon, Horseshoe Brown's, Crab Ranch, Bottle Koenig's, the Bucket
of Blood, Paddy Ryan's, Hell's Kitchen, and the Grizzly Bear, most
of which were around Pacific, East, or Kearney Streets. The Whale
had for its clientele, as well as sailors, certain hardened criminals,
the only landlubbers allowed to patronize the joint. The Cowboy's
Rest, run by Cowboy Maggie, 'Queen of the Barbary Coast' in the
nineties, was strangely enough, a drinking dive for seamen. She had
no regular girls on the premises and sailors had to go to her lodginghouse if they wanted such. Negro seamen for some reason or other
were barred, in fact she put a ban on all Negroes wanting to drink at
her place.
We have already mentioned the very popular sailor saloon, the
Cobweb Palace—a combination of London's Charlie Brown's and
Dirty Dick's—owned by the eccentric Abe Warner, but the Cottage
Bar, run by the powerful Barney Schow, who injured his broad back
lifting the anchor of the barque Elsie Thurston in an attempt to save
the lives of six sailormen caught in the anchor-chain, was even more
popular with Deep-water Johnny. In the sixties and seventies a cellar
dive in Pacific Street was patronized by Jolly Jack. This was called
the Billy Goat, run by a tough Irishwoman called Pigeon-toed Sal,
who needed no bouncer, but handled hard-case sailormen with a
spoke of a wagon-wheel, and, at times, a derringer. She dished out
knock-out drops in her booze when she worked the Shanghai game.
About the same time, too, in her Davis Street house, prospered
Miss Piggott. She had the ingenious device of a trap-door with mattress beneath through which some half-doped seaman needed for a
ship in harbour, after bludgeoning, would be sent spinning, aided in
his descent by her Lapp runner, Nikko. She also employed Chinese
and Kanaka runners. The dope she used to serve old Jack was known
as a 'Miss Piggott's Special', and consisted of whiskey or gin spliced
with opium or laudanum. Nikko the Lapp was an expert at making
replicas of dead-drunk seamen to be used in the Shanghai game. He
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would make an almost lifelike figure of a seaman, drench it with rotgut whiskey, and 'bring it to life' by inserting in the elbows and knees
of the dummy's clothing live rats, which gave a twitching effect to
the otherwise inanimate 'body'. These weighted dummies are said
to have duped many a ship's master. When Miss Piggott died, Nikko
got a job with the seven-foot tall Norwegian Olaf Frisson as a bartender in his saloon in Harrison Street. Ma Bronson, the Giant, was
another tough woman saloon owner of this period, and she, too, was
her own bouncer, a job she carried out with much alacrity. But the
only woman with any claim to beauty among all these infamous
females of the Coast was the striking Spanish Kitty of the Strassburg
Music-hall.
Morton Street, nicknamed Iodoform Alley, was a line of brothels
between Kearney and Stockton Streets. They were probably the
lowest cribs, with the most depraved women, on the Coast. It was a
district rarely visited by the police, with Yankee, Mexican, Black,
French, Chinese, and Japanese harlots, who would indulge in any
form of sexual aberration known to man, at prices ranging from fifty
cents for coloured and Oriental tarts, to one dollar for the Yankee
prosses. Many of the harlots were Jewesses, and in particular redheaded Jewesses, and the owner and Madame of the greatest number
of the Morton Street red-headed Jewesses, in the nineties, was Iodoform Kate, a character well known to seafaring men alive when the
writer first went to sea. Barney Mahoney, a one-time shipmate of the
writer's, said that many of the girls were not red-heads at all, but, to
keep up the fiction that Iodoform owned the biggest number of redheaded Miriams, many of the girls wore red wigs or else dyed their
hair Titian.
Another character, also well known to sailors, was Chloroform
Kate, and very often seamen in their yarns got the two Kates mixed,
and even in the pages of nautical magazines ancient mariners, writing about Frisco in the old clays, appear to get their Iodoform and
Chloroform Kates slightly scrambled. Chloroform Kate habitually
sniffed chloroform. She was a crimp also, having two ex-boxer runners called Harry the Ape and Red Simms. When Kate partook of
one sniff too many of the 'chloro' she kicked the bucket, and the waterfront rats set about giving her a unique funeral. Led by Harry, they
wrapped her up in an old tarpaulin, and with a fly-spotted lithograph
of the famous Yankee clipper Sovereign of the Seas from the wall of her
joint enhancing her mute breast, she was laid reverently aboard the
Howard Street 'garbage-barge'. The next day the tug towed the
barge out through the Golden Gate, and Kate, in true sailor-fashion,
was consigned to the deep.
Other famous women of the Barbary Coast who helped to make
the district either a heaven or hell for Deep-water Johnny ashore
were Bella Cora, the chief harlot of the Cosmopolitan Saloon of the
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1850S; Rotary Rosie, another Iodoform Alley whore; Black Matilda,
of Hinckley Alley, who advertised herself as 'Three hundred pounds
of black passion', and was emphatic in pointing out that she was a
'three-way girl'; and Bertha Kahn, a Madame, who is said to be the
first Mother Judge to call out from the foot of the stairs to her welldrilled nymphs, 'Company, girls!' when wanting them to parade before a likely looking bunch of customers. Johanna Werner was
another Mother Judge who lived in Sacramento Street. She specialized in girls under fourteen, and was the first to advertise her wares
by sending photos of her girls, in the nude, all along the Pacific Slope.
French girls filled the cribs of Bacon and Belden Places, and entree
to these cul-de-sacs was much the same as to similar alleys in Hamburg's St. Pauli, that is through heavy iron gates. On a Saturday
night these cul-dc-sacs were filled with drunken sailors, quarrelsome
waterfront rats, pimps, degenerates, and half-naked harlots. Kearney
Street, with its neighbours Montgomery and Broadway forming a
vice district known as the 'Devil's Acre', was almost as popular with
the sailor as 'Terrific Street'. On the east side of Kearney stood a line
of stews called Battle Row, and at the end of the Row was an underground dive known as the Slaughterhouse or the Morgue. It was a
hang-out of pimps, or 'Macs' as they were known on the Coast, and
'Hoppies' or drug-takers. The attendant girls in all these Battle Row
joints went devoid of drawers, red-flannel or frilly, as this was one of
the main attractions of many Frisco dives of the lower sort. Such an
omission was widely advertised, on little bits of pasteboard passed
around among visiting sailors and miners, or else on bills stuck on the
walls of the main streets of the area. These girls would openly perform the sex act in front of uncurtained windows, or in the doorways.
Better-class citizens and the Press tried to get the police to prohibit
such exhibitions, but nothing happened.
Nevertheless, it was down Pacific Street where Sailor John was to
be found mostly. Terrific Street!—the thoroughfare of a hundred
sailor yarns, retold in hundreds of ships' fo'c'sles. The Street of a
Thousand Delights—the Compleat Sailortown, the Nirvana of all
chelas of Neptune.
Pacific Street, from end to end, was geared to rob the sailor. Shops
as such it did not possess, but it had the ubiquitous sailor slop-shop.
Jewish tailors, with names known to sailors from the Lacepedc
Islands to Diego Suarez, had their emporiums jammed between the
groggeries, dance-halls, and the hurdy-gurdy dives. Solomon Levi's
establishment was the most famous, with his painted sign: BOUGHT
AND SOLD—SOLOMON LEVI, and his conglomeration of old overcoats
and blankets padlocked to huge staples driven in the facade of his
shop. His other traps which hung from poles above the shop-window
seamen called the 'Flags of Jerusalem'. To sailors who bought more
than a dollar's worth of gear he gave a printed song sung to an old
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Irish air very similar to the modern ' M y name is M a c N a m a r a , I ' m
the leader of the b a n d ' .
My name is Solomon Levi, and I keep a clothing store,
Away up on Pacific Street, a hundred and fifty four;
If you want to buy an overcoat, a pair of pants, or vest.
Step up to Solomon Levi, and he'll sell you all the best.
This, of course, he had plagiarized from another famous tailor with
the same name, whose song r a n :
Oh, me name is Solomon Levi, an' me store's in Salem Street,
That's where to buy yer coats and vests, and everything so neat;
Second-hand Ulsterettes, and overcoats so fine.
All the boys they deal with me at a hundred and forty-nine.
Poor ol' Solomon Levi!
However, some say the original tailor of the song lived in Baxter
Street, New York. Levi's closest competitor's were Dora Hertz and
her son Ittzy, who also ran sailor-robbing slop-shops. Near by stood
Abe Fromberg's Eastern M a r t , an auction room with a vast canvas
oil-painting of the Gieat Eastern above its portals. Although most of
these sailor tailors were Jews, Irish tailors, too, were not unknown,
such as Paddy O ' H a n l o n of Pacific Street.
After the Great Earthquake of 1906 the main attractions in Pacific
Street were the Diana Hall, Spider Kelly's, and the Seattle. T h e
latter was a vast building consisting of a saloon with a dance-hall
downstairs. T h e dance-hall section had lascivious paintings on its
walls, a stage, on which obscene performances were enacted, with
curtained booths behind the stage in which silly sailormen were
dipped by clever harlots. T h e girls wore transparent blouses with deep
cleavage, short skirts, black silk stockings, and fancy garters, and the
fact that they wore no nether garments was revealed on pasteboard
cards handed out to all patrons. T h e Great Earthquake had toppled
all the famous dives, cribs, parlour-houses, cow-yards, melodeons,
dance-halls, music-halls, and opium-parlours, but this did not deter
the inhabitants of the Barbary Coast, for as soon as the last cloud of
smoke had subsided, new buildings, many with the old infamous
names, sprang u p like mushrooms after rain. And added to the preearthquake dives were the new-style wine-dumps selling rotgut
'meth' to sailors, as well as to the hoboes and beachies who now
thronged the Coast.
T o this district now came the 'slummers' and tourists, for both of
whom the New Barbary Coast expertly catered. T h e Shanghai game,
however, received, more or less, its death-knell with the Great Earthquake.
Prior to the earthquake, sailor boarding-houses, wherein this game
flourished, crowded Davis, D r u m m , Front, East, and Batterv Streets,
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with overflows in Vallejo and tlie lower ends of Pacific, Washington,
and Jackson. Crimps by the hundred dwelt in Frisco, but here we
will only mention those once well known to every sailorman One
of the earliest of the crimps was De Vries, the Dutchman, who, in the
fifties, was well known for shanghaiing his own countrymen, after
having enticed them ashore from Dutch ships. Shanghai Johnson, who
worked at the 'game' in the sixties, was mainly famous as having been
the husband of Chloroform Kate, until someone bumped him oflTand
dumped him in the Bay. Some crimps in the early days specialized
in getting men for whalers, and of such kidney were Shanghai Johnson, Jimmy Laflin, and Bob Pinner. Occasionally dives and crimps
specialized in various nationalties—some catered to Negroes only,
some to Scouwegians, others to Dutchmen, as American sailors normally called Germans. Of such ilk was George Reuben, who crimped
Teutons only.
To the foregoing buckos we can add many other names: Bully
Farr, Johnny Fearem, Horseshoe Brown, Kato Johnson, Chicken
Jim, Patsy Corrigan, 'Dabs' Davis, Big Hans, Smoothie Gussie, Webb,
Billy Cane, 'Blinkers' Tom, Frisco Pete, Curly Morris, Jim McCann,
Tom Murray, and Paddy Price. Most of these were active in the
seventies and eighties.
Dillon, in his Shanghaiing Days, lists John Rogers, John Hart,
Patrick Foley, Peter Cornynn—who was beaten to death by cabbies
—Baker, John Ryan, and Nigger Calendar. Many of these infamous
characters were at times crimps, at times runners, depending on the
circumstances. Shecney, many sailormen alive today still remember,
as they also do Paddy Foley, and the Norwegian crimp Shanghai
Brown. This latter who was once shanghaied himself by the brassbounders of the English ship Springburn, was, of course, renowned in
song and shanty.
The first chap 1 ran foul of, wuz Mister Shanghai Brown,
I axed him neat, for to stand treat, he looked me up an' down,
Sez he, 'Last time ye wuz paid off, wid me ye chalked no score.
But I'll give ye a chance, an' I'll take yer advance, an' I'll send
ye ter sea once more!
{Old Forebilter)

Shanghai Brown had for runners, as well as ex-pugs, huge Negroes,
and was himself an expert at in-fighting with a heavy stone matchbox. When his father died, it is said, he considered the estimates of
the morticians too high, and so shipped his father's corpse aboard an
outward-bound ship as a dead-drunk seaman, thereby not only
saving funeral expenses, but also getting ninety dollars 'blood-money'
for his dad.
Shanghai Nelson said he dealt in 'weight'; weight was the thing
on a lee fore-brace on a dirty night off the pitch o' the Horn. So he
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would ship anyone—cowboy, peddlar, tinker, or prospector—so long
as his victim had 'beef'. The sailors' own belief that all a sailor needed
was a 'strong back an' a weak mind' was obviously one of Nelson's
too. Perhaps he had heard the halyard shanty:
Oh, we're Liverpool born, an' we're Liverpool bred.
Thick in the arm, an' thick in the head.
Crimps Scabby Joe, Big O'Brien, Three-finger Daly, Bully Williams, Traitor Carpenter, and Paddy McCarthy were as well known
in the nineties, as were Trask Brown, a shanghaier of Germans, Tom
King, French Franklin, Slack, and Thornton in the fifties, sixties and
seventies. Scabby Joe was famous for his price-cutting attempts,
having a contract with British shipowners to sell them seamen in
Frisco at five dollars per head. Another famous character, who was
also the city hangman and jailer, was 'Hangman' John Rogers, who
kept his crimping craft, the Whitehalls, on Sonoma Creek. Larry
Marr of the 'big five-gallon jar' has already had a place in these pages.
Crimping types who owned both drinking saloons and dives, as well
as sailor boarding-houses were McDevitt, who had his place in Front
Street, Billy Paupitz of Jackson Street—whose boarding-house had
another famous trap-door—Black Joe, Shanghai Clarke, and Mike
Connor. This latter chap we have mentioned before. He kept a dive
called the Chain Locker in Main Street, and ran it in imitation of
Paddy West's of Liverpool, having a sailor-training set-up of mast
with halyard and jib, a ship's wheel, and a cow's horn, for the rounding Cape Horn ceremony. It was said he never told a lie, hence he
would swear on the Bible that the seamen he was offering to a ship's
master were all 'prime seamen', since they had rounded the 'Horn',
taken a 'wheel', and been 'aloft'.
Calico Jim, a Chileno, owned a low-class saloon and boardinghouse at Battery Point, and he had a Negro runner. The best yarn
told about him is the one when he shanghaied six Frisco policemen
aboard a Yankee hell-ship. When the police returned to the Barbary
Coast they drew lots as to who should kill him, but Calico, in the
interim, had beaten it to Valparaiso, where he was still engaged in
the Shanghai game. This didn't deter the winning copper, who, so
sailors say, headed for Chile, caught up with the crimp and shot him
dead at point-blank range, using six rounds to do so—one bullet for
each policeman shanghaied.
Other dive-owning crimps were Whale's Whiskers, who ran the
Chief Saloon, Steam Schooner Annie, and 'Cocoon', of German
origin.
But the red-bearded Irishman, Shanghai Kelly, who had a boarding-house and saloon at the lower end of Pacific Street, under which
flowed the tide, gave sailors one of the best yarns to spin around the
fo'c'sle bogey, It was only equalled by that of Max Levi of the Sound
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already recounted. In the middle of the 1870s Kelly needed crews for
three ships lying off the port, one of which was the hell-ship Reefer.
But men were short, so he devised a scheme by which he succeeded
in manning all three.
First he let it be known along the waterfront that he was going to
throw a party for free, for his birthday he said, and, as he expected,
all the bums and stiffs within the Coast turned up pronto. For this
party he hired the old paddle-wheeler Goliah, stocking her up with
barrels of beer and vino, not to mention food of all kinds.
A trip around the Bay then began with all the hoboes, numbering
about ninety, eating and drinking themselves sick. Before long, the
dope, that Kelly had planted in the food and drink, began to take
effect, with the result that as the steamer came alongside the first
crewless ship the transfer was a doddle. Within the hour Kelly had
furnished all three ships with hobo crews, and he then headed back
for the Embarcadero. However, on the way back he came across the
survivors of the Yankee Blade, which had just been wrecked on Conception Point. These he ferried to the waterfront. The longshore
people were so pleased to see these shipwrecked sailors safe and sound
that they forgot to inquire as to what had happened to the picnic
party!
Kelly's boarding-house, being partly over tide-water, had three
trap-doors, with, for the convenience of his crimping business, three
Whitehalls tied up at piles beneath them. He used 'Miss Piggott's
Special' brand of dope, although he also had a concoction of his own
of whiskey or beer laced with opium and laudanum. When the potential victim was a non-drinker he would offer him one of his opiumbound 'Shanghai Cigars', specially made for him in Chinatown.
Sailors residing at his house were all given women 'free'.
One of the best-known stories of the Coast, however, is that of
Johnny or Chicken Devine, also known as the Shanghai Chicken. He
was active on the Coast in the sixties and seventies, having come to
Frisco in the Young America in the late fifties, aboard which ship he
had been shanghaied out of New York. He was small, thin, but a fastmoving man, and a bit of a fighter. He got his name 'Shanghai
Chicken' when working as a runner for the crimp Johnny Walker,
who hearing someone boasting in Hanson's Saloon that a certain
Paddy West could lick anyone his own weight, declared, 'I've got a
little Shanghai Chicken that could beat him hands down.' A fight
was arranged and the Chicken won, but after several more fights, and
finally being beaten by Soapy McAlpine, he gave up the fight game,
and became a street robber. Then he got a job as runner for Shanghai
Kelly, becoming an expert with the slung-shot, blackjack, and
knuckle-duster—the weapons of the runner and crimp. At times he
was a Mack or pimp for street girls, and altogether a most unpleasant
customer, as was his wife Mary Nolan, a prostitute herself. He would
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intercept sailors being taken to another boarding-house by some
other runner, and after the usual fight would coerce them into going
with him to Shanghai Kelly's. Once, in Vallejo Street, he attempted
to collar the perks of Tommy Chandler, Shanghai Brown's runner,
but Chandler knocked him down. Then Devine got to his feet and
slugged the sailor whom Chandler was 'chaperoning', fired into
Tommy's breast with an old-fashioned pepper-box pistol, disabling
him for a while, and quickly hauled the mystified sailor to Shanghai
Kelly'sjoint.
As he grew older the Chicken's liking for the booze got stronger,
and when mad-roaring drunk, armed with a long thin knife and
sometimes a cut-throat razor, he was a chicken to be reckoned with.
Once, after clearing all hands out of Billy Lewis's Bar, he and his
drinking companion, Johnny Nyland, another runner, headed for,
and took charge of Bill Maitland's Bar in Battery Street. Maitland
who was asleep at the time, on hearing the row awoke and staggered
downstairs. He was an expert all-hands-in fighter, and in a jiffy he
had whipped the long knife from Devine's grasp. As the Chicken
tried to retrieve it Maitland brought the keen-edged instrument
down across Devine's wrist, slicing his left hand clean off. Maitland
had already kicked Nyland out into the street and now he repeated
the performance with the mutilated Chicken. Once out in the street
Devine screamed, 'Maitland, you dirty bastard, chuck me fin out!'
and Maitland did just that. Then the two vanquished heroes staggered to a drug-store on Pacific Street, and just before he collapsed
the Chicken ordered a quack called 'Doc' Simpson to 'stick mc fin
on again'.
Eventually the Chicken was taken to hospital, being given, sometime later, a hook in place of his fist. With this deadly weapon he
clove many a victim's pate. Shanghai Kelly, in time, got fed up with
his capers and tried to Shanghai him, but the Chicken broke loose
from the runners, half murdered them with his steel hook, and stealing Kelly's Whitehall, sold it for whiskey. He was finally hanged for
murdering a German outside Frisco.
The boatmen, who carried the doped sailors out in their Whitehalls
to the ships lying in Mission Bay, were also interesting characters.
Ashbury in his Barbary Coast lists: Old Activity, always busy with
anything dishonest; Old Buzz, a boatman who talked in a low buzzing tone; Red Shirt the Mex, who was killed by a copper while stripping an unconcious tar; and Solly, a giant, handy with slung-shot,
knife or brass-bound knuckles, who would scuttle a ship, or knife a
man without the bat of an eyelid. Solly's favourite pastime was to
row out into the middle of the Bay with a customer, and then threaten
to throw him overboard if he didn't fork out a fee triple the original
amount agreed upon. The mate of a British ship shot him and cast
him adrift in his own Whitehall, after one such interlude.
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The crimps in their Whitehalls would meet an incoming ship off
Mission Rock, sometimes going out seawards even farther still, in an
effort to get aboard. Very few masters tried to keep them off. Those
that did usually had their ships held up for crews for months on end.
The crimps, as elsewhere, would climb aloft and help the men stow
the muslin, dishing out rum and rotgut rye to them while on the footropes. As soon as the ship came to an anchor, and sometimes before,
all hands were bundled over the side into the Whitehalls. If the men
declined, then trouble started. One old seaman of the Loch Err, a man
of seventy, refused to go with the rest of the crowd, with the result
that the runners attacked him, and shoving him over the coaming
dropped him down the hold, where he broke his back on the beams.
The politicians, who were always in league with the crimps—men
Uke Blind Boss Buckley and Abe Rueff of City Hall—got the crimps
concerned released after only six months' imprisonment. If the masters didn't work in with the crimps the crooked politicians and corrupt police saw to it that many petty charges would come their way.
They would falsely accuse the ships' crews of smuggling, or of dumping refuse in the dock.
Once the seamen had been inveigled ashore they were utterly at
the mercy of these remoras and, unless they could get out of their
clutches, would be shipped outward-bound again, without fail, within
a week. Occasionally a man would get to wind'ard of a crimp or tailor,
but such cases were extremely rare. Normally apprentices did not
come under the crimps' aegis, but nevertheless many apprentices
from British ships did desert. According to the Rev. Fell, in his British
Merchant Seamen in San Francisco, many runaway brass-bounders, in
the nineties, became streetcar conductors, boot-blacks, and clamdiggers. Others, thanks to falling for some well-painted beauty, became pimps, roustabouts, or doormen of notorious saloons. Fell had
his Seamen's Institute in Steuart Street and here he tried to make the
lot of the seamen ashore much better. The crimps hated him because
he fought them tooth and nail, and, although he very often fought a
losing battle, in the case of deserting apprentices he did help to lower
their number during the years he ran his Institute. Billiards, concerts,
picnics over at San Mateo, and the usual Mission activities were
offered the seamen, but booze was not allowed, hence the men were
not too interested in participating.
In 1900 the Mission held a great dinner for the two ships Musselcraig and Blackbraes by reason of their lengthy passages, the former
334 days from England, cast about, and the latter 355 days from
South Shields, west about. Just after the Earthquake of 1906 the
padie was the Rev. Stone. The Mission was in flames, but some brassbounders took over a closed van and started selling buns and coffee
to the unfortunates around them. The Mission people then took over,
photographed the van and sold the photographs as souvenirs of 'the
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smallest Mission in the world'. Just before the 'Qiiake, at the turn of
the century. Fighting Karney was the Mission padre. According to
seamen's yarns it was customary at this time, if one didn't want to
get hurt, to go around the dives of Sailortown accompanied by a
soldier. A few years previously two U.S. soldiers had been murdered
by some Barbary Coast Rangers, and their comrades, breaking out of
barracks, strung up several of the inhabitants of the Coast. From then
onwards soldiers were barred as lawful prey of the Rangers.
In Frisco's prosperous days, when ships were loaded and ready for
sea, the crimps would round up anyone they could find—tinker, tailor,
soldier, and perhaps at times, even a genuine sailor. The hell-ship
St. Paul, loaded with grain for Liverpool, was ready for sea and no
crew. Red Jackson, the crimp, soon whipped in a Baptist minister
walking down Market Street, stripped him of his clerical rig, put him
into dungarees, and dispatched him out to the hell-ship. Next morning Bucko Martin got to work on the poor bemused clergyman with
a vengeance.
A tough crowd of waterfront bums were shipped by Red Jackson,
or Three-finger Daly, aboard the blood-boat Wandering Jew. All
had shooting irons and bowie knives, and during the passage caused
so much trouble that Bully Nichols, her master, ran the lot out of her
in Shanghai, shipping a crowd of Chinese coolies in their place—
something unusual in the history of shanghaiing!
The Joseph B. Thomas anchored alongside the John McDonald in
Frisco Bay, the latter with a full cargo of grain but no crew. Over the
rail 0Ï the Joseph B. Thomas swarmed the runners of Billy McCartney
and Jackson, promising good up-country jobs or 'berths in the bar',
and soon every man-jack was ashore. The next morning the captain's
wife with her children wished to visit the wife of the master of the
John MacDonald, a relation of hers. They were rowed across to this
ship by the second mate and two seamen who had dodged the crimps.
As they reached the John McDonald they saw the former crew of their
own ship being driven up the gangway by crimps and their runners.
Two sailors defied the runners, and in front of the children their faces
were smashed in by the crimps' knuckle-dusters. Next day the John
MacDonald sailed with the unhappy seamen, late of the Joseph B.
Thomas, tramping round the capstan trying dismally to raise a
shanty.
The British ship Ravenscouit, in the nineties, lay off Mission Rock.
Two preachers came off in a boat and asked the master's permission
to preach to the men. It being Sunday he agreed. As soon as these
preachers entered the fo'c'sle they showed their true colours by trying to persuade the men to go with them to a lovely yacht that needed, so they said, quartermasters at sixty dollars a month. Just as the
men were about to depart 'Sails' recognized them. He jumped up,
denounced them as Shanghai Brown's lunners. Wlicreupon tlie men
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pelted them with anything they could lay their hands on, chasing
them over the side and making them swim for the shore.
In 1895 the entire crew of the Caithness deserted in Frisco, most of
them staying at the house of the widow of Shanghai Brown who had
married an English boxer and was running the joint. The men were
given a glass of grog in the morning and in the evening enough
money to buy a schooner of beer. After a fortnight they were all
shipped aboard the brig W. H. Meyer on a whaling trip to the Sea
of Japan. When the crew was sorted out next morning it was found
to consist of, in addition to the hands from the Caithness, a cowboy,
farm-hands, a Greek, a Negro, a Jew, a Doctor Barnado's boy, as well
as her earlier-signed Cape Verde Island boat-steerers. The captain
was a Scottish-Canadian and the mate a Down-East Yank.
When, in the same year, the Yankee ship May Flint from Baltimore
arrived off Mission Rock the crew demanded that the police be sent
for, since they had been brutally treated on the passage. The master
agreed, but, in fact, sent for a bunch of crimps and runners who beat
up the seamen. Later the master and mates, as usual, were exonerated by the corrupt Frisco authorities.
In 1891 the Curzon came to Frisco, and when the crimps boarded
her most of the crew responded to the wiles of the boarding-house
keepers. The crew consisted of the rakings and scrapings of Liverpool;
one, a brewery worker, who had refused to go aloft during the passage, and only four real sailormen. After she was berthed alongside,
an apprentice, who had been ashore the previous night from the
anchorage, decided to go ashore by himself to spend some money he
had left over. Within minutes he was bludgeoned, robbed, and left
half dead on the quayside. Another apprentice standing on the ship's
deck saw a thief boldly enter a store facing the ship, and a few moments later leave with the proprietor of the store chasing him. The
latter had a weight in his hand and with it hit the would-be thief,
killing him instantly. But what amazed the apprentice was the fact
that, although people were scurrying to and fro around the scene of
the killing, not one of them bothered to show the slightest interest.
Such was the Coast of the nineties!
But, then, the Barbary Coast all through its existence could always
trot out something sensational. In the early fifties Bully Hayes the
South Sea pirate had the top of his ear shot off in a Sailortown brawl.
About the same time there stood at the head of Napier Lane (Telegraph Hill) a house for the cold-storage of potential ships' crews,
guarded by bullies armed with clubs. A little later, red-shirted miners
gathered on Pacific Wharf awaiting to lynch Bully Waterman, the
hell-ship master. And in the nineties, street battles between union
and non-union scabs were a daily occurrence. Blind John Curtis's
place, on Main Street, is said to have been dynamited by union men
in this war, a war which went on right to the turn of the century.
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This newly found Seamen's Union fought aggressively for sailors'
rights in Frisco, and was for ever at war with the ship-masters, shipowners, crimps, boarding-house masters, and rogue tailors. The
union had its own boarding-house, called the 'Straw House' in Steuart
Street and its lodgers dined at the Anchor Restaurant. Before the
union had it, this building was a Scandinavian boarding-house; Finn
Alley, to give Steuart Street its sailor name, being one mass of these
Swedish, Finnish, and Norwegian boarding-houses. The Finland
Exchange was one of the alley's most famous joints, another was the
crimp One-eyed Curtin's Fulton House, and a bar, popular with
British seamen, was the Last Chance.
These union battles were, of course, mainly in connection with the
crewing of Yankee ships; the union demanding that they take men
with union cards, the crimps, in defiance, shipping scabs. British and
foreign ships, in the main, did not come under the union's campaign,
the crimps here having a clearer field in shipping all the cut-rate
hoboes they could round up. R. H. Dillon, in his Shanghaiing Days,
gives much space to this side of the Shanghai game. To compete with
the crimps the imion boarding-house had to have its runners, as did
the Sailors' Home, the latter, at one time, having to use whiskey to
get a ship's crowd to come to the Home! From the fifties, when the
bethel-ship the Panama was moored at the foot of Davis Street for the
benefit of mariners, many church bodies, and in particular philanthropic and religious societies run by the gentler sex, endeavoured to
work for the good of the sailor, some in vain, some with a little success. Then the Sailors' Home opened and fine seamen, such as Captain
Abbott, took over the handling of the place, with the result that, in
the sixties, thousands of sailors lodged there, much to the disgust of
the crimps. Limejuice Corner was where British seamen and crimps,
who traded in Limejuicers, hung out, and here good Christian men
like the Rev, Fell were often to be seen, making themselves and their
work known to the young apprentices, drunken sailors, beachcombers,
and ships' masters.
Of course there were times when there was somewhat of a slump
in shipping, when there were by far more men ashore in Frisco than
the crimps needed. In such periods the Shanghai game was at a low
ebb, and mai'iners seeking pleasure could walk around Sailortown
with impunity, even to having their bad teeth pulled out gratis by
Painless Parker the street dentist. Sailors in these days, on ships that
had decent masters, Av'ould be granted fair 'subs' and plenty of shore
leave. Others, too, paid off in Frisco, in the proper manner, with full
wages, being allowed to take ashore full bags of gear.
Apprentices usually enjoyed shore life, eating clam chowder,
riding on the 'hill-climbing' trams, dancing with the rosy-cheeked
Mission girls, as well as rowing in the famous gig races between ships'
crowds over at Crockett. Even in bad times when men were being
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run off their ships by the combined efforts of the crimps and the masters, the very minute the men had gone the apprentices would be
given better grub, fresh shore food being bought by the ship for the
first time. Yes, there were 'Lights and Shadows'—as J. C. Clark entitles his book on Frisco sailor life—at times on the Barbary Coast,
but I'm afraid the shadows were, most times, in the majority.
As the years rolled by a sailor occasionally got his own back on a
bucko captain from a hell-ship, or on a crimp. Bully Waterman of
the blood-boat Challenge, in his old age became religious and started
doing voluntary missionary work in Frisco Bay among young steamboat sailors who didn't know him or his machinations. However, on
his boarding a certain ship to sermonize to the men, an old-timer,
who had often told gruesome yarns to his young shipmates of the terrible hazing methods of Waterman, recognized him at once. Without
more ado the old sailor and his young shipmates dumped Waterman
over the rail, trying to drown him, an end from which he was saved
by the timely arrival of the water-police. Max Levi, of the Sound,
was another of these scoundrels who 'got religion' in his old age, and
he, too, was roughed up by a gang of seamen with long memories.
In the year 1900 over one thousand British seamen deserted in
Frisco, and 1904 was probably the greatest year of them all in which
John paid off with the stays'l-downhaul to pound the streets of'Paradise'. With the clearing away of the smoke of the Great Earthquake
and Fire, however, the old Sailortown life of the Barbary Coast
gradually became a thing of the past, and by the First World War
all the crimps, boarding-house masters, obscene shows, hordes of
harpies, bucko masters, and all the bloodiness, vice, and kidnapping
that went to make Frisco's Fiddler's Green the greatest and, at the
same time, the worst that the world has ever known, had departed,
never to return.
Sic transit gloi in Barbaty Coast!
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X I I WEST I N D I A N AND LATIN
AMERICAN SAILORTOWNS
Now we're Ijound to Kingston Town,
Where the rum flows round an' round,
So early in the mornin'!
{Old Shanty)
Haul away for Campeachy Bay,
Dance gals, gimme de banjo !
{Halyard Song)
Oh, we're rollin' down to Cuba for to load up sugar, boys!
Haul away, boys, haul away !
{Halyard Song)

/ m L T H O U G H the ports of the West Indies, Mexico,
/ •
and Central America had no Sailortowns in the
1 ^ ^ ^ accepted sense, many of them had sailor quarters,
^
/
M
and, in particular, sailor streets.
^ ^ _ ^
^>^_^
T h e universal poverty of the natives of these
parts naturally was a prime factor in their readiness to contact freespending foreign sailormen, and the cheapness of both the r u m and
wine, not to mention the women, attracted J a c k to shore-going in
the Islands, Mexico, and down the Main.
Throughout the Islands grog-shops were plentiful and close to
where the ships berthed. T h e native women, black, brown, mulatto,
octoroon, and so on, whether married or not, would all augment their
sparse incomes by readily sleeping with the rollicking seamen. Perhaps it was the happy nature of the visiting sailormen, as much as his
free-spending, that appealed to these women, for they themselves
were, and still are, of a nature that loves merry-making and dancing,
and will go into hysterics over the simplest bit of fun.
Barbados was a port of call for m a n y sailing ships. Ships coming
up from Buenos Aires, Montevideo, and Rio would drop anchor in
its lovely harbour of Carlisle Bay to clean the barnacles from their
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bottoms, or to get their orders, Barbados having a fair age as cablestations go. They would go to an anchor and, within minutes of
mooring, gangs of laughing girls and women would be swarming up
each anchor chain and filling each fo'c'sle with their laughter. Next
morning the girls would head shorewards again, momentarily better
off than on their outward journey. Of course, the bumboat men would
be there, too, selling their cheap rum to the seamen, because a party,
or perhaps the word should be orgy, without Nelson's Blood would,
to the old-time windjammer man, be unthinkable. While the ships
lay in harbour gangs of native divers would be engaged in scraping
from their bottoms the conglomeration of weeds, barnacles, and
shell-fish picked up during a long passage.
Martinique and St. Lucia, too, were visited by sailing ships but
these were usually West Indian traders, and regular visitors to the
Islands. Bumboat and rum-sellers in both these places were plentiful.
Ashore the Jamettes, or native prostitutes, would swarm to greet the
wanderers, dragging them into the clinker-built, stilted groggeries,
shouting for ''pobans womF and 'stamps!', these being the Creole patois
words for bottles and glasses of rum. Within a matter of minutes
someone would start a squeeze-box and blacks and whites would
stomp around the wooden floor to the wheeze of some old Creole
dance-tune. All these Islands possessed dance-halls—ball-houses was
the usual name given them—and of a hot, tropical evening within
such unventilated buildings, sweating seamen would drink and dance
in a smoke-laden atmosphere that one could cut with a sheath-knife,
with the shakshaks, squeeze-boxes, fiddles, triangles, and tomtoms
going for all they were worth. The writer as he types these lines can
still feel the tawdry yet glamorous atmosphere of a night he passed
in one of these ball-houses many years ago! Ah . . . the days of one's
youth!
Havana, farther north in Cuba, was another port geared to entertain the rovin' sailor. At the beginning of the nineteenth century
Havana was one hell of a place, with its cantinas and dives, dark
alleys and knife-prone waterfront habitués. Dana mentions a young
Cornishman, whose shipmate \vas brought aboard ship dead drunk,
with a dangerous gash in his head, all his money and clothes having
gone with the wind. In later days Havana was not quite so dangerous,
but there was still plenty of fun to be had. A street, its proper name
I know not, called by seamen Lamptrimmer (or Lamplighter) Alley,
was the usual thoroughfare Jack sought when looking for a woman.
This was a tough quarter, filled with brothels and a couple of vinoshops. The women, who sat in their doorways beckoning in passersby, were of all nationalities although Latin American types prevailed.
Over their doorways gleamed the red lights. Inside, the dim-lit joints
were divided into two or three cubicles, their walls papered with the
pages of old newspapers and magazines. These were not the only
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women, however, with whom the sailors would sleep. T h e wharf-rats,
dance-hall girls, and women who h u n g around the gambling joints
were all sailor-robbing harpies.
A similar set-up was to be found in the Guianas. Georgetown,
Demarara, has many sugar-, rum-, and timber-ships making fast to
her river wharves even today, with, in days gone by, more t h a n thrice
the amount. Bullen, in one of his books, gives a good description of a
D e m a r a r a wharf and its perspiring Negro stevedores in the sixties.
Holmes Street was, at the turn of the century the main hang-out of
seamen. This was the centre of the Sailortown district known as Tiger
Bay.
T h e R e d House r u n by a giant Negro, who always gave seamen
their first drink of r u m free, was one of the best-known grog and
dance dives. Negro, 'poor White', Venezuelan, Chinese, and I n d i a n
girls all thronged this joint. After an hour or so spent dancing they
would invariably lure the drunken seamen home with them to mosquito-ridden wooden shacks in the alleys of the port. T h r o u g h the
swinging portals of the grog-shops, as well as seafarers, would stagger
Bovianders or bushmen, their name coming from the Old English—
Above Yonder—and Pork-knockers or diamond seekers. R u m , of
course, was the drink of Demarara, and many a sailor ran amok on
the stuff. T h e barque Guyana was loading r u m here in the i88os. T h e
coopers were aboard, examining and fitting the hoops on the r u m
casks, every so often allowing some of the r u m to spill on the deck, in
order to allow for expansion on the passage to England. T h e seamen
grabbed their pannikins and, getting over the side into the lighters,
filled u p with the r u m running out through the scuppers. Some of the
men, in no time at all, were fighting m a d on the overproof stuff.'
T h e crews of timber-ships, squareriggers, and schooners, running
down from C a n a d a and New England, were well acquainted with
the dives of Tiger Bay.
Here is a song, once popular aboard such ships, which opens with
these lines:
Come all you brave Annapolis boys, I'll tell you what I've seen,
On a voyage to Demerara, in a fancy barkentine . . .
a n d then, after a description of the passage out, come verses about
going ashore in D e m e r a r a ;
Oh, now we're shoving lumber, and the sweat like rain does pour.
Wishing for the night to come so we can get ashore.
And then we're up to Tiger-Bay^ upon some drunken spree,
Or else we're off a-dancing, upon our dignity!
' Related by Captain Robertson, Seafarer, vol. i, no. l, J u n e 1963.
^ I have changed 'Tiberts Bay', the wording used in the handwritten version of this
song shown to Doerflinger by his informant, to 'Tiger Bay', as I feel sure this must have
been the original wording: Demerara's sailortown. Tiger Bay, was the only 'Bay' in
which a sailorman could get drunk in the whole of British Guiana.
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But if our friends could see us, you bet that we'd be shy,
For we have sweethearts fore and aft, although they're on the sly.
And down there comes a yaller gal dressed up just like a queen,
Inquiring for the steward of Corbitt's barkentine.'
Mexico had several ports where sailing ships called. We have already mentioned Campeachy Bay and its buccaneering logwoodcutters. Two other wild ports were Tampico Bay and Vera Cruz. In
later days, at little-known ports in San Salvador, Honduras, and
Costa Rica, ports such as La Union, La Libertad, Realejo, San José,
Acajutla, and Puerta Arenas, much sailor activity was to be seen,
because from these wild places, cargoes of logwood and mahogany
were rafted out to the waiting ships. But, apart from the rough life,
heavy drinking, fighting in, and around, the primitive houses or
shacks in which these cutters, sailors-ashore, and native workmen
lived, there was nothing much in the way of a permanent sailor shorelife to report. Acapulco, on the west coast of Mexico, on the other
hand, was a very attractive place to the sailorman. Here the cowboy
or vaquero, and the sailor met—in the cantinas, fandango-houses, and
'rags'. Native cowboys would love to ride up to and through the
swinging doors of a cantina, scattering the tipsy sailors right and left.
Then, dismounting from their silver-studded saddles, such characters
would pay for drinks all round. In the fandango-houses the seüoritas
would be seen with live fireflies in their raven hair, aglow under their
hair-nets. Bone writes that the most popular bar here with sailors
was a joint called the Barbary Coast, owned by an ex-Frisco boardinghouse master.
Santa Rosalia, too, was another Mexican port popular with seamen. It had a small wooden jetty, taking four ships alongside, while
other ships would lay to anchor, ready to come alongside as soon as
a berth became vacant. Cargoes inwards were for the mining companies, and the small township, as well as the mines, was about a
mile inland from the wliarf. Here sailors would drink, dance, and
make their kind of love in the cantinas, wooden saloons, fandangohouses, and vino-shacks. Nearly all the dark-skinned women smoked
long Mexican cigarettes, and when young were quite pretty. Unlike
most Spanish women they were quite easy-going; one of the reasons
I suppose, sailors liked the port! Mexican men swaggering in their
sombreros, high-heeled boots, and fancy waistcoats, with gunbelts
round their middles, would at times take umbrage at the familiarity
of the seafarers with their women, and battle would ensue, the results not always being in Jack Tar's favour. This was in the early part
of this century. During the First World War, and a little after, German seamen deserted here in droves, getting jobs in the mines.
' Corbitt's Barkentim, verses i, 2, and 3. Taken from W. M. Doerflingcr's Shantymen and
Shantyboys (New York, 1951), p. 190.
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It was in the gay, wild ports of South America, however, that the
sailor really enjoyed himself when ashore; in such heavens as Valparaiso, Callao, and Buenos Aires. But, in actual fact, the Sailortowns
of these places, didn't really get going until the latter part of the nineteenth century.
Rio de Janeiro, or to give it its full name, Sao Sebastian do Rio
Janeiro, is perhaps the most aged of these ports of call. In the early
nineteenth century, on account of Yellow Jack, as the matlow called
yellow fever, it was not a very popular port. It was a stinking, insanitary place, backward and mosquito-ridden, with slavery still going
strong, even in the seventies and eighties. In 1872 it had 48,939
slaves! Rio and Pernambuco—another early sailing-ship port—had
more slaves at this time than any other civilized part of the world.
In Rio, even in the nineties, all the coal cargoes were worked by
slaves on the island—Ilha des Enchadas, which stands in the middle
of its wonderful harbour. About the same date Yellow Jack had this
beautiful harbour chock-a-block with crewless ships, most of the
crews being under six foot of earth in the local cemetery.
However, when Yellow Jack was not rampant and the men given
shore-leave, there was plenty to see and do ashore in this city of mosaic pavements, slaves, and the Sugar Loaf The city itself lies very
close to the waterfront, and, of course, Jack got himself into some of
the many main streets, cafés and posher wine-joints. But here too.
Jack had his own preferments in particular the street known as the
Vasco da Gama. Latin and Negro putas in this street hung out of
every doorway, shouting the age-old slogans of 'Jiggi—Rompar la
coola!' and so on, catering for every form of sex perversion. It was a
common sight to see little Negro and mulatto girls often and twelve
offering themselves to foreign seamen. 'Circuses', similar to those of
the Continental ports and the Barbary Coast, were performed regularly, and Jack could always load up with pornographic literature if
he felt so inclined since the place reeked with it. By the First World
War the sailor quarter of the port also had a 'dirty' film-joint to add
to its already doubtful pleasures.
Around the turn of the century whole crews deserted here, the
shore attractions being so many and varied. And here, too, came the
boarding-masters and their houses. Many Yankee and Scandinavian
shanghaiers, with some German crimps as well, set themselves up in
Rio in the days of the timber-ships that ran down here from Mobile and
Gulfport. There was a pool of merchant seamen ashore, and a shortage of crews for the ships lying in the harbour, and naturally such
conditions were just the job for the Shanghai game. Hell-ships often
called and their crews beat it to a man. When the Lord Ripon arrived
here from San Pedro in the nineties, her bucko master, Butler, lost
most of his crowd, and when another crowd was brought aboard by
Rio boarding-house master, Butler, for some reason or other, had
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the crimp triced up by his thumbs to the spanker boom, and kept
him hanging there for two whole days.
Revolutions often occurred in Rio, in fact hardly a year would pass
without such a happening taking place. In nautical literature one
often comes across references to British and other ships getting mixed
up in these revolutions. In 1893 a stump t'gall'nt four-masted barque
lay in Guanabara Bay with her hull scored all over with bullet holes;
the crew taking cover under hatches while the rebels and government
troops fought it out. In 1894, when the Micronesia lay in Rio harbour,
her ship's boats, which were towing coal-laden lighters towards
the shore, came under cross-fire from the rebels on one side and the
government troops on the other. When the ship herself was leaving
harbour, the two forts fired on her simultaneously. In the revolution
of 1898 all shipping in the port was put under the charge of the British
Admiral, but this did not prevent merchant ships getting fired on.
All one day armed rebel tug-boats and gunboats dashed along
the waterfront firing into the town, and when fire was returned
from shorewards the rebels took cover behind the shipping in the
Bay.
Many sailors, after deserting, joined these rag-tag, bob-tailed
revolutionary armies, as they also did in Mexico in the days of Santiana. A. E. Clark, writing of being on the beach in Rio, tells how he
got into the clutches of a Yankee crimp called Russell, whose boarding-house was an old Portuguese building surrounded by a high wall.
Russell managed to persuade Clark—apparently shipping was slack!
—to join a party of revolutionary Brazilian naval seamen who were
revolting 'agin the governmint'.
Another Brazilian port which sailing ships often visited was Santos, although here, thanks to the prevalence of Yellow Jack, shoreleave was rarely given. This port was, to Merchant Jack, the White
Man's Grave, as was Sierre Leone to the naval sailor. Old Paddy
Delaney once told me he lay in company with thirty ships, many of
them Liverpool owned, all paralysed on account of the fever, with
many men already in the shore graveyard. But then again, even here
seamen did get on the beach, and some manning of ships by boardinghouse masters occasionally occurred. In later days many of its
beachcombers were Scandinavian and German seamen.
It was in Santos that I once saw the most degrading sight of an exGerman seaman, barefooted, his clothes in rags, filled to the gunnels
with 'kisash', as seamen called the local firewater (casach' or cachaza),
staggering along the dock road eating handfuls of boiled rice from
out of his tattered cap which he held in both hands like an ape. When
seamen went on the booze in these tropical ports they normally went
as low as any human being can, and their only chance of redemption
was for some ship's master to ship them and save them from the awful
and wretched state into which they had fallen.
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Although the sailing-ship capstan-song
Then away for Rio!
Aye, for Rio!
Sing fare-ye-well, me Liverpool gel,
Oh, we're bound for the Rio Grande!
gives oiie the impression that the Brazilian port of Rio Grande do Sul
was a popular port of call, in actual fact it was a place rather dreaded
by ships' masters. In the days of sail it had many shifting sandbanks
at its entrance and usually a ship had to beat up to the town along
the narrow and treacherous river. In the 1870s and i88os, this river
would take only vessels up to ten-foot draught. Nevertheless, smaller
ships, like those in the salt-fish and coffee trades, would essay the
passage. It wasn't until years later, when the sandbanks were dredged
and steam-tugs came into being, that the port became popular with
larger windjammers.
Ashore life was much the same as in other Brazilian ports just mentioned, with one difference—here. Yellow Jack was not so prevalent.
But in the seventies it had its slaves—68,000 of them! The cafés,
bodegas, and cantinas sold a great variety of rotgut drinks—casach',
aquadiente, cafia quemada, and so on, with which sailors would, unlike shore-folk, swill their insides, until they were in a coma. Around
the Rua Paysandu—the sailor street—fights and fracas between
sailors, beachies, and the putas were commonplace. Each girl had her
own house, with one door and one window, the latter having an oval
cut-out in the pane, from whence would call the insidious voice of the
harlot. Police regulations did not permit the harlots to sit on their
doorsteps as in other Sailortown streets of South America. The police
here often raided the joints, running their hands over the clientele
for weapons.
The writer once was in such a search and, since he was carrying
a sheath-knife on his hip, he was in a bit of a quandary. However, on
producing the knife plus a plug of ship's tobacco, indicating at the
same time that one was for cutting up the other, the Marineros, instead of hauling him away to the calabozo, showed great interest in,
to them, this mysterious form of tobacco—'plancha' they called it—
handing him back the knife with profuse apologies!
Yes, the Brazils were just the job for Johnny Fo'c'sle-hand when
he could dodge the fever, and perhaps if he drank enough of the local
poisons he could do just that. It was in the ports of the more temperate part of South America, however, where the sailorman really
lived it up.
Montevideo was always a fancied haven, and the sailor quarter
below the Hill (Cerro) always a lively joint indeed. Here was ensconced a nest of drinking dens, boarding-houses, and crimps, many
of the latter Yanks and Scouwegians, with the occasional Negro. In
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keeping with Latin American habits in many cafés instead of harlots,
male prostitutes, old and young, were to be found seated around the
marble-topped tables awaiting custom. Their local name was Maricon, a word meaning 'Magpie', but why they were called this I am
at a loss to know. Many of the dive girls were from Central Europe:
Slavs, Czechs, and Poles, with a preponderance ofJewesses.
Montevideo was what is known as an Open Port, which meant to
say anyone could land there, passport or no. It has always been a
dropping-off place for anyone wanting to enter other parts of South
America illegally. This, of course, was one of the reasons why the port
was usually full of beachcombers, thieves, rogues, escaped convicts,
and even runaway murderers, not to mention prostitutes, speaking
every language under the sun. The crews of South Georgia Whalers
often roamed boisterously around the streets of the port and timberships from up north called here frequently, at times being re-crewed
by the local crimps. The new crews would be shipped aboard either
sober and of their own free will, or drunk and doped when recalcitrant. One of the most famous of Montevideo crimps was Dutch
Harry. In addition to being the Number One Shanghaier, Harry ran
a barber's shop, and in his shop, as well as having a haircut, one could
always imbibe freely, since he kept a large stock of lager beer, wines,
and spirits on the premises.
In the days before the First World War the wages of an A.B. were
two pounds ten a month, and Harry would always demand two
months' wages of five pounds for any man he shipped. Of course he
had a boarding-house, but one needn't have stayed in it for him to
charge for lodging. The amount of Cape Horn gear, dungarees,
blankets, donkey's breakfast, soap, and matches Harry would normally supply his sailor customer would not amount, in cash, to more
than fifteen bob, and to this he would add the expenses of the sailor's
'board and keep', and the price of a few bottles of rotgut cana quemada.
As well as the danger of being shanghaied by crimps a sailor was
always open to being coshed after he had supped a few canas. The
women of the dives were in cohorts with the local rogues, and one
had to keep a weather-eye lifting on the numerous beachcombers too,
for although many of them were sailormen, others were nothing more
than the dregs of Europe, who would slit a throat or drown a chap
for a few centavos. During and after the First World War Montevideo was a regular haunt of beachcombers, German and Scandinavians predominating. Many of the Germans would take over the
manning of Scandinavian timber-ships while their crews were adrift
ashore. A Norwegian called Wolden, in spite of the fact he was a shipowner, held the title of'King of the Beachcombers'. Before the war
he had been a shipping clerk, and when the war finished he acquired
several old bottoms, and, loading them with grain, sent them to
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Europe. He eventually had more ships than sailors, but being a man
without false pride he would go around the waterfronts of Montevideo and Buenos Aires, asking beachies whether they would care to
man his bottoms. Some beachies would get jobs striking the masts
and yards of ships lying in 'Monte' before they proceeded up the Rio
de la Plata to go into the Buenos Aires' docks.
Buenos Aires, or 'B.A.' as sailors always called it, was the eastern
South American seaport most popular with the seafaring community
at the turn of the nineteenth century. It had been known to sailors
from the fifties and sixties of the last century, when it was not much
more than a wild frontier town, with Gauchos instead of cowboys
frequenting the same dives as Deep-water Johnny. In those far-off
days nightly murders were commonplace, and a sailor returning to
his ship without his mates all too often did not make the fo'c'sle, his
body floating up on some River Plate beach nine days or so after his
night ashore on the binge.
The infamous Fiddler's Green of B.A., La Boca, was the rendezvous of criminals and assassins of all kinds, and the police—the Marineros—turned a blind eye to waterfront happenings. Many of these
assassins were professional men, who would hire out their gun or
knife to whoever desired them. Pistoleros was their local name. Most
people in those days were mounted, but these thugs would employ
specially trained bloodhounds to drag potential victims from their
mounts and make them easy of assault. Many a town-loving Gaucho
met his end this way, and his silver-encrusted belt and all the pesos
he intended to lavish on cafia and putas went into the pockets of this
type of villain. Of course sailors, not being wealthy, were only small
fiy to such men, nevertheless they too were often coshed and skinned
by these pistoleros.
By the eighties B.A. had become a thriving port, its Boca and South
Docks chock-a-block with windbags from every corner of the globe.
The newer British, French, and German iron and steel four-masted
barques would be moored side by side with older Down-East wooden
ships. And real old-timers, mainly from Spain and Italy, with sterngalleries and fancy figureheads, great single tops'Is with four rows of
reefs and steved bowsprits would be rubbing shoulders with Yankee
barquentines, Nova Scotian barques and West Indian schooners, all
lying stem-on to the quays. Scandinavian timber-ships from the Gulf,
hide and bone droghers, grain carriers, and general traders, aboard
which powerful-looking, dark-skinned trabajaderos with long thin
knives stuck in their black facas, sang lustily as they worked the cargoes, also helped to fill the docks. Of an evening, all these craft
spewed ashore their rollickin', rantin' rovers, hell-bent for the dives
ofthe Boca.
The road, such as it was, running from the Boca up to the more
respectable part of the town—the Paseo de Colon I believe it was
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called—was traversed by horse-drawn trams, with its one side resplendent with pubs, cafés, dance-halls, and brothels. Here stood the
famous Liverpool Bar, renowned among sailormen; the Liverpool
House, equally famous, or perhaps notorious is a better word, and
the Flags of All Nations. These were sailor pubs in the truest meaning
of the term, and they existed right through until the twenties of this
century. Ships' stores and chandlers of all kinds filled the gaps between these sailor pubs. In some of these stores revolvers could be
bought cheaply, as well as vicious-looking knives and knuckle-dusters. Any night, from six onwards, the roar of sailor singing and the
raucous drink-sodden voices of the tars argyfying and bargying filled
the Boca air. Tailors, too, had their 'emporiums' in salient places,
and a night's 'sub' could always be had from these engaging
creatures, to be paid back via the shipping office at a usurious rate.
One of the most infamous of these tailors was the German Jew, Simon
Berg.
By the beginning of this century adornments had fastened themselves on to the crude early bars of Buenos Aires. Balconies had been
installed and these balconies filled with German orchestras—fiddles,
fifes, and so on. Sailor-interest, was aroused by the fact that many of
the 'musicians' were smashing-looking European girls, all, apparently
sawing away at their fiddles. However, the truth was they hadn't got
an ounce of musical acumen between the lot of them, but this didn't
worry Jack Tar. Sailors called them 'silent pipers', which pithily
explains them. They were what fashion describes as, 'decolleté dressed'
and, as they leaned over the balcony rail giving the 'eye-eye' to some
half-cut tar, or perhaps tossing him a rose, thanks to their low cleavages their breasts would nearly fall out. Of course, they were nothing
more than shop-front adornments, their actual profession being the
world's oldest, the same as that of the harlots hanging out from the
windows of Shit Street, a little farther along the Boca. The German
Junker's Bar and the Jockey Club were two well-known bars in which
such balconies and girl 'musicians' were to be found. The Chain
Locker, another sailor bar, with buxom German prostitutes at its
tables, survived right up to the twenties.
W. Spedding, of Melbourne, writing in Sea Breezes, of the Boca in
the old days, refers to the singing contests that used to take place in
these Boca pubs, and mentions Doctor Soda Water, the local seamen's medico. This character, whose real name was Dr. O'Connor
Duke, would stand on the wharf, alongside the ship, shouting up to
the mate, 'Is there anybody to be killed?' Apparently he liked Irishmen, he liked Liverpool men, but he hated Liverpool-refined-Irishmen! Spedding also refers to another famous Boca character,
Don Lorenzo, who was in charge of the calabozo, or prison, at
No. I Dock.
In the early days of the present century it was just as unsafe for a
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sailorman to return to his ship alone at night as it was in the sixties.
The usual custom was for seamen to go in convoys, and even then
fights with the Bocarites were commonplace. Bodies dragged out of
the dock by the police would be placed on the hatch of a near-by ship
for indentification. B.A., too, from the seventies onwards, was the
greatest port in the New World for the machinations of the white slave
traffickers. From European ports such as Antwerp, Amsterdam, and
London thousands of trepanned girls of all ages, colours, and creeds,
were transhipped to B.A. aboard one ship after another. The demand
was great, and the supply kept up with the demand. Of course, the
non-broken girls were sent to the more expensive halls of vice, but
after their usual vile breaking-in they would finish up mostly in the
lower dives of the Calle Juan and Calle Lavalle, the red-light district,
nicknamed the Streets of Blood and Tears. To this quarter sailors
sometimes resorted, but although it was police-controlled and the
girls given some sort of cursory medical inspection, seamen preferred
to take a chance and play around with the freer, but very often
diseased, 'silent pipers' and bar-girls.
With the coming of steam the Nuevo Puerto or New Dock was
built and a different neighbourhood began to prosper as an additional
Sailortown. This was the 'Arcade', or to give it its proper name—
Avenida Leandro N. Alem. Rows and rows of bars, also with balconies and 'silent pipers', dance-halls, drinking cellars—in the German style—and shops catering to foreign seamen began to spring up
under the 'arches' of the Arcade. Sailors now had to divide their love
between here and the older Boca. Another Liverpool House, Jockey
Club, and Chain Locker came into being, as well as the German Bar.
Neptune's Locker, the Berlin, Bristol Bar, the Gambrinus, Via Monte,
New York, Boston Bar, Delmonte's, the Derby Bar, and Sam Gamm's
London Bar, in which the writer was once rolled! There were hundreds of these bars, many with nautical names, many with Spanishor German-sounding names, but each one geared in readiness to entertain, and at times break, John Ashore.
In these bars pornography was much in evidence, and with the
coming of the cinematograph, 'blue pictures' were shown around
both the Arcade and the Boca. Many of the newspaper kiosks
around the waterfront sold 'dirty' books, it being the common practice to insert within the pages of Z« Prensa, La Macional, or La Razon—
the respectable national newspapers—obscene books in badly printed
English, books such as the Life Story of a Flea, or How a Charming Goddess Acquired the French Tongue, and offer them for sale to visiting seamen. Dirty postcards showing females in high-laced boots, voluminous skirts, and bird-nest hats, in promising positions with gentlemen
with sideboards and button-boots were sold along the waterfront
long after the era of such sartorial style had departed.
Crimping, around the turn of the century, reached great heights in
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B.A. Boarding-houses were plentiful; nearly all the boarding-house
masters being Yanks, Britishers, or Germans. One of the most famous
of the crimps was Tommy Moore, who ran a Sailor boarding-housecum-pub called The Harbour Lights. He is purported to have had a
saying: 'The dogs in the street know me, Capen, never failed a shipmaster yet!' It is said that a landlubber who had been shanghaied by
Tommy returned to B.A. and meeting Tommy down the Boca drew
a gun and shot off the lobe of the crimp's ear. Tommy is also one of
the long list of famous crimps who followed the tradition of shipping
corpses. As he dragged one corpse aboard and flung it in an empty
bunk, Tommy turned to the mate of the ship and said, 'He'll have a
bad head in the morning!' and the mate replied, 'Aye, Ah guess he
will', not realizing that the man had been dead for at least two
days. A rival of Tommy's was the Big Swede, a German crimp
who dealt in all kinds of sailor-flesh, but in particular his own
countrymen.
By 1919 and 1920 B.A. had become even more choked with beachcombers than was Montevideo. This 'plague' synchronized with the
final parade of sail, for at this time the port was chock-a-block with
British, Scandinavian, Finn, and Peruvian sailing ships many of
which were making their last passage. And the crimping trade was
almost dead. Then suddenly the beachcombers began to disappear
in droves. A fo'c'sle yarn, current at the time, was that the Chief of
Police had been replaced by a new one, a tough Scotsman, who decided it was time something was done about these beachies. It is said
that he organized a big round-up of these ex-sea-rovers, and putting
them aboard river-boats, had them transported away up river to the
jungles of the Matto Grosso. Here they had to turn to clearing the big
timber, timber such as Quebracho-wood. After a while a few escaped
from their jailers and heading across Brazil, reached the office of the
British Consul in Rio dc Janeiro, where their plight and that of their
fellow beachies was heard for the first time. How much of this is true
and how much is sailors' yarn I wouldn't know, but the fact of the
matter is by the year 1922 there was hardly a single beachcomber left
in the whole of B.A. A few years later the writer and his two shipmates were the only sailors 'on the beach' in B.A., or so declared the
native dockers.
The Sailors' Home was on the Boca, and was often patronized
by sailors in between ships. However, the place preferred by sailors
in which to spend an evening when cash was low was the Seamen's
Mission. Tea and buns to Sailor John weren't as good as beer and
cana and the company of loose women, but these things cost money.
So when he was broke, a night at the Mission with a concert or dance
with decent girls wasn't to be sneered at. And when Fighting Karney
of Frisco had the Mission an evening's boxing was good fun, too.
B.A. is still, I believe, a fair harbour for seamen, but the days
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of the true Sailortown died with the last of the sailing ships, the reorganization of the police force, and the alteration of the old Boca
into broad, tree-lined promenades.
Rosario de Santa Fé—the 'Rosary of Saint Faith'—lies a long way
up the Rio Plata and Parand. Nevertheless, in the seventies and
eighties, and even later, windbags made the long, tedious trip up the
rivers to load grain or Qiiebracho-wood. They usually anchored
every night, and would take anything from six to thirty days to do
the passage. It must be remembered that in those days there were no
tugs to be had. The longest time ever taken by a sailing ship was 120
days, by a barque, from B.A. to Rosario. Nevertheless, when sailors
got ashore in the Rosary of Saint Faith, they found the place anything but holy.
There is no record of the port harbouring any sailor boardinghouses or crimps, but it did have vino dives and cafia houses, as well
as two well-known sailor pubs the Fenix Bar and the Shellback Bar.
Also it had its famed Calle or Casa Pichinché. This was a street of big
stucco-fronted houses, bare-looking outside, and even monasticlooking within. Great halls with mosaic-tiled floors, half a dozen or
so marble-topped tables with a few chairs looking lost in the vast
space, and several doors leading to small bedrooms was the average
set-up of all the houses that lined this street. It was, of course, the redlight street of Rosario, and from the sailing-ship days to the steamboat days, a magnet for sailormen ashore in the port. One end of this
thoroughfare started close to where the great cliffs overhung the
wooden wharves at which the grain-ships berthed, and its access was
easy for pleasure-bent sailors coming ashore of an evening. For men
loaded to the scuppers with cana the homeward route, nevertheless,
was a bit tricky; one had to navigate the rickety wooden stairs leading
down from the cliff-tops to the wharves beneath.
Although the atmosphere of the big halls in each of these houses
was cold and austere, the girls of the place were anything but. The
majority of them were Russians, Poles, and Germans, with a few
Latin types. There would be Olgas and Tanyas by the score, with a
sprinkling of Carmens. Drink had to be brought in from the handy
cantinas and cervecerias, but this didn't worry the sailor as normally
he would have tanked up before arriving at one of these casas deputas.
Each house had a Madame, and everything was carried out with
much decorum. A girl would come and sit with the sailor at one of
the marble-topped tables, and if he liked her, after a drink or two,
the Madame would glide over gracefully, make the necessary arrangements, and the sailor and his inamorata of the moment would
go to the room singled out for them.
Another small river port at which sailing ships occasionally called
was St. Nicholas, but apart from a few cantinas and odd brothels,
there was nothing about this place worth recording. However, before
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we head around Cape Horn to the ports of the West Coast of South
America, or the W.C.S.A. ports as seamen usually referred to them,
I must mention one little pub in the most southerly port in the world
—Punta Arenas, or Sandy Point. This harbour is situated on the
northern side of the Straits of Magellan, and in the old days sailing
ships sometimes called here, usually when in distress. But, apart from
the deep-water men, other types of rather romantic sailormen often
visited this bleak harbour.
The pub concerned, a real sailor pub, I would like to name the
most southerly Sailortown in the world. Although it was only a small
drinking shop, within its walls, when outside the snow was deep and
the icy winds from Tierra del Fuego blew at gale force, around the
warm, inviting 'bogey', in an atmosphere one could cut with a sheathknife, would be ensconced some of the toughest sailormen in the
world. I know, for I have sat drinking hot pisco with them more than
once in days gone by.
The pub's official name was Bar La Bolsa, but it was known to its
seafaring clientele as the Seaman's Bar. To it would come, besides
deep-water men from round the Horn, sealers and otter-hunters, who
actually worked the bays and inlets of the Horn itself, and carried
out their tough trades all around the Land of Fire. They were mainly
Scandihoovians of all kinds; tough, rugged men and heavy drinkers,
and, when in their cups, brawlers and all-hands-in fighters. Added
to these two types of seafarers were the Norwegian whalers who often
made Punta Arenas a port o' call. These men, too, were heavy topers,
and awkward men in an argument. The fourth type of sailor was from
the German coastal traders who worked all the one-eyed ports of the
wind-swept Patagonian Pampas country, as well as the Falkland
Islands. And to this real sailor community, which filled the cosy bar
of this drinking place nightly, could be added the Welsh capatazes
from the sheep stations, men who were not at a loss to talk sailor talk,
since many of them had deserted sailing ships, such as the little
Merionethshire, many years ago before becoming landlubbers. And of
the many hundreds of sailor pubs in which, in times gone by, I have
dropped my hook, the Seaman's Bar of Punta Arenas brings back
some of the most wonderful memories.
From the forties or fifties of the nineteenth century onwards the
numerous guano and saltpetre ports of Peru and Chile were well
known to sailormen, in particular to sailormen from Liverpool and
South Wales. In this present century French and German seamen
made their appearance, until, by the First World War, Germans
ashore nearly ran these ports.
The Welsh copper-ore ships were probably the first regular visitors
to Chile; small wooden ships and barques, with special fittings and
boxes built up from the kelson in which to stow the copper ore. The
ore was brought down from the mines on the backs of mules and
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jobs in the mines 'way inland, and one old shanty runs:
I'll cross the Chile Mountains,
Shallow ! Shallow Brown !
To pump the silver fountains,
Shallow ! Shallow Brown !
But, in this case, silver mines were the ones to which the potential
deserter intended to head.
I n the fifties Yankee tea clippers often called at these Chilean ports,
as did whalermen, b u t it was the guano and saltpetre trades of later
years that brought thousands of sailors to these havens, p u t thousands of sailormen on the beach, and brought in their wake the dives,
the crimps, and the boarding-houses that go to make up Sailortown.
Paddy lay back! Take in ycr slack!
Take a turn around yer caps'n,
Heave a pawl! Heave a pawl!
'Bout ship, stations boys, be handy.
For we're liound fer Valaparaiser round the Horn!
[Old Capstan Song)
Valparaiso was the main port of entry, and all ships called here
outwards and many homewards, even if they were loading at the
smaller ports strewn out along the indented coastline. T h e 'Vale of
Paradise' was just that to the sailorman.
In the roundin' of Cape Horn, me lads,
Fine nights and pleasant days;
An' the very next place we anchored in was Valparaiso Bay,
Where all them Spanish girls come down, I solemnly do swear.
They're far above them Yankee girls wid their dark an' curly hair.
They like a jolly sailorman when he is on the spree.
They'll dance wid you, an' drink wid you, an' spend yer money
free;
But when yer money is all gone, they'll not on you impose.
They're far above them Liverpool gals, who'll steal an' pawn
yer clothes.
{Old Forebitter)
Valparaiso is divided into two parts, the older, the Puerto, being
the sailor part, while the newer, the Almendral, is the landlubber
section. Having great cliflTs running up behind the town there never
has been much room for expansion of the city. U p these cliffs, along
rough old paths, in the sixties and early seventies, seamen would
climb to find their entertainment at the infamous three 'Tops'—
Fore T o p , Main T o p , and Mizen Top, in those days the wildest,
gayest, and lowest dives in Vallipo.
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These places were dance halls with bars, having whores in attendance. Each had a small band—fiddlers and di'ums. The so-called
dancing-girls were nothing more than painted harlots a shade 'classier', maybe, than the regular whores who infested these three joints.
Many a sailorman was rolled, and it was quite a fo'c'sle joke to ask
a returning forlorn sailor boy whether he had been robbed in the
fore-, main-, or mizen-top, or whether the close he had acquired was
from the fore-, main-, or mizen-top. The police, or Gilantes as they
were called on the West Coast, rarely got up the cliffs to these dives;

Valparaiso, about i8y^

since they were usually mounted they probably considered that their
horses weren't mountain ponies! Valparaiso is often cursed with earthquakes, and in 1873 a particularly savage one brought parts of the
cliffs, with the Fore, Main, and Mizen Tops, all tumbling down,
burying the painted whores, fiddlers, dance-hall girls, and their deepwater clientele amid the rock and rubble.
In the Puerto the Sailortown quarter was mainly around a thoroughfare called by the sailors Gaff Tops'l Street, and it was here
that the sailor pubs, boarding-houses, and brothels were situated. The
most famous sailor pubs, from the latter end of the century until the
First World War, were the Shakespere [sic], the Liverpool Ship, the
Cross Flags, and the House of All Nations. The owner of the infamous Shakespere was Tommy Jenkins, who was a crimp. Of his
boarding-house he would say, 'A boarding-house or slaughter-house,
whichever ye like to make it, boys!' The Liverpool Ship was run by
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a tough Irishman called Paddy Bryrie, and the Cross Flags by a
coloured West Indian. These two were also crimps and had boardinghouses in the district.
The most famous Shanghai merchant, however, in the early part
of this century, was 'Nigger' Thompson. He was a West Indian by
birth, married to a Chileno women. One finger was missing from his
right hand, said—by Thompson—to have been lost when lie was
fighting in the war between Peru and Chile. In 1900 he rowed a
crowd of tars out to a notorious Chileno whaling-ship, called La
Pesquedora, hove-to in the Bay, four miles from the port, and shipped
them aboard her dead drunk and incapable. When they came to next
morning they found Thompson had shipped them on a real and, at
this time, old-fashioned, small-boat hunting. South Seas whaler. The
voyage lasted eight months and they arrived back in Vallipo only
;^3 los. od. better off than when they started! All the rest of their pay
had gone in 'blood money' to Thompson. My friend Charlie Muller
has forgotten the name of the crimp who shipped him out of here
aboard the French full-rigged ship Leon Blum de Nantes, and cheated
him, as usual, of his advance. Most likely it was 'The Nigger', or it
might have been Dutch Charlie of Shit Street, or Jimmy the Wop, or,
as he was sometimes called, Jimmy the Rogue of the English Bar in
the same street.
'Shit Street' was the sailor name for the Calle San Martino, another
Sailortown alley, the site of bordcls, drinking dens, and boardinghouses. Another sailor lane, running up-hill and sometimes called
by this same effluvious name, was Calle Clave or the Street of the
Nail, but this thoroughfare contained the red-light district proper.
In each house dwelt one or two harlots. They would sit on their doorsteps, wrapped around the shoulders with colourful, hand-knitted
woollen shawls—something like those worn by the old-time Liverpool Mary Ellens except they weren't black—chatting and beckoning
passing sailors to come in for a vino and what went with it.
The drinks in this part of the world were mainly of the chainlightning type. Vino, botli red and white, of course, was common, as
was, thanks to German influence, lager beer, but the real rotgut stuff
sailors often imbibed was such fire-water as aguadiente ('teethwater'!), anisado, aguavita, pisco, and grappa. Aguadiente was sold
in sausage-shaped goat-skins called treepas, and five treepas could be
purchased for a peso. They were a very handy shape to get booze
aboard one's ship without authority knowing, since they could be
wound around one's waist, coiled up in one's trilby, or hung inside
the leg of one's pants.
Fandango-houses were to be found in Vallipo's Fiddler's Green,
but not in the numbers they were up north. Of course, the dancers
contorting to the clapping of castanets were nothing more than prostitutes, and this they showed in every movement of the dance, and in
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their mode of dress—high-heeled shoes, long, flouncy dresses split
down the front, revealing a small black piece of net 'covering' their
public regions. To Jolly Jack they were just the ticket, and sailors
would spend half the night seated around the coping of the depressed
stone stage where the girls danced, admiring their provocative contortions.
On the other hand, numerous beachcombing sailors, without a
penny in the world, slept around the Mole, begging a few centavos
from their more fortunate shipmates, or else managing to live with
some whore for free. Most deserting sailors became beachcombers,
but some managed to get jobs running cantinas, as chucker-outs in
dance-halls, pisco-vendors, or even pimps for prostitutes. Drunken
sailors in all the ports of the West Coast would be hauled into the
lock-up late at night by the sword-dragging Gilantes, being released
in the morning only after having brushed and curry-combed the
police horses.
In the event of more than half a dozen sailors having a drunken
fracas in Sailortown, however, the Gilantes, for all their swords and
rifles, were not too brave. And when the crews of the Chileno naval
ships were paid—often months in arrears—and given shore-leave,
the Gilantes would normally disappear from the streets of Vallipo.
Many of the men in the Chilean and Peruvian Navies were merchant
seamen, deserters from British and Yankee ships, and known locally
as 'Los Gringos locos'! When they hit the beach it was 'way for a
sailor and stand from under!' for all the rest of the port. If a section
of these toughs got adrift from the others, then the Gilantes would
move in and haul them off to the calabozo. However, it was usually
their own officers who punished them after a mad night's carouse,
naturally with the whores who had demanded their overdue pay-day.
The morning after a night ashore, writes Lubbock,' the whole upper
deck (spar deck) of a 'Chilean gunboat would be turned into a brig,
with two men lashed to each gun (and his mate) by ankles to wrists
and left there to sober up'. Old-fashioned punishments were still carried out in this 'Harry Tate' Chileno Navy, and dipping from the
yard-arm was common. This consisted of being hoisted up in a bowline, as high as the main yard-arm, to the whistle of the bosun's pipe,
the man being stopped to the rope, with a large toggle above his head.
He was then let go suddenly, so that he fell with a rush into the sea.
The whole of this operation would be repeated three times.
A merchant seaman who had the misfortune to have been incarcerated for the night in the jughouse thanks to the booze, unless
he did his chore of grooming the horses or sweeping the plazas, would
have to await the arrival of his Old Man, who would pay his fine and
so release him. But, of course, this all depended on the nature of his
captors, and the Chileno police weren't noted for their generosity
• The Nitrate Clippers {G\as%ovr, 1923).

Sailors charged with being drunk, grooming police horses, Calliin, ir)oC
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towards Gringo' seamen. Some seamen were left to languish in these
filthy, louse-bound Dago jails for weeks and even months. In these
days the consuls didn't seem to have much power in the matter, or
else they didn't care about the misfortunes of Deep-water Johnny.
It was more often in the smaller Chilean ports, however, that such
miscarriages ofjustice were enacted.
Valparaiso has a vile wind, known as the Norther. Due to this wind
in the season, all windjammers would send down their upper masts
and yards, and put out extra moorings. Steamers would keep their
fires at full blast and their engines at the ready for to beat it out to sea,
the safer place if the Norther began to blow its damnedest. At such
times the normal procedure was for ship masters to allow only one
watch ashore, the other being kept on stand-by. The watch ashore
considered itself darned lucky if the Norther came in full strength, for
then the length of shore-leave would be extended. Although many
men stayed in the Sailors' Home, a concession granted all seamen
when the Norther blew, whether in the money or broke, others would
be allowed to overstay their paid-for time with the inamorata of their
choice. These girls were used to the Northers, and being aware of
how sailors would be marooned penniless ashore, many generously
boarded their erstwhile sleeping companions accordingly.
As we have already seen, earthquakes were rather common occurrences in Valparaiso, but the great 'Quake of 1906 was probably one
of the worst the port ever experienced. The city was practically reduced to rubble. On account of the Challo ghouls and bands of escaped convicts who looted the wrecked buildings and robbed the
dead in their thousands, martial law existed for nearly six months.
The Chileno Navy and the police both, aided by merchant seamen
from the ships in port—the harbour itself was barely affected—helped
in capturing these vultures. They also participated in the salvage
work of rescuing men, women, and children trapped in the smoking
ruins. The fire was terrific. A tidal wave rushed ashore swamping the
bodegas or wine-cellars of the Avenida Errazuriz, near the Malecon,
the Plaza Bella Vista, and the Calle Blanco, all within the waterfront
area. The waterfront dives and Sailortown streets were all flattened,
and their pimps, whores, dance-hall girls, crimps, and runners all
exterminated.
Valparaiso was rebuilt, but its sailor quarter, as in San Francisco
after the Great 'Quake, never reached the size nor importance it had
prior to 1906.
Up and down the Chilean coast, north and south of Valparaiso the
port of entry, are dozens of smaller ports, all famous in the old days
of the nitrate trade, when sailing-ship men referred to this part of the
' According to fo's'sle legend the word 'gringo' was coined by Latin Americans, either
in Mexican or South American ports, after hearing a ciowd of drunken seamen reHirnini^
to their ship singing raucously: 'Green grow tlic rushes O ' '
s
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world as the Flaming Coast. Ports such as the grain
port of Talcuhuano, known to the Nantucket and
j ; ^ New Bedford whalers, who used it as a trying-out
and refitting base, as 'Turkeywanna'. It was
the best harbour on the coast, being sheltered by the island of Quiriguina.
T h e n there were Coquimbo, Chanaral,
with not a drop of fresh water in the place;
Taltal, where the Andes sweep down to
the water's edge and ships lay in three
tiers, and Antofagasta, with its dangerous bar. Mejilloncs, with the wild
J u n i n Cove to the north of it, was a
place devoid of every kind of thing
that makes life worth living, with
no shelter and one hell of a
swell. O t h e r famous nitrate
ports were Tocopilla, where the
ships lay close inshore in one
long tier; Buchapero and Caleta
Buena, the smallest of the ports
lying on the edge of the great
T a r a p a c a Desert, where ships
would roll continuously. And
finally Pisagua, with its fishing
and pleasant sailing the crews
enjoyed, and Arica on the borders of Peru, the farthest north
of the nitrate ports.
yi-U/v.-.

T h e one port we haven't
mentioned is, of course, Iquique, the chief port of this
Guano and Nitrate parts of th West Coast of pi^j^i^ Coast. I t was once a
Ancuif/

bouth America
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small fishing village, and prior
to the war between Peru and
Chile owned by Peru. T h e nitrate industry started here as early as
1830. I t was ceded to Chile in 1883.
This was the coast about which R . H . Aitkin wrote:
Seaports where life is a burden,
Menaced by typhoid and stinks,
Home of the 'down-and-the-outer'
Of dreary beachcombers and 'ginks'.
Where the only diversions for gringoes
Are loving, and gambling and drinks
On the Coast.
{The Coast)
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Someone once called the Coast 'a refuge of worn-out ships and
men who preferred the beach to the brace'. And sailors described it
as a place 'famous for its notorious boarding-house masters, beachcombers, and horse mackerel'.
In most of these ports the afterguard and apprentices would go
dynamiting fish, while the fo'c'sle-hands went on the booze and to the
dives and fandango-houses. Each of these wild ports had its fair complement of sailor beachcombers, for, as Bone remarks, sailors on the
W.C.S.A. preferred beachcombing or work ashore to joining ships,
where their wages were divided with others; the Consul got his fees,
the ship-master made his bit, (and) the boarding master made his
fortune'.
The beachcomber of fiction is usually some ex-university type
trying to escape from the world, or else a remittance man of good
stock, he himself being the black sheep of the family, or maybe some
ex-army or naval cashiered officer living as a storekeeper on a coral
island. But these beachcombers of the West Coast were just plain
sailors fed up with stick and string, and salt-horse and bucko mates.
They favoured the indolent life of lazing around some hot Plaza,
drinking cheap pisco, in fact, just doing nothing, until either they
got fed-up with the 'beach' and got themselves a ship, or else were
copped, in one of their off-moments, by some predatory crimp.
Nearly every one of these sun-dried waterless Chilean ports had a
crimping set-up. As well as runners, these crimps would have two
or three Negro bodyguards, all armed, but the practice of putting
guards aboard a ship after the crimp had supplied her with a new
crew was not customary here as it was in Frisco and other ports. In
fact, here it was common for the crimps to try to get the gang they
had just installed aboard one ship, ashore again. If successful, they
would ship them aboard some other crewless ship, drawing two payments of'blood money' for the same crew.
Several seamen writers describing these days of West Coast crimping suggest that the whole system was approved by shore authorities,
the masters of the ships, the owners, and the British Board of Trade,
and, as Captain W. H. S. Jones' remarks, even the men themselves
seemed to get accustomed to it and had reached a stage where they
expected it.
Ships would sail up and down this Flaming Coast picking up nitrate cargoes here and there at each small port. In the seventies railways hardly existed, and since the nitrate mines were, in many cases,
four hundred miles inland, in the great Tarapaca and Atacama
Deserts, all cargoes had to be brought down to where the ships loaded
them by means of mules and llamas.
The miners themselves were all tough single men. Very few married
men lived in these places with the exception of some Yankee and
' The Cape Horn Breed (London, 1956).
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English storekeepers, and they usually had Indian wives. These
miners, when they hit the ports for a binge, both drank and fought
with the seamen according to the mood they were in. Nearly every
building in the smaller ports appeared to be a pub, because, as in
Dana's day in Mexican and Californian ports, shops that sold comestibles and hardware also sold booze. In the ubiquitous fandangohouses, in some ports at least, sailors were allowed to drink the vino,
but were forbidden to dance with the native women, although this
ban didn't apply in the larger ports. Of course, much knife-fighting
was to be seen. All the Dagoes carried keen long-bladed cuchillos, and
most seamen had their Green River sheath-knives, and it didn't take
long for the potent aguadientc to put both Dagoes and sailors, as
well as miners, in a combative mood. To all such goings on the
Gilantes or Marineros winked an eye, letting them get on with it.
An old shipmate of mine, 'Old Taff', told me how, in Caleta Colosa
a crowd from the sailing ship Principality, on hearing a piano being
played in a certain house, all climbed through the window to the dismay of the girls, most of whom were respectable females. After getting over their initial fright the girls had the extraordinary decency
to show the sailors the way to the nearest fandango-house, a place
more suitable for their type of evening ashore!
Another sailor pastime, a rather harmless one, in these nitrate
ports, was that of promenading around the dusty Plazas, usually, of
course, after having had a 'skinful', and ogling the rather demure
and often duenna-accompanied senoritas.
Between Coquimbo and Arica, Antofagasta was perhaps the only
port with water laid on, everywhere else it was condensed from seawater. Nevertheless, even with such a shortage of fresh water, the
Plazas of all these one-eyed ports had to be watered daily by a rather
important personage in uniform—the head gardener. Grass was so
rare that every little clump had to be guarded by him, and trees were
most noticeable by their absence. Rain only occurred at infrequent
intervals, sometimes years going by without a drop of Jupiter Pluvius
blessing these arid ports. Naturally all this aridness and heat made
seamen thirsty! This being, perhaps, the main reason why seamen
seemed to drink far more heavily on the Chile Coast than in any other
part of the world. Mejillones, for instance, was just sand, and a few
wooden and adobe shacks, including a railway station, the Policia's
hut, a fandango-house, and a couple of pisco houses. There were no
streets such as we know them, and often dead bodies would be seen
laying half-buried in the sand.
In the magazine South Spainei' there is a talc told of a young sailor
called Strassburger and his blacksmith shipmate, both from the
German ship Edmund, on a day's liberty ashore in Mejillones. Reach' The South Spainei was originally called the Seafarer. This stoi> is in vol. i. no. 3 the
Seafarer, JuXy 1963.
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ing the fandango-housc they found a scrimmage going on between a
Norwegian sailor and a native prostitute. She was hanging on to his
coat-tails, declaring vehemently that he hadn't paid for his pleasure.
Just as the two shipmates entered, a mounted Gilante rode his horse
straight through the swinging doors and arrested all hands, including
Strassburger and the blacksmith, the irony of it being that this was
poor Strassburger's first experience of foreign parts.
In all these ports the crew had to work the cargo, the native
lancheros working over the side in the lighters only. Very often the
cargo work would take anything from seven or eight weeks to three
months, and during this time, perhaps, only one day's liberty would
be given, so it is little wonder the men went haywire when once
ashore. Lack of shore-leave, of course, was blamed on the Immigration Laws, which had heavy fines for shipowners who allowed their
crews to take French leave.
Although there was no crimping in Mejillones, there was a fair
amount in Antofagasta. Here, too, ship-masters often got men from
the jail by bribing the governor to release his nautical captives. Antofagasta, with its great white anchor on the hills marking the moorings, was however a popular port with seamen, since it had more
fandango-houses, cantinas, and brothels than the previous ports.
Notorious crimps who had boarding-houses here were 'Pedro', Paul
the 'Diver', the Big Swede, and the 'Mestizo'. These were in control
of the crimping game in the eighties and nineties.
In this century Jim Brady the coloured scrapper and crimp was
the best-known boarding-house master here, and later still, in the
twenties, his widow, Mrs. Brady, took over. Brady, in the days before the First World War, ran a boarding-house-cum-bar and supplied mostly British ships with crews, demanding the usual 'blood
money' of course. After his death the woman he had married, a big,
chesty half-native woman carried on a similar, although perhaps not
so expensive, system, selling seamen to German nitrate ships at £%
per head. In the twenties it was mainly the Flying P's of Germany
that loaded nitrates here.
In 1922 Mrs. Brady supplied the Obotrita, bound for Hull with
nitrates, with a crowd of beachcombers. On Christmas Eve, the same
year, she presented a great keg of wine to the beachcombers of Antofagasta, who finished up sprawled out on the green lawn of the Plaza
Colon singing uproarously and toasting their patron Mrs. Brady in
copious mugs of vino. Pisco and aguadiente were so cheap that no
sailor ever remained sober long on this Flaming Coast, and the sailor
beachcombers lived, more or less, in a drunken stupor all the time.
From these Antofagasta crimps ships usually received deadbeats
and greenhorns for crews, and the jails were often emptied of drunks
to man many a nitrate ship's fo'c'sle. In 1902, while the Glasgow ship
Port Elgin was loading here, a bog-fire broke out ashore. The second
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mate and some of the men went to give a hand to put it out. However,
the crowd managed to get hold of some pisco, presumably in a burning cantina, and very soon, instead of fire-fighting, they were engaged in fighting the Gilantes!
As elsewhere, the whores in Antofagasta worked hand-in-glove
with the crimps, enticing men to drink doped pisco in the fandangohouses, and giving the signal to the sharks as soon as the tipsy and
doped men collapsed on the frowsy, bug-ridden beds to which they
had lured them. Of course, the whores got a mordida, or rake-off, as
did the crimps and shipping masters, all coming from the future pay
of the debauched mariner-to-be, earned on a voyage he had not as
yet made. This word mordida is Spanish for 'a bite', and everybody
in these ports seemed to have a 'bite' at the cake which was poor
Sailor John.
Antofogasta also had its tailor-sharks, the most famous being the
Stevenson Brothers.
Pisagua was another port similar to Antofogasta, except it did not
have the fresh drinking water of the latter, not that this worried the
tars since pisco and aguavita were much better liquids to their way
of thinking.
The town was a conglomeration of whitewashed adobe, mud, and
clinker-built shacks, all with galvanized iron roofs, situated on a narrow crescent of shore, with gaunt hills rearing up behind, and the
snow-capped Andes beyond and above them again. Seawards jutted
three piers, rickety wooden structures, with hundreds of coal and
nitrate lighters strung out in a long line from their seaward ends,
while the deep-water windbags would be seen moored in three long
tiers athwart the bay. As a fresh arrival entered the bay, boats filled
with men would put out from each ship in the tiers, going to help the
newcomer to moor—a typical West Coast custom.
The beachies here were of every nationality under the sun. Some,
of course would seek work in the saltpetre mines, some in the silver
and copper mines, but the bigger percentage stayed around the port,
working on the piers in order to get enough to eat, but mainly enough
to drink. Some got jobs as chucker-outs in the fandango-houses,
others lived with the putas, while a hell of a lot just did nothing
at all. Many of these 'gringoes', as they were named, would attack
a sailor returning to his ship half-cut; others would be truer to
their recent shipmates, siding with the attacked sailor instead of the
gringoes.
Pisagua was a tough port with little law or order, and what did
exist faded when trouble, in the shape of a foreign sailor brewed.
J . H. Williams jumped his ship here and with four shipmates tramped
through the hell of the waterless, alkali desert, the three hundred
miles to Antofagasta. Desertion was the rule here, not the exception,
the crimps hiding the men until their ship had sailed, when they
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would order them to join another vessel. But, unlike in Frisco and
elsewhere, many managed to evade the clutches of the crimp and just
went 'freelance' beachcombing—if one could call it that. By law, the
Gilantes were supposed to arrest deserters, but they rarely did. However, if a sailor stayed with the crimps, thereby leaving himself open
for shipment aboard the next crewlcss ship, he would be allowed
funds and much free drink. All of which was quite 'salubrious' until
a ship was ready to take him, and then, particularly in the case of a
recalcitrant boarder, the final drinks would be anything but. If one
wanted to dodge being shipped the rule was: 'Don't drink the crimp's
drinks until the ship has gone.' Anything from fifty to one hundred
pesos per head would be demanded from the ship-master by the
crimp for men shipped, so it is no wonder that the crimps between
them owned, as well as all the boarding-houses, all the brothels and
fandango-houses in Pisagua.
Two of the best-known Pisagua crimps were Pisco Pete and
Johnny, or Jimmy, the Rogue. As in Pugct Sound, many of the
West Coast crimps would work more than one port and often supplied men—particularly just before the First World War—to ships up
and down the Flaming Coast.
Deep-water Johnny, however, in between dodging the crimps and
the waterfront rats, could certainly enjoy himself in Pisagua. The
drinking saloons were lively centres of amusement, for, although one
day's liberty was the usual thing for each crew in these saltpetre ports,
when there were as many as twenty or thirty ships in port at once,
there was always plenty of life ashore. What with the liberty men, the
crimps' boarders, the deserters, the miners, the lancheros, the mestizos,
and so on, monotony was noticeable by its absence. From the dancehalls the fiddles would squeal to lively Spanish airs. Perhaps a gringo,
seated on a heap of gunny-sacks under the tropic stars, would be
tearing apart a squeeze-box and roaring out some deep-water ballad
with a circle of chorus-roaring shellbacks and deserters around him.
On the doorsteps of the brothels the putas would be squatting, chatting like cicadas, singing and waving gaily, beckoning pleasureseeking sailormen into their lairs.
Such was Pisagua.
In the latter days of sail, however, tlie principal nitrate port of
Chile was Iquique, and, apart from Valparaiso, the port with the
best-known Sailortown on the Flaming Coast. At times as many as
eighty to one hundred sailing ships would be crowded into its bay, all
laying at the moorings stretched from headland to headland. Ashore
roamed an immense floating population of hundreds of seafaring
men, some in the hands of the crimps, some just fresh from deepwater, some part-time beachcombers, some died-in-the-wool beachcombers, and, some on the point of returning to Mother Carey's
broad bosom. Others, again, would be working in the mines fifty
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miles inland in an arid desert, or on the waterfront, or as runners for
the crimps, chucker-outs for the dance-halls, or pimps for the putas.
As well as many of the waterfront workers being ex-sailors, Europeans of various creeds and trades, Negroes, Chinese, Indians, and
Challos,' all made a living of sorts from foreign ships. M a n y of these
Challos were descended from the buccaneers and Spanish Conquistadores who once roved these seas and plundered these harbours, the
former taking their loot to their wild haunts in the Caribbean, the
latter taking the plundered silver to Manila.
There was a big boarding-house and crimp system here; the
'blood money' for seamen flesh averaging ninety to one hundred
pesos per torso. O n e of the best-known crimps during the First World
W a r was the famous old German bitch—as my friend Charlie Muller
called her—Bremer Mary. M a n y times this latter 'lady' crimp has
appeared in print, but usually wrongly named, writers giving Bremen, instead of Bremer Mary. Charlie was emphatic on the point
that she was Bremer, and he should know since he was on the beach in
Iquiquc during her hey-day. H e told me that one of her most famous
swindles was when she took all the able-seamen out of the H a m b u r g
full-rigged ship Preussen—not the five-masted Preussen, but one which
had her name changed to Posen when the five-master was built—•
promising them good-paying Yankee ships. They stayed at her
boarding-house having a marvellous time, pisco, aguadiente and all
the girls they needed, until the Preussen was loaded for sea. At this
point she doped the lot, and had her runners and bruisers cart them
out to their own ship. Thanks to being reshipped they paid off in
H a m b u r g with nothing for the round voyage to South America—
being reckoned deserters they lost their outward passage wages, and
the pay for their homeward passage, as 'blood money', went into the
leather bag Bremer M a r y carried under her voluminous skirts.
Charlie said Bremer M a r y supplied crews to ships lying in Caleta
Buena, Caleta Colosa, and Taltal. According to Bone, M a r y would
say to her runners, 'Give de poys blanty to trink; the more dey trink,
de less dey eat'. This was because food on the West Coast, during the
First World War, was an expensive item. She could handle any normal sailorman, as she was a champion chucker-out. Bremer M a r y
was a twentieth-century crimp, b u t H a p p y Jack—never known to
smile—Harvey of the broken finger, and J i m m y the W o p (or Rogue)
worked their machinations in the eighties and nineties of the last
century, and Paddy Naylor goes farther back still. H a p p y J a c k a n d
company are sung about in a sailor-composed ditty that tells of a
sailor-beachcomber adrift in Iquique and starts:
I stood on the bales at midnight,
As the Plaza clock struck the hour
• 'Challos' were West Coast natives of mixed Indian, Spanish, and other bloods. This
was the name sailors called them by. Their proper designation, I believe, is Cholas.
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and then goes on to describe the thoughts of the beachcomber:
How often, oh, how often,
In the days that have gone by,
Have I sprawled on the bales at midnight,
An' seen Old Jimmy go by.
'Jimmy', of course, being J i m m y the Wop, and t h e n :
Ashore for ever? No, never!
So long as this life does last.
So long as my heart has passions,
I must ship before the mast.
But Harvey with his broken finger,
Happy Jack with his classical nose,
Neither's the friend of the singer.
Who's just related his woes.
These latter lines suggest that the poor beachcomber has h a d it;
he's h a d enough of the Iquique beach and wants to ship again, b u t
not being in the good graces of either of these crimps, he realizes
he doesn't liave a snowball's chance in hell to get a berth. This is
rather a new angle on the usual crimping game, in which anybody
was shipped, whether the crimp liked him or not. I n fact, in the case
of most crimps that we have met, they rarely, if ever, knew the sailorflesh in which they dealt. J i m m y the W o p is also remembered in the
following capstan shanty:
But Jimmy the Wop he knew a thing or two, boys,
An' soon he'd shipped me outward bound again;
On a Limey ter the Chinchas fer guanner, boys.
An' soon wuz I a-roarin' this refrain . . .
T h e local drinks anisado, aguadiente and pisco were dirt cheap—
one chaouch (twenty cents) a bottle—putting them within the reach
of even the most impecunious beachcomber who slept, as did the
singer in the previous song, on the gunnies or bales on the waterfront,
with the Customs' tower clock marking the passing of the lonely
tropic night high above him.
I n the 1890s the ship Alexandra Black lay in Iquique for over a year,
with her upper masts and yards sent down, awaiting a charter. When
she got one the crimps shipped a crowd of beachcombers, all roaring
drunk, with one b u m staggering aboard wearing a Gilante's hat.
During the First World W a r many G e r m a n sailing ships were laid
u p in Iquique, as in other West Coast ports. Although some of the
men occasionally stayed with them, after a few months on half-pay,
with alternate Sundays ashore, one watch at a time, most of them
became fed u p with the life and, following the earlier deserters, went
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on the beach too. Some joined Yankee ships, others went inland to
the copper mines, high up in the mountains on the Peruvian boarder,
where the air was mighty thin, often, as in the case of young Strassburger (mentioned earlier) giving them mountain sickness. Strassburger recuperated in a crimp's boarding-house in Callao. His story
is fully told in the South Spainer,^ in which magazine it also declares
that on Peru coming into the War many German sailors on the beach
there, as well as in Chile, took on Mexican nationality.
Hurricanes are common in Iquique, and frequently the ships
would break away from their moorings, drag their anchors, and sometimes even sink in the tiers. But hurricanes were not the only catastrophes Iquique suffered, for, as in Rio, revolutions were even more
common.
In 1891 a revolution of a major kind hit Iquique. There were
several British ships in port, their crews mostly aboard. The beachcombers, however, were having the time of their lives—fighting,
drinking, robbing, looting, and gambling to their heart's content—
when suddenly H.M.S. Espeigle arrived off the port. This naval vessel
sent ashore an officer with an armed party whose job it was to restore
order. It didn't take them long to round up the woolly and drinkhappy beachies. In no time at all they had shipped the recalcitrants
aboard a couple of coal-lighters, and with typical naval thoroughness
set them to washing down the barges until they were as clean as
hounds' teeth. This tamed the beachies, order being restored ashore
within a few days.
In Iquique, as in all these Chileno ports, bumboat men were numerous, the most notable being Portuguese Joe. He sold figs and nuts
to the apprentices, as well as detonators for the catching of fish—a
common, if unsporting, West Coast method of fishing. However, the
most famous bumboat owner on the W.C.S.A. was 'Paita' Mary,
of Paita, Peru, who in 1930 was well over one hundred years old,
having known sail and steam on the Coast.
Of Iquique's ship-chandlers and tailors, Sartori, or Satori, who
was in business around the turn of the century, is probably the one
who was the most renowned for his wily dealings with Sailor John.
The 'Shit Street' of Iquique was the Calle San Martino. This
thoroughfare consisted entirely of sailor boarding-houses-cum-bars
(Bremer Mary's was one), cantinas, fandango-houses, and brothels.
From morn till night bloody fights and drunken brawls, raucous
singing, ribald merriment, abandoned dancing, and bottle-swigging
was the order, and as dawn broke the dry ruts in the roadway would
be the resting places of dead-drunk, or battle-scarred seamen, and
very often just plain dead seamen. The muck-cart men, making their
morning rounds, would dump such bodies unceremoniously into their
' The South Spaimt was originally called the Seafaret This story is in Vol. i, no. 3 of
the Seafarer, ]u[y 1963.
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cart, sorting out the dead from the quick after they had reached the
Gilantes' office.
Iquique was probably the port in which the full ritual of cheering
the homeward-bounder was most often performed. This consisted of
hoisting the last bag of nitrates to be loaded aboard the homewardbounder high up to the main yard-arm with the ship's youngest boy
sitting athwart the bag waving a flag. Officers and men all helped in
the hauling of the bag and the boy aloft, an operation repeated three
times. The boy would shout, 'Three cheers for the captain and crew
of the so-and-so!' Then the men would cheer, individually, each ship
in the harbour, following this by the ringing of the ship's bell. Every
ship in harbour would then follow suit.
At night a Southern Cross would be hoisted—a wooden cross
adorned with five lighted hurricane lamps, with, in some ships, an extra fitting for the Twin Centaurs. Rockets would be fired, and torches
made from saltpetre would be enthusiastically waved by the men.
After the boy or the Cross was lowered, people would swarm aboard
the ship—captains, shore-shipping people, chandlers, and so on—
all being given a drink in the captain's cabin. In the morning extra
hands from all the ships in harbour would come aboard to help in
the manning of the capstan, and to a rousing shanty, such as Rolling
Home or Homeward Bound, the ship would 'heave her pick'.
Leaving the nitrate ports behind we now go north to the Peruvian
guano ports. There were many small ports given over to this trade—
ports such as Ilo, sun-baked Mollendo, where there were always a
few ships loading and some crimps had boarding-houses, Pisco, Supe,
Trujillo, Santa Rosa, Salavery, and Paita, as well as the guano islands of Macabi, the Chinchas, the Guanape, and the Lobos. Most of
the small ports were discharging places for coal. Sailortown, as such,
hardly existed, apart from a solitary cantina, drinking dive, or
brothel in each port. Of course, on the guano islands there was not
even water, let alone cantinas or bordels. The men of these guanoships would be three months or more loading cargoes of bird-muck
among these inhospitable islands, with nothing but a spot of fishing
for pastime. When they hit the Peruvian coast very often they would
disappear for days—on the booze and 'round the rags', making up
for lost time.
And if by any chance they put into Callao, well, then, things
really did happen!
Callao was considered by most sailormen to be the best port on
the Coast—for fun that is in many ways excelling even Valparaiso.
Entered by rounding the headland of San Lorenzo and passing
through the Boquerono, the port of Callao is more sheltered, especially from the south winds, than most West Coast ports. Sailing ships
were all moored in tiers beyond the Mole. The Mole surrounded the
inner basin of docks, in which, at the latter end of the last century
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and the beginning of this, P.S.N.C. and German steamers would
be moored alongside. J u s t north of the docks the River Rimrac debouches into the bay, meeting the big swell that rolls in from the
west. O n the dockside were the warehouses and dock railway, with,
in the background, the whitewashed adobe houses, mostly larger and
more shapely than those of the other ports we have visited, with many
larger buildings of stone, sporting lovely palm and sword-plant
ringed patios.
Callao, too, being a bigger port than most, had, like Valparaiso, a
'respectable' part of the town, with streets of shops, theatres, cafés,
and even a bull-ring. But around the dock area, in one of the most
notorious Sailortowns in the world, were streets and alleys of shipchandlers, riggers' and sailmakers' lofts, marine stores, ship provision dealers, cafés and cantinas, fandango-houses, brothels, and
Western-style grog-shops, not to mention the numerous boardinghouses and crimping dens, for Callao was outstandingly famous for
its crimps.
I n the latter days of sail, Callao came close to outsailing Frisco and
Valparaiso in this selling of sailor-flesh. T h e system of taking the advance note as 'blood money' was the usual procedure here, and the
value of a sailorman ran as high as loo pesos.
As well as the guano-traders—for which the port was a clearing
house—and the saltpetre-ships calling here, Yankee wooden DownEasters with sugar from Hilo, in the Hawaiian Islands, or else in the
Alaska tinned salmon or Californian wheat trades, made this a regular port of call, loading hides, bones, and coffee for their homeward
cargoes. And then there were the coal carriers, bringing cargoes of
Black Diamonds from Newcastle, N.S.W., a passage sometimes
fraught with danger:
They heaved the log for fifty days,
And on the fifty first,
The greasy cargo went ablaze
And then the hatches burst.
'Twas man the pumps, all hands to pumps,
And curse ye as ye go,
A broken ship, a burning ship,
Bound out to Callao.'
Prior to the cutting of the P a n a m a Canal and the First World War,
Callao was the meeting place of shellbacks from all over the world.
I n Fiddler's Green the aristocratic Spanish-American j^/êi' and Challo trabajaderos, swarthy Indios, laughing Mestizos, Negroes from the
West Indies, and Chinese coolies from Macao and Canton, thronged
the dusty streets, with Deep-water J o h n n y swaggering and rolling,
wrists turned outwards, shouldering aside high and low. I n the
shadowy doorways of stores, slop-shops, and pubs would be standing
• With Coal lo Callao by E. J. Brady.
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the greasy shopkeepers, Jewish tailors, and beachcomber chuckerouts. On the steps of their Corinthian haunts sat and sprawled the
sailor harpies—putas of Spanish and Indio origin, French, German,
and international whores, all like leeches and remoras waiting to
fasten on to the silly, stewed sailormen. And then there would be
the beachcombers in their hundreds and hundreds, living, like their
brethren in other ports of the West Coast, on their Wits, Molls, or
Muscles.
Down 'Shit Street', or the Calle Marina to give it its proper name,
the nightly drinking, street brawling, and fighting, raucous singing,
street-dancing, and horse-play went on from six till six, with its normal aftermath of stewed, doped, and dead bodies cluttering up the
gutters.
In the thirties and forties of the nineteenth century whalers called
at Callao in great numbers, mainly the South Seamen, sometimes
in order to refit, sometimes to put recaptured deserters ashore in jail.
Whaling captains were always emphatic in declaring that such men
were deserters, and should be punished. In actual fact—a fact some
British consuls were awake to and acted accordingly—a good percentage of these men were not deserters. More often than not such a
whaleman would have been marooned on some Pacific reef as a
punishment, and, if the whaleship was short of hands, a fortunate
one would be reshipped some weeks or months later. Mutiny, insubordination, fo'c'sle-lawyership, or just plain 'grousin' were the various offences for which marooning was the penalty.
Around the turn of the century it was the usual practice for the
crimps' boats to meet an incoming ship off San Lorenzo, boarding
her if possible, or else encouraging the men to lower their bags and
chests into the boats while they eulogized the delights of their houses,
the drink and the beautiful senoritas who would accommodate Jack
ashore. It would be much better than down the hatch working coal,
four men to a stinking basket, or sweating away at the dolly-winch
on deck, so they would tell old Jack, and it didn't need much of this
talk to make John want to pay off with the jib-downhaul.
All the sailor bars in Callao had good English names such as
Smokey Joe's, the Neptune, the London Bar, the Cape Horn, the
Live and Let Live, and the German Bar. The Live and Let Live was
very popular with seamen since its female habituées spoke pretty well
every lingo under the sun, and Smokey Joe's was very handy for a
nip ashore when there wasn't much time since it was situated right
on the dockside. The Liverpool Ship, kept by Liverpool Annie, was
a dive where sailormen were treated rather well. Old Annie would
deftly deprive a half-drunk seamen of his money, but, when he was
sober next morning, she would hand the lot back to him declaring
forcibly, 'No sailorman yet has ever called me a thief and none, be
Jasus, evershall!'
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Mother Rowley was another famous feminine bar owner and parttime crimp, and she is said to have treated her girls with great affection. O n e of the earliest Callao crimps of which we have any record
in print was Green or Groen, who supplied crews to the copper-ore
barques. I t is believed he was cither German or Swiss. There was
another Green at a later date, who, together with a leech called Yellow J a k e , are both recalled by Herbert H a m b l e n . ' T h e Dane known
as J i m m y the Pig operated in the seventies and the eighties. Jack
Cooney was a crimp of the fifties and perhaps 'Pedro' was at the
Shanghai game even earlier:
Old Pedro the crimp, boys, as we know of old,
Oh, roooll! Oh, roooll!
He's primin' his vino, an' dopin' his beer,
To the Chinchas he'll ship us if we don't steer clear.
Of, roooll! Rock yer bars,
Heave her, high ho, lock her, oh, roooll!
[Capstan Song of the Coppei-ore Ti aders)
O n e of the best known of the latter-day boarding-house masters
was Alec Townsend. A sailor consensus of opinion rated him 'a fair
crimp, but a hard m a n to shave'.
A famous prostitute of the last century also has h a d her name preserved in song:
In Callao there lives a whore whose name is Serafina,
Serajina ! Serafina !
She works all night an' sleeps all day.
On the ol' Calle Marina,
Serafina, oh, Serafina!
{Halyard Shanty)
And, of course, the famous M a d a m e Gashce, a French M a d a m e or
Mother J u d g e , was named in several shanties:
To Madame Gashee's we will go,
Round the corner, Sally !
[Halyard Shanty)
Its there we'll find ol' Madame Gashee—the whore of Callao.
Horraw me yaller gals, doodle let me go !
[Capstan Song)
She must have been knocking around quite early in the history of
Callao since D a n a gives the shanty Round the Corner, Sally in his list of
'songs for capstan and fall'.
O n a Saturday or Sunday crews of the guano-ships—and others—
would be granted a 'sub' by their masters, and it was 'heigh h o !
for the high side' as J a c k rolled ashore. Even if he didn't get a 'sub'
from the master he could always get one from the tailors, to go on
' The Tarn oj a Bucko Alate (fjondon, 1899).
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his wage-sheet with the high interest rate added. The morning after
a ship's crowd—just back from three months, say, in the Chinchas—
had been given a 'sub', it was quite common for the Old Man to clap
'em all in irons, keeping them there until the effects of the fiery pisco
had waned. It was partly from these 'subs' that the whores and cantina keepers earned their livelihood, but not solely, because when the
boarding-house master got his 'blood money' a percentage would
have to be paid to the publicans and prostitutes for their part in
entertaining Jack while he was under the aegis of the crimp.
The whores here were famous for the old trick of grabbing a man's
liat as he went by, making the owner follow inside to retrieve it; once
inside the wiles of the harlots soon accomplished the rest. These girls
would shout a constant stream of pidgin-Spanish and broken English from their windows and doorways publicizing their wares and
techniques: 'Heya, thera Johnny, you wanch de jiggi-jig? Me gooda
girl, shorta-time, cincuenta centavos; alia nighta de jiggi-jig, dos
pesos. No likee? Maybe rumper the coola? Me do, you wanch,
Johnny?'—finishing with a strong 'Carrajo!' 'Anda mierda!' or 'Hijo
de puta!' if Johnny showed no signs of interest in their feminine
charms.
Callao was probably one of the last ports in the world where the
Shanghai game was enacted. The crimps of Callao, in their time,
have been known to have trepanned every type of individual on this
globe—sailor, beachcomber, peon, barber, cantina owner, corpse,
soldier, teacher, Gilante, longshoreman, miner, and even another
crimp or his runner. Once a crimp shanghaied a poor old Italian
organ-grinder, who never ceased bemoaning, en passage, the loss of
his monkey.
By the twenties of this century Callao's Sailortown and all its
glories had fallen into disrepute, with only an odd bar or cantina
striving to keep alive the memories of the great days of the guano-,
nitrate-, and coal-traders.
North of Callao lies the little port of Tumbez. This place in early
times was a great rendezvous of whalemen—Admiral Porter brought
his fleet of captured British whalers here in 1812—the 'spouters'
making this and Talcuhuano (Turkeywanna) their favourite West
Coast bases. However, of what went on ashore we have, unfortunately, nothing in print, but in the old whalers' forebitter there is the
following reference pointing out that attempted desertions in Tumbez were rather commonplace, and that Talcuhuano had its lowpriced brothels:
Now we come to Tumbez, boys, that blarsted whalin' port,
An' if ye run away, me boys, ye surely will git caught;
An' no'.v to Turkeywanna, boys, \s e're once more in their power,
AVhere a man can buy a whorehouse, boys, for a barrel-full of flour.
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Guayaquil, on the Guayas River in Ecuador, was the most northerly port of the West Coast of South America at which ships called.
In the early days this place was frequented by the whalemen, who
used it as a fitting-out base. I t was a port of poverty, squalor, and
sloth, work ashore being in short supply, the tropic sun making its
inhabitants prone to lazing, and prostitution appeared to be the most
popular line followed by the women of the poorer classes. T h e wide
port river is a swift-flowing one, the crews of ships lying at the river
moorings having to keep their weather eyes lifting. It was a port in
which many sailormen have been drowned, either through falling
from work aloft or from over the side, or else when returning, drunk,
back to their ships. I t was a bad place also, in the old days, for Yellow
J a c k and other fevers. Wood and stucco seem to be the materials
mainly used for the building of the town, and in the Sailortown part
every cantina, fandango-house, and brothel was nothing more than
a clinker-built, frame building. T h e whores were the poorest dressed
and most unhappy-looking to be seen on the West Coast.
T h e writer remembers a scene on Easter morn that would have
sent Hogarth into ecstasy. It happened in a narrow, wooden sailors'
drinking den, fully ventilated with great open paneless windows that
swallowed u p most of the wall space. Seated on long wooden
benches and sprawled, heads pillowed in crooked arms, across the
long, rough tables stained with booze and cluttered with bottles and
empty glasses, ^vere a dozen or more prostitutes. All were drunk and
sleeping fitfully, with their sailor companions of the erstwhile allnight drinking orgy heads down asleep beside them. Qiiietness prevailed, and through the great glassless windows could be seen the
blood-red sunrise flooding the purple tropic night sky. And then the
Easter bells rang out, bringing their message to the slowly wakening
whores and seamen, all of whom for quite some time just looked
silently, heads in hands, through the windows at the ruddy heavens,
listening to the great carillons as they reverberated throughout
Sailortown.
And as we leave the W.C.S.A. with all its one-time crimps, harlots and cantina girls, pisco and aguadiente, Gilantes and beachcombers, we will round-to with another suitable ditty:
When the time comes for to sing farewell,
Timme heave 'er, hang 'er, Hilo !
When the time comes for to sing farewell,
We''II dance an^ all drink pisco !
Goodbye to the gals an' our money as well,
Callyo, Coquimbo an' ol' Corynel,
Timme heave 'er, hang 'er, Hilo !
Sing olayfor them Dago whores!
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XIII

THE ISLANDS AND ' T H E
COLONIES'

'Tis a damn tough life of work an' strife,
We whalemen undergo,
But what care we when the gale is done
How hard the blast did blow ?
We're homeward bound, 'tis a joyful sound.
With a full ship, taut an' free
We'll not give a damn as we drink our rum
With the gals of ol' Maui.
Rollin' down to ol' Maui, me boys,
RollirC down to ol' Maui,
For we're homeward bound from the Arctic Ground,
Rollin' down to ol' Maui.'
{Old Whaling Song)

R O M the late 1700s onwards the Pacific Ocean was
known to ships and seamen from every part of the
, globe. Polynesians joined European and American
ships as crew and, for the first time, moved around
the Island in big ships instead of in double canoes. Whalers at the beginning of the nineteenth century were tough ships. Their
masters, in dealing with rebellious hands, would spare no effort in
hazing them to such an extent that, as soon as a certain island was
reached, in particular an island with a pool of seamen or beachcombers or willing natives ashore, such men would inevitably skip
ship. T h e artful master would then ship either European seamen from
'off the beach' or Kanakas. Kanakas, very often, made better whalemen than Europeans or Americans, so the spouter captain lost nothing
in the exchange.
I n some islands, however, recruitment was poor, and if seamen
deserted, the chiefs or European authorities would see to it that the
deserting men were recaptured. T h e captors would receive a 25 per
cent reward and the captured one a flogging of terrible severity, the
reward being deducted from his 'lay'. In some islands, however, the
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natives willingly hid deserting seamen, and all the money rewards
offered would fail to make them produce the deserters concerned.
This was particularly true in the Hawaiian Islands in the early days
of the nineteenth century. Of course the deserter lost his 'lay' or share
of the proceeds earned by the whaler from the captured sperm or
bowhead whales. This was compensated by the fact that life on the
South Sea beaches was far different from life in the stinking fo'c'sle
of a blubber butcher; the food fell from trees, clothes unwanted, the
Kava potent, and the hip-swinging wahines bewitching.
Following in the wake of the circumnavigators, buccaneers,
whalers, and sealers came the merchant trading ships, and their
crews, too, followed the Island pattern of deserting as soon as a particularly bloody and unwholesome ship dropped its hook in some
blue lagoon. On the beaches of Tahiti, Apia, and Suva seamen of all
kinds lived the indolent life of the omoo or Pacific beachcomber. The
waterfront of Apia, Samoa, became a particularly unsavoury place
by the sixties and seventies of the last century and has been described
in print many times by such writers as Louis Beckc. It had several
European-owned grog-shops, crowded mostly with blackbirders,
sandalwood traders, bcche-de-mer men, and beachcombers, as well
as sailormen from visiting deep-water men and South Sea whalers.
And all these merry mariners would be engulfed in swarms of tawnyskinned grass-skirted Samoan fafines which each grog-shop had in
nightly attendance.
The local prostitutes had the rather poetical name of taataa or, in
full, taataa o le ala, meaning 'grass of the road' or 'grass that grows
beside the road', and they were considered by seamen to be the best
in the Pacific. Unfortunately it didn't take long for the sailor pox or
paipai, as it was known in many of the islands, to spread like wildfire
among these likeable natives.
By the eighties, throughout Polynesia, the waterfront areas were
not very dissimilar to the Sailortowns of 'civilized' countries, with
grog-shops, dives, whores, pox—the lot—being well ensconced in
Suva, Apia, Papeete, and the ports of the Hawaiian Islands. By now
the 'purer' days, when the South Sea beaches were really Lotus
Island beaches, were echoes of the past. Even in the forties one writer
declared that the Islands had become 'a horror to the missionary and
a delight to the whaler ashore', but he was expressing the missionary
horror at the natives having returned to their 'evil ways' after a brief
spell of Calvinistic reform. During this 'reform' the Kanakas had
stopped tattooing, stopped wearing flowers in their hair, and abandoned all their sexual practices and dances connected with the
gods.
In the Hawaiian group this return to the old was intermixed with
much that was new and occurred about 1836, when groggeries were
opened, distilleries started, the hula and the heva brought back,
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brothels inaugurated, and the native mission schools abandoned by
their most promising pupils.
A return to the old also occurred in the Societies, and here, too,
the revelling and licentiousness was soon as bad as it was in the old
Arioi days. The coming of the French as administrators in 1842
helped in some ways to stem this great return to the olden times and
all that this meant, but, on the other hand the waterfront of Papeete
took on a newer Bordeaux-Nantes look, with all that implied. Wine
shops, French-style bordels, and cafés with a Continental look, came
with the French occupation, adding up to making the name of the
Papeete waterfront, by the sixties and seventies, one of the worst in
the Pacific. French sailors, who by now were regular visitors to the
port, were called 'mirimiri men' by the native women on account of
these matelots desiring to pull down, when 'half-cut', the tapas of the
vahines so as to expose their breasts. Mirimiri in Tahitian means
'peeper'.
Beachcombers, of course, were as numerous here as in all the other
major islands, and in fact it didn't need the island to be a major one
to have its full quota. In 1890, when the Maulsden, bound from Portland, Oregon, to Falmouth, passed close to Easter Island, a canoe
came out to her paddled by natives with a white beachcomber at the
steering-oar. There are records, too, of white beachcombers being
seen in such isolated groups and islands as the Galapagos, Palmyra,
the Ellice Islands, and the Tuamotus.
By the turn of the twentieth century the bad old days of the
whaler, bêche-de-mer trader, sandalwood drogher, blackbirder, and
sealer had departed. The rip-roaring days of the groggeries and winedens came to an end, with Polynesia in general turning over a new
leaf, leaving the sailorman and tourist with nothing more exciting
than the respectable gaiety of Dutch Harrison's Hotel in Suva, and
Lafayette's and Quinn's Cabarets in Papeete.
Now let us go back to the wild and woolly days of early Hawaii.
By 1856 the whalers were beginning to ease off visiting Lahaina,
and Honolulu, or Honoruru as some records have it, was fast becoming a more popular port with them. The King, it is said, in the
early forties still preferred to live in Lahaina on account of 'the vice
in Honolulu', although some little while after this, he and his court
did move to the latter port.
From shortly after 1794, when Captain Brown of the English ship
Butterworth, a Nor'West-trader, found Honolulu, naming it Fairhaven,
Yankee, English, and French merchantmen began to frequent this
harbour too, and within no time it had become the principal port of
the Pacific. In 1857 there were five good wharves at which vessels
of 1500 tons could lay alongside, and the Island newspaper Friend of
March 1857 reads: 'Native as well as foreign seamen can be obtained
at this port for voyages to any part of the world; wages averaging
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about fifteen dollars per month for the merchant service, and a
hundred-and-fortieth lay for the whaling service.' At this time there
were four ship-chandlers in Honolulu and twelve hotels, with many
sailor bars and dives at the bottom of Nuuanu Street.
Away back in 1810, where the bottom of Nuuanu Street now is, at
Nihoa Beach, lay the native ship-yard run by white men who supervised the Hawaiian workmen in the building of Western-style ships.
It was from this point that the later wharves and the Sailortown
area developed. Incidentally our beachcomber friend and royal supporter who appeared in the first chapter—Isaac Davis—had his house
quite close to this spot, for in these days King Kamehameha was
resident in Honolulu, although it did not have this name. The area
that was to become Honolulu was divided up into sections such as
Kapuukole, Kikihale and Kakaako, where lived the kahunas or
witch-doctors under their chief Hewahewa. There was a canoe landing at Pakaka, now roughly at the bottom of Fort Street.
In early whaling days, before tug-boats were around and the
building of the wharves commenced, as soon as the King heard that
a ship was off the port he would order several large canoes to head
out to meet her. A large hawser was passed from the canoes to the
whaler and made fast aboard her, its outboard end being attached
to a whiffle-tree. To the whiffle-tree, by means of many smaller
ropes, would be harnessed a number of strong oxen. These would then
be driven up Alakca Street, or the path that later was to be Alakea
Street, to the slopes of the Punchbowl. Straining their muscles the
oxen would haul the ship through the treacherous channel, usually
against the prevailing headwind, until she lay safe and sound close inshore. Outward bound, of course, the whaler would have a fair wind
which needed only the setting of all her kites to get her on the move.
Honolulu in these days was a whalers' paradise, with lots of opportunities for a wild time ashore with the booze and the native wahines,
but it wasn't until the forties that they really began to organize their
playground. Around this time they had a brothel set-up—the wildest
place for a spree any sailorman could wish for—called by them 'Cape
Horn'. The name sprang from the saying, previously mentioned, that
sailors hung their consciences on the Horn outward bound, picking
them up again on the homeward run. Here were hundreds of girls—
native, and later Chinese Hakka and Chilenos—with whom he could
have fun and get rid of his 'Arctic virginity'. After two years in the
Arctic the Bowhead whalemen needed a place like this to lose their
virility, and they didn't need much coaxing. Groggeries and dancehalls in this district, day in and day out, and all through the night,
rang with the raucous laughter, hilarious singing, and drunken
squeals of the whalemen and their girls. Every form of common or
garden vice was catered for, although in the main, apart from a
little pederasty with the native boys, whalers and sailors were not
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'civilized' enough to indulge in the more aesthetic vices of modern
Paris and London.
Every now and then whalers would take charge of the port, going
around in drunken gangs smashing up everything before them, and
scaring hell out of all and sundry. And once they set fire to the town.
This was in 1852, and I am indebted to Miss Sandra Mail of the
Bernice Bishop Museum, Honolulu, for sending me a photostat of the
story as related by W. Cooper Parke, Marshal of the Hawaiian Islands at the time it happened.
The whaling season of 1852 was a good one, and Honolulu harbour was filled with two hundred or more whalers, all chock-a-block
with barrelled oil, their decks loaded high with bone. The ships were
moored in two long lines, so close that when the weather was inclement they would chafe each other, yard-arms getting entangled,
with grievous results. When the crews, numbering over three thousand men, got ashore, it was natural that much strife arose and
enmity developed between them and the small Hawaiian police
force. They would ride through the town on native ponies, hell-bentfor-election, straddling the nags as though they were hauling out
reef-earrin's on top'sl-yards in Cape Horn snifters. In huge gangs
they would attempt to kidnap decent girls from their homes.
One such whaleman, a sailor by the name of Henry Burns of the
ship Emerald, was arrested for drunkenness and disorderly conduct
and locked up in the Fort. His cell was already full of drunken seamen from an earlier disturbance. Burns, raving drunk, began to tear
up the bricks forming the floor of the cell, and the jailor, on hearing
the noise, ordered him to stop. As the noise still went on the jailor
opened the cell door. In the pitch-black darkness, fearing the prisoners might attack him, the jailor hit out wildly with his club, killing
Burns. A hearing regarding the 'accident' was then held in the Fort.
Outside the Fort sailors in their hundreds, who by this time had
heard the worst, were swarming in truculent mood. All native soldiery and constabulary were now armed, but the Governor declared
that no one was to go outside the Fort unless the sailors attacked.
Only then was firing to be permitted. No attack occurred and the
following day Burns was buried in Nuuanu Valley.
Another gang of sailors now believed that certain of their shipmates, who were lying in the United States Hospital, on Alakea
Street, were being ill-treated, and they demanded entrance to the
hospital. On entering they found that there was no truth in the rumour, so they left quietly. That same evening the seamen began to
gather in mobs, arming themselves with sticks from some wood-pile,
and marching to the Fort demanded that the jailer who had killed
Burns be given to them.
Some others, in the meantime, attacked the Police Station near
the bottom of Nuuanu Street, drove out the constables, and armed
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themselves with station rifles. They broke up all the furniture and
set fire to the place. The fire spread, burning down the Harbour
Master's Office, and when the local fire brigade turned out to extinguish it, the seamen cut the firemen's hoses. The fire spread
rapidly, one building near the waterfront and close to the oil-laden
whalers catching fire, but the whalemen themselves, for their own
benefit, quickly doused the blaze. Some of the men now said they had
had enough of the whole business, the others agreeing. So they all
rolled up Nuuanu Street, entered a drinking den, chased the owner
out, and had free drinks all round. They then proceeded to the
Commercial Hotel, then to the French Hotel on Fort Street. All
hands by now were mad drunk, and, in the drink-sodden minds of
fifty of them, the idea formed of another 'blow agin th' governmint'.
These headed for the home of Dr. J. P. Rudd, a prominent government figure, but, on discovering the distance too great for feet only
used to a fisherman's walk of'three steps an' overboard', they unanimously jettisoned the idea and dispersed.
Several more skirmishes occurred during the night, and the next
day martial law was declared. A short scrimmage took place along
Hotel Street, but the soldiers soon put paid to that, two hundred
whalers being thrown in clink, the I'emainder being handed over to
their respective ships. Whalemen in these days, on arrival in Honolulu after a year or so in the Arctic, were given what were known as
'sixty-day permits', but after this riot had blown itself out, all passes
were scrubbed, and any sailorman found out after dark was immediately jailed. So ended the great Whalemen Riot of 1852. It wasn't
the only sailor riot of those days, others did occur, but they haven't
been so well documented.
As time went by things got so bad along the waterfront that shipmasters stopped all leave in Honolulu. Many paid local authority to
allo\v native women from the jails to spend a night aboard the ships
with the men in the fo'c'sle, some masters inspecting the women in
the jails to find out if they were free from pox before allowing them
to visit the sailors. The townspeople were beginning to get a bit fed
up with sailors in general, and the danger of one going ashore and
being unexpectedly manhandled by a gang of infuriated natives was
present for many years.
In the forties the author of Moby Dick, Herman Melville, was on
the beach in Honolulu. He had run away from the hell-ship Acushnet,
as we know, in the Marquesas and eventually reached Honolulu in
another blubber-hunter, the Charles and Mary. While he was ashore
here the Acushnet came in, and he had to make himself scarce while she
was in port, since he could have still been taken aboard by force if
found by any member of her crew. Melville got a job as clerk with a
local shipping merchant, and he was also a 'boy' in a bowling-alley,
before he shipped out again in the U.S. frigate United States. Regard274
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ing the bowling-alleys these liave always been a favourite hang-out
of sailormen ashore in Honolulu; they arc mentioned in many a
sailor journal, and, even today, are still popular.
A. P. Taylor writing for the Pacific Commercial Advertiser says that,
'Despite the firm hand of the missionary infiuence of that day there
were numerous places ashore for the amusement of the sailorman,
and "Jack" invaded dancing halls, saloons, bowling alleys and other
resorts with "slugs", his earnings on long cruises to the Arctic and the
South Seas, ready to literally throw away if only he could be amused.'
This would be the forties or fifties of which he was writing.
'Slugs' were octagonal pieces of money worth fifty American dollars, common enough in the later Frisco Gold Rush days, and regular
coinage with whalers visiting Honolulu. When in 1906 harbour
dredging was being carried out, in the watery sludge that gushed
forth from the end of the pipe-line, 'slugs', Chilean pesos, Peruvian,
Chinese, and Spanish coins, as well as English sovereigns—all coinage used by the whaling men—were fovmd in profusion.
In the late fifties the largest fleet of whalers ever gathered together in one place at one time lay in Honolulu harbour. The
whalers made the port of Honolulu at least twice a year. There were
two whaling seasons—the 'large' and the 'small'; the 'large' when the
fleet was away in the Okhotsk Sea, returning south to winter and
refit; the 'small' when they cruised off the Mexican coast for California Grays. The masters and mates usually lived ashore in Honolulu, residing with local inhabitants, and the children of such households were often the recipients of curios from many lands, the ladies
receiving silks and brocades from China and elsewhere.
Many of the settlers ashore were of good New England stock, as
were the early whaling captains, hence the latter were always sure
of a good reception when they returned to port during the wintering
season. As we have seen, the crews of the whalers were not always
quite so welcome!
One place popular as a residence with the whaling captains was
Victor's boarding-house. The proprietor was a Frenchman. Opportunists noticed that the sailors spent a lot of time and money ashore
during the winter season, and arranged it so that minstrel and other
theatrical troupes were brought over from San Francisco for their
entertainment. Once a circus was shipped across, to the delight of
the seamen who were all children at heart! Scrimshaw work—
carvings on whalebone—polar-bear skins, sandalwood boxes, lacquerware, and all kinds of silks and crepes came ashore in Honolulu
in the nature of gifts from these whalemen, and Honolulu, thanks to
the whalers, was probably the first place in the world to receive Japanese art works, and so on, immediately after the opening of that
country by Commodore Perry in 1854.
By the late sixties the whalers began to slacken off and merchant275
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men took their place. Honolulu by this time was a growing port.
Rough pavements made from granite ballast brought by ships from
China were to be found in some main streets, a little improvement
on the earlier dusty tracks. Timber was scarce in the Hawaiian group,
and the houses still only single-storied and shapeless. Many of the
wooden buildings stood on coral bases, a relic of the true Hawaiian,
pre-European house.
Chinatown, at the end of Nuuanu Street, was growing in size, and
sailors often paid a call to have a game of 'beans' or puk-a-poo, and
to indulge, perhaps, in a 'pipe' since dens catering for opium-smokers
were numerous. Chinese brothels were also to be found in their
dozens in this quarter, for it was from about 1865 onwards that
Hakka girls from Macao and Canton were being smuggled into the
islands, as well as into San Francisco—all potential brothel girls.
Nuuanu Street from its earliest inception was a Sailor Street, particularly the waterfront end. By the seventies, when the wharves
were being multiplied along the one-time beach from the bottom of
Nuuanu Street to, and beyond, the bottom of Fort Street as far as
Alakea Street, stores, saloons, and dives for the use of the mariner
were to be found in profusion throughout this area. Liberty Hall was
a dance-hall and drinking saloon patronized by sailors in the eighties,
the antics of some of the latter, according to local reports 'scandalizing the church-going residents'.
The crimps, too, had found their way to Honolulu from Frisco and
the West Coast of South America, and boarding-houses soon multiplied throughout the waterfront area. By the nineties the crimps were
offering to run crews off ships for 150 dollars per man, but few captains accepted their offer. Around this time desertions were innumerable, and in contrast to the Hawaiian families of earlier days who
helped to hide absconding sailormen from their masters, the police
and others worked overtime rounding up deserters, visiting all the
drinking saloons, dives, and brothels in the hope of picking them up.
Many of the whores worked hand-in-glove with the police, and
signalled them when a sailor, whom they thought to be a deserter,
was a-bed with them. In the 1890s deserters from the Tillie E. Starbuck, the Arago, and the W. F. Babcock were arrested, thrown in jail,
and dumped back aboard by the authorities.
Over the Nuuanu Stream lay a scruffy area of narrow lanes and
low wooden shacks, inhabited by the international scum of Honolulu.
This was Iwilei, and the district was known to sailors as 'Shit Street'
or 'Rat Alley'. Here was the regular sailor brothel quarter of the
eighties and nineties, with its hundreds of harlots of every nationality
Chilenos, hapa-haoles, or half-caste Hawaiians, Mexicans, Chinese,
Peruvians, Yankees, Britishers, and, by the late nineties, Japanese.
At night the dark alleys of this pestilent district were unsafe for any
respectable citizen, even the police keeping away from the place.
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And not only was the pox and 'guns' to be caught with ease from
these girls but the maipake or leprosy, too, as in the Japanese Yoshiwara, was an ever-present danger. It had come to the Islands in the
1830s, and grown in terrifying strength. But still this sort of risk never
deterred Sailor John, when he had had a skinful, from entering these
filthy premises. In his cups these harridans looked like Angels, and
after many months at sea, in a stinking fo'c'sle, no one could tell him
otherwise.
The whalers still came to Honolulu, but not in the numbers they
used to. Now it was the coal-ships from Newcastle, N.S.W., timberships from the Sound, the sugar- and pineapple-traders, and the sidewheel steamers: Tlie wharves were packed with ships, the skyline
etched with a tracery of masts and yards, and ashore in Sailortown
such a hustle and bustle as Captain Cook would never have dreamed.
On the right-hand side of Nuuanu Street, facing Queen's Street,
stood Nolte's Coffee Saloon, a popular eating and drinking place
with seamen in the eighties, as well as a meeting-place for the waterfront fraternity. Opposite stood the Seamen's Union rooms. Most of
these low wooden buildings were destroyed by the fire which swept
through Sailortown in 1886. By the nineties and the turn of the century hundreds of windjammers were engaged in the sugar trade,
although Hilo was the port where the main crop was loaded, and
Kahului was another oft-frequented harbour of the sugar-carrying
windbags. Oil, too, was carried from California to Honolulu in certain types of covered sailing tankers when the plantations began to
need it for their machinery. By 1903 so large was the windjammer
and growing steamer traffic that a great shortage of seamen was
felt, and many windbags recruited entire crews of Kanakas and
Japanese.
By the turn of the century the brothels of 'Shit Street', and the
tough dives of Honolulu's original Sailortown were become something of the past, and by the 1920s a new sort of sailor quarter was
forming, with the bars of Hotel Street, the Japanese tattoo parlours
and the girl-barber shops its main components. And with the steamboat man taking charge of the place, augmented by the new-fangled
tourist and his camera, I reckon it's high time we sought the Fiddler's
Greens of elsewhere.
And the ports to which wc now sail are those of Australia, a
country always referred to by seamen as 'the Colonies'.
The main ports of Australia are Sydney, Newcastle, N.S.W.,
Melbourne, and Adelaide, and to these can be added Brisbane and
Fremantle, although these did not figure in old-time sailormen's
yarns to the extent the others did.
In Sydney from the days of the Gold Rush a Sailortown began to
be formed. Earlier than this, before the 1850s, sailors of course knew
Sydney, but not to any great extent, the only ships calling here being
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either convict-ships—which sometimes carried a few emigrants—
troop transports or traders bringing out household equipment, whiskey, haberdashery, and so on, for the soldiery, civilians, and the convict guards and their families. During the years 1837 and 1841, however, emigrant ships did call at western and southern ports; actually,
they were the boom years of Australian emigration. Whalers, too,
occasionally called at these ports, although Hobart, Tasmania, was
the great whaling base in this part of the Southern Hemisphere.
With the finding of gold at Ballarat, more ships began to point
Australia-wards, and on the heels of the gold-seekers came more and
more emigrants, followed shortly afterwards by the first of the Wool
Fleet. From the early seventies many tea clippers headed to Sydney
with tea, but freights were falling badly as the China tea trade
neared its end, upon which many tea clippers became Australian
wool clippers. By the late seventies and early eighties, Sydney Town
was a port of some importance, with a large sailor population ashore
—since desertions were common—and a harbour full of sticks 'n'
string. Of course, from the early fifties Circular Quay and the famous
basin Sydney Cove around which early Sydney grew, had its ships
alongside, with sailor drinking dives and groggeries flanking the
wharves on three sides.
In 1857 a harpooner called Plummer was caught in one of these
dives and arrested for mutiny and murder aboard the New Bedford
whaleship Junior. The story was, when the Junior was out in the
Pacific, in the Melanesian region, trouble broke out between the
mate Nelson and the harpooner Plummer. First it was over the stinking grub, then during a gale owing to Plummer letting the ship get
aback. The result of all this was that Plummer, by order of the mate,
received a severe flogging. A few days later Plummer led a revolt
and murdered all of the afterguard except the first and second
mates, the former being allowed his life on the understanding that
he would navigate for the mutineers. The mate took the ship to Cape
Howe, where Plummer and the mutineers cleared out.
The two mates then took the ship to Sydney by themselves, while
Plummer and his gang of mutineers wandered across Australia,
having all sorts of adventures and skirmishes with the aboriginals
and the bushrangers. Finally all the men were caught except Plummer, who headed for Sydney. He told suspicious innkeepers the yarn
that he was a deserting whaleman who wanted to try his luck in the
goldfields, and they apparently believed him. Then he became involved with a criminal gang who intended to rob a gold-ship lying
in Sydney harbour. For this job Plummer was paid in advance with
raw gold, in those days an illegal commodity to be carrying on one's
person, but he was caught with the gold on him by the police in
the waterfront dive. The result was, his connection with the earlier
mutiny murders was established. Along with the other mutineers,
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he was later convicted in America, Plummer getting a long prison
sentence.
Of course, in those days, the Circular Quay Sailortown was infested with all sorts of bums and stiffs, as well as sailormen, ex-convicts, remittance men, gold-robbers, bushrangers on a town jaunt,
deserters, Larrikins, and so on, including many tickct-o'-the-leavemen. It was such men as these who shipped across the Pacific to
Frisco and gave rise to its waterfront's early name of Sydney Town.
The streets around the Sydney waterfront in the fifties and sixties
were unpaved, carved with great wagon-wheel ruts, and a sea of
mud in wet weather. The shacks were all clinker-built and of native
woods, and each building had its hitching-rail outside in typical
frontier fashion. Bushmen of all kinds—sheep-drovers, cow-cockies,
and roustabouts or 'jackeroos'—in from the bush for a 'wet', mixed
it freely in waterfront brawls with the roistering seamen, and the
local police had one hell of a time sorting out the obstreperous contestants.
It was from such frontier beginnings that the slightly more respectable sailor quarters of later Circular Qviay, Woolloomooloo, Kent
Street, Argyll Cut, and so on developed. But don't be misled by the
word 'respectable'; the writer has used it only in the comparative
sense! For instance Argyll Cut, in the eighties and nineties, was as
tough a place as any sailorman ever wandered through. Here many
a ship-bound, drunken son of Neptune prematurely finished his rovings. The Larrikins, or street gangs of this period, hated the seamen
who reciprocated, and many a fracas occurred between the two.
Lady MacQuarrie's Chair, a park-like headland jutting out into
Sydney Harbour, bounded by Farm Cove on one side and Woolloomooloo Bay on the other, was commonly known as 'Larrikin's Point',
with the addition: 'Where the habitués wear newspaper bedclothes'.
This latter referred to the Larrikins who were, more or less, homeless
beings, sleeping on the 'Chair' under rocky ledges, their only bedclothes being pages of old newspapers wrapped around legs, arms
and body to keep them warm at night. To the south of the 'Chair'
was, and is, the Domain, another stamping ground of the Larrikins.
The Larrikins patrolled the streets in gangs, armed with bludgeons, long knives, and sand-bags, always ready and looking for a
scrap. The men from the clipper ships would go ashore in convoys,
and, if possible, return the same way, knowing that if they didn't the
Larrikins would be bound to attack them.
In those days Sydney Town had a great number of boardinghouses and their crimps worked the Shanghai game to its limit. Desertions were so common in the Colonies that ships were always short
of men, thus making a situation of demand and supply of the kind
which always produced the Brotherhood of Crimps. The names of
these nefarious kidnappers have disappeared with time, but around
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the turn of the century the famous Newcastle barmaid, Nelly Norman, set up a boarding-house in Kent Street and started the crimping game, and she is known to many sailormen yet around. She must
have made a packet of money at the crimping game, for, according
to old Charlie Muller, at one time or other, she owned a couple of
race-horses. Charlie once stayed in a well-known boarding-house
over in Pyrmont called the Lyee-Moon House, kept by an old bosun
called Ole Olsen, one of the better type of boarding-house masters.
Around Lower Fort Street were many sailor boarding-houses, and,
although many of these were fairly above-board, the Sydney Morning
Herald, in 1906, reviewing the Shanghai game, declared that '70
per cent of the boarding-house masters and publicans—of Sydney
and Newcastle—are connected with these evil practices'. The crimps,
as elsewhere, would encourage crews to desert en masse, so that they
would be needed to find new crews, and hence reap the 'blood
money' that went with them.
Sailors often defied the crimps and street battles were common, but
in such mêlées, if the sailors were hauled before the beak, they invariably lost the case. Colonial judges rarely sided with seamen; in
the case of sailor arguments with masters or owners the judge always
believed the latter, and when Larrikins and seamen came to loggerheads the police and judges both held the Larrikins to be in the right.
Jack couldn't win no-how.
Of course, sailors ashore were a mad lot. They would take over
buggies or sulkies, or just horses, galloping madly through the waterfront area and up George Street, scattering civilians left and right.
At times, gangs of them would take over the horse-drawn buses, to
the disgust and consternation of the passengers. But it was all good
clean fun. The fact that Australia was an English-speaking country,
that many of the settlers would invite Sailor John into their homes
where they would talk of the 'Old Dart', were softening influences on
the sailormen, 80 per cent of whom were from English ships. Ships'
sports, too, were held in the Harbour, with the ships dressed rainbowfashion, when English families would be invited aboard. The Missions to Seamen—the Flying Angel, as it was popularly called—in
the Colonies was probably patronized more by sailors than it was
elsewhere. The Sydney one was famous for its picnics 'up the bush',
for the attendance at the Mission dances of charming Aussie 'Sheilas',
and for the popular padres it always had, men like Charlie Moss,
known to thousands of sailors throughout the Seven Seas. The British
Sailor Society, too, was approved by Deep-water Johnny, although
in actual fact most of the merry men of the merchant marine did not
head for these 'ports in a storm' until they were hard up for cash, and
then they would visit the Missions nightly until the next 'sub'. Some
would declare that 'singing a couple of hymns for a cup of tea and a
bun, was better than staying aboard, anyhow'.
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When they were flush, however, they would, to a man, head or
such famous Sailortown pubs as the Naval Brigade and the Blue
Anchor, both close to Circular Quay, just up George Street. From
ships laying at the wharves bordering Darling Harbour sailors would
visit the Hole in the Wall in Kent Street, where three courses of a
free counter lunch—a regular Sydney feature—could be had for the
price of a pint of 'wallop'. Over in Woolloomooloo, just before the
First World War, Hell's Kitchen was a tough sailor pub, but, unfortunately, it was a meeting-ground of the Larrikins, as was the Shades
for the Hounds and sailors in Frisco, and, in both cases, a few drinks
was the only tinder needed to start a big bang. Sailors also invaded
the famous Marble Bar in Pitt Street.
In the Colonies, too, the apprentices, although they had signed in
their indentures never to frequent pubs or bawdy houses, weren't
far behind in entering the Aussie pubs to quaff a schooner or two of
beer. A bunch of half-cut and merry-making apprentices from the
British ship Hesperus stole, from a pawnbroker in Argyll Cut, his brass
balls emblem and hung it from the jibboom tip as their ship sailed
from Sydney Harbour.
Prostitutes were numerous in Sydney Town. All around the Argyll
Cut area, in Kent Street, and in Cathedral Street sailors' girls were
to be found. They were all white girls as a rule, mostly Englishspeaking, and so, even here among the tawdriness and vice, the sailor
had a sort of a 'home-coming' not found in other 'furrin' parts'.
Beachcombers were always numerous in Sydney, and by the twenties of this century the port was simply overrun with them. They
weren't always ex-seamen either, many being emigrants gone astray.
Philanthropic bodies and the Missions did their best for them, and
in Kent Street the 'Twenty-one Nights Doss House' catered for hundreds of homeless men, while on Larrikin's Point the Salvation
Army 'Silver Lady' would go around nightly with her cart of hot
cocoa.
By the late twenties Sydney saw the last of the sailing-ship men,
and the hectic days of yesteryear fast became memories.
Melbourne, however, liad windbags around until the thirties—
the Finn grain-ships, the end of a long line of sailors that had visited
Melbourne Town since the coming of the first convict-ship.
Melbourne's shipping prosperity, of course, started with the Gold
Rush of the 1850s, and from then onwards her Sailortown—although
the sailor had to share it with miner and prospector, bushman, and
bullocky—flourished. In these days deep-water men made fast to the
famous Sandridge Railway Pier, long since demolished and replaced by a new structure. It was the pier on which many thousands
of emigrants first set foot in Australia. At a later date the district
where the pier was situated was renamed Port Melbourne. Many
seamen knew Mother Shilling's Dance-hall and Bar that stood close
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Melbourne, i8yo

to this pier. And they were familiar too, with the she-oak nets placed
under the gangways of all ships berthed alongside to prevent seamen,
who h a d been imbibing too freely of the famous local drink called sheoak, from falling in the 'drink'.
At the head of Sandridge Railway Pier,
Heave away ! Heave away !
Straight to Mother Shilling's we will steer,
ArC we're bound for South Australia !
Julia slings she-oak at the bar.
An' welcomes Jackshites from afar.
{Old Capstan Song)
Sandridge had its sailor comforts, but as a rule the seamen preferred a run u p to Melbourne Town for fun and games. By the end
of the century it was possible for ships of sixteen-foot draught to
reach Melbourne proper. T h e work of straightening and deepening
the River Yarra went on to the beginning of the present century, and
eventually the biggest ships were able to get up to the docks and to
the Y a r r a wharves.
Sailors in the Colonies, unlike on the West Coast of South America,
u
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could go ashore every night, and, as the wool- and later the wheatships often lay in port for two to three months, Jack got to know Melbourne quite well. There were, as in Sydney, invitations to the homes
of the local residents, Mission parties and dances, ships' sports, and
good healthy fun in which the apprentices mainly indulged. Desertions, of course, were frequent; some say the Colonies were peopled,
mainly by runaway sailors. Many sailors 'rolled a swag' and headed
up the bush, some got jobs in the waterfront pubs and dives, others
just became aimless beachcombers, bumming off the ships in port,
and generally living on their wits.
Boarding-houses existed, although in the main they were fairly
respectable, but some crimping went on in Melbourne, mainly in the
days of, and following, the Gold Rush—and the Gold Fever, it must
be remembered, lasted until the eighties. Ships in port lay devoid of
crews—an excellent situation for the crimps—with all the sailormen
heading for the goldfields. Many skippers devised plots and trumpedup charges against their crews whereby they had them slung in jail
and kept there until sailing day, thus saving the owners the trouble
of shipping a new crowd, of extra dock fees, and of cargo delays. And
of course the masters still had sailors to rely on, whereas if they had
been at the mercy of the crimps their new crews would have consisted
mainly of bushmen, stiffs, and jail-birds.
In the early days of this century many sailing ships lay in the Victoria Dock, and others in the 'Swing Basin', and from here it was only
a short walk up to Flinders Street with its sailor pubs. This thoroughfare, as well as Bourke Street and Lonsdale Street, from the days of
the Wool Fleet, was well known to the sailorman. Hordes of seamen
and apprentices would roll up these streets ogling the girls and challenging the local Larrikins. In those days the Paragon Hotel was
popular with the men of the Wool Fleet, as was the Boomerang
Saloon. In later days the Palace and the Sir Charles Hotham were
much frequented sailor pubs.
The red-light district was Little Lonsdale Street, with some overflow in Little Bourke Street. Here, from the days of the Gold Rush,
rows of red-light brothels containing dozens and dozens of harlots
catered to the bushman, the bullocky, the gold-seeker, and the mariner. It had the sordid 'romance' sought by men long divorced from
women, men such as up-country workers, miners, and sailors, although there was a fair-sized traffic in sending girls up to brothels in
the gold-mining districts. As in my drawing, one based on a sketch
in the Melbourne Argus many years ago, bullock teams would be drawn
up before these dives, and up and down the street rumbustious
seamen and bushmen would be rolling, stumbling in the great
cart-ruts, the bushmen with a 'King Billy' or 'Cigarette' swag
athwart each back, with the 'banjo' (frying-pan), 'tucker-bag', and
'billy' dangling therefrom. From the parlour windows would be
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heard the sound of tinkling pianos, raucous singing, or hefty argument, while on the doorsteps or in the entrance halls would be flashily
dressed whores calling to the pleasure-seeking street paraders to 'Come
an' 'avc a look, dearie!' M a n y of the women were Irish, and Maggie
Flannigan, in the nineties, was a bit of a ruling queen among them.
The gals to the south'ard are bully an' fine,
Heave away cheerily 0-0 !
When we gits to Melbourne we'll have a good time.
As off to the Southward we go !
{Capstan Song)
I n later days street-walkers were more numerous and Flinders
Street became their parade ground. Here they would accost the
shore-going sailor before he had a chance to get as far as the brothels
of Little Lonsdale Street, much, to the disgust of the latter, who considered themselves of a higher caste than the street-walkers. By the
First World W a r Flinders Street had lost its fame of being the prerogative of the street women; another specimen of vice had entered the
scene—the 'punk' or homosexual. Sailors used to declare that the
starboard-hand of Flinders Street was the parade of the 'punks',
while the port-hand was that of the 'tarts', and Lord help one of
either 'sex' if it or she stepped over into the forbidden territory of the
other.
Sailors were rather partial to visiting the several music-halls of
Melbourne, these being, before the turn of the century, pretty crude
places, b u t by the First World War, more talent and less bawdiness
was the magnet which drew sailormen to them.
Port Adelaide was always a great windjammer port, b u t strangely
enough no great Sailortown grew up there. T h e Port itself is small,
and I suppose many seamen went up to Adelaide for their pleasure,
frequenting the pubs and so on used by the townsfolk, hence famous
sailor joints are rarely, if ever, mentioned in nautical writings. However, the Port, although consisting of two main streets only, had an
extremely nautical air about it, and its Lass o' Gowrie was well patronized by Jack. According to Bone, in the Lass o' Gowrie every night,
when several ships were in port, improvised concerts were held; the
singing, dancing, and general atmosphere being quite good, with
rowdincss unknown. When cinemas started to spring u p everywhere,
Port Adelaide, with a truly nautical touch, called hers the Ozone.
Above the screen a mural was painted, a copy of Thomas Somerscales' famous marine-scape. Off Valparaiso—a picture well liked by
all sailormen. T h e port had some boarding-houses of which Olsen
the Swede's was one of the better known, and in the twenties the
writer stayed in H a n y Le Hurry's sailor boarding-house; a place
chock-a-block with German, Yank, and Scandinavian windjammer
men.
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Even at this time the port was full of windbags; in fact, I think
Port Adelaide can claim to be the very last big sailing-ship port.
Alongside the wharves there lay the big American four-masted
barque Monongahela, the Finn four-master Archibald Russell, and the
British Garthpool, in the 'Canal' was the Yankee barquentine Forest
Friend, and in the North Arm the huge Yankee barquentine E. R.
Stirling, as well as numerous schooners and ketches in the Tasman
Sea, New Zealand, and coasting trades. In the late twenties Mr.
Farmer of Crosby, Mann and Company, Franklin Street, often
shipped seamen, by honourable means, aboard the grain-ships.
Desertions, of course, occurred in the Port, but nothing to the same
extent as those in Melbourne and Sydney, and shanghaiing, too,
never reached the importance it did in other Australian ports. In the
Port, in the early days, as in many of the smaller South Australian
ports, deserters were hunted down by means of those human bloodhounds the police 'abo' or black trackers. These aboriginals could
track a human for miles, and usually got their man.
Brothel quarters did not exist in the Port, but the local girls were
very sailorman-minded, and female company of the better kind was
always to be found, in later days, in the Missions, where the Ladies
of the Harbour Lights Guild did everything in their power to make
the lot of Sailor John more decent. Just after the First World War
'Stanley's' Mission was a very popular place, probably because the
Missions of the British Sailors' Society, of which his was one, were
not so strict in their attitude towards booze as were those of the Flying
Angel.
Before me I have a water-colour sketch of Port Adelaide in 1845.
Commercial Road, the main road up from the harbour, is shown
with, on its left side, the Residence of the Harbour Master, and the
old Number 4 Bond. Later, in the sixties, the Institute was built on
the site of the Harbour Master's Residence. On the other side of
the road is a shallow dock containing some small boats; later this
was filled in. In the distance is the tracery of masts and rigging of
numerous sailing ships, proving that the old Port was fairly important
even before the Gold Rush of 1851. In the foreground, squatting on
their hunkers, are several naked aboriginals. From these days onwards, until the 1930s the wharves of the Port have always had masts
and yard breaking the skyline, giving Adelaide the longest period of
continuous nautical history in the Colonies. And yet, strangely
enough, in spite of the thousands of ships calling at the port and the
thousands of sailormen parading its streets, it never developed a
Sailortown of any fame.
In fact the only district it ever had connected with sailormen was
a rather shameful one. In the early twenties shipping was at its lowest
ebb, and work ashore in a rather bad way. Deserting sailors found
themselves on a beach with no future, and the great job of finding
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enough to eat made them a pest to the coastline ships that lay alongside.
Climbing u p mooring-lines, precariously crossing rat-guards in
order to dodge gangway watchmen, these semi-starving beachcombers, on reaching the fo'c'sles, eagerly wolfed what was left of the
crews' breakfasts. Round-ups of these beachies occurred daily and
the jail was full of them. T h e n local government tried to solve the
matter by distributing one tent to four beachcombers, the site for this
' c a m p ' being near Siberia, the Timber Dock. Weekly, salt-beef in
barrels was doled out to the c a m p , with a small amount of monetary
'dole' for each man, and, their grub and lodging problems having
been solved by philanthropic Authority, everyone thought that the
beachies should now keep quiet and be grateful. But the beachies
thought otherwise. ' M e t h ' and cheap wine, known as 'Pinkie', soon
found its way into the camp, local girls began to visit the tents, culinary tools disappeared from ships alongside, and, in no time, the
drunken singing, fighting, and a-whoring of the camp's inhabitants
began to pall upon the respectable citizens. After a time the whole
idea was abandoned and the camp disbanded, and with the coming
of some prosperity in later years the beachcombing problem of Port
Adelaide more or less sorted itself out.
Of all the ports of the Colonies, however, Newcastle, N.S.W., or
'Coalopolis' as seamen called it, was the one that made the biggest
impression on the windbag sailor. Here was a town given over entirely to the sailorman; the whole town, not just quarters of it, was a
proper Fiddler's Green. As a ship enters Newcastle H a r b o u r she has
to pass the Nobbies, a well-known light, a n d the one referred to when
young brass-bounders used to mouth their famous goodbye phrase
to their Newcastle girl friends: 'Yours to the Nobbies'.
Bordering Newcastle H a r b o u r , inside the breakwater, on every
h a n d lie wharves, the King's and Qvieen's on the town side, others
over at pretty Stockton, and more at the Dyke, where the coal crane
berths are. I n its hey-day the whole harbour was a forest of masts
and yards. Berth space was inadequate, and around the turn of the
century, thousands of ships would lay at the h a r b o u r moorings for
months on end awaiting their turn to go under the coal cranes.
Loaded vessels lay two abreast to each of the Farewell Buoys, near
the Nobbies, Coal, of course, was the great trade here, cargoes of coal
for the whole world, and, in particular, for Callao.
They're loading coal aboard the Star,
'Longside Newcastle quay;
And out across Newcastle Bar there spreads the lonely sea.
And Jack's fond lass has found another friend to love her ere he go,
Along the road, the lonely road, the road to Callao.'
• With Coal lo Callao by E. J. Brady.
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All the wharves and innumerable jetties around the harbour are
reached by many small ferries, and in the windbag days every ferry,
nightly, was choked with sailors bound ashore seeking, in the streets
of the town, booze, girls, and general pleasure. The town lies on the
south side of the harbour basin, close to the Nobbies' breakwater.
The main thoroughfare. Hunter Street, with its horse-drawn, and
later steam-engine-drawn, trams, was a proper Mariners' Parade,
Up and down its length would strut the brass-bounders, ogling the
girls, who would call to them in scathing voices, 'Light the binnacle,
boy!', imitating the cry of the mate of a ship when it was getting dark
at sea and the binnacle lamp needed lighting so the helmsman could
see the compass. This cry of the girls' was, of course, one designed to
put apprentices in their place, and take the cockiness out of them.
The men naturally headed for the pubs, and the pubs of Newcastle
were known from Frisco to Liverpool. The most famous sailor drinking place was the Clarendon, with its notorious barmaid Nelly Norman, or Big Nelly. My friend Charlie Muller told me that 'she could
talk like a sailor, knew the name of every rope aboard a ship, and no
sailor could tell her anything about reefing tops'ls off the Horn or
going 'bout ship!' He said she always had five or six-hard-up sailors
sitting in her pub awaiting a 'hand-out' and she never failed them.
She was no angel, in fact she was far from it, being a boarding-house
owner and a crimp at times, but she often took sailors and apprentices
ashore for a picnic up the Hunter River.
Nelly Norman's boarding-house was in Bolton Street, and many
men were shipped from this place, drunk and incapable, waking up
next morning aboard some hard-case packet with a hundred-day
passage before them ere the next shore was sighted. Charlie told me
that he once ran into Nellie in Hunter Street. She clapped him on
the back and said; 'Do you want a good ship, Charlie? I'll ship you
in a splendid barque going to Frisco. What about it, young fella?'
But Charlie knew the 'fine barque' she had in mind. It was the hellship Nellie Troop, laying fully laden with coal at the Farewell Buoys,
without a crew and a bucko mate awaiting one! Naturally Charlie
didn't bite; he was in a good ship, the barquentine Handa Isles,
loading coal for Auckland, N.Z., and he didn't want no Nova Scotian
blood-boat. Nellie married an unfortunate English apprentice, much
younger than herself, and it cost his parents every penny they had to
get him a divorce. Charlie said it was common waterfront talk at the
time in both Newcastle and Sydney.
Nelly, at one time, was barmaid in the Black Diamond, another
famous sailor pub on Hunter Street. At another time Mother Hall
was the famous barmaid here. It was the scene of many sailor brawls,
and often frequented by miner's daughters, the kind seamen call
'Whores' Robbers'. Other famous and notorious mariners' pubs were
the Pilgrims' Rest, the Westminster, and the Boat Rowers. In Scott
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Street the Centennial Hotel and the Royal Coffee Palace were sometimes visited by seamen. Desertions were numerous in the seventies
and eighties of the last century, but by the beginning of this century
began to lessen. Most times there was a floating population of sailormen in Newcastle numbering from as many as one to two thousand
men. When there was a shortage of men and plenty of ships—'More
ships than parish churches' as sailors would say—the crimps and
runners were in their element.
Watt Street was the main street of crimps' boarding-houses, with
Bolton Street a close second, and the best-known crimp around the
turn of the century was 'Nigger' Joe Hinds. In his boarding-house
he had straw palliasses for his boarders; 'two to a bed, and two to a
floor' was his ruling. Frank Bowen, in his article 'Crimps and Crimping',' recounts how the second mate of the Muncaster Castle, ashore
in Newcastle on an evening's spree, awoke the following morning
to find himself shanghaied into the fo'c'sle of his own ship.
In 1896 there was a great coal strike in Newcastle, one hundred
and twenty squareriggers lying in the harbour awaiting coal cargoes.
Shortly afterwards a second coal strike occurred lasting seven months,
and even more idle windbags cluttered the port. During the height
of the strike, Lubbock writes, 'there were often as many as four hundred sailors in jail.' The sailors of those days must have kept the Newcastle police fairly busy! Up to the First World War as many as
twelve to fifteen ships a month loaded coal here for Callao alone.
At the Dyke ships awaiting coal would lie as many as four abreast in
a dozen tiers, until the time came to go under the cranes, when, with
great speed, the cranes would pick up the coal trucks, swing them out
over the open hatches, and upon the release of the pins, shower the
Black Diamonds into the holds. It usually took three days only to
load a full cargo.
But over at Stockton, pretty little Stockton, where the ships went
to discharge their ballast from Callao and elsewhere, life was more
pleasant for the sailormen. The Missions to Seamen there was known
to all sailormen, and since it had its own launch, pleasant, rosycheeked Mission girls would be brought over nightly to entertain the
lads from ballast ships. Dances and concerts and whist-drives all
helped the Deep-water John to forget his arduous sea-life, and many
an apprentice left Newcastle with his heart in the keeping of some
sweet young Mission girl.
Rope selling by the seamen when they were short of cash was a
common occurrence here. Chandlers' boats would scurry around the
harbour awaiting a signal from hard-up John, who, with one eye on
the mate, would surreptitiously lower over the side several fathoms
of rope, or a complete mooring-line, which the chandler would then
tow to the beach to dry out. Cash or booze would be sent up to the
' Blue Peter, April 1935.
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seller on the end of a heaving-line. Thieves, too, would steal running
rigging as well as anything else movable from off the ships in harbour.
By 1908 funnels began to be more noticeable in Newcastle, heralding the ousting of the windbag, although this didn't finally occur
until just after the First World War.
At other Australian ports ships called in fewer numbers than in the
four just reviewed. Fremantle, a port with a fair amount of seatraffic, retained its frontier flavour, with hitching rails and so on,
right up until the thirties of this century. Desertions were rather common here, particularly in the days of the Western Australian Gold
Rush, and, when depleted ships came to get crews from the boardinghouse masters, farm-hands, chicken-breeders, cow-cockies, and
'swaggies' were the types usually offered them. Beachcombers here,
in the latter part of last century, were numerous, many sleeping in
the piles ofjarrah and sandalwood stacked up on the wharves. It was
a popular port, too, for ex-seamen getting jobs as 'runners'—not the
boarding-house kind, but as seamen working ships without crews,
thanks to desertions, 'round the land', as the coasting passages from
Fremantle to Melbourne or Sydney were called. These men would
get paid by the 'run'.
Ships had to be towed up the Swan River to Fremantle, as they
liad up the Brisbane River to Brisbane. In this latter port, too, there
was not a lot of sailor activity ashore, but one street, Albert Street,
had government-licensed prostitutes whom sailors often contacted.
Geelong had a popular sailor pub, the Ocean Child, and Hobart, in
the eighties, had its famous Hit and Miss and House of Blazes, both
being well patronized by merchant seafarers, and South Seas sperm
whalers also, since Hobart was an important base and fitting out port
for the blubber-hunters.
New Zealand, although frequented by wool-, grain-, and meatships, as well as emigrant vessels, did not have any big sailor set-ups
ashore in Auckland and Wellington, but there were some boardinghouses and a few crimps. According to P. E. Eaddy' the most famous
crimp in Auckland was Shanghai Jenkins, whose place was called the
Kaipara. However, in the whaling days, according to Jerningham
Wakefield, when the spouters arrived in port the Maori chiefs would
supply the most handsome and plumpest women to the seamen,
either for money or merchandise. He mentions the providing of a
ship's company with 'wives for the season'. As the demand by the
seamen for native girls grew, prostitution in the coastal towns that
were whaling stations became systematized. It is said that the growth
of this 'evil', however, put an end to another evil, that of girl infanticide, a custom common among the oldtime Maoris.
' Hull Down (London, 1933).
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c^^tury and the days of the tea clippers, grew in
J \ I strength until it became the mighty half-way house
fi^^_^
\J or ocean cross-roads of modern times. It was well
known to the Flying Fish sailor, and although all tea clippers and
Indiamen didn't call here regularly, many would when in distress or
coasting. A great short sea trade was carried on between here and the
East Indian Islands, the sort of trade the famous novelist Joseph
Conrad enjoyed portraying. The ships in this trade mainly carried
Malay and Chinese crews.
A Sailortown did not develop in Singapore to any extent, but
sailors patronized the little Chinese beer and samshu dives of which
there were hundreds, and its brothel quarter was known to every
sailorman trading East. This was the famous Malay Street, which,
until it was closed in the early years of this century, was one of the
sights of Singapore. In the brothels of this street were to be found
Chinese, French, German, Eurasian, and other kinds of girls, many
of whom had been the victims of the white slave traffic, and knew the
brothels of Shanghai and Hong Kong before they reached here. But
the most interesting girls, from the seamen's point of view, were those
from Japan. These had brought with them all their own customs and
their set-up in Malay Street was similar to that of the famous Yoshiwara in Tokyo. They sat on cushions doing their make-up and gazing
forth at passers-by through the barred glassless windows of their
'shops'. In fact, the Japanese-styled barred windows were so popular
that many of the Chinese and white girls even had the facades of
their 'shops' built in the same way.
Any time of the day or night gangs of natives, white planters, soldiers, and, of course, sailors would be seen parading up and down
this notorious thoroughfare, gazing at the soiled wares in the windows.
Prices were to suit every taste, and the courtesans did a thriving business. When the Government stamped on this window display the
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girls dispersed but still stayed in Singapore; the corners of Bugis and
Malabar Streets becoming their new haunts. Here they would pose
while their black oil-silk-dressed, sunshade-carrying, mama-sans, or
duennas, who haggled over the price with potential customers. The
custom with the Malay girls, was to sit awaiting customers in
stationary rickshaws, the shafts of which would be lowered with the
coolie runners squatting on their hunkers between them.
Sailors had good fun ashore in these Oriental ports. Their usual
practice, after having had a skinful of booze and perhaps a woman,
was to head back to the waterfront between the shafts of a rickshaw,
the usual puller of which Jack would make, protestingly, the passenger. It was a common sight to see wild drunken Johns all heading
shipwards pulling, in a row, half a dozen 'shas, with the terrified
Chinese puller of each, his pigtail flying out astern, wildly calling
on all his ancestors to save him from the madness of these wild Hung
Mo Kwai or red-headed devils.
By the end of the seventies, and with the dying of the tea trade,
the popularity of Macao as a seaport waned, but that of Canton lasted
a little longer. As we have already seen. Canton, even before the
Treaty of Nanking, when Jack Tar was restricted by all sorts of Mandarin red-tape, was a great port for sailormen.
After the Opium Wars of 1841, and the subsequent Treaty of 1843,
China was opened up to a freer and a more modern style of trading.
This, of course, made life ashore in the so-called Treaty Ports of Canton, Amoy, Foochow, Ningpo, and Shanghai pleasanter for Jolly
Jack the Sailor. Traders and their wives and families were now allowed to live freely ashore, not in compounds as previously, and
foreign consuls and the law of extraterritoriality arrived hand in
hand. Chinese ports formerly often forbidden territory to sailormen
were now terra firma to him, and, instead of only sing-song girls for
entertainment, pubs and dives sprang up to cater for his needs. As
desertions became commonplace boarding-houses and crimps arrived.
In time large 'pools' of shore-bound sailormen, from British tea clippers, Yankee ships, and all sorts of merchantmen, were to be found
in most of these ports.
But life wasn't always too easy ashore in Canton. There were outbursts of anti-foreign hate every so often, until the Arrow War of
1856 burst upon Canton and the howling mob destroyed the foreign
factories or Hongs, which, after the Treaty of Nanking, white companies like Jardine's, Matheson's, and others had taken over from the
Chinese Honqua, Cumqua, Howqua, and so on. With the cessation
of the War an artificial island, something like Deshima in Nagasaki,
was built on the sand flats not far from the old factory site, and given
the name oïSha Mien (Sand Flats). In time it was not, as in early days,
the Chinese who worried the sailor ashore; far from it. They could
see the clipper-ship men as a source of income. But white officialdom,
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now having taken over, began to assert itself, mainly in regard to
American seamen. Although under the American ruling seamen who
were mistreated aboard ship, and so on, were allowed to p a y off on
the China coast without losing their wages, according to Dillon 'they
Iiad restrictions placed upon them . . . and were denied normal passport privileges'. Not that this worried J a c k to any extent.'
Even in one-eyed places like W h a m p o a , near Canton, sailors deserted and lived ashore like lords until some ship carted them homewards. Samshu, the potent Chinese rice-wine, was swilled by them
by the bucketful; even Melville, in the forties, mentions sailors being
'drugged with Shampoo [sic] and robbed'. T h e tzia-tzia or local
prostitutes—not the 'Boat Girls'—liked to have white seamen, even
if they were 'out of tin', staying at their abodes, and many of these
girls kept the sailor-beachcombers in food, drink, and what-have-you
until some crimp shipped them once more. Although the shore prostitutes were now accessible to the sailor, he still liked to visit the 'Joyboats' or 'Flower-boats' with their ƒa nyu or 'Flower girls'. Here is an
example of a Ya-ya or Pidgin-English song, once popular with the
Flying Fish Sailors, which sizes u p their shore love-life in a few stanzas:
Me have got a flower boat,
Come sailing Chu-kiang,
Sampan girlie play to you,
All the same sing-song.
Lao-yeh, you likie me ?
Tzia-tzia velly good,
Foreign man to Canton come,
Me got plenty chow.
Suppose he likie Samshu,
It all the same, can-do,
Chop-chop me fetch him,
Big-big Da-bing-yu.
Lao-yeh means 'sir', and Da-bing-yu is a 'big bottle of wine'. Chu-kiang
is the Pearl River, the river at Canton.
I n the fifties and sixties the tea clippers would lay at anchor for
quite a while until the tea came down from inland, and during this time
much cleaning, painting, varnishing, and polishing was done by the
seamen. T h e day before the tea was expected to arrive they were
given a 'sub' and a whole day's holiday, and then it was a matter of
'stand from under!' I n the afternoon there would be a regatta, prizes
being given for the best cutters, gigs, and yawls taking part, but at
night all hands would be ashore celebrating in the pubs and the dives.
Canton would then resound to the raucous merriment of the drunken China Birds, as they drank, sang, gambled, and sexed their way
' Shanghaiing Days (New York, 1961).
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among the kow-towing Orientals. This sort of thing was repeated all
along the coast, in Foochow, Whampoa, Amoy, Shanghai, and so on.
Foochow, by the sixties, was the loading port par excellence. Every
China Bird knew the famous Pagoda Anchorage, from which the
Great Tea Race of 1866 commenced. Foochow is situated on the Min
River, a waterway which runs through liills of cultivated rice terraces, with, in these days, villages, forts, and joss-houses on either
side. It is a swift-flowing river, and in the old days it took the rather
weak tugs quite a time to tow the clippers up to the Pagoda Anchorage, which was as far as deep-water ships could navigate. The whirlpools and rapids in the river were referred to locally as 'chow-chow'
water.
When a ship arrived the news was carried up to the white Taipans
in Foochow by fast sailing- or rowing-boats. These boats would carry
lanterns, at night, bearing in large Chinese characters the name of
the factory concerned. The English tea merchants or Taipans would
invite the ship's afterguard to dine with them in their large and beautiful white houses. Tlie ship would reciprocate by holding a dinner
aboard in the cabin, with, afterwards, a dance on the poop, when
the poop would be hung with pretty Chinese lanterns and colourful
bunting.
While the ship was awaiting the tea from up-river, a constant
stream of boats would pass up and down the Min, making fast alongside the clipper. There would be lorchas of mixed Chinese and European birth, and slender six-oar gigs with the Chinese boatmen
dressed in white duck, and the master mariners, clad in pongee with
large hats, sitting at the yoke-lines. Gilded barges of the Mandarins,
with these obese Oriental gentlemen coming aboard to pay their
respects to the ship's master, were a common sight, as were the slipper-boats and sampans of the Hongs, with their clerks and compradores seated in the sterns.
In these days the China Coast was a very 'wet' one. Much whiskey
and rum was imbibed by the merchants and afterguards in the course
of business negotiations, as well as at the nightly parties and dances.
On the other hand. Sailor John only gained his on his day off, when
he would head for Foochow Town with great alacrity in a sampan,
and before long was either drinking in one of the waterfront dives or
ensconced in a F'lower-boat with a sing-song girl on his knee. During
the rest of his stay in port he had to rely on the cheap samshu brought
out by the bumboats which clung to the sides of a clipper like flies to
a jam-pot. If he had no money to buy his liquor then it was 'black
dog for white monkey', and he would bargain, often successfully, with
a pair of old pants or unwanted shirt.
Towards the late seventies, however, these South China ports began to lose their deep-sea trade. By the turn of the century, they had
become mainly coasting ports, all freight being carried coastwise by
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small ships to Hong Kong and Shanghai, where it was transferred to
deep-water ships.
Hong Kong—'Fragrant Water'—flourished after the Treaty of
Nanking, and by the sixties and seventies was a regular port of call
for many ships sailing to the Far East. In 1885 Hong Kong was made
a free port, which also had a bearing on ships and the sailor. By the
turn of the century it had, thanks to desertions, the biggest pool of
merchant seamen in the Far East. Even in the tea clipper days the
shipping of extra hands here for the race home with tea was a comparatively easy matter. And, of course, it became a great naval base,
a situation which, in time, brought about many drunken brawls between the merchant Johns and the naval Johnny-haul-tauts.
As far back as the mid-forties the harbour was chock-a-block with
shipping—Indiamen, Yankee tea clippers, opium clippers, schooners,
junks, and tankas—with hundreds of jolly-boats, pinnaces, cutters,
and whatnot, criss-crossing, from the Bund to Stonecutter's Island,
from Kowloon to Wanchai and Peddar's Wharf, its not so fragrant
waters. Even in those far-off days the sailor was well-catered for; a
Seamen's Hospital had been built, and a sort of canteen was run
ashore by the good ladies of the port for the benefit of sailors. And
in time a sailor quarter evolved. This was Ship Street, or, as the
sailors called it, 'Shit Street'.
We've had our glass with a Chinese lass,
In Ship Street in Hong Kong.
{Sailor Song)

It wasn't far from the waterfront or Praya—called Hoi Pong by
the Chinese—and consisted of two rows of houses filled to capacity
with white-faced Chinese harlots, as well as, in the latter part of last
century, European and Japanese prostitutes. Sandwiched between
these brothels were cheap drinking saloons, always full of sailors and
girls. Nightly brawls and fights would occur, and the district was a
bit of a headache to the Hong Kong police.
In the early days of this century, however, the prominence of Ship
Street faded somewhat, and the sailors and whores spread farther
afield. The Chinese section of the latter took over other streets—•
Amoy and Swatow Streets and Spring Garden Lane. In Amoy Street
in the open fagadcs facing the street the nymphets, white-faced and
with red-painted lips, would sit looking quite scared. They neither
laughed nor spoke, but looked quite miserable. Many of them were
not more than twelve years of age. Sailors who only had a 'look-see'
were considered 'bad joss', and when they had departed the lokichais
—local dialect for prostitutes—would burn red paper before the
figure of Cheung JVeung, the Fox Elf and patron god of harlots, in
order to avert bad luck and bad business. Later other streets became
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brothel quarters, streets such as Greason and Thompson and Johnson and Lockhart Roads. At Shaukiwan and Saiwan more girls were
to be found.
Even so, these shore girls never really ousted, before the First
World War that is, the 'boat girls', and thousands of these, two or
three in each sampan, were to be found all around the bays and harbourages of the port. An old German—and Scandinavian—sailor
song in 'pidgin' gives the slant on these sampan girls:
Von Kanton bis Macao, Hong Kong nach Luliao,
The sodgers and the sailors, Die sangen gleich ihr Lob,
Fur dinge, dinge, ding-dong!
Fur dinge, dinge, ding-out!
Sie war ein sampan machen und kommt aus Hong-ki-kong!
Oh, you-hou likee me-hee, a mandarin's daughter.
You sodjers and you sailors, die seglen auf Hong Kong.
I no-ho likee you-hou, you no-ho likee me-hee.
You all belong to sodjers, you no belong to me.
This shows the friction that existed between soldiers and sailors in
Hong Kong in the i8oos. Since the last war I believe there is some
sort of ruling that naval sailors are allowed only Hong Kong proper
for their booze and women, while the soldiers are limited to Kowloon
for theirs. Of course, in Hong Kong merchant seamen were given far
more shore-leave than they were in such places as Canton, Macao,
Foochow, and Amoy, hence ashore there was a bigger set-up to entertain them. And in the eighties those who dealt with seamen would
take any kind of currency—Mexican dollars, English shillings, Japanese yen, Yankee dollars, and Chinese taels—all were acceptable in
old Hong Kong.
Boarding-house masters and the crimps with their runners soon
invaded the island. Desertions, men missing their ships owing to
booze and women, and the fact that many ships paid off here,
caused, in time, a glut of seamen ashore. With so many seamen on
the beach consuls had a rough time of it, and although they did try
to help seamen in trouble, Yankee consuls, according to J. H. Williams, in the Independent, weren't so obliging. In fact, they 'deliberately denied help to tortured and beaten sailors, the victims of bucko
mates and masters'.
One such case was that aboard the Yankee ship T. F. Oakes in
1897. After her crowd had deserted in Shanghai, she sailed for New
York with a new crowd put aboard by the crimps in this China port.
Owing to a shortage of provisions she put into Hong Kong. The foremast-hands, who from the moment they joined her had suffered
great indignities and brutalities at the hands of the afterguard, tried
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to pay off here, but the Yankee consul, instead of siding with the
men, shut his eyes to the fact that Yankee seamen with a grievance
could pay off without loss of wages in this port, and ordered them
back aboard.
His alternative, imprisonment for all hands, more or less forced them
to do as he ordered. The passage to New York took 259 days, with cases
of scurvy breaking out almost every week. Two men died of it before
they were half-way across the Pacific, but the Old Man refused to put
into Honolulu for fresh stores. Valparaiso was also by-passed, and off
the Horn two more men died. Although the crew demanded that the
ship should make port when possible, the Old Man again refused
both when off Montevideo, Brazil, and when close to the West
Indies. Then two more men died of scurvy. Near Bermuda the master
voiced his own selfish desire, 'Sandy Hook or Hell!' and to Sandy
Hook slie sailed. There was a court case on arrival in New York, the
Old Man being considered 'not guilty', but the sailors later indicted
the ship, and damages were awarded, between eight of the men, oi
over 2,000 dollars.
J . H. Williams tells a terrible story of brutality aboard a certain
Yankee ship of whose crew he was an unfortunate member. In Saigon
several men who couldn't stand the hazing any longer jumped on the
bucko mate and half killed him. His brother mates coming to his aid
attacked four of the crew and triced them up with spun-yarn to the
boat skids, and left them dangling there, in the broiling sun, with
their toes barely touching the deck. The Chinese cook, who made a
move to cut them down, was triced up as well, by his pigtail. Although in Hong Kong all hands were prevented from getting ashore,
a young Gloucester fisherman quietly dropped over the side and
swam to the beach, presenting himself to the American consul, an
ex-Confedcrate Army officer who hated seamen, and asked to be
paid off.
Because Yankee seamen in Hong Kong could claim to be paid ofT
if maltreated, the rascally consul agreed to the man's request, but
he told him, with cunning, that it would be more convenient if he
went back aboard again as the master had the seaman's money
aboard the ship. The simple seaman did as told, but of course when
he got aboard the Old Man chased him ashore again at the point of
his revolver. Next day the men were given a mock trial before the
consul. This latter official, despite the weals and marks showing on
the men's bodies, on hearing the captain declare that they had attempted mutiny, dismissed the seaman's complaint. He told them to
get back aboard their ship. 'Say another word and I'll give you six
months shot drill!'
'This', writes Williams, 'was a fair example of consular justice as
meted out to American seamen in the early i88os'.'
' Blow the Man Down. (New York, KTiO)
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Hong Kong crimps, by the turn of the century, had grown in
strength, one of the best known being Jim 'Fish'. Old Taffmy shipmate
of years ago, told me this joker got his name from shipping drunk
and doped Punti fishermen, dressed up like white sailors, aboard of a
Yankee hell-ship in the eighties. Another waterfront character, of
whom we now have but little knowledge was Mother Hackett or
Rackett. According to Captain Patrick Tayluer' she owned a sailor
drinking dive and boarding-house in Hong Kong in the seventies.
Her name has been handed down to posterity in the following sailor
ditty sung to the tune of the Sailors' Hornpipe:
We'll have another drink before the boat shoves off,
We'll go down to Mother Hackett's an' we'll pawn our monkeyjackets,
An' we'll have another drink before the boat shoves off.
J . H. Williams mentions a bumboat man called 'Cumshaw' who
was, apparently, on the fringe of the Shanghai game. When the former deserted in Hong Kong this 'Cumshaw' took him to his house
and kept him hidden for some days, then, when the time was ripe,
handed him over to the Hong Kong Police, for 'cumshaw' of course!
Bumboats were as common in Hong Kong Harbour as flies in
summer, and each ship in port always had a bumboat assigned to it.
These boatmen were the tailors of the Far East, and they were just
as astute as the Jew-boys of Ratcliffe Highway. Clothes—particularly
duck suits—tobacco, wine, and curios could be bought from them.
Most ships' captains allowed the crew to run up bills with such rogues,
because the Old Man was paid a good 50 per cent commission by the
bumboat man for allowing him to rob the crew 'honest and aboveboard like'. If a chap bought a lot from such a tailor the Oriental
would give the buyer 'cumshaw' in the way of a camphorwood box
or a little Buddha.
As well as the bumboat men hanging to the chains and often
boarding the ships in hai-bour. Old Tafl" told mc that the 'Midnight
Fairies' were boarders that the fo'c'sle-hands never repelled. These
'Fairies' were tiny Chinese prostitutes, many of them no older than
twelve or thirteen, who, nightly, would climb like monkeys up the
ship's side and invade the men's quarters of all the ships in harbour.
One special party was 'owned' by a white Cockney woman, who
would come out with them in the sampan, climb aboard, 'for to see
fair play', she said, but actually to collect their earnings.
In the early 1900s steamers began to crowd out the windjammer,
and during the Russo-Japanese War many steamer crews left their
ships here on hearing that they were to proceed to Japan from Hong
Kong. They were afraid of the Russian men-o'-war they would declare. According to Captain Steele, whose story is told in the South
' Shantymen and Shantyboys by VV. M . Doerflingcr (New York, 1951).
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Spainer magazine," the crew of the London steamer Aldgate attempted
to leave their ship here at this time. The captain told them to think
it over or they would find themselves 'to leeward' if they held out.
The Harbour Master, who was the Port Magistrate as well, said he
would give them ninety days 'up at the Mount' if they refused to sail,
and after some shenanigans they gave in and sailed. But many crews
did not sail, and frequently Chinese seamen were shipped in their
place for a Japan passage.
Bias Bay, the stronghold of pirates, lies north-east of Hong Kong,
and, from the days of the clippers right up to the Second World War,
Chinese pirates have worried merchant shipping using these waters.
In the days of the tea clippers they even came right into Hong Kong
Harbour to attack them, with the British Navy hard by. After ships
were plundered by these Oriental buccaneers the loot would very
often turn up in Hong Kong, and the famous street markets, where
such stolen and pirated stuff was sold, were located in the notorious
thoroughfare known as Upper Lascar Street, or, to one and all East
o' Suez, 'Thief Street'. Here, on the stalls, would be found quadrants
and sextants, compasses and ship's bells, shipwright's tools, fids and
marline-spikes, in fact everything to be found aboard a ship, movable
and immovable, mixed up with old clothes and Chinese curios.
Shanghai became known to the Western sailor in the days of the
opium clippers, and by the seventies was a regular port of call for the
tea clippers. An old sailor forebitter of the forties and fifties runs:
It's now we've arrived in the port of Shanghai,
We'll go ashore shipmates, strange faces to see.
This song gives the oldtime sailor pronunciation of Shanghai—
Shang-hee. In early days ships all moored in the river in three or four
lines mainly opposite the Bund, and as the tea trade prospered these
tiers stretched three miles or more. As at Hong Kong and other
China Coast ports, the seamen went back and forth to their ships
in sampans. These sampans, at this time, had a bad name, a name
which clung to them right up to the First World War. It was said
that many sailors, if a bit tipsy and sometimes when quite sober, never
made their ships thanks to the vermin who sculled—or 'yuloed'-—
these boats. The usual practice was to demand either heavy 'cumshaw' or else raise the stipulated fee for ferrying, and if the seaman
didn't agree, then the sampan man would club him, rob him, and
dump the corpse overboard. Later all sampans were forced to be
numbered and registered in order to prevent such assaults.
Hankow Wharf in the seventies was well known to seamen, but
it was not until this century that ships began to lie at the Pootung
Wharf, and these were mainly Blue Funnel steamers. In the sixties
' Vol. I, no. 5, August 1963.
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and seventies European pilots were used for the piloting of ships up
the Whang-pu, or Woosung as the Shanghai River was called in
these days. Besides taking ships up to Shanghai, they had the arduous task of guiding them three hundred miles up the Yangtse-Kiang River to Hankow when the tea clippers began to use this
inland port. Tugs naturally were used as soon as such craft were

Shanghai, i860

available, but many of the tougher masters would tack up the Shanghai River bow first and then make the next tack a stern-all one, with
everything aback—a feat of seamanship which probably no one
living could perform. The pilots were regular characters, their shore
habitat around the Hankow Wharf, and they could knock back the
liquor in great style. Lubbock states that they were mostly Scots, and
cites Hughie Sutherland as being one of the best known. But drunkards or no, they were preferable to the Chinese pilots who would
put a ship ashore without thinking twice if some wily pirate had sufficiently lubricated their itchy yellow palms.
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When a tea clipper sailed homeward bound from Shanghai she
would get a rousing salute of guns from all the other vessels lying in
the stream.
The seamen from these ships found their fun ashore in the dives
behind the Bund, and in the European and native drinking dens and
brothels. Some bolder ones sorted out the sing-song houses in Foochow Road, a street long famous for its sing-song girls and their accomplishments, both musical and sexual. In the seventies Scotts Road
was a notorious brothel area, with over three hundred low-class
whore-houses catering to both sailors and Chinese. There were many
white girls in these dives, mainly victims of the white slave traffic, most
of them having already been broken in in the stews of other Oriental ports. The most sumptuous brothel in Shanghai, in the seventies,
was that visited by the Australian sociologist, W. N. Willis, called the
Harem, which had twenty select white girls, but I doubt if the impecunious sailors ever got anywhere near this place.
In later years the dives behind the Bund became known to the seafaring community as Blood Alley, and it was here that Red Eisenberg, who later became a crimp in Eureka, California, had his sailor
drinking den. After the First World War the Russian (^migrés poured
into Shanghai, and it was then one could see White Russian women
sitting on the doorstep of a brothel in the Broadway area, with next
door, a Chinese itaitai doing the same thing. They would inform the
sailor that they were 'Russian princesses', and in time all White Russian whores became known as 'Princesses'. Of course, many of them
had been on the game in Russia long before the Revolution. Their
men-folk, too, had to demean themselves, and it was a common sight
around 1919 to see a White Russian pulling a rickshaw for hire. The
Seafarer'^ records the fact that a German sailing ship called the Landkirchen had to pay off in Shanghai several of the crew suffering from
beriberi. They were replaced by five White Russian naval officers
from the beach, who signed as A.B.s and were extremely glad to do
so.
On the whole, however, Shanghai, being such a cosmopolitan
city, never developed a compact Sailortown. Most of the drinking
dens, 'rags', and places of entertainment frequented by seamen had
other clientele in the form of German, Russian, French, American,
and British shore-dwellers as well as the Chinese themselves.
After Commodore Perry opened up Japan in 1854—his second
visit—the sailor who touched here in the sixties and seventies was in
for a marvellous, if at times somewhat dangerous, slice of 'shoregoing'. The Treaty Ports, naturally, had their boundaries and whites
were not supposed to leave these areas, but sailors being sailors
sometimes did, and this was when the danger arose.
After so many years of isolation it took the Japanese quite a while
• Vol. I, no. I, June 1963.
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to get accustomed to the Ketojin, or 'Hairy Chinamen' as they called
Europeans, and their queer, to them, ways. Until the latter part of
the sixties, and even later in more backward parts of the Island Empire, the two-sworded samurai still carried out his old-time prerogative of trying out the efficacy of a new sword on a helpless peasant.
This license was known as Kirisute Gomen, 'permission to cut down
and throw away'. Such a conservative character, on meeting a lialfcut and often obstreperous sailor in the streets of Yokohama, would
slice him down without thinking twice. Many such incidents occurred
before the Japanese entirely relinquished their feudal ideas.
W. E. Griffiths' writes that 'A sailor found dead drunk in the streets
was the signal for sending up the price of revolvers one hundred per
cent.' Every foreign suicide was heralded as 'an assassination'. This
was prior to 1866, when things were a bit 'touchy' in the Treaty
Ports.
Apart from an occasional 'slicing-down', however, the Jack Tar
ashore in Yokohama, Kobe, Osaka, or Nagasaki, had a marvellous
time of it.
The tea clippers, while awaiting the loading of tea in Foochow,
Canton, and Shanghai, often used to put in time by carrying freight
of all kinds up and down the Far Eastern coastlines, from Singapore,
Penang, Saigon, Bangkok and Rangoon to Japan and Korea, both
these latter in those days being virtually terra incognita.
In 1858 the British opium clipper Eamont was employed in the
negotiations for the first commercial treaty with Japan. She ran into
Nagasaki Harbour and dropped her anchor. Next morning one
hundred and fifty boatloads ofJapanese tried to tow her out to sea—
against her anchor!—but no armed attack was attempted, and
eventually she accomplished her mission. By the end of the sixties,
however, things were better for foreigners in this mysterious country,
and many sailors began to desert here—the wonderful women of
Japan have always been a lure to Deep-water Johnny! In 1884 J. H.
Williams deserted in Kobe—not for a woman's sake, however, although he did stay with Madame Otome, in the Kita Nagasa Dori.
In the sixties the Japanese wished to learn all about the West as
quickly as they could, sometimes with surprising results. Sailors
would pay off with the jib downhaul and get jobs ashore as schoolteachers (!!) teaching the youth of the Rising Sun the English of a
windbag's fo'c'sle. Such a 'teacher' was called in the Yokohama dialect Dammuraisu shito or 'Damn-yer-eyes Man', and, as he sat crosslegged in front of his pupils, he would curse and swear in fo'c'sle
lingo, chew, spit, and smoke a filthy pipe, and in general must have
been the most unteacherly sort of teacher that the world has ever
seen. Such a character would probably have a native wife, and some
of them kept regular harems. A resident in Japan in the 1870s writes:
' The Mikado's Etnpite (New York, 1876).
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'The "Professors" at first obtained were often ex-bar-tenders, soldiers,
sailors, e t c . . . . As for 'Japanese wives' they were in many houses, and
this the native authorities never suspected was wrong, or different
from the foreign custom!
Near to the waterfront or Hatobas in Yokohama, many dives sprang
up, mostly drinking dens with native girls attached, and many of
these were kept by sailor deserters. They all had 'English' names,
such as The Sailors Rast, the Gisha Barr, and the Rondon Hotell—
such spelling being a combination of Jap-English and illiterate
sailor efforts. Because of their extreme drinking habits and noisy,
drunken swearing, foreign sailors were called by the Japanese girls,
Tengu, Tanuki or Shütendöji, these all being the names of mythological
demons, some with red hair and big noses, some women-chasers, and
all non-abstemious in their habits.
By the seventies many white prostitutes, mainly French had set
themselves up in business in the port. The majority were attached
to drinking dives and the odd dance-hall, but some had their own
'houses'. Of the dives and prostitutes of Yokohama in the 1870s
W. E. Griffiths wrote: 'Rum mills and lewd houses, though numerous
enough are not more common that in other ports. The white woman
in scarlet drives her carriage on the Bluff, and in the town, but her
sisters are not abnormally numerous.'
As well as patronizing the waterfront pubs the clipper-ship men,
as shown in my drawing based on an old Japanese triptych print,
frequented the paper-and-bamboo type of native brothels. Every
city, town, and large village in Japan had an area of such brothels,
an area known as ayükaku or kuruwa, although Westerners, including
seamen, right up to the present days have persisted in calling them
'Yoshiwaras'. In actual fact Yoshiwara was the largest of these
licensed quarters and was sited in old Yeddo, as Tokyo was once
called, in the early seventeenth century. W. E. Griffiths says that
'Before they opened any port to foreign trade, the Japanese built
two places for the foreigner—a custom-house and a brothel. The
Yoshiwara is such a place: For the foreigners they supposed it to be
a necessary good; for themselves, a protection to their people against
ships' crews suddenly set free on land.'^
The Yokohama kuruwa was situated away from the waterfront,
near the Bluff and one of its most famous houses was Number Nine,
or at least that's what seamen called it.
I have a Japanese print, made in the sixties of the last century,
showing this house with the rest of the kumwa standing among the
green rice-fields, and out in the bay a fleet of foreign windjammers
riding to their anchors. Perhaps the number '9' has a lucky aspect
among the frail women of the world ? I wouldn't know, but I do know
' The MiLtdo's Empiie {New YoiU, iSyG'i.
" ibid.
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that the figure is that used to denote most prominent bordels from
Valparaiso to Marseilles and from Antwerp to Japan.
Since each port on the Japanese coast had one of these licensed
districts some big, some small, and sailors frequented them quite
often, to save repetition I will give a general description of them. The
largest of these districts usually consisted of a hundred or more

Yokohama before tlie great earthquake

brothels or kashi-zashiku, each one bearing a name such as Daikokurö, Kichirö, Kinkaró, or Ichirichirö—the rö signifying a two-storied
building, which most of them were. Even the smallest districts could
muster three or four double-storied houses. Some of the larger districts were surrounded by a moat or wall, and most of them had
night-watchmen, firemen, and a sort of police force, with a hospital
and Shinto shrine attached. With small shops near by, selling hair
trinkets, cosmetics, and other \somen's necessities, they were virtually
30(j
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self-contained brothel-citadels. The interiors of the houses were
divided by sliding screens, each room being one of so many 'mats',
and a rough unpainted wooden staircase led the way to the upper
rooms. Many had a sort of open-air patio in their centres, an area
of little gardens, rock lanterns, little bridges, and model Fuji-yamas.
The jorö or prostitutes were of many kinds and prices, from the
low-class mawashi-joro, who handled a dozen men at a time in as many
rooms, up to the Oiran Satna, who was Queen of the Prostitutes. The
whole set-up was one full of ritual. Little pyramids of salt to ward
off evil spirits were placed at the doors of each room, and of course
all seamen had to discard their footwear when entering these halls
of vice. The dress of the girls consisted of several beautiful kimonos
all held together by a large brocaded sash called an obi, but, instead
of being tied at the back, as is customary in the case of ordinary
women and Geisha, it was knotted in a special manner in the front.
The girls, while awaiting custom, sat on small cushions, looking
out through wooden bars facing the street, and beckoning in the
curious Japanese manner—which seems to signify, to Westerners,
'scram'—to paraders outside. Great figures of lucky cats beckoning
in the same manner, along with statues of Inari, the Fox-goddess,
adorned the entrance halls or genkas, where would sit the Gyütarö, or
pimp, in a little box, inviting men to partake of these beauties. The
faces of the girls would be covered with heavy white powder and the
bottom lip only painted, but their hair-styles were the most elegant
part of their get-up. These were a mass of whorls and convolutcs,
with kansashi, flower-pins, and combs bristling from each top-knot.
The girls had a mama-san or duenna over them although she was usually called the Hikite-baba, that is 'the Old Woman who leads by the
hand'. The famous Yokohama kashi-zashiki referred to as Number
Nine, sometime in the nineties, was moved to Yamate or the Bluff.
It took over the old Hotel Japan, and lasted until the 1923 Earthquake when it was destroyed.
Hyögö, alongside Kobe, had one of the licensed quarters popular
with the early seamen. It was called the Fukuwara and occupied
quite a large area of the port. It had been built on the site of a castle
of the once-famous Taira clan.
In 1868 the foreign legations left Osaka, where the Concession was,
so as to dodge the battles of the Civil War, and took up residence in
Kobe. Although Osaka remained a great sailing-ship port right up
to the end of sail, very few seamen ever got ashore there. But in Kobe
and Hyögö, in the seventies and eighties, the seamen often hit terra
firma, many tars paying off with the stays'l-downhaul in the latter
port. In time Kobe became the port most popular with British seamen
on the Japanese coast. One of its tea-houses, frequented by seamen
around the turn of the century, was called the Happy Gardens, and
here Jack could drink tea, whiskey, or sake', that is Japanese rice-wine,
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or gamble all night. Another waterfront dive was the China Dog,
kept by a half-caste Malay, and close to it was a notorious den known
as the Back of Beyond.
Crimps, of course, soon found their way to the Japanese coast. In
Yokohama were several Yankees and Britishers, the names of two
having survived the years—Tommy Gore and the 'Bully'. They resided in Kanagawa, the port of Yokohama which was its first deepwater waterfront. There were crimps in Kobe, too, although according to Crowe, sailors from Japanese clinks were usually shipped
aboard windbags having depleted crews.
On the China coast, even up to the present day, it is quite common
for sailors and mates when down the hatches, and so on, to boot slack
Chinese coolies around with impunity, and in the days of the tea
clippers the ships' boys would be sent down the holds with thin canes
in their hands with which to whip the Celestials working cargo to
further industry. But when this was attempted on the proud Japanese
things took a different turn.
Lubbock records an incident which occurred aboard the tea clipper Norman Court while rice was being loaded in Hyögö. The mate
lost his temper because the Japanese coolies were disobeying the
Chinese stevedore, and with a savage kick booted the nearest coolie.
In a flash all the coolies were on him, savaging him with their cargohooks. The carpenter, who was with him, managed to drag him up
on deck and thus saved his life, but only just in time. The Japanese
were always willing, unlike most Oriental coolies, to engage in a
scuffle.
In his China Clippers Lubbock relates the story of the 'Cutting Out
of the Ballast Lighters' at Yokohama in 1867. Apparently a dozen
clippers were awaiting ballast here, all anxious to get to Foochow to
load the new tea crop. This shingle ballast was brought across the
Gulf of Edo in lighters. The American shore-agents handling the distribution of the ballast passed the word around that the seamen who
could waylay and board the lighters as they came across the Gulf
could tow them alongside their own ships. At once many gigs from
different vessels set off with strong crews, all armed with cutlasses,
with spare prize-masters to take over captured ballast-lighters. As
the ballast fleet was sighted, each gig darted for a lighter. Some were
successfully boarded, others, thanks to the Japanese putting up a
good fight, escaped, the Japs taking with them the prize-masters who
were usually first aboard the lighter. The latter were then dumped
ashore by the victorious Japs. Some prize-masters fell short as they
leapt from the gigs to the lighters, getting a good ducking instead of a
prize. In fact, both the seamen and Japanese enjoyed the semiserious scuffle!
In the nineties earth ballast was loaded aboard foreign sailing
ships by the native women, who carried it aboard in baskets each
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holding seven pounds of earth. In Nagasaki, too, native women
worked cargoes, in particular coal, which they carried aboard the
ships in baskets, with, very often, babies slung athwart their backs beneath the baskets. In later years, in the port of Miike, women, with
their babies attached, were employed in the conveying of coal aboard
steamers.
Nagasaki was one of the last ports where the samurai went around
slashing at sailors ashore with their katanas. From being the first port
in Japan, more or less, to allow Europeans ashore, to well after the
opening of the Treaty Ports, Nagasaki was the last place to become
agreeable to the inroads of the White Man. This statement refers in
particular to the Japanese male. The women of Nagasaki from time
immemorial had shown great interest in the White Man, hence the
'Nagasaki Marriages' between local girls and sailors from both meno'-war and merchant ships. This was the sort of thing in which
Pierre Loti once indulged, giving him food for his book Madame
Chrysanthemum, from which probably stemmed the idea of the opera
Madame Butterfly.
Besides the 'Nagasaki Marriages' there was another form of amusement which the sailors loved, something not found in other Japanese
ports, and that was the famous Nagasaki geisha dance, the John
Kina or Chionkina. The dance is supposed to have been derived from
the Dutch, and its name to mean 'Just come here'. All over Nagasaki
there were, and probably still are, John Kina Houses. The sailors
ashore would visit these bamboo-and-paper-joints, squat down, each
with a bottle of sake, and await the dance. It was a sort of Oriental
strip-tease. The girls would dance to the music of the samisen and
taiko or drum, and, as in our musical chairs, when the music stopped
the girl who could not hold her posture had to pay a 'forfeit', or
rather shed one article of clothing. These girls wore several kimonos,
not to mention innumerable belts and sashes, tabi or bifurcated socks
and slippers, all of which counted, and obviously, since the same girl
rarely wavered twice when the music stopped, it took quite a while
for the sailor to feast his eyes on any one girl's nakedness. Still the girls
themselves, if the customers began to get a bit impatient, would
hurry things up a little by wavering on purpose. This was the dance
taken by Gilbert and Sullivan for their Mikado :
John Kina, John Kina, John, John, Kina, Kina,
Yokohama, Nagasaki, Kobe, Moji, hoi!
In actual fact the girls who performed this dance were not true
Geisha, but rather untalented Geisha who, somewhat like the back
row of the chorus in the West in Victorian days, augmented their
salaries by prostitution. They were known in Japanese as shirokubi
or 'white-necks', and had a police permit or nimai-gansatsu—a 'twoway pass'—allowing them to be both entertainers and harlots. As in
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Other J a p a n e s e ports Nagasaki could boast a Toshiwara. I t was called
M a r u y a m a . Kaempfer, writing in 1700, mentions these brothels:
' T h a t part of the town, where they stand, is called Keseitmatz (Keiseimachi), that is, the Bawdy Houses Quarters. It lies to the South,
on a rising hill, call'd M a r i a m ( M a r u y a m a ) . '
Bumboat men were an institution in every Japanese port. They
would come alongside with their wares, and, if given permission by
the ship's master, would display their curios, silks, tea-sets, and so on,
on rice-mats on the ship's deck.
Before leaving J a p a n I would like to insert a few paragraphs of
a letter I had recently from my German sailorman friend, Charlie
Muller, concerning another kind of prostitute who visited ships lying
in Yokohama harbour, and about another shore set-up of the nineties:
In Yokohama there were also famous brothels, I forget the name of the
street. [I think it would be Yamate-Gho.—S.H.] They had their own
sampans and rickshamen. Six o'clock in the evening the sampanman was
alongside and took you ashore, and here the rickshaman was waiting to
take you to the house; you did not have to open your mouth. Then you
got a bath and then you picked a girl and had supper and perhaps a show,
and then you would turn in. Five in the morning you were roused, because
\v'ork aboard started at 6 o'clock, and the Madame of the House took care
that a man was on board when work started.
And there were also the so-called 'Susi-susi Girls'. A Madame used to
come on board with eight or more girls, and they stayed on board while
the ship was discharging and loading. I suppose you've heard all about
this custom?
T h e hot bath mentioned by Charlie, of course, was a regular institution in J a p a n , and in all the brothels a common custom, the girl
of one's choice scrubbing one's back.
Most Japanese ports have a M a i n Street or Honcho-döri (Yokohama, Kobe, etc.) and it is said that the phrase 'everything is hunkey
dory' comes from the days when the windbag man, full of hootch,
charged up the Honcho-döri, athwart a nag with a Japanese Phryne
u p astern of him, having the time of his life, and feeling that Main
Street, J a p a n , was the finest drag in the whole wide world.
Naturally, ships called at many other ports in the Far East but
as very few of them had a Sailortown, they are not worth treating
individually. Ships would sometimes go u p north to Vladivostock
with coal or in later days to load tinned fish. Here Japanese prostitutes had dives close to the waterfront, and their prices were low. A
couple of roubles went a long way in those days with beer, vodka,
tobacco, and other sailor needs all being inexpensive. Desertions, too,
were common enough here.
Manila was another port of call, particularly for Yankee ships, and
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in the fo'c'sles of many New Bedford whalers Manila men were often
to be found. Williams writes that, in his time—about the eighties—in
Iloilo, two Malays joined his ship by way of the boarding-house
masters, on the strength of two advance notes and a bottle of canea.
I think this latter drink was the cam of South America.
Just prior to the First World War many German ships made
Taku Bar and Chinwangtao ports o' call, taking timber to the former and porcelain stone to the latter, but shore-leave in these days
was limited in such ports. Batavia in Melville's day was a tough spot,
and he cites the case of a ship losing every man-jack there with Java
Fever.
By the seventies, at least aboard Dutch ships, life seems to have
been more pleasant, for in 1878 the custom was to allow Dutch sailors
a 'wife' while the ship lay here. She was paid by the authorities to
darn, sew, and wash the clothes of the seamen, and she was kept under
strict supervision—or so it is recorded. The writer has often heard a
yarn repeated by old sailors that in the early days of the Blue Funnel
Line on the China Coast, before the First World War, Chinese sewsews were allowed aboard the ships in a similar manner, for to darn,
sew, and 'dobhi' a seaman's clothes. In some cases they were kept
aboard the ship as she visited the various coast ports of Amoy,
Swatow, Ningpo, and so on, going ashore again in Hong Kong when
the ship left for the homeward run.
In Tanjong Priok and Cheribon Java Fever was common, and
often prevented crews from going ashore. When they did, however,
they found the Dutch 'Squareface' gin cheap, and the Javanese
prostitutes or 'mick-macks' accommodating. Some seamen thought
these tawny-skinned girls the salt of the earth. During the First
World War there was a character, well known in the above mentioned steamship company, nicknamed 'Java Jones'. As soon as the
ship made the Java coast, he would go ashore dressed solely in a
sarong, with an alarm clock in his hand, speaking Malay only from
the time he left the ship onwards, seeking out his little 'mick-mack' in
her mosquito-infested shack, and sleeping with her until the ship
sailed again.
Rangoon was a great sailing-ship port, rice being the main cargo
shipped here. During its hey-day, around the seventies and eighties
of the last century, fifty to a hundred windbags would be seen swinging at their anchors to the strong tidal waters abreast the city. There
were no wharves, nor mooring buoys at this time, and ashore smallpox often raged. Ships such as Counties, Falls, Halls, Stars, Sierras,
Crowns, and Abbeys loaded here, but apart from an occasional bumboat bringing out booze and the odd sew-sew girl it was not a port
for great sailor activity ashore. In fact, it was more of a soldier than a
sailor city. One ship would be selected from the others as bethel-ship,
to which those who felt like it could go on a Sunday to take part
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in a service held on the poop—almost within the shadow of the great
gold Buddhist dagoba, the Shwe Dagon.
Neither Bangkok nor Saigon had any sailor quarter, although the
latter had, like Hong Kong, its 'Midnight Fairies', who, in charge of
their mama-san would besiege each ship as she came to her moorings.
Chittagong was another Eastern rice port, well known to squarerigged ships, although here also sailor shore activity hardly existed.
But when we go over to Calcutta a different kettle of fish was to be
found. Calcutta, the Holy City of Kali the Destroyer, was by far the
most popular place with seamen ashore, and probably had the biggest Sailortown set-up, in the whole of the Orient.
Calcutta lies over a hundred miles up the Hughli River, and the
dangerous James and Mary Shoal at the point where the Hughli and
the Rupnarain Rivers meet, had to be negotiated by all ships heading
up, under tow, for the city. Budge-Budge is the oil-port for Calcutta,
and the only dock in the last century—apart from the Government
Dock where salt, a government monopoly, was discharged—was that
of Kidderpore, opened in the i88os, where coal cargoes were worked
by women and girls.
So we'll roll, roll, roll, bullies, roll as we go,
For the Kidderpore ladies have got us in tow!
So sang the seamen of J. H. Williams' ship, but they didn't mean
the coal girls!
The seamen who commanded the Bengal Pilot vessels—in the
early days all brigs—were both gentlemen and excellent seamen,
coming aboard the deep-watermen off the Sandheads complete with
apprentice, cook, Kulashi servants, and native leadsman. Once the
tugs had the ship in tow it was the usual practice to unbend sails
going up the river and stow them away in the locker. After the dreaded James and Mary quicksands were passed the vessel would then be
towed up to one or another of the many river moorings which
stretched for more than six miles along the Hughli. One was
Garden Reach, close to the Palace of the King of Oudh, the pigeons
from which, according to Frank Bullen, would rise in clouds when
sailing ships were heaving their anchors with the men shantying at the
capstan. One section of Garden Reach was given over to the 'Country
Wallahs' or ships owned locally, mostly by Arabs and Indians. In
the thirties of the last century opium clippers would be seen here
loading their 'lethal' cargoes for Chinese ports. Other moorings were
those of the Esplanade, the Hastings, Princept Ghat, and of course
those of the Maidan, right opposite the city, and, in later days, the
moorings below Howrah Bridge. Paddle-tugs well known in the old
days to Calcutta visitors were the Rescue, the Powerful, the Rattler, the
Dalhousie, and the Warren Hastings.
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Making fast to the buoys was quite a job. The moorings were of a
type known as 'holdfasts'. These 'holdfasts' were fastened by heavy
leading chains shackled to heavy anchors buried deeply ashore, they
in turn being kept clear of the bottom of the river by hollow iron
buoys. A ship's chains, in sailing-vessel days, were crossed from either
bow, and a native diver would go down and shackle them to the holdfasts. This was done astern as well as ahead, the chains in this case
leading out from the quarter-pipes at the break of the poop, their
bights being lashed up to the taflFrail with strong cordage.
At Budge-Budge pontoons were used as bridges to convey the oil
ashore, but at the other moorings lighters of all kinds would convey
the cargoes to the river-banks. All ships had awnings stretched fore and
aft, and, in the cyclone season, when there were often tidal bores in the
river, all upper yards would be sent down and jibbooms 'reefed'.
According to Crowe and other sailor writers, nearly every morning
dead bodies would be festooning the ships' mooring chains. Life was
cheap in Calcutta in the seventies and eighties of the last century.
Overhead the kites or 'shite-hawks' as they were called, would wheel
and swoop with a weather eye on the bloated corpses. The water was
polluted by such corpses and yet ships filled their tanks from this
river. The river would be full of small native river-craft—the original
'dinghy'—with their canopies, vari-coloured hulls and stripe-painted
sculls and paddles, the bumboats selling monkeys and booze, the
launches of the various shipping companies with the karanis or clerks
aboard, and, on certain days, ships' gigs and jolly-boats engaged in
regattas.
In the nineties Captain T. Y. Powles, who founded the Mariners'
Cricket Club in Calcutta, often arranged boat races between the
various ships in port. He once fixed a match between Conway and
Worcester boys from different ships, the Conways winning, and the
cup, I believe, is now at Conway in Wales. In the eighties, opposite
the Maidan, there would be moored ships stretching for over a mile,
seven abreast in tiers, consisting of Carmichael's Golden Fleece fleet,
Pooles' Abbeys, Williamson and Milligan's Waverley Line, as well as
ships from Fcrnie's, de Wolf's, Craig's, Beazley's, Corry's, Brocklebanks', and many others.
At this time the loading of jute was the prime reason for all these
'bottoms' being in the Hughli, and it was in these rather tough days
that a foul murder was committed aboard the jute-loading ship the
Muncaster Castle. It is given in full in Lubbock's The Last of the Windjammers.
To get the jute well stowed the 'screwing' system, practised in the
Gulf port cotton traders, was also used in Calcutta. When this three
skysail ship was ready to sail someone noticed that the third mate was
missing, apparently the day before he had had some trouble with the
coolies working at the jackscrews and had given one a clip over the
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ear. When, after a search, he failed to appear the master reported the
matter ashore and then sailed without him. It wasn't until the ship
reached Dundee, when the jute cargo was being discharged, that the
mystery was solved. He had been 'screwed down'y?a< by the coolies.
All that was found of him was his white suit, cap, watch and boots, all
flattened against the bales, with some hair in the cap, but barely a vestige of flesh or bone.
Now that we have painted the river scene let us get ashore. In the
nineties hundreds of ships lay at the moorings with their crews paid
off and roaming loose in the streets of Calcutta, Indians being
shipped to do the work in port. It was a bad time for sailing ships,
and many lay for months in the river before cargoes came their way.
The case-oil trade out to the East was booming, but there were no
homeward cargoes. Thanks to this paying-off of seamen a large
sailor quarter developed ashore.
Some of the 'beachies' got jobs coolie-driving over at the Howra
Graving Dock on the south side of the river, others joined the Calcutta Police Force, which, at this time, was almost fully manned by
beachcomber-seamen, while some shipped out again barefooted, in
the clothes they stood up in, in coolie ships bound for Mauritius and
the West Indies.
Whereas sailors seemed to like Calcutta in these days, soldiers, it
would appear, were glad to get away from the place. 'Swaddles', at
times, would try to stow away on homeward bound windbags leaving
the river. One case, in the eighties, was when the crew of the Altmore,
two days out from Calcutta, discovered in one of the ship's boat two
soldiers, one a bugler, who had deserted from Fort William (on the
Maidan), their plea being that they were fed up with Army monotony.
Sailortown had as its centre Flag Street. This was a tough quarter
of sailor drinking houses. The worst lane in the district was just off
Flag Street and called the Numbers; the groggeries, selling rotgut
rum, which lined it numbering from i to 12. The Flags of All Nations
and the House of All Nations in Flag Street were two of the betterclass dives, and the Homeward Bound wasn't too bad, but those in
the Numbers were much the same as the native toddy and arrack
shops. They had, in front of the bar, long rows of steel or wooden
rods stretching from ceiling to floor, designed as a protection against
rowdy customers and the trouble that nightly was expected to brew
up. The barmen were Indians and the customers mainly British seamen and British beachcombers.
Another sailor pub was the Checkers, kept by a big Swede, who,
behind his back, was referred to as 'Draughtboard Dutchy'.This was
another site of sailorman brawls. Scandinavians and Germans as a
rule frequented the so-called 'German Barracks', and fights between
Saxons who drank there and the Angles who dropped in looking for
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trouble were common. Dutchmen, in these days, ran many of these
sailor drinking dens and brothels.
Cholera was rife in Calcutta in the eighties, but apparently it
didn't worry the seaman; perhaps his drinking of the local firewater
kept him immune. As far as Bentinck Street and the eastern end of
Chowringhee Road sailor drinking dives were many.
This area also held many brothels frequented by the seafaring
community, the inmates of which were mainly native Nautch girls
or Maghis. Ballasteer Road was another brothel area with white and
half-caste harlots, as well as Japanese girls, all catering for the sailors'
needs. By the turn of the century the number of brothel quarters in
Calcutta patronized solely by soldiers and sailors were over a dozen,
while native ones, solely for natives, ran into the twenties. The best
known bordels catering for sailors were those of the Moonshi Ganch,
close to the Kidderpore Dock, where French, English, Japanese, and
Indian girls charged as low as four to six annas for a 'short time',
those of the Dookaria Baghan in Kariah Road, New Market, and
of Back Circular Road, where the harlots were mainly French or
Frenchified; and those of the famous Randi Bazaar, where both the
Western and the Eastern styles of'love' could be indulged.
The native prostitutes, or Khanki, hcnna'd their hands and kohl'd
their eyes, and were mostly Nautch dancers as well as whores. The
lowest types, as found in Kidderpore, were called by the sailors
Chowlahs. The Maghis, too, were both whores and dancing-girls, and
the sailormen very often preferred these Indian types to their own
kind, the former being far more seductive and mysterious, and the
watching of the belly-dancing before going to the divan was, to the
sailor, a kind of aphrodisiac not found in Western bordels. Close to
the Dookaria Baghan in New Market Street was a brothel run by
Black Harry and Pringee Katherine, who employed Maghis for the
benefit of sailors. According to J. H. Williams it was also a sailors'
boarding-house.
Crimps thrived at various times in Calcutta, but it was never a
regular home of the Shanghai game, and, although occasionally
brothels, the boarding-houses were usually of the ordinary lodginghouse kind. Williams, however, declares the crimps, at one time, did
become powerful enough to take over the Sailors' Home here; he
reckoned that all the officials were mixed up in the game. With the
aid of Father Hopkins of the Priory, a sailor padre of the i88os to
1890s, known all over the Seven Seas, Williams fought them and the
hypocritical sky-pilot system, until they were all kicked out, and a
complete overhaul of the management of the Sailors' Home instituted. Father Hopkins, it is said, while playing the organ in Calcutta
Cathedral, overheard the conversation of two homesick British brassbounders. Their rather woeful tête-a-tête made him decide to work
for the welfare of seamen thenceforward. He would go aboard the
Y
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ships in port and invite apprentices and seamen ashore to tea-parties
given by European ladies resident in Calcutta.
This giving of tea-parties to seamen was a relic from the days of the
Mutiny. It is said to have been started shortly after those troubled
times in order to pay back, in some small way, the aid sailors gave
Europeans ashore at the time of the Mutiny. Hopkins had been a
master mariner, but, after taking holy orders, he founded the Anglican Benedictine Order. He then wandered around Britain, with a
donkey carrying his gear, soliciting alms for his order. He built Alton
Abbey, where seamen on the road from London to Southampton
could get a lodging, and founded hostels for seamen in Barry and
Rangoon.
Apprentices naturally had great fun in Calcutta. It is recorded in
the magazine Seafarer^ that a mischievous bunch of them went up to
the Missions to Seamen and, just as service was in progress, loosed a
mob of monkeys. A somewhat similar incident once occurred in San
Francisco, when the bored mate of a windbag loosed the ship's pigs
among the congregation while a service was being held aboard her.
One of the greatest forms of amusement indulged in by drunken
sailors and hilarious brass-bounders when ashore in Calcutta was that
of taking charge of the native gharris. To the dismay of the gharriwallahs, they would drive like fury through the streets of the city,
yelling madly at the tops of their voices and scattering native pedestrians like chaff before the wind.
Just before the First World War Calcutta's Fiddler's Green came
to a close. The steamship invading the port, the dying out of the
boarding-house system, and the rising cost of living—in the old days
a sailor could live ashore for a few annas a day—all helping to bring
about its downfall.
Bombay from the days of the East Indiamen had dockyards and
other nautical institutions ashore, and many men deserted here, but
its sailor quarter was never a large one. It was mainly centred around
a famous brothel thoroughfare—Grant Road and its adjacent streets,
near to where the big Ferris Wheel stood. The area was known to
sailormen as 'the Cages', from the fact that the harlots all sat behind
barred windows, looking as though they were zoo animals in cages,
somewhat after the fashion of the Japanese kuruwa quarters. Gangs
of rovin' sailors would roll down this street, the harlots thrusting their
arms through the bars and whipping the hats from the sailors' heads
as they passed by in the hope that the losers would enter the brothel
to retrieve their head-gear, giving the harlots a chance to display
their charms and thereby 'seduce' the Johns. The cheapest girls were
lodged on the ground floor, and access to them was gained through
a sort of barred 'horse-box'. It is said that the 'bars' of these cages
were an institution of the First World War, to prevent the fighting
• Vol. I, no. 2, June 1963.
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which often went on among seamen and others over the girls, the
bars making the clientele queue outside, only allowing one customer
at a time to enter. This may be true, but other sources say that the
idea is a much older one stemming from the Japanese Yoshiwara.
The girls were of all nationalities, Indian, Turk, Armenian, Arab,
Baghdadi, Jewesses, Russians, Waldavians, Chinese, Parsees, Japs,
Negroes, Brazilian mulattoes, Anglo-Indian, as well as French and
other European women. Opium and hashish could be bought in the
area quite openly. Prices varied, but in the 1890s the lowest type of
harlot could be obtained for four annas.
This area, I believe, is still a brothel quarter, and is government
licensed. Another rather more expensive red-light district used to be
that of Chupatti, a fashionable sea-front quarter.
Seamen in the days of sail sometimes deserted in Colombo. There
used to be a famous Buddhist temple in which sailors were invited to
shave their heads and take the yellow robe for a while, and strangely
enough, many did. A similar offer was once made to the writer and
his two shipmates, when on the beach in Port of Spain, Trinidad, by
the friars of a Benedictine monastery there.
Africa is a continent which with the exception of Cape Town did
not have a big range of ports to offer the sailing ship. Algoa and Delgoa Bays were much visited by windbags, but the ships lay well out
from the shore and seamen rarely, if ever, landed. The former was
known as the 'Graveyard of the Sailing Ship'. In 1902, according to
Lubbock, seventeen sailing ships were blown ashore here in a sou'east gale. Diego Suarez, at the northern tip of Madagascar, according to Bone, geared itself to entertain seamen whenever a ship made
port, and every little estaminet was turned into a sailor pub for the
duration of the ship's stay, with good French champagne at only
half a crown a bottle. Sailing ships often called here with patent fuel
for the steamers of the Messageries Mari times Company.
According to J . Ross Browne, who left a hell-ship whaler there in
the 1840s, Zanzibar was a tough place for seamen ashore on the
beach. He declared that shipwrecked sailors and deserters were ignored by the consuls there, and the authorities would throw them into
a filthy old Portuguese fort especially used as a prison for seamen.
Cape Town was probably the only port in the whole African continent where there was any sort of sailor set-up ashore. In the fifties
and sixties the sperm-whale fleets made Cape Town one of their
main bases and fitting-out ports. In the days of the Boer War nearly
every port in Europe and North America had sailing ships loading
for Cape Town. It is possible that the largest fleet of sailing vessels
ever to gather together in one anchorage at a single time was that in
Cape Town harbour during the early days of this War. Desertions
were common, and in particular Dutch seamen went ashore in droves
to join the Boer Army.
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Crimps ashore were working overtime to fill the depleted ships
with crews. Prior to this, during the i86os, crimps had done a little
business in Cape Town. When the Alabama, the famous Confederate
blockade-runner, came into port here fourteen of her men deserted.
A crimp found eleven tough beachcombers to replace them, but the
British authorities wouldn't allow them to sign on, so her master paid
the crimp 'fares' for the 'passengers' and so evaded the law. In 1900
there was a case of a boarding-house master shanghaiing a Cape
Mountie, whose 'desertion' cost him the loss of his job and pension.
Around the waterfront area there were the usual sailor drinking
dens and brothels, and Cape 'sand-rats', as the coloured streetwalkers were named, accommodated seamen in other ways. Seamen
hard up would drink the local firewater, called Cape Smoke, with
disastrous results. In those days, when the colour bar wasn't so intense, many of them dropped into the native quarter or District Six
as it was called, and, in the sailor fashion, fraternized with the Kaffirs
and Malays.
Durban, of course, was a growing port, and had long been a harbour for whalers, but beyond the dock gates, and the pub called the
Anchor Bar, no Sailortown as such existed.
Walfisch Bay, before the late 1870s, was a try-out base for Yankee
whalemen, but apart from this type of ship, nothing much called
here with the exception of coasters. In the West Coast ports, many of
them 'surf-ports', sailors rarely got ashore, and if they did they usually frequented the Negro drinking shacks. In the Moslem ports of
North Africa no special sailor quarters existed, sailors drinking their
wine in the French cafés, or something stronger in Arab dives, and
of course there were brothel areas in the Casbahs, in abundance.
With the opening of the Suez Canal in 1869-70 Port Said became
a new port for sailors, but mainly for the men from the new-fangled
steamers that began to use the 'Ditch'.
This brings us to the end of the Sailortowns of the world as they
were up to the time of the First World War. Slowly with the advance
of steam and its new-style sailor, with the building of new-type warehouses, docks, and basins, with the dying of sail and the petering out
of the crimp and boarding-house system, and the advent of Sailors'
Unions, with the growth of International Bureaux dealing with the
white slave traffic, and the spread of Christian-backed Seamen's
Missions, Homes, Churches, Savings Banks, Societies, and Libraries,
with the tautening of world police systems, and with the general improvement in the lot of the seaman collateral with the social advancement of the landlubber, the old-time Sailortown could not
exist, and soon it was as dead as the dodo.
And with the growth of steam came the so-called intermediate
ports.
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^ g
N the sailing-ship days there existed many ports of call
m\m half-way across the oceans of the world; places such as
\/ m Brava in the Azores, where the South Sea whalers would
A
m call on their outward passages. Here fresh fruit, bananas
^^^_^
mainly, and potatoes, onions, and cheap Portuguese wine
could be obtained from the bumboat men who would flock around
a ship as soon as she dropped her anchor. Yankee tobacco would be
at times smuggled ashore. Many whalemen deserted here, the
whalers taking Brava boys in their stead. At Fayal similar incidents
would occur, but here the men were often permitted to go ashore,
and in the vino shops constantly got into fights with the Portuguese
islanders.
Pitcairn Island was another isolated spot at which spouters and
merchant ships occasionally called. Here, too, fruit and fresh vegetables could be obtained from the islanders, but no one was ever
allowed ashore. At Jamestown, St. Helena, bumboats loaded with
Negro and part-white men and women would surround the visiting
ships, and lace and trinkets, as well as fresh fruit and vegetables,
would be exchanged for coin and clothing. The Falkland Islands were
very often a port of call, particularly in the case of ships in distress
or having been dismasted off Cape Horn.
And as well as these ports of call in the middle of the oceans of the
world, there were the harbours where sailing ships called in order
to be given their ports of discharge or loading—these being called
Order Ports. The two most important in the Northern Hemisphere
were Falmouth and Queenstown.
In the eighties and nineties of the last century the Carrick Roads,
Falmouth, and the Queenstown achorage would be filled to overflowing with fleets of windbags awaiting orders. In Falmouth the
bumboat men would surround the ships, offering fresh viands and
Yankee tobacco, plugs such as Buckskin and Lucky Hit, to the crews
who very often had been on iron rations and without a smoke for the
last month or so of a homeward passage. Tailors, too, would meet the
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sailing ships, offering shore-going gear at exorbitant prices which
if bought by the seamen would be paid for by the captains and later
deducted from the sailors' pay-offs. Booze as well would be passed
aboard when the afterguard wasn't looking. In fact, these tailors and
bumboat men brought to the sea-wearied sailormen a foretaste of
what was coming when they finally reached their port of discharge
and pay-day.
In Queenstown the bumboats had an even more varied selection
of goods to offer the sailorman. If they were allowed aboard they
would spread their wares on the hatch in the manner of their Oriental counterparts in China and Japan. Their displays would consist of
bowler-hats, flying-jib coats, gaff-tops'1 hats, caps, nautical-looking
blue serge suits, shirts, socks, gloves, shoes, and other shore-going
gear. Also they would offer fags, tobacco—in plugs or shag—cigars,
sweets, hair-oil, and scented soap, and their stock of curios were almost on the scale of those East o' Suez. Twisted and carved walkingsticks, Irish rosaries especially blessed at some local convent, bog-oak
curios, Irish linen-ware. Bibles, prayer-books, and holy statuettes
were all part of a rascally bumboat man's stock. Grub and booze,
however, were items the sailormen desired mostly and each tailor
and boatman always had a plentiful supply of both.
One of the best-known tailors in Queenstown was a certain Mr.
Robinson, who, in his small schooner, would meet all the incoming
homeward-bounders. He was the voluntary nautical advisor to
ships' captains. His stock was immense—a regular floating Woolworth's. Customers had to sign their names in the ship's slop-chest
book, and Robinson would be paid by the captain there and then,
or else he would be given an order on the owners of the ship. He always wanted the apprentices and afterguard—if they were young and
single—to go ashore to his house: 'Come up an' mate me dochters!'
he would say, having eleven of them, all of marriageable age. On the
fancy pasteboard cards which he would hand out to the crew he
called himself: 'The Queenstown Tailor, Outfitter and Sailors'
Friend.' A description of tailors' boats alongside ships in Queenstown
in the seventies is given in Sea Breezes. Each tailor's name, it says, was
taken in turn by the master, the latter deciding which one gave the
best commission, and that one he allowed to measure his men for
their 'long togs' or shore-going suits.
If the ships had long to wait some of the apprentices and one watch
would be allowed ashore at a time. The cry that was raised out in
Newcastle, N.S.W., by the girls when chafFmg the boys: 'Light the
binnacle!' was then to be heard ashore here in Queenstown also. If
an apprentice was spotted jauntily walking ashore with an Irish
colleen on each arm the description used would be 'Stuns'ls on both
yardarms'.
When the men got ashore here they would head for a rather squa320
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lid part of the port known as the Holy Ground where there were
many taverns and the fishermen and waterfront workers of Gobh
had their being. Some say that, as well as this curious name being
that of the district, in days gone by it was also the nickname of the
brothel quarter of Qiieenstown.
An' we'll drink strong ale an' porter,
An' we'll make them rafters roar,
Let's drink a toast to the Holy Ghost
An' the Holy Ground once more.
Fine gals y are !

With the advent of the steamer and the necessity for coaling
stations many new intermediate ports, as well as old ones geared
anew, came into the picture, places such as Las Palmas, Teneriffe,
St. Vincent (Cape Verdes), Aden, Colombo, St. Helena, Ascension
Island, St. Lucia, Suva (Fiji), and so on, in addition to the canal
ports of Port Said, Suez, Colon, and Panama.
In the first set of harbours the ships would anchor and coaling
lighters come alongside them, and they were all well furnished with
bumboats. Each of these places had its own type of native curio
brought out by the bumboat men—cane chairs and tables in Las
Palmas and Teneriffe, as well as caged canaries and Spanish shawls;
seedwork in St. Vincent; Arab leather-work in Aden; ebony elephants
in Colombo; lacework, shawls and photographs of Napoleon's grave
in St. Helena; native-made trinkets in Ascension; mango preserves,
stuffed globe fish and guava jelly in St. Lucia; and grass-skirts and
tapa-c\o\h in Fiji. In no time, however, the Japanese curio business
companies swamped the world intermediate and canal ports with
'Made in Japan' items. Then it became the routine for the bumboat
men to trot out Japanese ceramics, including tea-sets, coffee-sets and
vases, postcard and snapshot albums with Mount Fuji on the batters,
kimonos, and silk pyjamas, and even Oriental Buddhas and
Bhoddisatvas, instead of their own 'local grown' stuff.
In the canal ports, in addition to being able to buy from the bumboat men, it was usually possible for seamen to drop ashore for an
hour or two. In Port Said all the shops soon became geared to fleece
the sailor as well as the passenger. There were, and still are, lots of
cafés, with outdoor service as in France and Spain, selling beer—
mostly German lager—various wines and lousy so-called Scotch
whisky. Although steamboat men are not as sex-starved as was the
old windbag sailor, they, in the manner of their predecessors, like to
go 'round the Rags' when their ship makes port.
In Port Said the brothel area was a collectionof ramshackle wooden
buildings, each surmounted by bales of hay—on which the native
black sheep were fed—in the sandy and fly-ridden so-called Arab
Town. Here buxom Arab whores, tattooed on the arms and legs and
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dressed in a single shift, would be standing framed in the doorways
of their wooden shacks. Crude paintings of Isis and Osiris flanked the
entrances, with, maybe, flowers, steamships, or a train painting, very
childish in execution, over the lintels. Most of these women dyed their
hair red with henna, and all were bold, unlike their shy, burnoused
and yashmak'd sisters in the main part of the town. If the strolling
sailor took no notice of their beckoning they would then declare in
broken English that if he entered their bordel, they would put on a
special exhibition for him, 'Wid de donkey, Johnny!' Persistent touts
in ragged 'nightshirts' would hang on one's heels offering Spanish
Fly, French postcards and phoney 'precious' stones for sale. SEX, in
big capitals, was the port's main commodity!
In 1914 the Panama Canal was opened. Here also, if a ship was to
remain any length of time awaiting coal, the deck-hands would be
allowed ashore; the firemen, usually, were too busily engaged elsewhere. The great Sailor Street in Panama City was that known as the
Coconut Grove, and here many a sailorman lost his money, or else
received a dose. The girls were mainly Venezuelans, from the West
Indies or Mexico, and all being good Catholics had crucifixes above,
and everlasting lights beside, their beds. The writer once had the
misfortune to try to light his pipe from one of these everlasting lights,
the dottle from the upturned pipe quenching the light, with the immediate Latin rage of its owner falling around his ears. He and his
shipmates beat a hasty retreat down Coconut Grove with the puta
and her 'frail' sisters hard on their heels like all the bitches of Hell.
With the coming of the steamship hundreds of new ports lay at the
sailorman's feet, and many of the old ones took on a new look. The
old-time Sailortown no longer existed, but pubs and sailor drinking
dens and brothels for the mariners' delight were still to be found in
plenty, possibly in greater numbers even than in the days prior to the
First World War. To these were added the new cabarets and dancehalls with their flash orchestras, loud-speakers, blue picture shows,
and the hostess system.
More Mediterranean ports were visited by deep-water steamers,
the Panama and Suez Canals opened fresh harbours for British and
other ships, and the seaports of the Far East took on a more Western
face to suit the modern, not-so-tarry sailor from the steamers. Unlike
the old-timer, who always partook of the poison of the port, the
steamer man, not being such a 'child of the world', usually demanded
beer—English brands not German lager—wherever he went. The
god Priapus was still worshipped by the mariner but in a more 'civilized' or perhaps we should say 'less barbaric', fashion.
In this chapter the writer does not intend to revisit all the ports of
the world in order to show how modern 'Sailortown' accommodated
itself to the steamboat man in the years between the wars. He will,
however, endeavour to show briefly in a selection of the main ports,
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just enough to give the reader an overall picture of sailor life ashore
from the late twenties of this century up to the Second World War.
Perhaps a good way to carry this out will be to take a fanciful steamer
voyage from England out to Spain, on to Egypt, through the Suez
Canal to Colombo, then on to Singapore, up the China Coast, over
to Japan, across the Pacific and home.
And I'd sell my soul for the buckin', beam roll.
Of a black, Bilbao tramp
wrote Kipling, and Bilbao was, with the coming of steam, a proper
sailor port. Tramp steamers and colliers of many nations called here,
as well as regular company ships, and ashore there were many attractions for the sailor. As well as the vino houses and cafés—before
the days of Franco—bawdy houses were plentiful. But it was the fandango-houses of Bilbao which attracted seamen. Here, under soft
lights, to the insidious beat of a flamenco, Spanish dancing-girls
would click their castanetas and stamp their high heels before a varied
audience of dockers, colliers, sailors, and others as they drank their
vino raja, Malaga or German lager.
Santander, too, and Seville to the south had fandango-houses, but
Barcelona was the most interesting Spanish port for Jack Ashore.
Here he could drink beer and vino, or eat sparrows on sticks, or
chunks of octopus, in one of the dives of the Puerto Santa Madrona,
close to the statue of Colombus, dance in the Gambrinus, visit one
of the brothels of La Sevillana or Madame Petite's, or, on a Sunday,
go to a bull-fight in the Plaza de Toros, accompanied by his chosen
puta. In the two brothels mentioned the girls, who were dressed, or
rather undressed in silk stockings, high-heel shoes, fancy garters and
name embroidered sashes only, would, in the manner of those of the
old Barbary Coast, on the shout of the Madame, all trip into the
salon in single file, for the selection by the customers.
Sailors, usually in gangs and not necessarily because they were so
sexually incHned, at times visited the International or 'Boy Rag',
where boys, and very often blue-chinned men, were dressed in
women's clothes and shoes, painted and powdered and scented like
any female. Sailors would sometimes take their 'girl-friends' to this
joint, because the harlots liked to watch these maricones dancing and
exhibiting. At midnight a floor-show was put on in which some numbers were of girls dancing the fandango or Jota, while others were
these sexless types performing similar dances. The real harlots in the
audience would take bets as to whether they were looking at a girl
or a man dancing, and even they, the experts, at times lost their bets;
these maricones being so perfect in their female impersonations that
they would fool even those who were their 'sisters in vice'.
In the thirties there was a mass round-up by the police of these
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homosexuals. They were marched down to the waterfront in their
hundreds, their gay waving to the sailors of the ships alongside and
their general merriment not in keeping with their predicament,
since they were being loaded aboard a Spanish prison-ship, under
guard, bound out for the Spanish penal settlement of Fernando Po,
on the West African coast. After this those who had escaped the
police net still appeared in the sleazy bars of the waterfront. They
didn't dress in women's clothes, having to be satisfied with women's
underwear, high-heeled shoes, powder, paint, and beauty spots, and
their actions weren't so blatant. Around the waterfront area were
several small shops called Higiene, which sold 'condones' and other
prophylactics. But what used to amuse seamen was the vigorous
testing of such rubber goods by stretching them on a large wooden
'fid' stuck upright on the counter in each of these shops.
Many ships brought cargoes of bacalhao or salt fish to this port, and
it was the usual practice for sailors, with broached cargo stuck up
their jerseys, to wangle their way passed the vigi or ship's watchman,
head straight for the Gambrinus and slapping the salt fish on the
back counter, demand drinks for the evening—and get 'em. Carbolic
soap, too, and delanteles or rubber aprons were good bartering items
in seamen's pubs and brothels before the Second World War, There
used to be a Jew in Liverpool who would come down to the docks
with such goods, selling them cheaply to sailors in the Spanish trade.
Valencia was a port in which Scandinavian sailor-beachcombers
were plentiful. Mainly on account of them being able to sign off,
with consular permission, anywhere in the world, Swedish and Norwegian sailors, even in modern times, were to be found on the beach
in most ports. In Valencia they hung around a barrel-house called
Mare Nostrum, and they also obtained real firewater vino for free
from the great vats standing in the Docks' Station yard. They would
tap the barrels by inserting a pipe and drink until full. Such beachies
seemed to be in a state of inebriation all the time. The Bata-Clan
was a joint rather popular with merchant seamen; it was away from
the Grao or Waterfront, uptown in Valencia proper.
The pubs and brothels of Marseilles, down in the Vieux Port, were
not very different from those of the sailing-ship days, except they
were less full of clientele. A new vice, however, had established itself
by the twenties—the 'Blue Picture Show', of which there were several
in Marseilles, all of them well patronized.
The Eastern Mediterranean, although in modern times somewhat
off the beaten track of deep-water ships, nevertheless had its famous
red-light district of Piraeus, in Greece. However, if we are to believe
Athenaeus and other classical writers, this quarter was but a shadow
of that of Corinth which, in ancient times, boasted of the greatest
area of seaport brothels [porneia) in the known world.
A 'new' port was Alexandria or 'Alicks' as sailors called it, with
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its infamous Sister Street or Rue des Soeurs. Prostitutes of all nationalities—Greeks, Germans, Armenians, Egyptians, French—were to
be found in its brothels. They all specialized in the lowest forms of
vice possible, the bestiality savouring much of the Boar's Head and
Grizzly Bear of old Sydney Town, Frisco.
Naturally, venereal disease germinated in these stews, and it is
recorded that, in the First World War, on account of some young
Australian soldiers getting doses down Sister Street their 'cobbers'
entered all the brothels, threw the furniture in the street, piled it up,
set fire to it, and, but for the intervention of British troops answering
an alarm call, would have burnt the harlots, sati-[ashion, on top of
the pyres.
Travelling farther East we come to Colombo. Here, around the
Pettah or market area, were mainly beer-houses and jewellers who
specialized in selling rubies, emeralds, and such like, or in the transforming of them into necklaces, bracelets, and ear-rings for the benefit of seamen. 'Eet weel make a nice-a gift for you sweetheart, sahib',
they would softly croon into one's ear, and then produce a bottle of
beer to help one make up one's mind. Years ago in Hill Street there
were many brothels occupied by Sinhalese girls which seamen liked
to visit, but in the thirties, I think, they were closed by the police.
In Singapore, with the passing of the sailing-ship days, soldiers
rather than seamen became more familiar with the 'ropey' side of its
night-life. Since it was a more expensive place than other Eastern
ports 'higher up the coast', many seamen didn't bother to go ashore.
Those who did would visit Boustcad's Seamen's Institute for a quiet
drink of beer, followed, maybe, by a visit to such a dance-hall as
Maxim's, or even to the New World or Great World. These latter
were amusement parks where they could dance with Chinese and
Eurasian hostesses. Of course, even today, there are plenty of Chinese
and Malay prostitutes to be found in Singapore, but the great days
of Malay Street are dead and gone.
Not far from Singapore lies Penang, a port known to Eastern
traders since the days of the tea clipper. In modern times sailors
ashore would visit the Fun and Frolic, a rather popular amusement
park, after the style of the New World in Singapore. Here were Chinese theatres, bars, gambling and dance-halls, with Eurasian and
Chinese hostesses, and Malay 'ronggeng' sections—where a member
of the crowd would endeavour to out-dance a Malay girl, usually a
liopeless task. Prostitutes frequented these Malayan amusement parks
in large numbers, but in Penang also there was a regular quarter in
Campbell Street containing several Chinese bordels. One sailorfrequented pub was called the Can-do, and others were the Prince
of Wales Bar, the Hong Kong Bar, and the Penang Bar.
Hong Kong always was, and still is, more of a naval than a merchant seamen port, while Kowloon was, and probably still is overrun
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by soldiers. But merchant seamen do have, as in the past, their
special drinking places. Not far from the Praya, with its China Companies, shipping companies, rope-shops and chandlers, and its
'women's navy', squatting under their large blue cotton-fringed
straw hats, repairing the tattered sails of their sampans and junks on
the quayside, was an area of pubs and bordels well known to Merchant Jack. The Black Dog, the Wellington, the Hong Kong, the
Yoshino, and the Kobe Bar, these last two having Japanese girls in
attendance, were to be found here, as well as the Lockhart Road
Shui kwai or 'water turtles', as the local Chinese called the prostitutes. This latter name, of course, stems from the time when all
prostitutes were water-borne, those known to the old-time sailor as
the 'boat' or 'ship' girls.
Venereal disease was ripe among these girls, and as many of the
lower classes of Hong Kong were illiterate, Chinese apothecaries
would display in their windows pickled sex organs showing the
ravages of V.D., a somewhat direct warning to the girls and their
customers of their awful futures if they didn't take heed. However,
judging from the number of seamen that 'clicked' here, such warnings were rather futile. Most Judges in H.K. are still referred to as
'Marys', and many of these 'Marys' would invade merchant ships
calling here. Other 'Marys' were not Madames but 'sew-sews', girls
supposedly engaged in the darning of sailor sox and the sewing of his
clothes, but most of them augmenting their needle-work 'salaries'
with side-line prostitution. Touts were as numerous as the little
orphan kids who hung on to a sailor's coat-tails informing him
in 'pidgin' that they were little bastards needing 'cumshaw', who
knew where a nice obliging girl was to be found. If one was not
interested in the common-or-garden prostitute, both types would
offer you their 'big sister', and, if she did not fill the bill, they would
suggest in hushed tones, 'Mebbe you wanchee school-girl, sir?'
Besides the brothels of the waterfront district just mentioned, and
the whore-houses of Wanchai, over in Kowloon, in Reclamation
Road, were to found more prostitute dwellings. These were nearly
all tenement houses, filled to the scuppers with rickshaw-pullers, professional beggars, sew-sew girls, and, of course, prostitutes. The sewscw girls and young prostitutes, often one and the same thing, hung
around every ship making fast in Kowloon, dodging the Sikh watchman with ease, although at times he would chase them with his lathi
or bamboo stick. The sew-sews had a song which ran:
A.B.C.D. Tai toi luk chi,
Lai-yan u doh, choi pi, pi!
which roughly translated means: 'The Sikh policeman is no good
at catching people; all he can do is blow his whistle.' The girls who,
in previous years, climbed up the sides of ships at anchor, and known
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to the oldtime sailortown as the 'Midnight Fairies', were still around,
but now, since their fee had gone up, they were called the 'Dollar
Princesses'. Many of these young prostitutes, often no older than
twelve, were victims of the Chinese mui-tsai traffic, in which children
were sold into prostitution by poverty-stricken parents. The hawks
who controlled these girls would go right up country to the faminestricken areas to buy such children, although in recent years, with
the influx of refugees into Hong Kong, their journeys must be unnecessary. Those that didn't become 'Dollar Princesses' were sold to
sing-song houses, particularly those of the Shanghai Kai, in Yaumati, where they were taught to play the moon-fiddlc and hu-jing or
two-string fiddle, as well as how to be accommodating to men.
The steamboat man, however, unlike the China Bird, in more
recent years did not consort with these 'native tarts'—as a modern
'deckie' would call them—but went in for the more glamorous
cheong-sam clad cabaret-type prostitute. But even with such girls old
customs die hard, and, although clad in the most fashionable cheongsams, with high heels and fashionable Western-style hair-dos, these
girls were dangerous, for when diseased they still believed in the old
custom of 'selling leprosy'. This was the custom—akin to that once
believed in by peasants in Western rural districts of freeing themselves
from pox by raping a virgin—of allowing the man to have sexual
intercourse for free, in the belief that such a gift would free the
diseased girl of the malady, whether V.D. or leprosy.
Before the Second World War the port of Shanghai was, with the
exception of those of Japan, the favourite Far Eastern one with seamen, partly because it was cheap, but mainly on account of its variety
of shore amusements. Even in his lunch hour the sailor could run
ashore and have a quick one in Smokey Mike's. On both sides of the
river, at the wharves, lay ships of all nations, while others would be
moored in the stream. The seamen from these latter would be ferried
ashore by sampans over to such landings as Lay Road (Lai Lo),
Wetmore Road, and Wha-shing Road, from where in turn they
would reach the famous Broadway, a street unknown in the old days.
Here, along Broadway, were literally hundreds of curio-shops selling
all kinds of Chinese redwood Buddhas, Cantonese blackwood furniture, ivory balls carved one inside the other in filigree patterns,
mandarin coats, pewter ware, and items made of soapstone, terracotta, and marble.
The Sailors' Home and Seamen's Mission were both in this neighbourhood, and it was also the hang-out of many white sailors on the
beach. Russians, Scandinavians, and Germans were in the majority;
one of the reasons I suppose why sailors had a saying: 'British soap
Swedish matches, French whores, and German beachcombers'—or
variations on this theme.
The whole thoroughfare, too, was one mass of sailor bars—the
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Dollar Bar, the Neptune Bar, the Bar Marseilles, tlie Dollar Café,
the Lido, the Berlin, the New York, and Jimmy's. In the lanes off
Broadway there were dozens of brothels with French, Russian, and
Chinese girls, some sitting invitingly on their doorsteps, others having
to be knocked up. Some of these more secluded dives would advertise in the local papers: Good house girl wants someone to share room.
Lane 35; No. K 32, Hanbury Road.
And back in from here lay the Japanese area of Chapei, where one
could have a Japanese evening, in places like Miss Shanghai Ginza,
with sake, kimonos, tatami, chopsticks, sukiyaki, and samisen music,
at a price cheaper even than a similar evening in Japan would cost.
It was the cosmopolitan atmosphere of Shanghai, I feel, that attracted the seaman. After an evening in the Japanese quarter of Chapei,
the next night could be spent among the cabarets and hostesses of
the French Concession, in places like the French Bar, the Fantasia
Cabaret, the Frisco Café, and Cabaret—with Russian girls—or the
Baby Café. In from the Quai d' France or French Bund there were
dozens of French-speaking dives, while along the infamous Blood
Alley there was an atmosphere of a Yankee Sailortown.
Blood Alley, in behind the Bund, has had a fair history of infamy,
and between the two world wars was still a tough locality. Here stood
the Charleston Cabaret, the Royal Bar, and the notorious Shamrock
Bar. This latter was run by an ex-Yankee Navy Boxer, who was
married to a French woman. Around the walls were displayed gruesome photographs of the lynching of a baby-killer called Holmes and
his accomplice. The Number One chucker-out, who would have
been a 'runner' in the old days, was Bob, another ex-bruiser. Behind
the bar the owner had a blackboard where he 'chalked the score',
of a hard-up sailor customer something else reminiscent of windbag
days. If the sailor owed money for too long, then he had to fight the
owner, always, I should say, coming off second-best. It was a joint
well known to the men of the American Far Eastern Fleet.
Around this area, too, were the cabarets-cum-bars known as
Munn's Bar, Sally's Bar and the Hot Spot. Up town a little, between
the Avenue Joffre and the Avenue King Edward VII, the so-called
departmentally controlled Chinese brothels were to be found. These
were two-storied, courtyard houses, all possessing heavily carved
blackwood furniture, including awning bedsteads, without bedclothes, straw sleeping mats only being spread across them. A card
with the name of the girl's doctor, her number of inspections, and a
V.D. warning in several languages hung in each entrance hall. The
dress of the inmates was all the same—black, oiled-silk cheong sams.
To Western eyes they all lacked glamour, but, nevertheless, they
often got sailor customers.
The White Russians were to be found up the Bubbling Well Road,
but the most notorious thoroughfare probably in Shanghai between
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the wars was Range Road, or as the (.Chinese and Japanese called it
'Ran-Gee Road'. Here were establishments called 'massage parlours',
but, in actual fact, they were nothing more than halls of vice in all
its lowest forms. Japanese girls were the masseurs, well-trained in all
tlic seductive arts.
The oldest form of prostitute in China, however, still held her own
in this cosmopolitan city of Shanghai, and in Foochow Road the
sing-song houses were just as packed in modern times as they were in
sailing-ship days, but not, let me add, with sailormen.
North of Shanghai lies Chinwangtao, a port which had grown in
strength since the First World War. During the early Sino-Japanesc
trouble of the thirties Yankee naval vessels often called here, not to
mention numerous merchant ships, since it was a busy coal port. The
wharf side of the railway lines had several small beer bars within
bounds to the 'Gobs', but beyond the lines was tabu ground to the
Yankee Navy. However, many tough nuts did cross the railway, and
of course, the area was not forbidden to merchant seamen. It was a
piece of China Proper and not at all like Shanghai or Hong Kong.
Here were real sing-song houses in the traditional and ancient style;
places like the Ban Fu, the Chuan Fu, the Ten Loa and the Bau Soon
Bon.
The district where the local Magdalenes hung out was called the
Hsi Hou Cheh. It consisted of several houses, all windowless on the
street side with great inner patios faced by the only windows, and
doors with stone spirit screens almost filling the apertures. The girls
inside were dressed in a much more interesting rig than the black
cheong sams of Shanghai. Here they wore the old-time, pale blue
chcong sam, traditionally embroidered with flowers, and edged with
scarlet piping. Neither were they bare-legged like their Shanghai
sisters, but wore long black, or deep blue, silk trousers beneath the
cheong sams. Rickshaw-boys were their runners, and these would
bring down to the ships in harbour the cards of these houses, printed
in both English and Chinese characters.
Dairen, in Manchuria, was another 'new' port, its prosperity
coming with the steamship and the need for coal, along with the new
world-wide desire for the soya-bean.
Dairen is truly a modern port with great concrete piers, coal conveyors, long wide boulevards, and a mixture of Russian and Japanese masonry. Between the wars the bars were mainly Japanese although some Russian ones did exist; and here was to be noticed a
freedom among the women not to be found in Japan itself. It was the
first place in the Japanese Empire to have street-walkers—aruki-onna
—a type of prostitute not yet known in Japan, outside Tokyo, even
today.' These Japanese bars were, in the main, small, strip-lighted
places, having snug settle-type scats with lots of imitation cherry
' In Tokyo, since the war, these girls are known as pan-pan garu.
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blossom and lucky charms suspended from their ceilings. They all
possessed Lilliputian bar-counters from behind which the 'waitresses'
would emerge. The average number of girls in these places was from
five to six or seven, all demurely rigged in flowery kimono, obi, tabi
and zori, or sandals, with the occasional girl dressed in shoulder-bare
evening dress and high-heeled shoes. Although each one was a hardened prostitute, in their nightdress-like kimonos, with their gentle
ways, the simple games they liked to play—such as Jonkenpan, or
scissors-cut-paper, paper-wrap-stone, and so on—and their interest
in folding and twisting paper into dainty shapes {Origami), they gave
the impression that they were little children, happy with the simple
things of life, and absolutely far removed, in looks and ways, from
Western, or even other Oriental prostitutes as day is from night.
The bars, of which there existed a bewildering number, had English or native names such as the Tsukuji Bar, the Café Europe, the
Merry Cabaret, the Hanayome Baru, the Japan Baru and the Sapporo. Each of these dives had their own match-box designs, some of
them extremely artistic. After a 'binge' ashore, the following morning, sailors would pull such match-boxes from out of their pockets,
look at the names on them and establish where they had been the
night before!
There was a proper kuruwa district here also, called Osakamachi,
some of its brothels with girls in the traditional cages, others, more
modern in style, having a parade of the girls. Some houses preferred
to use photographs of the girls displayed in albums from which the
customer would make his selection. By this time, incidentally, the
cage system or hari-mise was extinct in Japan itself, being found only
in Japanese colonies such as here and in Tsingtao.
Tsingtao, in China, having been taken over by the Japanese after
the First World War, was in these days very Japanese in character,
although the imprint of its previous owner, Germany—with a dash
of Russia, and a bottom layer of China—was also present. In the
early thirties it was quite a busy port and consequently had many
drinking dives for seamen. The first one, outside the dock gates, was
the Port Lunch. Up the Kuan Hsieh and Liao Cheng Roads stood
many more, with the brothels in Lin Hsing Road. Here we give some
of the better known of these joints: Café Ginza, the Korean Bar,
Sapporo Cabaret, Café Modern, the Yen, the Metropole, Midnight
Cabaret, Slick's Bar, Jimmy's Bar, Bright Eyes, Kismet, the St.
France, the Kiharu Baru, and the New Bluejacket Bar.
In the Lin Hsing Road were to be seen the 'cages' with the Japanese jorö gazing outwards while they knitted, embroidered, or chatted
to each other. Korean kisangs or Geisha, all of whom, unlike the Japanese Geisha, were harlots, were also to be found in houses in this
street. Just after the last war the port became loo per cent Yank,
many sailors from the American naval ships living ashore here, keep332
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ing 'concubines' and having a right good time, with the Shore Patrols
dashing around nightly to keep the peace.
But of all places in the Far East the one European and Yankee
seamen favoured the most, between the wars, was Yokohama. Ships
would lay in the Outer or Inner Harbour, or else alongside the Sambashi. Wherever one lay it was easy to get ashore for a run around
since sampans and motor launches ferried the harbour continuously.
Just outside the piers stood the Bar Baron, the 'first and last' sailor
pub. Yamashita Chö, commonly known as Chinatown, is a district
quite near the piers. Here, before the last war, were situated many
drink and dance halls, such as the Pacific, Atlantic, Kinko, and
Metropolitan dance-halls, and the Cherry Bar, the Frisco, the Oriental, the Corner House, the California, the Globe, Mimi, the Japan,
U.S. Café, El Grotto, Rumba Bar, Dupindore, the Cosy, and the
Nikko Bar, just to mention a few of the numerous drinking dives. All
were sailor 'homes from home'.
Some of the bars were owned by white women, the Bar World and
the London Bar being two such. The owner of the latter was a Miss
Winnie, once married to a Japanese, whom she later divorced, later
marrying an English marine engineer. Her bar was well known to
thousands of seamen in the Japan trade. Up Suyehiro-Ch5, known
to seamen as Back Theatre Street, were hundreds of small drinking
dives, so many one wondered how they all could make a living.
Carrying on through Back Theatre Street, one came to a canal bridge
known as the Bando Bashi, the north side of which, in Yagoi Chö,
was the area of the Imbai or unlicensed prostitutes. Each dwelt in a
small old-time Japanese-styled house of two rooms, with a fragilelooking spirit-screen nearly filling the entrance. The girls dressed
mostly in Western-style clothes and shoes, and were much cheaper
than the girls of the licensed quarter.
The licensed quarter or kuruwa called Megane Chö, was over the
canal bridge, towards the shore. Here were the large two-storied
houses known as kashi-zashiki, or 'rooms to let', each house having
ten or more resident prostitutes. The entrances and fagades still had
the beauty and symmetry of the architecture of Old Japan, and did
not differ greatly from similar houses of the pre-European age. The
girls, however, were no longer exposed in the bamboo cages as they
were years ago. Each house had a gyütarö or tout at its entrance calling
softly and insidiously, 'Irasshai! Irasskai!' One famous house was
named the Nectarine, another was the Yoshirö.
Over at the Bluff and Hommoku were places extremely popular
with the sailor. Kiyö No. i or the Star Hotel and Kiyö No. 2 or the
Cherry Hotel and No. 9 or the Bungalow, already referred to earlier,
were all Japanese-styled hotels. Each was fitted with the customary
hot bath, and during the process of having this a girl, in this case a
prostitute, would scrub one's back. Also provided, of all things, were
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horses! They were the great attraction of these hotels, probably more
so than the girls! Sailor on horseback . . . for some unknown reason
a situation that has always attracted Jolly Jack! Daily, sailors would
be seen in the neighbourhood racing around at a mad gallop, hallooing
at the tops of their voices. The procedure was as follows: a drinking
session and dancing in the evening, a hot bath and then to bed with
your chosen girl, then up in the morning, another hot bath, and a
mad ride on horseback for an hour or so.
No. 9 was the third of its kind. The first was in the kuruwa, the
second, destroyed by the Great Earthquake of 1923, was the Hotel
Japan, and the third one, the Bungalow, was built close to where the
second one had stood. After the First World War sailors usually referred to it as 'Hill 60'. Not far from the Bluff, at one time, was a low
joint known as the 'Circus', where all kinds of sexual perversions were
performed by the 'circus girls'. This is something not often found in
Japan, and in this case the 'performers', known as 'Three-way girls',
were not Japanese but French girls, said to have originally come from
Saigon.
With some seamen Kobe was Number One, and although, perhaps, it did not have the variety of sailor entertainment offered in
Yokohama, still it had plenty of girls and bordels. Perhaps the reason
why some seamen preferred Kobe to Yokohama was the fact that
most girls here wore Western dress. The main street, the Motomachi,
was lined on both sides with small and large bars, cafés and dancehalls, the numbers of 'garus' or girls found in them being legion.
Down the side alleyways, too, more dives were to be found, and as
well as dives, Kobe was famous for its so-called Sex Stores. These
places advertised and sold all sorts of peculiar instruments and pastes
relating to perverted sex. One card sent aboard by the shop's 'runner'
ran:
Comdones [sic], Spanish Fly, and drags [sic],
Dreadnorts [sic], Stimulators, Long Time paste
and Rubber sex Organds [sic].
The bars and dives best known to seamen were the Honey Drop,
Union Bar, Kimi Bar, Golden Bat, the Frisco, Fuji Bar, Hana Bar,
Havana Bar, the Yokohama, Kiharu Bar, Silver Bar, Golden Crown,
Blue Bar, Academy Bar, Rose Bar, Young Bar, Yokohamate, and
Boston Bar. The native kuruwa, called the Fukuwara or 'Lucky Moor',
was to be found in Hyögö the older port adjacent to Kobe—^near to
the Theatre Street of Shinkaiichi. It was a replica of the one in Yokohama, but a bit livelier perhaps, since it was situated in a busy market and theatre district. The biggest houses were the Fukanarirö and
the Daikichirö. In these more modern times, however, what with the
competition of the Western-dressed dance-hostesses and the more
Western-styled bars, these old-fashioned native brothel areas were not
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patronized as much by seamen as they were in olden times. Even if
one wanted to go to such a place and said to the Japanese taxi-driver,
'Yoshiwara', it was usual for the driver, who had probably driven
hundreds of sailors to bars and brothels, and who believed he knew
what the sailor wanted better than the latter did himself, to take his
customer to a Western-styled dive. The girls in this district charged
2^ yen a 'short time', 5 yen an hour, and 8 yen 'all night', the yen at
this time being worth is. 2d.
In Hyögö, too, there were many bars patronized by Jack, bars
such as the Palace Tea-House, where no tea was drunk, the Marseilles
and the Homare. In many small cafés and bars would be found native
girls who called themselves 'skibby'. Some sailors thought the name
had something to do with 'skivvy' as an English servant girl was once
called, but the word actually was sukebei—meaning 'lascivious'. The
soft paper carried by Japanese for all purposes, from blowing one's
nose to more private usages, and called chirigami or 'dust paper' was
referred to as 'skibby paper' by sailors, on account of the many uses
to which these girls would put such paper.
Both in Kobe and in Yokohama there existed a new type of bar
known as a standu-baru, the Japanese version of Stand Bar—a
bar where one stood up. These were to be seen on every street corner, something like coffee stalls in London, and were patronized by
seamen wanting to 'freshen the nip' homeward-bound.
Another 'new' port, serviced for coal, is Miike, a small port always
packed with ships and yet rarely marked on school atlases. It consists of hardly more than one rural main street, but its wharves and
coaling machinery are right up to date. In many parts of the world
the brothel and pub areas, as we have seen, arc, or were, hard by the
wharves and docks, but Miike must be the only place in the world
where the seaman had to walk through the brothel area to get out of
the dock gates! After passing the overhead machinery and the great
heaps of coal—whitewashed to prevent stealing—the sailor comes
suddenly upon a little bit of Old Japan. The brothel houses are all in
the old style, like those in the big kuruwas of Tokyo, Yokohama,
Kyoto, and Hyögö, but smaller and rather dainty. Seated on a sort
of matted dais at the entrance of each house—the genka it is called in
Japanese—is a jorö such as one sees in the wood-cuts and prints of
Hokusai. She beckons as one passes, and may murmur softly 'Irasshai', but that is all. No tawdriness, no ostentatious vice, in fact, a
new chum would not believe she was a prostitute, nor the bamboo
houses brothels.
Passing between two tall four-sided columns, made of bamboo and
oil paper with great black characters inscribed all over them, one
reaches a dirt track that leads up to the main street of Miike. Here,
before the war, stood several sailor bars—the Blue Funnel Bar, the
Lighthouse, the Ship Bar, the Korean Hotel, and the Benisusume
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Cabaret, all geared to please the visiting seaman. Many of them had
the English greeting V^ELCOME over their doorways and all the girls
spoke some sort of pidgin-English. Another 'sight' of Miike's main
street was a sort of Museum of Anatomy, with crude pictures outside
and cruder wax figures within.
Near the lower end of the street stood two or three John Kina
Houses, similar to those of Nagasaki, with raised platforms, to be
seen from the street, on which the girls performed the forfeit dance.
The audience squatted around the platform, and the sound of samisen and tom-tom twanging and throbbing could be heard quite a
distance on a calm night.
Leaving Nippon behind let us now head for the Philippines. We
have noted the fact that during the windjammer days Manila was an
occasional port of call for whalers, the case-oil traders and so on, but
between the wars trade grew in leaps and bounds and Manila harbour was never empty of ships. The dock area, or Tonbo, was fairly
notorious for assaults on ship-returning sailors, but the town lacked
the number of seamen's pubs found elsewhere in the East. There was
a rather well-got-up joint called the Mariners' Club, of which the
writer was once a one-evening member, but apart from one or two
saloons like the New York Bar what a sailor calls 'real dives' didn't
exist, although outside the town's limits, near the village of Kulikuli,
many large brothels thrived. Of course, there was the cabaret Santiana, said to be the largest in the world, but here the girls were easy
on the eye and hard on a sailorman's pocket.
Cebu, the island famous for the assassination of the great seamanexplorer Magellan, was lenowned to the sailor for another reason.
Of all the places in the East this oil and hemp port was the most
notorious for its homosexuals. Alongside the wharf was a rather pretty
park-like area where, after dark, great fruit bats would be seen flitting from tree to tree, and below the trees would be flitting the maricones, or men dressed as women, calling softly to the passing sailor,
'Alio! What's yo' name? Mine's Gloria Swanson', or something to
that effect. The whole port was chock-a-block with such 'kinkies',
to use the newest way of describing such creatures.
Over at the oil island, opposite Cebu, the very island I believe on
which Magellan was murdered, stood two or three low wooden buildings filled with bunks similar to those on shipboard, the occupants
of which were all 'boys'. These 'boy rags', as the sailors called them,
were to be found everywhere in Cebu, with a noticeable shortage of
brothels containing women. Some say marimachos, that is Lesbians,
also had a special quarter in Cebu, but the writer is unable to affirm
this, and anyhow sailors would not be likely to be found visiting such
places! The few sailor-visited drinking joints, such as the Shamrock
Bar, the Cigar Store, the Dewdrop Inn, and Slapsey Maxey's, had
Tagalog women in attendance, and Mike Ryan's place and the
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cabaret San Miguel were both dives whei'e one could dance with
half-caste, white, and Filipino hostesses.
By the 1930s the character of the sailor districts of the ports of Australia had become quite mild and harmless when compared with that
of the days of the Little Lonsdale Street dives, and the Larrikin street
fights of Sydney. Even the pubs were respectable by comparison, and
no brothel quarters existed, although there were plenty of what
sailors call 'whores' robbers'. Up in Brisbane, in the once notorious
Albert Street, three houses only were left, with a couple of hags in
each, and the only red-light district left in the whole of Australia, I
believe was that of Winnellie in Port Darwin, in the Northern Territory.
The ports of North and South America, too, had lost the tawdry
glamour of the windbag and early steamship days. The nitrate and
guano ports were dead when compared with the past, although Buenos
Aires and Rio still had some gaiety with their cabarets and dancehalls. In the States, thanks to Pussyfoot Johnson and Prohibition, a
new secret set-up was the thing, all whoring and drinking having gone
underground, and, unless he happened to be acquainted with someone in the know, the seaman had difficulty in finding his way around
the clubs, the speakeasies and 'blind pigs' in order to get his share of
wood-hootch, rotgut rye, or near beer.
Close to the Panama Canal is an island called Curagao. It is Dutch,
and between the wars it became a famous tanker port of call. The
whole island being a mass of oil tanks, smoking is forbidden in many
places. Signs in numerous languages proclaim this, and besides the
well-known ones—Prohibe elfuma, Non sifuma, Rauchen verboten, and
Verboten se Ragen—strange-looking lingoes, such as Tataha pa humo,
which I believe is a Venezuelan dialect called Polmiento or Papamiento, were also included. The inhabitants must be the greatest
tobacco chewers in the world.
To sailors, however, it wasn't the prohibition of tobacco smoking,
or the chewing of it, or the ubiquitous smell of oil that made Curasao
a memorable port, but the fact that Bols, a sort of gin in stone bottles,
was ridiculously cheap. Along the waterfront stood several drinking
places, of Dutch architecture, the Café Suiza being the one most frequented by sailors. Here, besides the Bols, were half-caste girls of
many races, all plying the world's oldest trade. The prettiest were
those of Venezuelan extraction.
Tankers bearing romantic girls' names, such as Margarita, Isabella,
Juanita, Isidora, Carmencita, and Loretta, called here daily, and deepsea tankers from every country in the world at some time or another
dropped their 'picks' here, hence there was always a big sailor clientele in the bars and brothels ashore.
As far as the Dutch sailor was concerned Curagao had been a port
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of call even before the First World War. And the whores of the Heren
Straatje were not so difierent to those of other seaports of pre-war
days judging from the following Dutch sailor song.'
Cura^o, 'k hcb jouw, zo menigmaal bekeken,
En al jouw loze streken, die stane mij niet aan.
Want al jouw loze streken, die stane mij niet aan,
Daarom ga ik vertrekken naar waar ik kom vandaan.
'K Kwam laastst, met haast, al door 't Heren Straatje,
Men sprak: 'Mijn lieve maatje, kom zet U hier wat neer.
En drink met ons een glaasje en rook een pijp tabak,'
Dan met al die loze streken raakt 't geld uitdc zak.
Een zoen, kandocn, de hele nacht te blijven.
Dan hoort men niet 't kijven van onze officier.
Zo raken wij aan 't dwalen, zo dronken als een zwijn,
Het schip ligt voor de palen, aan boord moeten we zijn.
Maak los, de tros, de voor—en achter touwen.
Wij zijn niet meer te houwen, we gaan naar Holland toe.
Waar is 't beter level, dan l^ij je eigen vrouw.
Ver vloekt zijn al de hoeren van 't eiland Curasao.
A translation of the above song is as follows:
Curasao, I've seen you so many times,
And all your crafty tricks, I dislike them,
And all your crafty tricks, I dislike them,
Therefore I'm going back to my home-port again.
Last time I came, down the Lord Street I hastened.
The whores called, 'Come in and sit down a while,
Drink a glass with us and smoke your pipe,'
With their cunning your money flics!
Their kisses make you stay all night.
And you don't hear the bawling of the mates.
We rove around as drunk as pigs,
The ship is at the mooring-post, aboard \vc have to be.
Loose the hawsers, the fore and aft springs.
You won't keep us, we're bound for Holland,
Life is much better with your own wife.
To hell with the whores of Curasao!
With the coming of the Second World War, ports that were on the
convoy routes, and harbours for merchant vessels and ships of war
to lie in, became reborn, not having known such an influx of business for years. O n e of these was the West African port of Sierra
•" Sent me by Kees Hos of Assendelft, Holland, and also translated by him.
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Leone. Although wartime icgulations allowed seamen ashore up till
six o'clock in the evening only, nevertheless the bars and girls did
much trade in daylight hours. The Tippcrary Bar was known to both
naval and merchant seamen, and according to the patter of the little
Negro boy-touts there were many 'can-can houses' in the town.
The brothels, most of which were in Wilberforce Street, all had a
religious atmosphere. Most of the prostitutes were Negro, half-caste,
or Syrian Christians—Moslem harlots hardly existed. In each of their
houses—shacks would be a better word—hung on the walls, of all
things, were their Sunday School texts, most of them denoting their
Wesleyan origins. These, of course, were slightly reminiscent of the
texts hung in the bordels of the old Barbary Coast whores of years ago.
Some police control existed over these places and occasionally a
raid would take place, but the inmates were not the worrying kind.
The girls charged five shillings for a 'short time'. If one had not got
that kind of money, there were the native tombo houses, places like
the Jessamine grog-shop, where tombo, or cabbage palm wine, would
be dished out in old glass jam-jars at sixpence ajar. As well as merchant and naval seamen roaming the streets of Sierre Leone seeking
amusement, soldiers, too, both black and white, helped to make
shore-life boisterous and interesting. And, according to some Chinese
firemen the writer once knew, opium dens were also to be found in
the side streets of this rather hectic wartime port.
And having brought our narrative up to the commencement of
the Second World War we have really come to the end of the rough,
tough, old shore-life of the Sailortowns of Yesteryear, and of their
successors the sailor quarters of between the Wars.
After the war sailor shore-life became radically changed. In
steamer fo'c'sles before the war sailing-ship men still sailed as deckhands, and in the stoke-hold, occasionally, one came across a fireman
who had once been a windbag man, or else had sailed in the sailcarrying steamers of the transition period. But after the war a new
generation of seamen came into being, a percentage of them being at
sea, to put it bluntly, so as to dodge military service, having no intention of following the sea as a lifelong profession as did, even with
their beachcombing lapses, the old-timers.
At sea a new era, the Motor and Diesel Age was rapidly supplanting the days of steam. Even the tough Liverpool-Irish fireman was
fast becoming as extinct as the dodo, and with the departure of the
windbag man, the fireman, and the sail-trained steamer deck-hand,
the ranting old ways of the past are fast becoming nothing more than
a memory.
And from London's Abbey Arms, Liverpool's American Bar,
Hull's Neptune Hotel, Swansea's Ivy Bush, and Newport's Welcome
Home to the once sailor-haunted pubs of Melbourne, Frisco, Calcutta,
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and Cape Town the fact, perhaps, is bemoaned, but, at this late
day, no one can do anything to—-nor perhaps wishes to—-prevent
their passing.
Yes, times have changed, and others now trample on the sailorman's preserves. The once wild sites of the old-time Sailortowns are
now the hunting grounds of tourists. Such types, these days, wander,
camera in hand, around the streets where Frisco's Barbary Coast and
Chinatown once flourished. In Hamburg's St. Pauli the tourist and
sight-seeing British soldier, yes, and even parties of gay young things,
all with guides be it noted, wander through an area, now full of
cabarets and theatres, that one time had for its habitués no one but
the carousing sailor and those who battened off him. And along the
Reeperbahn, in the Star Club, devotees of the 'Mersey Beat' congregate, shrieking over their 'pop' idols. The old French Quarter of
New Orleans too, is but a shadow of its former self, full of makebelieve which satisfies the modern sight-seer.' Port Said, under Nasser,
has become quite respectable, and a friend of mine recently told me
that the famous 'Arcade' of Buenos Aires, has been cleaned up by the
police.
Recently I wandered through London's 'Tiger Bay'. Wcllclose
Square of Prussian Eagle fame was derelict—a bombed, dilapidated
collection of ruins, without one sign of its former glory. In the centre
of the square stands St. Paul's School and Infant Nursery, and the
North East Passage still has its name-plate aloft, but all is dismally
quiet. Along the Ratclilfe Highway I failed to see, let alone chase,
any 'flash packets', in fact the only girls I saw were two pleasantlooking teenagers going through the portals of the St. George's
Parish Mission House. In Cable Street, however, according to a recent report in a Sunday paper by a parish priest, the dilapidated
shacks and empty houses become, of an evening, the haunts of methdrinkers and dope-addicts, while many of the sleazy and tatty Maltese cafés are still infested with teenage prostitutes and flick-knife
toughs. Sailortown of the past may have been tawdry, but it had a
romantic and glamorous tawdriness not to be found in such modern
situations.
Cardiff's Tiger Bay, too, is not that of the old days; the area is
being pulled down and rebuilt, and even the Bute Docks are to be
filled in for some other purpose. Yet here, as well, down Bute Road
at nightfall, some prostitutes, meth-drinkers, and other dregs of
humanity still congregate in the shadows. On exploring recently the
famous Liverpool thoroughfare, Paradise Street, sung of in many a
sailor shanty and once the centre of a great Sailortown, I found it to
' According to Dr. Fernando Henriques, in his Prostitution and Society, Vol. 2., sex
exhibitions, pornographic films, gambling, drugs, strip-tease, and whores are available
in New Orleans even today. He writes: 'Bourbon Street is among the leading thoroughfares of vice in the United States.'
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be another bomb-flattened, wreck of a district, while around Canning
Place, not a prostitute nor even the ghost of Maggie M a y was to be
seen. However, just around the corner was displayed a poster announcing the coming of the new musical show 'Maggie M a y ' —
autres temps, autre mosurs!
Glancing through a copy of the Week-end Telegraph coloured supplement' I came across a fine article called 'Impressions of Red China'
by Edward Behr. I t contained a recent account of Red Shanghai and
the area that once was its Sailortown, Thanks to the author I have
been able to include it here.
The 'bund'—that stretch of heavy stone buildings on Shanghai's
waterfront, part Pall Mall, part Chicago skyscraper style of the twenties—
still looks the same. There are practically no cars in the streets, of course,
and the sign on the small garden reading 'No dogs or Chinamen allowed'
has been removed to a 'Museum of Colonialism'. The Shanghai Club is
still there, and the longest bar in the world still functions, but it is now the
Foreign Seamen's Home, and in the lobby of the club there is an eight-foot
plaster statue of Mao. Over it a banner reads, in English: 'Workers of the
world, unite.'
I asked Mr. Li, the Director of the Home, whether foreign seamen ever
misbehaved in Shanghai, after months at sea. 'We find that our foreign
seamen guests wish most of all to see the beauties of nature when they
land,' he said. 'So we take them on tours of parks, gardens and the zoo.'
Did any of them ever drink too much at the longest bar in the world ?
Sometimes, he said, they did over-indulge, despite the advice of the staff.
'Then,' he said, 'we put them to bed, take away their clothes, launder them
and return them in the morning. We tell them how they behaved while
drunk. They are always contrite.'
Was there any trouble about women? Mr. Li looked grave, and his
spectacles glistened. 'I am most distressed to have to say that occasionally,
some seamen from non-socialist countries—and even some from socialist
countries too—come here under the impression that women can be procured.
One German sailor came to me the other day, blatantly demanding where
he could find a woman. I took him into my office and explained to him
that we were no longer living in the old society, where women were
chattels to be bought and sold. Today, I said, a woman was a man's
equal and would immediately report him to the police if he made improper
suggestions to them. I then took him by the hand to the games room and
suggested a game of ping-pong. Every night the German came back for a
game.'
Yes, Sailortown, whether mourned or not, is now past history.
As I have pointed out above, 'Fiddler's Green' was a real deepwater n a m e for Sailortown. A secondary meaning was that it was a
place of eternal rest for the sailorman who h a d died peaceable, as
opposed to one who h a d died by drowning through shipwreck,
' No. 13, December 18, 1961.
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foundering, or falling from aloft. T h e latter was supposed to go to the
Big Locker of Davy Jones' for his last rest.
Well, perhaps Sailortown is still to be found in the shades of the
heavenly Fiddler's Green, and it would be nice to think that the oldtime shellback who knew the delights (?) of the earthly Fiddler's
Green is now taking his rest—a rest probably broken by drinking
bouts and 'love' parties—in that other ghostly one.
And with this parting wish let us bid a long farewell to SAILORTOVS'N,
or, if the reader prefers it
FIDDLER'S GREEN

No more I'll haul on the lee fore brace, by the royal halyard stand,
Nor aloft I'll fly when I hear the cry with a tar-pot in me hand;
No more I'll fork a flemish-horse, nor ride a stays'1 down,
But I'll stay on shore for evermore, an' be mayor of me little home
town.
j\'b more, no more, FII go to sea no more !
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'Circuses', 149, 214, 236, 334
Civil War, American, 162, 176, 186
Civil War in J a p a n , 307
Clam chowdah, 159, 194, 228
Clarence Dock, 32, 96, 101
Clark, A. E., 198, 237
Clcrkenwell, Abbey of, 23
Clove, 12, 60
'Coal to Callao', 66, 288, 290
Coal-whippers, 27, 119, 124
Coal women, 312, 309
Cobweb Palace, 88, 217
Cochin, 40, 52, 61, 63
Cock-fighting, 82
Cockney Jack, 190-1
Cocoa-rooms, n o
Coconut Grove, 322
Codfish traders, 67
CofiTee-House Connor, 202
Coffee-stalls, and shops, 126, 159, 166
'Coffin Brigs', 25, 65; and 'Coffin ships
108
Colombo, 317, 321, 325
Colon, 82, 321
'Colonies, The', 277-91
Colosseum, log
Columbia River, 196, 197, 199, 200, 201
'Company's man', 3, 65
Comstock, Samuel, 15
Connor, Mike, 87, 204, 222
Conrad, Joseph, 68, 292
Consular justice in Hong Kong, 297-8
Contrabandists, 43
Convict ships, 278
Conway, 313
Cook, Capt., 6, 10, 19
Cooking ashore, gg
'Coolie ships', the, 68
Cooper Parke, W., 273
Copper-ore men, 48, 65, 68, 133, 245
Coquimbo, 252, 254
Corinth, 324
Coromandel Coast, 6g
Corpses, shipping, 87, 108, 181, ig7, 198
Corunna cattlemen, 68
Countess Willie, 188
'Country Wallahs', 68, 312

Cowyards, 214, 215, 220
Creoles, 43
Crescent City, 42, 183, 184
Cribs, 202, 214, 215, 220
Crimea War, 6g, 121
Crimping, 82, 153, 167, 178, 182, 183, 184,
190, 195. 199- 203, 207, 221, 222, 242,
253
Crimps, 7g, 83, 87, 88, io8, 131, 132, 149,
i6r, 162-4, 167, 170-81, 193, 194, 197,
198, 200, 201, 203, 207, 221, 222, 225,
226, 227, 236, 238, 253, 257, 276, 279,
280,308,315,318
'Crimps and Crimping' (Frank Bowen),
290
Crimps' Organization, 163
Crosby, Mann and Company, 287
Crossed Harpoons, The, 46
Crossing the Line, 73
Crowe, 308, 313
Crucifix trampling, 62
Cruise of the Calabar, 111
Cuba, 54
Cummins of Bristol, 34
'Cumshaw', 2gg
Curasao, 337, 338
Curios, and curio-shops, 275, 327
Curios for sale in the intermediate ports,
321
Customs House (L'pool), 109, 110
'Cutting Out of the Ballast Lighters', 308
Czar's Head, the 24
DA COSTA, J O H N , 88, 106
Dairen, 331,
dives: Café Europa, Hanayome Baru,
J a p a n Baru, Merry Cabaret, Sapporo,
and Tsukuji Bar, 331
'Damn-yer-eyes Man', 303
Damon, Father, 92
Dana, R. H. D., 4, 46, 47, 68, 171, 203,
232, 254, 264
Dance-halls and dance girls, i i g , 148, 158,
166, 179, 184, 197, 198, 208, 213, 220,
232, 241, 247, 272, 275
Davis, Isaac, 11, 272
Delaware River, 179
De Leifde, n , 12
Dclgoa Bay, 63, 317
Demarara, 54, 233
Deptford, 24, 28, 123, 125
Descriptions of melodeons, fandango
houses, deadfalls, cow-yards, parlourhouses, cribs, etc., 210-15
Deserters, and desertion, 4, 7, 9, 19, 26, 47,
51. 68, 175, 178, 181, ig2, ig4, ig6, 202,
208, 229, 235, 237, 246, 24g, 263, 276,
288, 2go, 2gi, 2g7, 304, 310, 317, 319
Dcshima, 8, 61, 62
Devine, Chicken, 88, 223
Dibdin, Charles, 24, 25, 33
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Diego Suarez, 219, 317
Dillon, Peter, 17
Dillon, R. H., 202, 221, 228, 294
'Dirty' books, 242
Dirty Dick's, 88, 217
'Dirty' films, 236
'Dirty' postcards, 242
Discovery, H.M.S., 11
Ditches, The, 39
Dock Railway (L'pool), 112
Doctor Soda Water, 241
Dog-pits, 82, 167
Donovan, 88
Doping of seamen, 164, 172, 174
Doss-houses, i i i , 129
Down-easters, 66, 159, 167, 262
'Draughtboard Dutchy', 314
Dreadnaught, 89
Dredger-men, 119
'DuIT'n' Dough Boys', 133
Dugdalc, Mr., n o
Dukes of Alba, the, 40, 41
Duke, privateer, ig
Dundee, 136, 314
Dunkirk, 40, 45, 134, 148, 178
Dutch Cape Horn Association, 147
Dutch Harry, 153, 239
Dyke, the, 288, 2go
E A M O N T , 303
Earl of Effingham, 121
East End (London), 126
Easter Island, 271
East India Company, 12, 17, 24, 27, 2g
East India Docks, 28, 29
East Indiamen, 7, 24, 26, 59, 117; Dutch,
40, 63
East River, 157, 158
Edgartown, 15, 169
Elevated Railways (New York), 166
El Dorado, 81, 83
Ellerman's, 154
Ellice Islands, 271
Embankment, the, 126
Emigrants, New World, 112, 157
Espeigle, H.M.S., 260
Esping, John, 172, 181, 184
Esquimault, 190, 191, 204
Euphemia, 208
Eureka, 202, 302
Evans, Dave, 190, 193
Execution Dock, 28
FAIRHAVEN, 169
Fairhaven (Honolulu), 271
Falkland Islands, 68, 319
Fall River, 46
Falmouth, 70, 3ig
'Family Ship', 38, crews, 44
Fandango houses, 47, 213, 235, 248, 253,
254. 255' 256, 260, 323

EX
Fan-Ian, 54
Fa-nyu (flower-girls), 54, 294
Farewell Buoys, 288
Farmer, Mr., 287
Fayal, 319
Federal Army, 176
Fei (stone money), 10
Fell, Rev. J., g i , 225, 228
Fell's Point, 179
Fenian Barracks, 124
Fever Sheds, 105
Fiddler's Green, 6, 72, 73, 76, 79, 81, 82,
Ö9, 90, g2, 105, 128, 167, 183, 196, 229,
240, 248, 262, 277, 288, 341, 342
Fiddler's Reach, 56
Fighting Karney, 81, 226
Fiji Islands, and Fijians, 11, 12, 17
Finn ships, 70
Firando (Hirado), 40, 52, 60
First World War, 196, 202, 204, 229, 235,
236, 239, 245, 258, 259, 287, 290, 297,
300, 302, 316, 318, 322
Fitch, Jimmy, 12
'Five-gallon jar', 174, 222
Flaming Coast, 252, 253, 255, 257
Fleetenkieker, 41
Fleets, 41, 137
Flogging, 65
Florida, 181, forests of, the, 4
Flower-Boats, 57, 294, 295
Flying Angel, 91, 92, 126, 202, 280, 287
'Flying Fish Sailor', 29, g7, 292, 294
Flying P's, the, 137, 255
Foochow, 65, 118, 293, 295, 297, 303
Fore River, 168
Fore-sheet songs, gg
Formosa, 61
Fort, the (Honolulu), 273
Fort, the (Liverpool), 30
Fort William (Calcutta), 314
Frederickstadt, 6g
'Free firewater', 324
Free 'n' easies, 111
Fremantle, 2gi
I'rench Concessions, Shanghai, 328
French P.O.W.s, 31
Friend, 271
Friendly Islands, 15
Frisco, see San Francisco, also Barbary
Coast
Fur trade, and fur-traders, 11, 44, 65
Fry, Mr. Henry, 176
GAFF T O P S ' L C O R N E R , 178
Gaff Tops'1 Street, 247
Galapagos Islands, 271
Galveston, 67, 181
Gambling houses, 186, ig6, 207
Gambrinus, 323, 324
Gauchos, 240
Geelong, 291
,1

INDEX
Geisha, 307, 309
Genoa, 153
dives: Café Vardi, Canary Bar, 154
George's Dock, 31, 96
Georgetown, 233
German sailor songs (Seemann Lied), 13940, 141
Gibraltar Row, gg, 101
Gilantcs, 8g, 247, 249, 254, 255, 256, 257,
261, 266
Gilbert Islands, 17
Gin-palaces, 104, n g
Glamorganshire Canal (The Ditch), 130
Glasgow, 33, 67
streets; Argyll Street, 33; Broomielaw,
134; Gallowgate, 33; High Street, 33;
Jamaica Street, 33, 134; Saltmarket,
33; Trongate, 33
Glenelvan, 202
Goa, 40, 52, 63
Golden Gate, 207, 208, 218
Goliah, 223
Goree Causeway, 31
Goree Piazzas, 31, 32,
Go-shuin-sen, 61
Grain trade, and traders, 66, 6g, 70, 194
Grant Brothers, 77, 197
Grant Road, 90, 316, prostitutes in, (Indian, Turkish, Armenian, Arab, Baghdadi, Jewesses, etc.), 316
Grao, the (Valencia waterfront), 324
Gravesend, 25, 27
'Graveyard of the Sailing Ship', 317
Greasy Luck Inn, 46
Great Earthquake (Frisco), 220, 225, 229
Great Earthquake (Valparaiso), 247, 251
Great Earthquake (Yokohama), 334
Great Eastern, 220
Great Tea Race, 295
Grecian Islands, the, 39
Grecian ports, 154
Greenland Whale Industry, 28; whalers,
32, 106, 136
Green's Home, 126
Griffiths, W. E. 303
Gringo, 251, 256, 257
Guano, 9
Guano Islands, Chinchas, Lobos, etc. 261
Guano ports, Chile: Santa Rosa, Salavery,
Trujillo, Paita, etc., 261
Guano-traders, 66, 68
Guayaquil, 266
Guianas, the, 68
Guinea Coast, 12
Guinearaen, the, 3, 24, 25, 32, 33, 42,
48
Gulfport, 67, 6g, 181, 236
Gulf ports, 67
Gumbo dialect, 188
Gunny-bags, 91, 259
Guyana, 233

HADDON HALL, 190
Halifax, N . S., 175
Hallett, Capt., 166
Hallett, Fred, go
Hamburg, 4 0 - 1 , 136-42, 145
Hamburg Sailor Talk, 137
Hankow, 65, 301
Happy Jack, 88, 258
Harbour Lights Guild, 92, 287
Hashish, 317
Havana, 48, 232-3
Havrais, 6g, I4g
Hawaii, 13, 50, 170, 208, 270
H Division (London), 114
Hell's Half Acre, 22, 81
Hell-ships, 136, 161, 170, 181, 192, igG,
ig8, 223, 225, 226, 236
Hemp trade, 66
Hengler's Circus, 8 1 , 108
Hewahewa, Chief, 272
Heys, 95, 96
Hide-droghers, 46, 65, 203
Hilo, 262, 277
Hippodrome ('Riding Academy'), 137
Hobart, 68, 291
Hoboes, 5, 180, 198, 203, 220, 223
Hog Alley, 59, 60
'Holdfasts', 313
Hollanders, 62
Homosexuals, 215, 286, 336
Honcho-döri, and 'hunkey dory', 310
Hong Kong, 59, 60, 65, 66, 200, 296-300,
3 " . 325-7
Hong Kong currency, 2g7
Hong Kong Police, 299
Hongs, the, 54, 55, 293, 295; Honqua,
Cumqua, Howqua, etc., 56, 2g3
Honolulu, II, 18, 19, 52, 203; sugar trade,
70
streets: 272-7
Honolulu currency, 275
'Hoodlums', origin of the name, 216
Hopkins, Father, 92, 315-16
Horanda, 63
Howland Great Dock, 28, 30
Hudson Bay Company, 24, 47, 69; furtraders, 25
Hudson River, 157, 158
Hull, 36, 38, 134, 136
Humboldt Bay, 202
Hunter River, 289
Hussey, Capt., 16
Hussey, Cyrus, 16
Hyögó, 307, 335
ICHEBOE, 9
Impressment, 26
Indian Mutiny, 69, 316
Jndore, 164
Industrial Revolution, 40
Inquisition (Goa), 63
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International ('Boy Rag'), 323
Iquique, 252, 257; crimps, 258
Irish Potato Famine, l o i , 117
I.W.W., 5
JACOBSEN, S H I P P I N G MASTER, 204
Jamaica Stairs, 23
James and Mary Shoal, 312
Jamestown, St. Helena, 319
Jamestown, Virginia, 42
J a p a n , and the Japanese, 60-3, 149, 302-10
Japanese brothel districts described, 306,
307
Japanese brothel names ending in ' r 5 ' , 306
Japanese-English bar names, 304
Japanese Quarter, Shanghai, 328
Java, 311
Java fever, 311
J a v a Sea, 83
Jazz, 188
Jewish tailors, 79, 219, 220, 263
'Jib downhaul, to pay off with the,' 3, 5, 20,
161, 229, 303
Joe the Greek's Coffee House, 109
J o h n Kina (Chionkina), 309
J o h n Kina houses, 309, 336
J0TÖ (Japanese prostitutes), 307, 332, 335
Jota Aragonesa, 153, 323
'Jowlers' ('jiggers'), 95, 96, 108
J u a n Fernandez, 19
Junk-shops, 115, 159
J u t e trade, and traders, 66, 313
K A H N , BERTHA, 219
Kahu'a, 13, 14, or Kahuna, 272
Kamasutra, 20
Kamehameha, King, 10, 51, 272
Kanakas, 16, 17, 45
Kashi-zashiki ('rooms to let'), 306, 307, 333
K Division (London), 123
Kealakeakua Bay, 10
Khankis, 57, 315
Kidderpore, 312, 315
King's Dock (L'pool), 32, 96
King's Dock (Newcastle, N.S.W.), 288
King's Hard Bargains (K.H.B.'s), 26
King's Shilling, 26, 27
Knock-out drops {see 'Mickey Finn'), 164
217
Knuckledusters, 130, 223, 226
Kobe, 66, 303, 307-8, 334
Kowloon, 296, 297, 326, 327
Krimmen, 82
Krümmung, 82
Kumwa, 304, 332, 333, 334
Kyüshü, 12, 60
LADRONES, 14
Lahaina, 50, 51, 52, 271
Lambert, Mrs., 166
La Perouse, 17

Larrikins, 88, 279, 280, 282, 285, 337
Larrikin's Point, 89, 279
La Sevillana, 323
Las Palmas, 321
Laudanum, 87, 223
'Lays' (whaling), 170, 269, 270
Lay, William, 16
Le Havre, 40, 67, 145, 149, 184, 199
Leissz's windjanruners, 137
Lepers, and leprosy, 59, 277
Lerwick, 136
Lesbianism, and Lesbians, 213, 216
Levant, the, 24, 31
Levi, Max, 191, 192, 222, 229
Levi, Solomon, 219-20
Leylands, 97
'Light the binnacle!', 289, 320
Limchouse Causeway, 124
Limehouse Chinese, 129
Limehousc Cut, 124
Liverpool, early, 30-3
floods, 105
'Liverpool Judies', 108, 112
Liverpool, Nova Scotia, 174
Liverpool pubs: i l o - i i
Liverpool Sailortown, 31-33, 88-9, 95-113,
340
Liverpool theatres, io8-g
Logwood-cutters, 6, 235
London Bridge, 24, 27
London docks (general), 28, 29
London docks {see London Sailortown)
London, early, 23
London, Pool of, 23, 25, 27, 121, 125
London quays, 23
London River, 67
London Sailortown, 30, 114-27
London Steps and Stairs, 23
London, Tower of, 23, 24, 25, 118
Los Angeles, 172
Loudoun, H.M.S., 10
Louisiana, 42
I-ubbock, Basil, 70, 109, 111, 163, 200, 249,
290, 301. 308, 313
Lumpers, 11 g, 124
Lynch, Harry, 149
Lyons' Corner House, 126
MACAO, I I , 40, 52, 54, 63, 82, 293, 297
MacGregor of Budge-Budge, 92
Maclver Shipping Company, 97
MacNamee, Edward, 158
Macquereaux, 208
'Macs' (Macks), 2ig, 223
Madagascar, 317
Madame Gabriel's, 214
Madame Lazarene's, 214
M a d a m e Lucy, 77
Madame Petite's, 323
Madame, the, 75, 76, 144, 150, 166, 310,
323
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Madras, 7, 69
Magellan Straits of, 12
Maggie May, 96, 105, 108, 341
Magistrate's Courts, 89
Mah-cheuk, 54
Maidan, the, 312, 314
Mali, Miss Sandra, 273
Maine, 69, 167
Malacca, 40, 52
Malay Street, 292, 325
Malta, 154
Mama Sans, 293, 307, 312
Manchuria, 331
Mandarins, 48, 54, 57, 68, 295
Mangareva, 203
Manila, 14, 52, 310, 336
Manila-men, 169, 311
Manson's Nautical School, 109
Maoris, 12, 14, 291
Maricones, 239, 323-4
Marimachos (Lesbians), 33C
Marine Police Office (Thames), 28
Mariner, Mr., 15
Marineros, 89, 238, 240, 254
Mariner's Club, 336
Mariners' Cricket Club, 313
Maritime Code, 178
Maritime Provinces, 69, 169
Marooning, 6, 19, 263
Marquesas and the Marquesans, 12, 50, 274
Marr, Larry, 162, 222
Marseilles, 40, 41, 81, 150-3, 306, 324
Marshall, Capt., i66
Martha's Vineyard, 15, 169
Martinez, 202
Martinique, 232
Marybone, lot
Maryport, 39
'Marys', 326
Massachusetts, 167
Massage parlours (Japanese), 331
Matto Grosso, 243
Maui, 52
Mauritius, 314
Mauritius traders, 68
Maurits the Jew, 147
Mayhew, H., 27, 114, 117
Mediterranean ports, 153, 154
Mediterranean traders, 25
Mejillones, 251, 254, 255
Melanesia, and the Melanesian Islands, 6
9. ' 7
Melbourne, 69, 79, 277, 282, 285-6
Melodeons, 210, 220
Melville, Herman, 8, 12, 72, 97, 99, l o i ,
108, 122, 159, 256, 274, 294, 311
Memphis, 43
Merchant Service, 95
Merchant Vessel, The, 182
Messageries Maritimes Company. 317
Mexican War, 208

Mexico, 67, 68, 230, 235
Michael Finnegan, 164
'Mickey Finn', 164
Micronesia, 15, 68, 237
Middlesbrough, 38
'Midnight Fairies', 299, 312, 327
Miikc, 309, 335-6
Mikado, 309
Milei Atoll, 15, 16
Milford Haven, 45, 134
Mincing Lane, 23
Mindanao, 66
Min River, 295
Miramichi, 67, 174
'Mirimiri' men, 271
Missionaries, Calvanistic, 20
Mission girls, 228, 290
Mission Rock, 225, 226, 227
Missions to Seamen, 81, 91, 126, 225, 280,
290, 316
Mississippi, 96, 184
'Miss Piggott's Special', 217
Mixed Marriages, 130
Mobile, 43, 67, 176, 181-2, 236
Monterey, 14, 47, 68
Montevideo, 230, 238-40
Moslem ports, 318
Motomachi, 334
Motor and Diesel Age, 339
Mudlarks, 177
Muller, Charlie, 140, 143, 159, 192, 248,
258, 280, 289, 310
Multiple Crib, 215
Muncasler Castle, 290, 313
Muscat, and Muscat Arabs, 66
Muscovey Company, 24
Museum of Anatomy (L'pool),88; (Miikc),
336; Museum of Horrors, 88
Music-halls, 81
Musselcraig, 225
Mutiny, 15, 16-17, 104, 278
NAGASAKI, 8, 40, 51, 60, 61, 62, 66, 303,
309-10
'Nagasaki marriages', 309
Nantes, 149
Nantucket, 13, 15, 16, 48, 50, 169
Nantucket slcigh-ride, 49
Naples, 154
Napoleonic Wars, 44, 65, 124
Nathan's Hard-up Boarding-House, 124
Naval enlistment notices, 100
Navigation Acts, 43, 44, 65
Navigation schools, gi
Navigators' Islands, 15
New Barbary Coast, 220
New Bedford, 43, 45, 46, 48, 169-71
New Brunswick, 174
New Caledonia, 149
Newcastle, N.S.W., 91, 263, 277, 288-91,
320
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New England, i8, 19, 49, 233
Newfoundland, 67
Newgate Prison, 6, 26
New Hebrides, 9, 17
New Orleans, 42, 67, 74, 176, 181, 183-1 ,
208
Newport News, 159
New Providence, 6
New South Wales, 29
New York, 43, 44, 66, 157-67, 196
New Zealand, 14, 66
Ningpo, 293, 311
Nitrate trade, 69, 137
No Advance Law, 163, 173, 179
Nobbies, the, 288
Norc, the, 25, a6, 125
Norfolk, Va, 67, 176, 180
'North End' (L'pool), 96, 101, 104
Northers, 251
'North Sea Chinamen', 38
Norwegian Sailors' Church, 130
Nor'West traders, 11, 45, 49, 51, 52, 61
Notre Dame dc la Garde, 150
Nova Scotia, 42, 96
Nuevo Puerto, 242
Nuku Hiva, 12, 13
Number Nine, as a favom'itc brothel num
ber, 304-6, 307
O A H U , 14, 15, 47
O a h u brigs, 67
Oakland, 202
Off-Japan Grounds, 15, 51
Off-New Zealand Grounds, 169
Off Valparaiso, 286
Okhotsk Sea, 275
Old clothes stalls, 119
'Old Dart, the', 280
Old Dock, the, 30, 31
Omoo, 8, 12, 13, 14, 16, 270
Opium and Opium dens, 54, 87, 130, 195,
198, 216, 220, 276, 317, 339
Opium clippers, 65, 296, 303, 312
Opium trade, 52, 66
Opium Wars, 293
Order Ports, 319-21
'Oriental Parade', 89, 128, 129, 130
Orth, Mrs., 131
Osaka, 303, 307
Ottermen, 7
Otter poachers, 67, 68
Overhead Railway (I.'pool), 112
PACIFIC COAST, 201
Padding-Kens, 114
Paddy Doyle, 76, 87, 103-4
Paddy's Market, 112
Paddy West, 85, 101-3, 108, 124
Paddy Westers, 102
Palm-oilers, 7

Panama, 228, 321
Panama Canal, 70, 322
Panama, Isthmus of, 83
'Panel Game', 1C4, 214-15
Papeete, 19, 270
Papenberg, 62
Parlour houses, 164, 202, 214, 220
Pascagoula, 67, 181
Paseo de Colon, 240
'Passage workers', 3
Patapsco River, 179
Patna, 113
Pawn shops, 77
'Paying off witli the fore tops'!' (or 'sheet'),
49, 200
Payne, 15, 16
Pearl River, 56, 294
Peep-shows, and girls, 149, 188, 215
Peking, 56
Pelican Stairs, 24
Pcnang, 303, 325
'Penny Gaffs', 121
Penobscot River, 169
Pensacola, 67, 176, 181, 182-3
'Permission to cut down and throw away',
303
Pernambuco, 67, 236
Perry, Commodore, 61, 275, 302
Persecution, Christian (in J a p a n ) , 60
Peru, 42, 66
Pettah, the, 325
Phelps, Anson, 166
Philadelphia, 43, 66, 176-9
Philadelphia Catechism, 178
Philadelphia Lawyer, 178
Phillipincs, the, 336
Pidgen-English songs, 294, 297
Pier Head (L'pool), 96, n o
Piggott, Miss, 217
Pine-trade ('hard' and 'soft'), and ships,'
67,183
Pirates: Algerine, 7, 65; Barbary Coast, 7;
Chinese, 300, 301; Joassamee, 6 3 ; Malabar, 63; New Orleans, 184; Riff, 7;
river, 28; Sulu, 40
Pisagua, 252, 256-7
Pitcairn Island, 9, 70, 319
Playhouse Square, 109
Plimsoll, Samuel, 108
Plummcr, the Harpooner, 278-9
Plymouth, 39, 149
Polynesia, and the Islands, 6, 8, 49, 271
Poplar, 29
Porneia, 324
Port Adelaide, 69, 91, 286-8
Port Blakeney, 193, 202
Port Costa, 202, 203
Port Darwin, 337
Porter, Admiral, 186, 265
Portingalls, 6, 12, 52, 60, 63
Port Jackson, 90
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Portland, Maine, i68
Portland, Oregon, 190-9, 196-202
Portmadoc, 67
Port Melbourne, 282
Port of Spain, 48, 314
Port prostitutes, slang names for, 73
Port Royal, 6, 48
Port Said, 321, 340
Portsmouth, 39, 47, 149
Portsmouth Square, 83, 207
Port Talbot, 66, 68, 132
Port Townsend, 87, 192-5
Posées Plastiques, 109
Powles, Capt. T . Y., 313
Pox, sailor, 19, 49, 51, 144, 270
Praya Grande, 54
Press-gang, 26, 31, 36, 38, 44, n o , 124
Preussen, 258
Prime A.B., a, 207, 222
Prince's Dock (Glasgow), 33; (L'pool),
32, 96, 97, 100, 108
Privateersmen, 32, 33, 44
Prohibition, 167, i6g, 337
Prohibition of tobacco smoking, 337
Prospect of Whitby, 22, 24, 27
Prostitutes, Arab, 321; Bohemian, 188;
Chileno, 207, 209; Chinese, 215, 292,
325; Czechs, 239; Eurasian, 292;
French, 183, 207, 292, 304; German,
244, 292; Hakka, 272, 276; Hapa-haolc,
276; Irish, 117, 178, 198; Japanese, 276,
310; Jewesses, 218, 239; Malay, 325;
Mexican, 208, 215; Peruvian, 208;
Polish, 167, 178, 179, 188, 239, 244;
Russian, 244; Sinhalese, 325; Slavs, 239;
White Russians, 302
Prostitutes, fictitious names of, 75
Prostitution, in Antwerp, 40; in Barcelona,
323; in Bombay, 90; in Bordeaux,
149; in Buenos Aires, 241; in Calcutta,
315; in Callao, 265; in Canton, 56;
in Cardiff, 132, 133; in Chinwangtao,
331; in Curasao, 337; in Frisco, 207,
208, 214-15, 220; in Guayaquil, 266;
in Hamburg, 139; in Hong Kong, 296,
326; in Honolulu, 272; in Hull, 136;
in Hyögö, 335; Iodoform Alley, in
Frisco, 218; in Kobe, 334; in Liverpool,
105, 108; London waterfront, on the, 25;
in London, 121, 122; in Marseilles, 150,
152; in Miikc, 335; in Nagasaki, 62;
in New Orleans, 186-8; in New York,
166; in early Polynesia, 19; in Rio
de Janeiro, 236; in Rosario, 244;
in Samoa, 270; in Schiedam, 148;
in Shanghai, 302; in Sister Street, 325;
in South Shields, 134; in St. Lucia,
232; in Sydney, 282; in Valparaiso, 247,
248; Vancouver Island, among the
Indian tribes of, 49; in Vladivostock,
310; in Yokohama, 304, 333

Pro-tem marriages, 118
Providence, R. I., 167
Prussian Jack Melvin (One-eyed Melvin)
•34
Pubs, sing-songs in, 126, 136
Pudding Lane, 25
Puerta Arenas, 235
Puerto Santa Madrona, 323
Puget Sound, 66, 70, 192, 196
Pulperias, 46, 47
Punta Arenas, 245
Pure-collectors, 117
Pussyfoot Johnson, 167, 337
Putas, 236, 238, 256, 257, 263

Q U A I D'FRANCE ( F R E N C H BUND),
SHANGHAI, 328
Quakers, 49, 169
Quebec, 43, 46, 67, 69, 96, 175-6
Quebec timber stowers, and traders, 176,
182, 183
Queenhithe, 23
Queen of the Prostitutes (Oiran Soma), 307
Queen's Dock (Glasgow), 33; (Hull), 36;
(L'pool), 32, 96; (Newcastle, N.S.W.),
288
Queenstown, 70, 319-21

RAG FAIR, 122
Rangoon, 66, 69, 303
Rangoon, sailing ships at, 311
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